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PREFACE 

This volume is the culmination of over twenty years of work. The three authors have 

spent many seasons in the Dakhleh Oasis working on the texts, individually, in pairs, or 

on occasion all together. Out of season we have continued to work at home (in Australia, 

Germany and Canada), exchanging drafts and ideas and sudden realisations. It has been 

enormously interesting and intellectually rewarding, and our first thanks are given to 

C.A. Hope of Monash University whose archaeological fieldwork recovered the texts and 

who entrusted their publication to ourselves. Colin has been generous and supportive, 

and is of course the authority on the site of Ismant el-Kharab. 

Further, we are indebted in many ways both personal and professional to all our 

colleagues on the Dakhleh Oasis Project. It has been one of the most stimulating and 

friendly environments one could hope to have, and we are fortunate to have received this 

opportunity. We cannot mention everyone by name, but in particular we are most 

grateful to A.J. Mills, who inaugurated and led the Dakhleh Oasis Project from the start 

(of which the excavations at Ismant el-Kharab developed as a constituent part). Also 

Lesley Mills, who has ensured such a warm and welcoming atmosphere at the various dig 

houses over the years; Gillian Bowen, for her infectious energy and interest in our work; 

and all the other leading colleagues on the project for their incredible expertise on 

everything under the Saharan sun, especially Olaf Kaper, Fred Leemhuis, Mary 

McDonald, Rufus Churcher, and many others with much affection. We are also grateful 

for the support given by all the members of the Supreme Council of Antiquities who have 

facilitated our work in Egypt over many years. 

A special thanks is due to our papyrological colleagues working on the Greek texts 

recovered from both this site and elsewhere in the Oasis. We have worked closely for 

many years with both Klaas Worp and Roger Bagnall, and profited constantly from their 

incomparable knowledge of fourth-century Egypt. Both have read drafts of this volume, 

as also have C.A. Hope and G.E. Bowen, and we are most grateful for the help and 
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suggestions from all. The Coptic texts in this volume must be read together with the 

Greek documents published by our colleagues, which enrich and clarify content and 

context in a great many ways. 

Over the years we have used photographs taken variously by Bruce Parr, Robert Colvin 

and Colin Hope. A selection of these are reproduced as plates in the volume. However, a 

major step forward occurred in early 2009 when Jay Johnston of the University of 

Sydney visited Dakhleh and took the digital photographs supplied with this volume on 

disc. This has made a crucial difference to our being able to complete the volume, and 

we are indeed grateful to her and also to Michael Myers for post-production of the 

images in Sydney. 

We have at various times received financial grants (for travel, accommodation, 

consumables and so on) from a number of learned and charitable institutions, and we are 

enormously grateful for this necessary aid to our work to: The Australian Research 

Council; The Australian Academy of Humanities; Fonds de recherche du Québec - 

Société et Culture; The Egyptology Society of Victoria; The Seven Pillars of Wisdom 

Trust; The Faculty of Arts at Monash University; The School of Letters, Art and Media at 

the University of Sydney. We also wish to thank the various institutions at which we 

have worked for both the time and facilities to complete this publication, especially The 

University of Sydney. 

A few final comments may be made about the process of producing this volume. The 

research has been collaborative and no individual author is responsible for any single text 

or group of such. Anthony Alcock was the first to view and study many of the fragments 

that had been recovered, and his early draft translations helped each of us to see how we 

might read and understand them. The overall project to produce both volumes in the 

series has been led by Iain Gardner, and during 2010 and 2011 he worked to collate the 

material we had generated over the years into a coherent and ordered compilation, 

including the writing of all the introductory material found here, so as to actually achieve 

a final publication of these important documents. He is largely responsible for the 
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collation of fragments, the reconstruction and description of actual documents, and 

arranging them into groups according to familial relations or other criteria. Wolf-Peter 

Funk generated an invaluable concordance for all the Coptic texts, and his work 

especially on dialect and his linguistic expertise placed the project on secure foundations. 

He has also produced the indices. Final responsibility for the volume is taken by Iain 

Gardner, with the warmest of thanks to his colleagues and friends of many years. 

Iain Gardner, Sydney 

Anthony Alcock, Kassel 

Wolf-Peter Funk, Québec 

February 2013 



INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this volume is to complete the publication of Coptic documents recovered 

at the site of Ismant el-Kharab (ancient Kellis) by the excavations directed by C.A. Hope. 

This archaeological project began in 1986 and almost from the start (1987) Coptic 

material was recovered. The first finds from House 1, House 2 and the North Building 

were relatively minor, with much the greatest mass from House 3 in the 1990-91 and 

1991-92 seasons. There were then some important pieces from House 4 in the 1992-93 

season; after which only occasional and mostly rather poor fragments during the 

following years, all from the Temple area and mainly from strata relating to domestic 

purposes after the Tutu Temple itself had fallen into disuse about the 330s C.E. The final 

pieces published here were recovered in 1997, and although archaeological work has 

continued at various places across the site there have been no publishable finds of Coptic 

since that year. What is noticeable is that texts written in Coptic have been found only in 

structures of particular purpose (domestic) and from a clearly defined time-span (second 

half of the [Vth century with ancient Kellis deserted by 400 C.E.). Of course, texts in 

other languages and scripts are similarly associated with particular find sites and time- 

spans, with Greek material the most ubiquitous at the site overall. Interestingly, neither 

the churches nor the Christian cemeteries have yielded Coptic material (but one may note 

that such were mostly found to be devoid of any texts whatsoever). 

This is the second volume of Coptic Documentary Texts from Kellis, and really they form 

two halves of a single work. In particular, the first volume ended part-way through the 

publication of texts that had been recovered from House 3, and this sequence continues 

directly through the greater part of the second. The two volumes together present much 

the largest quantity of Coptic documents dated prior to 400 C.E. to have ever been made 

available to modern scholarship. In the following fairly brief introduction we shall not 

repeat the extensive detailed sections found in the introduction to the first volume. That 

would tend to being repetitive; and, besides, the volume is already too large and too long- 

delayed for such an undertaking. Details about prosopography, or weights and 

measurements, or commodities, can be tracked through the indices; and we have also 
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included sub-introductions to each section that will provide direction to the reader. 

Instead, in the following pages we will attempt some summary remarks about the finds of 

Coptic documentary material from Ismant el-Kharab as a whole. Whether there were 

particular circumstances at play in ancient Kellis, and whether these findings can be 

regarded as statistically significant or applicable to the situation elsewhere, are relevant 

questions; but in the absence of anything really comparable they are difficult to answer. 

We will make such suggestions as seem to be warranted by the available evidence, even 

though they may be somewhat hypothetical. We hope to show that the finds have wider 

utility for an understanding of the development of Coptic in its crucial early phase. 

Although the quantity of material recovered is remarkable, especially in comparison with 

the relative paucity of Coptic documents from this period elsewhere available, it presents 

various problems for the historian (and indeed for the papyrologist). There are the 

obvious difficulties of poorly preserved fragments, incomplete documents, missing text, 

uncertain readings and so on. Further, the great majority of the documents are letters or 

memoranda belonging to late fourth-century villagers writing to family, friends and 

associates. Little is given in the way of explanatory context, much is presumed 

knowledge between persons who knew each other well. In comparison to Greek 

documents of the same period, there are not really any dates given, witnesses cited, 

authorities invoked or legal processes involved. There are a certain number of epistolary 

conventions, which do make easier the reading of difficult passages and reconstruction of 

fragmentary lines, but they are mostly to do with rather mundane and formulaic matters 

of greeting and farewell. All of this makes for difficult reading, a considerable amount of 

repetition and obscurity, and major problems in terms of reconstructing the relationships 

between the persons concerned (especially as the authors rarely provide patronymics and 

are rather fond of abbreviated names). Nevertheless, concentrated study of the material 

provides a remarkable opportunity to understand the lives of ordinary persons, and the 

peculiar features of the collection (especially in terms of language, gender, religion and 

occupation) make a real contribution to our understanding of a pivotal moment in late 

antique society. 
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In the first volume’ we made as detailed a study of the dating as seemed possible. 

Although we now have more extensive data, our conclusions remain the same in all 

essential details. That is: the archaeological context (stratigraphy, ceramics, coins etc.) 

corresponds to general historical processes (including the spread of Christianity), as well 

as dating mechanisms such as palaeography, to make a fourth century date for almost all 

the Coptic documents certain. Efforts to be more exact than that largely depend on 

analysis of the economic data in the documents (specifically the commodity prices in a 

period of high inflation) and cross-referencing through prosopography to dated Greek 

contracts from the same find sites. These factors enabled us to make more precise 

conclusions, and we argued that the evidence places the great majority of the Coptic 

documents, indeed all about which we can ascertain substantial data, in an approximate 

quarter century from ca. 355-380+ C.E. This gives a satisfying and rather tight 

chronological context, and one that corresponds to broader historical changes during the 

decades leading up to the accession of Theodosius. 

We can detail the gross number of texts corresponding to find site:” 

' See especially the summary in CDT I, pp. 8-11. 

* For the archaeological context of documents from Houses 1-3: C.A. Hope, 'The 

Archaeological Context', in CDT I, pp. 96ff. For House 4: G.E. Bowen, C.A. Hope and 

O.E. Kaper, 'A Brief Report on the Excavations at Ismant el-Kharab in 1992-93, Bulletin 

of the Australian Centre for Egyptology, 4, 1993: 25-6. On the dating of the structure: 

C.A. Hope, ‘Observations on the Dating of the Occupation at Ismant el-Kharab', in C.A. 

Marlow, A.J. Mills, eds., The Oasis Papers I, Oxbow Books, Oxford 2001: 54-5. For the 

Temple area: All but one of the documents derive from Area D/8 which is not technically 

a part of the actual Temple complex in that its function does not relate it to the religious 

activity carried out there, and also it cannot be accessed from the Temple. It appears to 

post-date the use of the Temple for religious purposes. Cf. C.A. Hope, 'Excavations in 

the Settlement of Ismant el-Kharab in 1995-1999', in C.A.Hope, G.E. Bowen, eds., 

Dakhleh Oasis Project: Preliminary Reports on the 1994-1995 to 1998-1999 Field 

Seasons, Oxford 2002: 199-204. For D/2 ( the mammisi): There is an overview of the 
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Group | = Houses 1, 2 and 3 (including the North Building). The house ‘numbers’ 

represent nothing more that the sequence in which the structures were excavated. These 

structures are contiguous, and although in strict archaeological terms they represent 

different building histories, as regards the textual finds there are such common features 

across them (including fragments of single documents found in separate structures and 

the strong probability of family relationships across the buildings) that we see little point 

for our purposes here in distinguishing them. Of course, much the greatest quantity of 

textual material (Greek as well as Coptic) came from House 3. 

Group 2 = House 4. This structure is also in the domestic Area A at Ismant el-Kharab, 

and of the same approximate date as the previous, though of more elaborate construction. 

However, it is several hundred metres away, and must be supposed to have had distinct 

series of inhabitants. 

Group 3 = Area D. This corresponds to some scattered finds of Coptic documents from 

sites evidencing domestic re-use within the old Temple area. Dating can not be so exact 

for these pieces, but they would still come from the same half century 340-390 C.E. as 

the groups | and 2. This is probable because the evidence we have is that the Temple 

dedicated to Tutu fell into disuse in the 330s. The Coptic documents will postdate this 

event. However, apart from this, there is little unity to this group (although they do make 

an interesting contrast in terms of dialect and to some extent orthography as compared to 

group 1). 

Total numbers of Coptic texts (including literary pieces) 

Group | (Houses 1-3 and North Building): 

Letters: ee 

(of which are published: 110) 

Accounts, lists, etc.: 6 

Writing exercise: 1 

decoration and function of the room is O.E. Kaper, 'Pharaonic-style Decoration in the 

Mammisi at Ismant el-Kharab: New Insights after the 1996-1997 Season’, in Hope and 

Bowen, eds., op. cit. 2002: 217-23. 
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Jar stopper: 1 

New Testament: 2 

Works of Mani: 2 

Other Manichaean literature: 10 

Magic (?): 2 

Coptic / Syriac glossaries: 2 

(other Syriac: 6) 

Group 2 (House 4): 

Letters: 3 

(of which are published: 3) 

Accounts, lists: 1 

Other Manichaean literature: 1 

Magic: 1 

Group 3 (Temple area): 

Letters: 19 

(of which are published: 3) 

Accounts, lists: 1 

Magic: 1 

(‘Old Coptic’ letter 1) 

(other Syriac: 1) 

There are a number of issues with this list, including matters of genre (e.g. ‘magic’ is 

itself problematic), but also with the totals given. In particular, it is probably impossible 

to give an absolute total number of documents (n.b. this is a calculation of the number of 

discrete productions, not of the number of actual texts). For instance, we list here 177 

letters from Group 1, of which 110 are now published. These figures must necessarily 

remain open to debate. Firstly, there is the question of genre: For instance, 69 is really a 

kind of affidavit rather than a letter; 123 is essentially a receipt, though in epistolary 

form; and then there are other pieces that are just notes of various kinds or primarily 
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concerned with recording business dealings (e.g. 114). Further, as one moves down from 

the well-preserved pieces of clear purpose the remains become increasingly fragmentary, 

until at the extreme end one is left with small scraps which could conceivably be joined 

to other pieces, or even in the worst cases where one is unsure if it is Coptic or Greek 

(when only a couple of letters are hardly visible). Nevertheless, we think it important to 

try to calculate the gross number of original documents, as it gives an idea of the 

magnitude of the find and also enables some statistics to be calculated. 

In what follows we are concerned exclusively with the documentary texts proper, that is 

the letters and the associated accounts and lists. As already noted, the boundaries 

between these categories are somewhat blurred, in that some of the ‘letters’ are hardly 

more than memoranda themselves, and may provide very similar information to the 

‘accounts’ but contained within epistolary conventions. Certainly, the household 

accounts were produced by some of the same persons as the letters. On this matter of 

blurred boundaries, one must of course emphasise that some of the Greek documents (and 

literature) from the same sites, especially group 1, were undoubtedly produced by the 

same people as some of the Coptic. We will return to the question of bilingualism below. 

To turn now to the question of what writing surface was used. Of the 183 letters and 

accounts found from group | sites, 163 were written on papyrus, 8 on wooden boards, 1 

on parchment and | is an ostracon. However, this total is derived from 177 letters and 6 

accounts, but of the 8 for which wooden boards were used 4 of those were in fact 

accounts (i.e. 4 out of 6) and 4 were letters (i.e. 4 out of 177). It is apparent that wood 

was preferred for the accounts. This point is confirmed (though statistically useless) from 

group 2 where the 3 letters are on papyrus and the | account is on wood. Issues of genre 

are more complicated in group 3 and we refrain from including that data here. In fact, 

evidence elsewhere confirms that the use of wooden boards for writing letters was 

3 
unusual. 

> See the recent listing by K.A. Worp, 4 New Survey of Greek, Coptic, Demotic and Latin 

Tabulae Preserved from Classical Antiquity, version 1.0 (February 2012) = Trismegistos 
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Incidentally, as an aside regarding the literary material: The 2 New Testament texts and 

the 2 by Mani are all on papyrus, i.e. from codices; however, the 2 Coptic-Syriac 

glossaries are on wooden boards, and of the 11 listed as ‘other Manichaean literature’ 

(which are mostly psalms and prayers) 7 are on wooden boards. This use of wood may 

partly be accounted for in terms of communal usage and catechetical purpose. 

For both papyrus and wood there is evidence of a great deal of re-use, and writing 

material was obviously a valuable and sometimes scarce commodity. In the archive there 

are some extreme examples where almost every available square centimetre has been 

used (e.g. 19, 58, 94), and certainly one can find correlations between patterns of papyrus 

usage and sub-sets of authors / scribes, which may be related to socio-economic factors. 

For instance, 29 is marked by its expansive margins, and we note that the author Piene is 

in the entourage of the Teacher (the Manichaean leader in Egypt) with whom he will 

travel to Alexandria. Writing to his mother in distant and provincial Kellis, the format is 

a kind of statement about how well her son is doing. In contrast, the group entitled 

‘Petros’ letters repeatedly evidence the author using scrap pieces of second-hand papyrus, 

to which practice he himself refers in 39, 20. 

There is need for a systematic typology of the papyrus sheets used for the letters found at 

Ismant el-Kharab. We do not have all the data available that would be needed to achieve 

this (especially across time-spans and languages / scripts). However, it is apparent that a 

great many of the Coptic letters used sheets of approximately the same height, between 

260-280 mm. The width then varies, with some very thin (about 50-60 mm.) e.g. 36; 

others about twice as wide (110-120 mm.) e.g. 20; and others thrice (about 170-180 mm.) 

e.g. 19. Height is almost always greater than width, with the papyrus generally folded in 

half and then rolled into the characteristic tube shape that would be tied with the address 

Online Publications #6 (http://www.trismegistos.org/top.php). It is noticeable that letters 

are almost non-existent amongst the types of texts represented in Greek and Coptic from 

Egypt, with the rather interesting exception of those from Douch in the Khargeh Oasis. 
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visible on the outer surface. Sometimes the same author (or perhaps better the scribe) 

used papyrus of almost exactly the same dimensions, and wrote in the same format, and 

often indeed phrasing, for the letter. This is valuable evidence that should be collated as 

regards scribal practice and ‘workshops’. Equally, it would be interesting to look across 

the multiple letters sent by a single more prolific author from the archive (e.g. Makarios 

or Pamour or Pegosh) to determine patters of format and style. It is apparent that authors 

utilised particular scribes or workshops on multiple occasions, and at other times (for 

whatever reasons?) went elsewhere. 

When we first envisaged this introduction one of the issues that we most wanted to 

investigate and discuss was the social usage of language in Egypt’s bilingual culture of 

late antiquity. However, it has been found difficult to detail this statistically. In part, this 

is because there is no account of the actual numbers of Greek documents found at Ismant 

el-Kharab either according to category or according to find site. The reason is 

presumably that Greek documentary papyri are much more common, not just from 

Ismant el-Kharab but generally from Egypt; and thus there is less interest in accounting 

for the many hundreds of small fragments without information value. On this matter one 

can consult Klaas Worp’s introductory comments to his Greek Papyri from Kellis I (= P. 

Kellis I). 

Another problem is the difficulty of calculating numbers according to categories of 

letters, by which we mean that it had originally been hoped to give figures and 

percentages separated into family letters, business letters and religious. These would then 

be compared across the language divide. However, such calculations prove extremely 

difficult partly because such purposes are greatly mixed in the letters, and partly because 

so many of them are only partially preserved. For such reasons the following comments 

are not as statistically grounded as one would wish, and rely to some extent on 

impressions of the material based on our two decades of work. 

P. Kellis I published 90 documents in Greek from the ‘group 1’ sites, which volume 

represents the majority (though certainly not all) of the better-preserved papyri and texts 
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on wooden boards that were found there. Compared with the Coptic texts from group | it 

must first be emphasised that the Greek documents evidence a much greater time-span of 

approximately one hundred years from about 290-390 C.E. Whilst it is possible that a 

few of the Coptic texts might come from the first part of the fourth century, all the 

available evidence focuses their production in a narrower time-span of approximately 

355-380+ C.E, that is (roughly) only the final third of the period represented by the Greek 

documents. There are two reasons for this difference that immediately occur. The first 

and demonstrable reason is that no legal or higher administrative documents of formal 

character survive in the Coptic archive (69 is the closest to such and thus of especial 

interest), whereas in the Greek there are many petitions and leases and contracts. This is 

precisely as one would expect: The use of Coptic for legal purposes is not generally to be 

found before the mid-sixth century. The occupants of the house have preserved 

documents of lasting value, and these are written in Greek. The second and unprovable 

reason is that widespread use of Coptic even for more informal purposes such as letters 

and household accounts, at least for the social groups represented here, may not have 

begun until about the mid-fourth century. This is an important issue to pursue, but 

problematic because of the lack of precise dates for such material. 

To turn now purely to the letters preserved in Greek, we count 25 published in P. Kellis I. 

Unfortunately we do not know the total number of such that were found. However, there 

are published 110 Coptic letters from the same group | sites, and even given that what is 

‘publishable’ in fourth century Coptic (due to relative scarcity) is different to what is 

regarded as ‘publishable’ in Greek, it would appear that this particular social group 

favoured letter-writing in Coptic in the latter half of the fourth century. Indeed, if we can 

be indulged recording our impressions here (which are difficult to quantify), most of the 

Greek letters are of prosaic purpose and a number are indeed listed as ‘business letters’. 

Of course, these exist in the Coptic archive as well, but it is a clear impression that Coptic 

was favoured for the personal and the familial. 

* See the discussion in R.S. Bagnall, Everyday Writing in the Graeco-Roman East, 

Berkeley 2011: 86. 
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Let us be as exact as we can. For religion, which amongst this group is essentially 

Manichaeism (and one wonders to what extent this makes a special case), there is only 

one Greek letter published that contains explicit evidence of such faith: P. Kellis I Gr. 63. 

Interestingly, this piece is not related in terms of prosopography to the Manichaean 

believers familiar from the Coptic archive, and also the editor dates it on both 

prosopographic and palaeographic grounds to the first part of the fourth century. This 

raises the hypothesis that by the latter half of the century Coptic had become the 

preferred vehicle for such expressions of faith.” Indeed, we count at least 23 of the 110 

Coptic letters from group | to be published that have reasonably explicit expressions of 

Manichaean faith, by which we mean reference to the ‘Paraclete’ or the ‘Light Mind’ or 

suchlike; (of course prosopographical grouping shows that a much higher percentage of 

the total were written by people who can reasonably be supposed to have been 

Manichaeans). 

As regards gender: this is one matter that can to some extent be statistically 

demonstrated. One can calculate the number of the Coptic letters from group | that were 

either written by or to a woman, or which directly address (not just name or greet) a 

female recipient. Of the 177 total many are too fragmentary to be of any use, but our 

admittedly rather rough count (i.e. including a number of assumptions that can not always 

be clearly demonstrated) of the others came to 43 out of 98. We might give some latitude 

for error and say in excess of 40%. Using the same criteria, we count 2 out of the 25 

> There is at least one other Greek letter from House 3 with strong religious terminology, 

but it was deemed too poorly preserved to be publishable. The terminology is broadly 

Christian (i.e. rather than ‘pagan’), but that characterisation could easily include 

Manichaeism in this context. There is also the unanswerable question as to why certain 

authors occasionally used Greek rather than Coptic. P. Kellis I Gr. 67, 71 and 72 can all 

be included in sub-sets of the Coptic letters. For instance, 71 clearly belongs with at least 

9 other letters in Coptic written by Pamour and his wife Maria from the Nile valley to 

family in Kellis. Why this letter was in Greek we can not say. 
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Greek letters in this category, i.e. less than 10%. We think that these figures are 

significant; and that for this social group in the latter 4" century there is a correlation 

between Coptic, family, gender and religious expression. It is well known that women 

are relatively invisible (with important exceptions) in the Greek documentary record from 

late antique Egypt.° However, this is certainly not the case in the Coptic archive 

discussed here. 

Of course, there are unique features to this material. As regards the social group 

represented by our group | texts there are a preponderance of letters written by men 

(husband, fathers, brothers and sons) working in the Nile valley and writing to their 

womenfolk in Kellis. At the same time, the women in Kellis seem to have been involved 

in textile production, and at least one of the household accounts is explicitly written by a 

woman (44). This combination of circumstances and female economic activity may not 

be standard, as equally it has been asserted that gender relations in the Manichaean 

community (analogous perhaps to the medieval Cathars and other sectarians) were 

atypical. 

In sum, the documents published in these two volumes break new ground in certain 

important respects. In the first place, they provide what is really a unique insight into the 

social and economic relations of a sectarian group within a late antique village, and 

furthermore the opportunity to study that group’s interaction with other communities with 

whom they lived side-by-side. Equally, as regards religious culture, one is presented with 

a snap-shot of faith and practice at a crucial moment of major transformation (i.e. to a 

Christian, and indeed ‘Coptic’, culture). Whilst this picture is not necessarily entirely 

representative of the situation elsewhere, it is nevertheless illuminating as regards its 

complexity and the variety of competing forces that are evident. 

° However, see J. Rowlandson, Women and Society in Greek and Roman Egypt. A 

Sourcebook, Cambridge 1998; also R.S. Bagnall, R. Cribiore, Women’s Letters from 

Ancient Egypt. 200 B.C - A.D. 800, with Contributions by E. Ahtaridis, Ann Arbor 2006. 
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Further, these documents are a major step forward in redressing the imbalance caused by 

reading the history of fourth century Egypt from Greek, male, urban or monastic sources 

(to list a number of the more obvious problems). Here there is a voice for the indigenous 

population, women are very visible, and the experience of life on the (supposed) 

periphery, i.e. the Oasis and village, weighs against the preponderance of sources from 

metropolitan centres and seats of authority whether ecclesiastical or secular. 

Finally, the texts in these two volumes provide data by which to test many of the standard 

assumptions about life in late antiquity, about literacy and the role of women, about 

communications and travel, about a multilingual society and normative forms of belief 

and practice, even about emotion and expression in ancient letter-writing. We hope in 

these publications to have given a voice to these documents, to have achieved the 

understanding that they surely deserve. 



CD 

CDT 

DOP 

frg/s. 

Inv # 

KAB 

1Keph 

Namen 

ABBREVIATIONS 

W.E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary, Oxford 1939. 

Coptic Documentary Texts from Kellis (i.e. the series of which this is the 

second volume and P. Kellis V is the first). 

The Dakhleh Oasis Project. 

Fragment/s of papyrus. 

Object inventory and papyrus deposit numbers used by the DOP. These 

correspond to the glass frames in which papyri are conserved. 

R. Bagnall, (ed.), The Kellis Agricultural Account Book, (= P. Kellis 1V 

Gr. 96), DOP monograph 7, Oxford 1997. 

H.-J. Polotsky, A. Bohlig, W.-P. Funk, eds., Kephalaia, Stuttgart 1940, 

1966, 1999, 2000. 

Kellis Literary Texts (i.e. the series in which P. Kellis I] and VI have been 

~ published). 

left hand / right hand (here generally used of margins). 

H.G. Liddell, R. Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, new ed. H.S. Jones, 

Oxford 1940 (9" ed. plus 1996 revised supplement). 

M. Hasitzka, Namen in koptischen dokumentarischen Texten (resource at 

http://www.onb.ac.at/files/kopt_namen.pdf). 

C.R.C. Allberry, ed., A Manichaean Psalm-Book IT, Stuttgart 1938. 

Recto (generally the start and principal part of a document). 

Transverse (here generally text written in the margin of a letter) 

Verso (generally the address of a letter and sometimes additional text) 

Supreme Council for Antiquities (previously Egyptian Antiquities 

Organisation, EAO) registration number. The SCA numbers have been 

recorded for some wooden boards and ostraca as an aid to finding these 

pieces in the official inventory books and storage facilities. In contrast, 

substantial finds of papyrus were generally grouped together in the 

inventory books under a single SCA #; and this is why such are not 

recorded here. 



HOUSE 3 

The great majority of texts edited and published in this volume are from House 3. The 

situation was the same in CDT I  P. Kellis V). This is because the excavations at this 

domestic structure in Area A, which took place over two field-seasons (1990-91 and 

1991-92), recovered such an enormous quantity of inscribed material. In contrast, there 

have been relatively few texts written in Coptic found elsewhere in Ismant el-Kharab; 

and the causes and implications of this are discussed in the introduction. What it does 

mean is that the documents in the two volumes need to be studied together to achieve an 

holistic understanding of the material, and readers will find here constant cross-references 

to texts from the first volume. 

It is also important to reference the many documents written in Greek, and also recovered 

from House 3, published by Klaas Worp in P. Kellis I. Some of these were written by or 

for or sent to the very same persons as in the Coptic letters and business accounts. 

Translations of the most important of these are provided in this volume for ease of 

reference; but this does not substitute for studying that earlier volume. However, it may 

be noted that the Greek documents from House 3 cover a full century from the end of the 

third to the end of the fourth. As far as can be determined, the Coptic documents are all 

to be dated to the final forty years of habitation, from approximately 355 C.E. Whether 

this fact tells us anything about the spread of Coptic as a medium for writing, or is simply 

the result of the kinds of texts kept by the inhabitants, is a difficult but interesting 

question. 

Mention must also be made of the KAB & P. Kellis IV), written in Greek and edited by 

Roger Bagnall. Although this was found in House 2, it is to be dated either to the early 

360s or later 370s, and thus belongs to exactly the same period as the many Coptic letters 

published in these two volumes. The account refers to a great many persons from Kellis 

and its vicinity, as well as detailing prices and commodities, and some of these are most 

probably the same individuals as in the Coptic documents. Finally, one should consult 

KLT I and II ~ P. Kellis II and VI). These literary texts in Coptic, Greek and Syriac, of 
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which again the majority were recovered from House 3, provide evidence of the reading 

of the inhabitants, which was primarily religious and most specifically Manichaean (on 

the whole). Some of the texts may actually have been written by persons we encounter in 

the Coptic letters, a number of which refer to the copying of such material. 

LETTER ON A WOODEN BOARD 

(WITH TRACES OF AN EARLIER TEXT IN SYRIAC) 

P. Kellis Copt. 57 

Inv #: A/5/280 + A/5/260 

SCA #: 2113° 

Location: House 3, room 11, deposit 3 

Preservation: An almost square wooden board in two parts. Coated, and written on both 

sides (A and B). 68 x 70mm; lh and upper margins of 6mm. 

Content: A short letter written in Coptic; but poorly preserved. Above the first line (and 

perhaps also at its start?) there are traces of Syriac from a previous text of unknown type. 

The positioning of the Syriac may indicate that this board has been cut anew from a 

larger tablet on which the earlier text was inscribed, and thus suggests that the former was 

no longer regarded as of value. 

Address: No address. 

Names: P- (?); Pshai; 



House 3 19 

Text: 

traces of Syriac text 

Al NalwT MME[PIIT ET Taiait N 

2 TOT TO[NJOY [... ANAK 

3 MMAt OM MIXxX[Aic Xal]Pein 

4 [Tlowe aApak TONOLY..].... 

5 eee NCDP Ow ne [eed a 

6 Nes tele Len eee iv 

POOUH een rl eae KH 

8 Pe Leos ee ee eae 

9 MEN A Ptecenae arch ] 

Oy ee Leyte Ie Up 10g) 

B11 xX6 MNOYTEC NHi Maxey xe 

12 WAT[E]KXOC TCAYNE Lap 

13 NTKMNTMAIPOME XE 

14 KAN[. J@.... TK AYNAG 

15 NONON.[.]....M NHI 

16 MN Reet beet yateey re 

17 (PEL (DR Kien. *0 | oe aie 

18 MMWPPpaA[MEAEl]....... 

19 SCE a XPIS.. [mise Lec 

12 MWAT[E]KXOC: U)- ex 9- corr. 

(A) My loved father, who is greatly honoured by me, P- (?). (It is) I, Pshai; in the Lord, - greetings. 

I greet you warmly ... (5) ... | counted (?) ... I greet ... (10) ... (B) for they did not give it to me. They say: 

“(Not) until you say so”. For I know your love of people, that ... a great (15) thing ... for me ... do the thing 

you ... Do not [neglect to] ... for 1 am in need [of] ... 

Commentary: 

13 MNTMAIpwME: 1.e. equivalent to the Greek o.AavOparia. 
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TEXTS PERHAPS ADDITIONAL TO GROUPS PUBLISHED IN VOLUME 1 

There follow three pieces that may belong to groups of texts published in CDT I. It is 

most probable that 58 is another letter by Orion’ (15-18); but the connections suggested 

for the others are rather speculative. The pieces have no particular association with each 

other beyond this organisational matter. If they do not belong to previous groups they 

can be counted as unplaced within the general corpus. 

P. Kellis Copt. 58 

Inv #: P 17EE 

Location: House 3, room 10, deposit 3 

Preservation: A mostly complete business letter written on two sides (both “, thus with 

side B perpendicular to side A), now breaking along the folds. The remains are 113 x 95 

mm.; but the original dimensions were probably about 10 mm. greater at the top of side A 

(and thus ca. 123 x 95 mm.). We think that only one or two lines are missing at the start 

of A; and perhaps five or so letters at the end of each line on side B. Line 37 must be the 

final one. 

Content: Substantially of business content and concerning textiles. In this it is similar to 

P. Kellis Copt. 18 (written by Orion to Tehat). The hand is also very much the same, and 

the find spot is identical (see the summary on p. 336 of P. Kellis V). Consequently, 

although neither sender nor recipient are named in 58, we are fairly certain that the author 

is again Orion and the recipient may well be Tehat. It is also reasonable to identify the 

person of Lauti in this piece with the Lautine of the other (18, 3; see also 17, 4); and we 

think that there is a certain brother Saren common to both pieces. On the other hand, 

"In CDT I the name was always spelt Horion for ‘Qpiwv, following K.A. Worp's usage 

in P. Kellis I. However, on reconsideration, we regard this spelling to be a better choice. 
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Talaphanti connects it to the Makarios family, so that the text can be associated with two 

of the main groups represented in CDT I. 

Address: No visible address, and it is difficult to see how there could have been space for 

one. 

Names: Erakl<ei> (Herakles); Lauti (= Lautine?); Saren; Talaphanti; Tharre (?); 

Text: 

A(x+1)[....]... NKAGUT ENANOY NOE NTET 

2. ATETNTNNAYC NHI ABAA DATNCIE! XE A 

3 Wwne GKOYAWC KAC NEK H MMAN MNT 

4 WAMTE NME N6N6WP VAICVEI 6E NHTN M 

5 M200Y ETMMO XE 2AITEEC NNCNHY MNTETN 

6 OYW TNATCOYNTC NHTN 2d AdYT XOC NHI 

i XE METEKOYAMU TNANTC NEK MMN[T] 

8 [C]JNAYC NME MMXxl Cexe NTOTC Naxel Xe MN 

9 XplaA TNOY 6E TETNATAPWWE NIE NIM 

10 [.. IMA EJTETNASNTOY MMA MNWTAGCOY 

11 [2ATETNIT NHt NOYW NIM EMwne ECE NXOHW 

12 [PE .... NE]U2AMT NTETNTEOY 2d NKEXP! 

13 Pee ae JTNNAY NHTN ETRE MOWB TNAXI 

14 MOV Nea TPdAZIOY AN MMOTN 

15 MMIKEOYE ANO XE NTETNAGN YHNE CNTE ENA 

16 NOYOY GYWMAT GIC MTKMA AITNNAYC NHTN 

17 H NTAC XE NTETNASN CAPT MNOYAOYEN NTETN 

18 TPOY2ECTOY EYWMAT TONOY NCE NNETEWA GapPH 

19 NTAAAPANTL TANAY NNCIONE TETNOYWU KWTE 

20 AN NCECAPT MMIMa C2E1 NEN €pp(Wo0) 

B21 NIQHNE MN NI[KAE]UT NEMNCAN NE CApHN ECINAl 6E E[...... ] 

22 QEAGHT TONOY TO[NOY] . C2QWN HPAKA<ED ACIE! ATPOYI AOYAQE TAl[RWK d] 
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23 MEY NTANO APwW[TIN COYWW NEHNE ACMNTOY NONOWPaz[..... ] 

24 TH NTWTN AN ETINJACYAXOY MN MOYPMWN MNA CNO NE... . Pl 

25 (WN OYMNA MN[.].. € NCATEPE NTT NAG MN MpwMoN [..... ] 

26 MMIMA EGNATN[INA]YC AN NHTN AOYAXE OYE Bar MMi. oe eee ] 

Wi; MBEKG CW2\ E/ XE .[.. ]QICE APAL MN OYQAAAK[AITI XE Kayy.[..... ] 

28 AMXITG MATET[E]Y NHTN AMONE TETNAP MIB WL... . M] 

29 MAN AG TETNAKAL. |. NAAXVE \EN/ LOY TE QITN NPOMEe Tl eee ] 

30 AMGTWSC TETNX[.. ] NOYPMMM[eE ME<T>NPANeEAl NMAC T2HM[E..... ] 

31 APAC XE COYACII ee MINEeqTEec Naxeq XE MN P[...... ] 

a2 XAYC NHI AOYAQ(E ... AKPIBWC MN TCMOYy.AH ETETNIPE [MMAC TF] 

33 TEAY NHTN TOON... /Al es... 2s AIMEAL AAAYE NOWB NPL...... ] 

34 AMGEAL ANHIE agl...... MJMMTN APAC MACTAMA[S 2WB] 

35 NIM NAP. [........ PENNA oe GaN © eae ] 

36 WING ANGEL VATHT[N THPOY WINE d[.]J&.[...]JEMN.[....... ] 

a7 (QING AT We re raed ree ee eee ] 

8 MIMIXxl CEXE: the text has been emended before XI, and we suppose that the first person sing. 

is intended although it is by no means clear 21 EC{NAi: apparently ECNAI, but probably no 

superlinear stroke was intended 27 CW92\6/: C- ex 2- corr. 29 MAN: -N ex corr. 

(A) ... good cowl, like the one which you (pl.) sent off for me. You wrote: “If you like it keep it, or else 

1300 talents”. So, I wrote to you (5) that day that I had given it to the brothers. Do you have no news? I 

will give you its price. Lauti told me: “The one that you (sing.) want I will bring it to you for 1200 

(talents)”. (But) I did not take word from (i.e. ‘make an agreement with’) him. I said that there is no need. 

Now, then, will you (pl.) satisfy me in every way? (10) [Wherever] you might find them, it is not possible 

for me to do them. 

[Have you] given me all the news? If so, my children (?) ... his money and you can spend (it) on the other 

needs ... send you (a message) about this matter. I will receive them for ... 

I also ask of you (15) this other (thing), to see whether you can find two good and fine fabrics - see the 

sample I sent you - or else, can you find wool of their colour and have it spun very fine, like the ones that 
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Tharre (daughter?) of Talaphanti makes for the women. Also, would you search (20) for wool at the place? 

Write to us. Farewell. 

(B) These fabrics and these cowls belong to our brother Saren. Now, as he will come (would you be?) so 

very kind ... bid (?) Erakl(ei) to write to get them to come to the Oasis; and I shall [(also?) go] there and see 

you. He wants the fabrics to be made (into) jerkins ... Also, you are to cut them with their cloak(s): two 

mna for [each?] (25) cloak, one mna ... staters for large warp and this cloak. (Wool?) from the place he 

will also send to you, - to cut one from the ... the weaving wage so that [they can] spin for me with a distaff 

... send it ... I did not receive it so that I could [give] it to you. If you will do the work ... But, if not, you 

can not keep (?) anything ... not even (?) from the men. ... (30) for its dye (?). 

Can you send an honest man, - <you> did not neglect it? The freight ... to him, so that if they ... He has not 

given it. He said that there is no ... Send it to me to the Oasis ... precisely, with the speed with which 

(habitually) you do [it. I] salute you ... [Do not] neglect any work ... never neglect ... you to him. She can 

not make me settle any [matter] (35) before ... send the garment ... 

Greet [all] these with you. Greet... and... Greet ... 

Commentary: 

One must read carefully the other pieces written by this author, (who we think is Orion, 

see 15-18), to have a feeling for his context. 

1-10 The sense of this somewhat complicated section seems to be something like this: 

The author has given a cowl as a free gift to some ‘brothers’; which probably should be 

understood as alms given to the local Manichaean elect. Now, the weaving workshop 

that originally sent it to him and to whom he is writing (using the plural ‘you’, but 

perhaps specifically meaning Tehat) want its price from him. Orion (as we presume) is 

aggrieved, because he thought that the option of a gift had been clearly stated in their 

previous correspondence. He also points out that he could have had the same for less 

from Lauti. Nevertheless, it does not appear to be an enduring problem, because he turns 

to other news (1. 11); and then in 1. 14 begins to discuss further business he would like to 

conduct with the workshop. 

10 A generic place expression (thus mua) would seem to be the most likely 

antecedent of the resumptive pronoun in NMaq; but how this relates to the preceding 

context, and what ‘they’ are, remains obscure to us. 
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b) 

1 ewuone ece: ‘If so, ..’; lit. ‘If yes, ..”.. In our understanding, Orion has now 

finished with the previous matter of the disputed cowl, and in 1. 11 signals a change of 

topic. Nevertheless, the purpose of the following incomplete passage (before a new 

matter is introduced with tPazioy an ‘T also ask ..’ in |. 14) is difficult to follow. 

18 eappH: This should be a personal name according to syntax, i.e. ‘Tharre 

(daughter) of Talaphanti’.. Cf. perhaps the name S8apa6n¢ (discussed in H.J. Thissen, 

‘Zwischen Theben und Assuan. Onomastische Anmerkungen’, ZPE, 90, 1992: 292-296 

[294]). However, such a name is not found elsewhere in the House 3 documents, and one 

might prefer another reading (e.g. instead of ea- one could try eTs-, but we can make no 

sense of this). Could it somehow have a meaning such as ‘the workshop’ or ‘quarter’ of 

Talaphanti? On the latter name see P. Kellis V (p. 45). 

19 coone: For this previously unattested word used for ‘women’ in the House 3 

Coptic archive see the note and further references ad loc. 20, 50. Whether it has any 

specific meaning within a Manichaean context, or is some kind of variant for cwne or 

COIME, 1S aalenee 

20 Firma, lit. ‘at this place’: Perhaps one could translate as ‘local’, i.e. is the author 

simply asking his recipients to look out for some ‘local wool’? The meaning may be the 

same at ll. 25-26, reading [rcaptT] | Mmima. In general, it is difficult to determine 

whether the wool referred to in the many documents about weaving found in House 3 

was local or imported from the Nile valley. It may be worth noting that wool is not 

mentioned in the KAB, but that could simply be because it was a record of crops and 

harvests rather than goods produced by animals (poultry being the most notable 

exception). It does occur in a number of Greek documents, including P. Kellis I 71, 

where Pamour in the valley writes to Pshai in the Oasis and promises to send each year a 

present of wool for a cloak as payment for the hire of a girl servant. The Greek word 

épéa, indicates that the wool was from sheep rather than goats, whereas the Coptic CapT 

could be from either animal (CD 356b). In the indices to P. Kellis I see also €ptdtov and 

perhaps nopovpa (purple-dyed wool?). 

€pp(woo): We presume that side A is the recto (with the opening greetings lost), if 

only in the sense that it was written first; and side B the verso (with the farewell greetings 

partially preserved), in that it will have been written after. In that case this formulaic 
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farewell here was either written in before the actual letter was started, or side B has been 

added as an afterthought. Compare 17 (also written by Orion); although there are a 

number of similar examples of this in the archive. 

D1 Saren (Capun): We think that this must be the same person named as a presbyter 

in 18, 22-23. In this case, the text there must be emended to remove the lacuna in the 

midst of his name, and (see the plate) the relevant small fragment pushed further left to 

cover the apparent gap. This will make some slight changes to the printed Coptic text of 

Il. 21-23, but we have not been able to autopsy the papyrus anew. 

P, Erakl (upaka<ep?): Presumably for Herakles, if we have read this correctly; but 

whether the same person as in 38 or 48 is unknown. In P. Kellis I Gr. 14 (dated 356 

C.E.) an Aurelius Herakles witnesses a contract for an Aurelius Orion. This corresponds 

rather exactly to the dating that we assigned to the Orion letters in P. Kellis V. 

23 ewpaz: The term is only found this once in the Coptic texts from Ismant el- 

Kharab, and we have translated it as ‘jerkin(s)’ following LSJ 814a. However, R. 

Livingstone, who is undertaking a study of the textiles from ancient Kellis, suggests that 

it might have been a scarf. She quotes U. Rothe: ‘A heavy scarf was sometimes worn by 

Romans in cold weather. Most commonly it is seen worn by soldiers tucked into the 

collar of their paenula, but it was sometimes worn with the tunica alone’ (Dress and 

Cultural Identity in the Rhine-Moselle Region of the Roman Empire, Archaeopress, 

Oxford, 2009: 41). Whilst this reference is obviously from the other end of the Roman 

world, Livingstone has no evidence of anything like a jerkin from her research. 

27 JAAAK[AITL Le. NAaKatn, LSJ 767b, ‘distaff (a cleft stick used for spinning); 

noting the spelling and contemporary date of GAaKdtiov (a diminutive form) in P. Oxy. 

1740.8, LSJ 60a. Alternatively, one might consider raxkote, CD 140a, a ‘liquid 

measure, mostly of wine’; but the context favours the former identification. 

27-30 Under magnification it is apparent that there must be a slight crease or overlay of 

the papyrus, as recorded by the digital photograph; so that parts of the letters are 

obscured. This extends through the following words: |. 27 2laaak[alty 1. 28 |reTNap; |. 

29 oyTle; L. 30 alueat. 

30 oypuun[ue: The reading is difficult. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 59 

Inv #: P 40 

Location: House 3, room 8, deposit 1 

Preservation: A small rectangular fragment from the upper lh corner of a Coptic letter on 

papyrus. The restoration suggested for ll. 1-2 (and the position of the address on the v) 

would indicate that the papyrus letter has split along a midway vertical fold. What 

remains is similar to the upper rh corner fragment of 36 (see the plate); and one suspects 

that the original dimensions and shape of this piece would have been similar to that one. 

Content: This may be another letter by Ouales to Psais and Andreas (35-37), thus the 

speculative restoration of Il. 1-2 corresponding to 36. The principal connection is 

prosopographical; but note something of a similar style with the opening in Greek. 

Address: 

verso 

TOS KYPLOLS HOV GdEAG[OIG 
To my master brothers ... 

Names: An[dreas] (?); [Ouales?]; Psha1; 

Text: 

1 TOUS KUPLOLS [LOD GdEAHOIC] 

2 Yaiti’ Ay[dpea OvaAns] 

3 VOUPEW Xl eee eee ee ] 

4 Pe OYE MMQ[TN....... ] 

OD pee or SHI Bee ] 

6 MMWTN G1.[......... ] 

7 “MON avac SN seen ] 

8 SEPNGL A. eet ] 
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To [my] master [brothers], Psais (and) Andreas (?). [From Ouales]; - greetings. 

I... [Let] one of you (pl.) ... (5) ... you... I/ We (?) ... to cause us to come to ... 

Commentary: 

7 an[ : This is probably the beginning of a new sentence, to be resolved either as ‘I’ 

(AN[AK); Or, in view of the first plural in 1. 8, as ‘we’ (conjugation base uncertain). 

P. Kellis Copt. 60 

Inv #: P 56C(a)ii 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 west doorway 

Preservation: 9 small rectangular strips of papyrus from a single letter written in a rather 

tiny script, which has broken along the folds. 4 of the strips join across the top, from 

which the opening lines of the text can be read (and reconstructed) with reasonable 

accuracy. The remaining scraps can not be placed and provide no coherent sense. They 

are not transcribed. There are also traces of another text on the verso. 

Content: This may be another ‘Petros’ letter, (38-41). Notably, the find site is identical 

(see the summary on p. 336 of P. Kellis V); and the address corresponds to that of 38. 

The style of the introduction is also similar; in that it is written to a mother by her son, 

but without the names of either sender or recipient. Also, all the pieces share the 

characteristics of being tightly-written on small ‘scrap’ pieces of papyrus. 

Address: 

verso 

[th tntm]}tom povENntpi [X] 9 vidg cov 

To my most honoured mother. [ X ] Your son. 
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Names: None. 

Text: 

1 [TAMO MJMEPIT] ANAK ME{K}MHP[E] 

2 [NETC2]Ei NE 2M MXAIC XAIPEIN 

3 [DXCH] NIWB nur tae AM[a] 

4 [iwT] MN NETOM MHI THPOY K[ATA] 

5 [NOYPIEN [[. J]IMNNCWC TP..[.---] 

6 [eo]. C MITMETNT [M2IOB NHil Sele. ] 

7 [enc NEO lo. al] CIC 4 eee ] 

8 [comet oe een TYAN ol ere ate ] 

9 [eee ce CDCl eee ] 

[My] loved [mother]: (It is) I, your son, [who] writes to you; in the Lord, - greetings. 

[Before] everything: I greet [my father] and all who are in the house [by (5) their] names. Next: I am... 

you did not give [the] thing to me ... why ... (10)... 

(remainder of the text not ordered and too fragmentary for useful translation) 

Commentary: 

l me{K}@uple]: The masc. form of the second person sing. must be in error and we 

have deleted it. Not only do we know from the address that the son is writing to his 

mother, but in I. 2 he correctly uses the fem. form (Ne). 

3 [26H]: Although this is the most common form used in the formula throughout 

the archive as a whole, one might note that 39, 3 uses 2161 and 40, 2 wapm in its place. 

5-6 Perhaps +P w[ntpe | xe mjwc: “I am surprised at how (you did not ...)’. 

i, Probably New [Noe. 
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MANICHAEAN LETTERS 

In CDT I there were a number of authors who expressed their Manichaean faith 

explicitly, such as Orion, Makarios and Matthaios, Ouales; but their letters were (in good 

part) about other things, such as family and business matters. There were also letters 

where the faith or Manichaean ‘connection’ seemed to be paramount, and in these there 

was maintained a level of deliberate anonymity (notably 31 and see the introductory 

comments to that section). It is similar in this second volume (CDT II): There are again 

instances where the author’s faith is explicit, or can be supposed with reasonable surety, 

although it is not their primary concern (such as 71, Pamour writing to Partheni); and 

there are letters that we can specifically term Manichaean (this present section, 61-63). 

Still, the examples of both types in CDT II are fewer. One could speculate about the 

reasons: accidents of preservation; a need for greater circumspection; a prevalence of 

business purposes; possibly a diminution of faith in a younger generation (but this is very 

uncertain). For instance, we know that Philammon was closely linked to persons of clear 

Manichaean belief and practice (such as Apa Lysimachos and Ision), but in his three 

well-preserved letters published here (80-82) he says nothing that is really explicit. 

Nevertheless, commonalities of style and association make his faith virtually certain. 

In this present section the prize letter is one written by The Teacher, by whom we 

understand the leader of the Manichaean community in Egypt. Whereas various 

unnamed references to ‘The Teacher’ amongst the Makarios family letters of volume I 

might be thought to indicate reverence, now it becomes apparent that anonymity is a 

deliberate feature. It is unknown whether this new letter is written by the same person 

referred to there, as it might well be from a different time-frame. However, the issue of 

deliberate anonymity in Manichaean literature would be worthy of a further study. For 

instance, it is notable that in the codex The Kephalaia of the Teacher (n.b.) Mani is rarely 

named, usually being referred to by the circumlocutions ‘apostle’, ‘enlightener’, ‘master’, 

‘father’. ‘Manichaios’ may not have been his personal birth-name, but rather a religious 

one that was given to him (‘hidden vessel’ is a recent suggestion for its etymology from 
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the Aramaic).* In the personal letters from Kellis we have examples of the author 

introducing himself simply as ‘your father’ (thus 31, 32), a highly unusual practice and in 

: : : 9 
each instance with a clear Manichaean context. 

The other two pieces in this section are very fragmentary, and ‘anonymity’ may simply 

be a result of preservation. They exhibit characteristic phrases of Manichaean sentiment, 

which should be compared with other examples of the genre. Some provisional 

discussion of Manichaean epistolary conventions can be found in I. Gardner, ‘A Letter 

from the Teacher: Some Comments on Letter-Writing and the Manichaean Community 

of IVth Century Egypt’, in L. Painchaud, P.-H. Poirier, Coptica — Gnostica — 

Manichaica. Mélanges offerts a Wolf-Peter Funk, Québec 2006: 317-323. 

P. Kellis Copt. 61 

Inv #:P 27B +P 8 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 2 

Preservation: 10 fragments of a Coptic letter on papyrus, (2 ex P8). N.B. The placing of 

the fragments as recorded by the digital photograph is somewhat misleading. The 

sequence of lines in the transcript must be noted carefully. 

Content: A Manichaean letter by “The Teacher’. Detailed discussion by I. Gardner, op. 

cit., 2006. 

* On this question see J. Tubach, M. Zakeri, ‘Mani’s name’, in J. van Oort et al., 

Augustine and Manichaeism in the Latin West, Leiden 2001: 272-286. There is no 

general consensus about the matter. 

- Probably also P. Kellis Gr. 1 67; see the comments by I. Gardner in ZPE 159, 2007: 225. 
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Address: 

verso 

TlAovtloyeviar cat Tepo 

To ... (?) Ploutogenios and Pebo 

Names: Drousios; Pebo; Ploutogenios; ‘The Teacher’; 

Text: 

1 TICcag MN N[CN]HY ET NMMH[T 

2 (dx MMPECB[YT]EPOC THPOY N[A] 

3 (YH[P]E NAME[PET]E MAOYTOrEN[lOC] 

4 MN [M1]G@BO M[N NJIKAKEYE THPOY 

5 \... AN/ KAT[A NOYPEN 2M] MXAIC XAIPEIN 

6 Noy[Aid MEN NIM] AGLOYHY GEl 

7 SH[N AGIGIPE MMPIME|YE NTMNTIEGAGHT 

8 N[TETNMNITM@HPE MN MTAXPO M 

9 N[ETNNAQITE AGIMAHA NCHY NIM 

10 W[d& INCOY]C MEXPC XE EK[NJAVA[PH2] 

1 SPLWTN] NHI WN MCTNOYYE ape[TN] 

i) [TAIAIT NJTNOYAN [NIM [NTM@TIN KA[TA] 

13 Pie GAIA MLISON | ae saree ee ak ] 

14 [eee MAGN TG TNs tee ome ] 

15 [... XE] NETNEL QOIOV NT, ares oe ] 

16 (ee ONIN IG [Picts cot tage ol as ] 

We Pe eMC MOY G MOY Ga ee ] 

18 pete (eRe esd Mat SUE ae oe ne ane ] 

19 SENT 4 [eects ced A ee ere ] 

20 POY UA Meme a locstiiace ren: ] 

21 REA ONG 9) sens, sag phe ke MH] 

22 GICOGEN TGC N meer e erie ] 

31 
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23 GMO s ayqitw eee ] 

1 Me [saan ete cee ates eee ] 

unplaced frg 

(.4)055, Se ee eee ACN cee eee, 

262—° 0) Se ere ICIP ee 

tr27 NET ANT sees I NTOTN 2OLTTHNG =e eee ] 

28 MN NK[AKEYE THPOY 2}lOYCAIT COYM[...... ] 

29 GTONUN ieee eee. ] Apoycioc twn[e...... ] 

The Teacher, and the brothers who are with me: To all the presbyters, my children, my loved ones; 

Ploutogenios and Pebo and all the others (5) ... according to their names; in the Lord, - greetings. 

[Now, every] time I am afar (it is) as if 1 am near. [I remember] the gentleness of your (pl.) sonship and the 

strength of your faith. I pray always (10) to Jesus Christ: That he will guard you for me with this fragrance; 

as you are [honoured] by everyone corresponding to [your] conduct ... go and ... (15) ... lest you ever 

come in... |am ... each one ... (20) ... 

(25) ... (tr)... You yourselves ... and [all] the others together. ... Drousios. I greet ... 

Commentary: 

1 The incipit (‘The Teacher, and the brothers with me, to ...’) contrasts markedly 

with the normal epistolary style of the period. It is clearly modeled on that of Mani in his 

Epistles; (which were canonical scriptures for this community). 

3 The -ios ending to the name ‘Ploutogenios’ is here restored following the address, 

but one should note that standard lists do not record any other attestation of this (cf. 

http://www.trismegistos.org/nam). Still, the phonetic value at this period would have 

been identical to that of the expected spelling 'Ploutogenes'. 

5 \... ati/: It does not seem possible to read gwoy an. Also, it is difficult to 

understand the significance of what appears to be a superlinear stroke stretching across 

from the final letter inserted in the margin to the initial k- in the regular line. Perhaps it is 

some kind of correction mark. 
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11 ctnoyye ‘fragrance’: Presumably metaphorical or figurative for ‘excellent 

conduct’, see also CD 363a. One may consider a possible play on words with the 

phonetically similar cirNoyye ‘good reputation’, which occurs in comparable contexts 

elsewhere (i.e. with Manichaean authors). Thus 19, 2,7; 31, 20-21, where the full cait 

eTNanoyy is found; P. Kellis I Gr. 63, 6-7, where evonuta can be paralleled; also e.g. 

1Keph. 259, 11 and 380, 13. | 

15-16 The most likely sense of this fragmentary clause seems to be: ‘... so that you never 

get into (some sort of trouble or bad habits)’. This may well have been preceded by an 

admonition in |. 14: ‘.. walk (i.e. ‘behave’) and ...’. 

Verso The position where the names of the recipients are written on the address suggests 

that the title (or otherwise) of the sender of the letter may not have been recorded. 

Alternatively, the normal sequence may have been reversed; as indeed is true in the 

highly stylised opening to the letter. 

P. Kellis Copt. 62 

Inv#: P4+P7+P7A 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 2 

Preservation: 6 fragments of a Coptic letter on papyrus, plus a scrap. 4 of the main 

pieces can be joined so as to reconstruct a long thin strip down the upper rh edge of the 

page. Some complete lines can be restored corresponding to the well-known style of 

such pieces, and indicate the original width to have been not much greater than twice 

what is preserved. 

Content: Strong religious sentiment, reminiscent in tone and terminology of other 

Manichaean letters from the archive. 
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Address: 

verso 

Names: Pro-; Pshai; 

Text: 

1 (Max... 6ETTAIAIT 

z Pepe Pie 4 NO|PKHT 

3 [cok Sei Je ma 

4 eee ee ak 8 hes 

5 (ee ee XAPEIN 

6 [DXAOH MEN NOJWB NIM TOL 

i [ING AMA... AY]M TAHA d 

8 [INOYTE NTMHIE 9d NK[OY] 

9 [XeEiITE NCHY NIM XEKA[C] 

10 [EqA2dPH2 NCGIJPAIC Apal[K] 

i ea eae ATNOY]JAMTNE [MN] 

2 [NENEPHY 2N] OYEIPH[NH] 

fs) fg. 9 4 Bees cin’ NJENGPHY ON Td 

14 [eat eee ] 2N TGERKKA 

15 [Cle cee X]MK SBAA MNE 

16 (Ther Gee ] M&A BAH ATIC 

V7, leah, NENE]PHY QN TC[.. ] 

18 [dare eg oe RS Ng cel 

19 geen Eker SUE wc ] 

20 Peer ae. lela ] 

pal [Le Sanaa JOYE ae ] 
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1 unplaced frg. (with a section of the address on the verso) 

Xo | te on ak hs Al's ewes 

ONS ee JON . [ 

o 9) OR E]puy [ 

[My] honoured ... peaceful ... (5) — greetings. 

[Now, before] everything: I greet [my] ... and I pray to [the God of truth] for your [health always]; so that 

(10) [he may guard (?) and] watch you [(until) we] greet [one another in] peace; ... one another in ... in his 

church, (15) ... perfect your ... until the end. ... one another, in his ... (20) ... 

(tr) ... Pshai... 

Commentary: 

Address: After the central cross one usually finds the name of the sender or recipient 

(thus here ‘Pro-). However, one should note that there is no name of this sort in the 

extant Coptic archive from House 3. 

2 9jpkuT: This will be a quality (‘peaceful’ or ‘calm’) ascribed to the recipient by 

the author. Interestingly, this particular term is not found elsewhere in the archive from 

House 3, but it makes good sense as a Manichaean virtue (and can be added to the list 

made in CDT I pp. 80f.). Compare e.g. 1/Keph. 183, 29. 

P. Kellis Copt. 63 

Inv #: P 14+ P22+P51C+P 62 

Location: House 3, room 7, deposit | (P14 + P 22); room 9, deposit 3, east wall (P51C); 

room 6, deposit 3 (P 62). 

Preservation: Thirteen fragments of a coated papyrus text (perhaps more than one text, 

but all of the same distinctive appearance). Some fragments can be joined, for which see 
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the transcriptions (as the digital photograph does not indicate the correct placings). The 

suggested width of the text follows a minimal restoration in the first three lines. It is 

entirely possible (even probable) that additional terms were used in the opening 

greetings, and consequently that the lines were somewhat longer throughout. 

The scrap recorded as containing ll. 33-35 seems to have been lost from the glass frame 

before the photograph was taken in January 2009. 

Content: Manichaean letter (or letters?), with characteristic terminology. 

Address: None preserved. 

Names: None preserved. 

Text: 

(top centre frg) 

1 [TAWEPE] MM[EPIT ET] 

2 [Al NTO]T> TON[OY MIPEN] 

3 [ETIAAIS ON PH[l NNGY NIN] 

4 [TAaMEepP]e MME/[PIT... ] 

5 eee ] TETO[YAWC 2N] 

6 MES WW BIN, 6 aoe ] 

(KE )O sO ee eee Veale 

10 ern a NJNEY NIM 

1g eersetar: NJAMPAJHA e1 

12 [evant JpPe ArACON 

13 [NIM....].t xe NNEPp 
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15 i peer 9]M NCWMA 

16 Lee Pere JU TNOHN & 

17 eens ].N x6 NETOY 

18 eaten Jtq [[c]}eway 

19 Oe age ]. © MNpTe Ea 

20 Prete ] ABAA ON MENAD 

Dt [ve..... |Te Xe NTAY 

22 eae eee ] MNTPE NPwWONE 

23 isa VEDAS Ye La. 

24 pee | RAS eee ] 

(2 frgs. joined down rh edge) 

Gxat) 2 Syme [| Recast ae JE[TBJHTC xe 

26 eres = va Joyaeiw 

27 [eens SAJANBOAA NIM 

28 hence RAS ] MME 

Oem) aoe: ]. ATAYNH 

30 [.... MJNAITeE MN MCA 

$1 [YNe...]TGQ xe NTaq ne 

B2 (ar ee at ie er eee ] 

(frg. from rh edge) 

CES CON | eee TJONOY 

34 ee tf ee JOYNAG 

35 [eet ere ] 6lTe 

(unplaced frg.) 

(x+)36 1. YEN 

37 ET]aiT [ 

38 ] TNal 

39 ]. dATAa 

a7 
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40 JN OUT 

41 lé NN 

42 Tiel 

(unplaced frg., perhaps a different text) 

(x+)43 9]OOY NT. [ 

4 ITeTYXH [ 

45 JNE NQAl 

46 |] xe NN[ 

47 ].©& NCe.[ 

48 ihe ik 

(unplaced frg., perhaps a different text) 

(x+)49 Bee: [ 

50 T]AMEpe M[MEPIT 

51 ] TAGHPE [ 

[My loved daughter who is] very [precious to me. The sweet name] in [my] mouth [at all times. My] loved 

[daughter] ... (5) ..., the one who I [love in my heart] and my ... (10) ... at all times ... my prayers, while I 

... [all] good things ... lest you ... 

(remainder of the text is too fragmentary for useful translation) 

Commentary: 

1-3 Although mostly destroyed, the introductory greetings can be restored with fair 

certainty according to familiar patterns, e.g. compare 16, 4; 17, 1-3. 

15-16 Probably a reference to the theme of being ‘far’ apart in the body, yet ‘near’ in 

spirit (oyny / 2HN); variations of this are characteristic of the Manichaean letters, e.g. 19, 

69-70; 31, 24-25; 61, 6-7; 85, 3-4. 

20 nmenag[re: ‘your (fem.) faith’, note the female recipient as with other 

Manichaean letters of similar type (cf. 31, 27 [‘faith’ paired with ‘knowledge’ as here 

also at Il. 30f.]; 32, 3). 

ae) SAJANBAA: See 65, 14 and the note to 71, 4-9. The sense here is presumably to 

protect or guard from ‘all mishap’. 
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LETTERS BY PAMOUR (AND MARIA) 

Pamour is the author of a series of letters, to which a certain Maria (who was surely his 

wife) often adds a postscript. One must read together with these P. Kellis I Gr. 71, 

(copied below for ease of reference), which clearly belongs to this same group. Further, 

Pamour (Pamouris) generally addresses his letters to various brothers, particularly Pshai 

(Psais) and Pegosh (Pekysis); but including also others such as Theognostos and Andreas, 

who may or may not be direct siblings. Persons named Partheni, Kapiton, Philammon 

and Hor also feature prominently. Thus, this present group of letters is followed by a 

number written by Pegosh, the brother of Pamour, (with which P. Kellis I Gr. 72 must be 

included). One can then expand out to other groups, such as the three letters written by 

Philammon to Theognostos and Hor, which will lead to two letters written by 

Lysimachos (one to Theognostos and one to Hor), to another two written by Theognostos 

himself; and so on. 

This far, the connections between the persons are certain. As one expands further it 

becomes more problematic. The latter part of CDT II contains many ‘unplaced’ 

documents by persons such as Psais to Partheni or Psais to Andreas. Many of these will 

belong to the core Pamour group with which we have started; but, given that there are 

certainly multiple persons with names like Psais (especially common), it becomes 

increasingly difficult to be sure that one is always dealing with the same characters. 

There is also the further problems of multiple or abbreviated names. Whilst it is clear 

that Theognostos is also called Louishai (as will be seen); is Heni (or Eni) the same as 

Partheni, or Iena (or Gena) the same as Ploutogenes?’” 

'° The phenomenon of 'truncated' names is a feature also evident in the Greek ostraca 

from Ain es-Sabil; see the discussion in O. Trim. I (Ostraka from Trimithis, ed. R.S. 

Bagnall, G.R. Ruffini, New York 2012), p. 60. 
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However, despite these issues, we may say that the Pamour and related groups take us to 

the heart of events recorded by the House 3 Coptic archive, which must be dated in the 

main (perhaps even in its entirety) to the decades from the 350s to the 380s C.E. Many of 

the Greek documents from this period also belong to these same persons and their 

histories. In terms of the family stemma reconstructed by K.A. Worp in P. Kellis I (p. 

51) we are dealing with Pamour ‘III’, son of Psais ‘II’ (who will be the ‘father Pshai’ of 

many of these Coptic letters) and of Tapollos (who almost certainly appears in the Coptic 

documents as ‘mother Lo’!’). 

One major question, that naturally will arise for the reader, is how does this family and 

their correspondents relate to the Makarios family and their circle that dominated much 

of CDT I? In the first volume the most fully-drawn characters were the couple Makarios 

and Maria, and their sons Matthaios and Piene; whilst in the second it is Pamour and 

Maria, with their various brothers and sisters. 

If we attempt to relate the two core couples, we must first consider whether Makarios 

could be the same as Pamour? But there is no evidence to support this. Makarios writes 

from the Nile valley to his wife Maria in Kellis, and that group of letters (including those 

of their sons Matthaios and Piene) would appear to have been saved by and thus to have 

‘belonged to’ Maria. In contrast, Pamour’s wife Maria is with him in the valley, from 

where they both write letters to Pshai and Pegosh and so on in Kellis. They never 

mention any persons called Matthaios and Piene. In fact, there is clear evidence of there 

being two Marias. In P. Kellis I Gr. 71 Pamour addresses directly a ‘mother Maria’, and 

then his wife Maria adds her own greetings to the letter. 

In sum, our interpretation is that the Makarios family correspondence dates from the later 

350s C.E. (the evidence for this is discussed in some detail in CDT I). Probably it was 

preserved for some years by his wife Maria who lived as an elderly relative in House 3. 

In contrast, the core Pamour documents belong to a younger generation. Perhaps they 

'' See also P. Kellis I Gr. 87 for an instance of this in the Greek papyri. 
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were mainly written ten or fifteen years later, and thus never mention Makarios or 

Matthaios; but the old woman was still alive in the house. Finally, as regards the 

religious affiliation of these persons: Manichaean faith is vitally alive and a central 

concern for Makarios and his sons; in contrast, whilst there is still evidence for it in the 

Pamour documents, it is rarely so overt. Whether this is a result of increased 

circumspection, or a diminishing of faith, we simply can not say. 

Translation of P. Kellis I Gr. 71 (by K.A. Worp): 

To his most honoured and truly most longed-for lord brother Psais, Pamouris sends greetings in God. First 

of all I and my wife and sons each individually send many greetings to your reverence, being well up until 

now through the providence of God. Greet for us our lord brother Theognostos and his son Andreas. 

About your coming to (?) us, most honoured one, every day we ... from long ago since you wrote. And, I 

swear by God, it was on your account that I remained here, not departing for Antinoopolis to transact 

pressing business with my brother Pekysis. But look, he summoned me there many times and since I was 

expecting you, I did not leave. Indeed I wrote this very thing to him too that “I am expecting my brother 

and his children here”. So don’t neglect to come. Please bring with you a small hatchet and a bronze oven 

dish. Please greet each by name for me. I am amazed that, while so many have come to us, you have not 

deemed us worthy of even a letter for such a long time; but I myself, too, had decided not to write, and yet I 

was unable to endure, particularly since Philammon is here. Or don’t you know that we are thirsting for 

your letters? Greet Kapiton for me and Psais, the son of Tryphanes, with their wives and children. Give 

many greetings for me to mother Maria and the little Tsempnouthes. Please send the girl to me. I am 

giving you her travel money and each year I will give you a present of wool for a cloak as her hire. 

Farewell, my lord. 

Please get ten loom weights from Kame and give them to Psais, the son of Tryphanes. I wonder, mother 

Maria, why you have not written to me: “I received the hanging (?) from Psais”. Accept this other one 

from Philammon and a little pot of fish. 

Mother Maria, please send me the dish and the iron ring because I want to put it on the loom. I Maria 

greet my lady mother and sister along with her children. My children also greet you. Farewell. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 64 

Inv #: P9 

Location: House 3, room 1, deposit 1 

Preservation: Reused papyrus, with traces of earlier text clearly visible on both sides 

(e.g. read ri@ai at v5). There now remains the lower two-thirds of a letter, broken along 

both the vertical and horizontal folds (thus six-ninths remain with the upper three folds 

missing). The dimensions of the remains are 168 x 125 mm.; but the original can be 

calculated at ca. 240 mm. vertical. 

Content: Pamour writes to his brother Pshai (Psais), according to the address. Probably 

he also addressed other persons in the introductory greetings, (such as Theognostos?). 

Unfortunately, these are lost; but compare e.g. 72 and P. Kellis I Gr. 71. His wife Maria 

adds a fairly extensive postscript, which should be closely compared to others that she 

appends to Pamour’s letters (65, 66, 71 and P. Kellis I Gr. 71); as well as Pamour and 

Maria’s greetings added to Pekysis’ letter to Kapiton sent from Aphrodite (77). We think 

that in this present letter also (and generally so in this group of documents) Pamour and 

Maria are in the Nile valley. 

The principal purpose of these closely related series of letters is to maintain contact 

between various members of the extended family. One supposes that Pamour is writing 

to the Oasis, and indeed there are occasional references to it (e.g. 65, 37) and comments 

that one can interpret as being about travel from the one place to the other. Extensive 

greetings are sent or relayed, and insofar as there is real ‘content’ it is mainly concerned 

with various possessions and goods that are needed or missing. Often there are 

complaints that such and such has not been sent, and these (which appear rather terse to 

the modern reader) are interspersed with family news and other remarks about health or 

other difficulties. 
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Address: 

verso 

adser}oor XX Voto. Tayove 

0 GdEAOG GOV 

To [my master] brother X Psais. Your brother Pamour. 

Names: Chares; Jnapllo (Senapollo); Lo; Marie; Pamour; Parthene; Philammon; Pshai; 

Tagoshe; 

Text: 

approximately twelve lines missing 

Gal RATS Ieee a lec [-al-@ eral 

2 WB N[YOT? NMAt ETRH[T]G TNNAYY 

3 OYN NHI MMWpPTE 2AAM[AJEM MOME 

4 MN NEPHY’ MMAN ATMING NCA NINAY 

5 G MAXEY XE ATETNTEITOY aABar E2E 6E 

6 MMAN TNMING NCA NEt EN’ WME M 

7 MAN NTAC NTA MAIOT MANET XE NIX 

8 AAYE DAPAC! VIE TNOYHTE [A]PaAy” ENWI 

9 NE MMETE NCA NETENWN’ TKEAG 

10 KME AN NINO NIAMNT” ETATETNTN 

ila NAYC NHI GICOHTE’ NN[IMA METE 

12 TNOYWUWTEC NEY TN[INJAY NHI TA 

13 TEC NEy’ WMNE AUWANET NAMHE 

14 NETETNHN IWT AN NTAMAL ETETNT M 

15 MAY’ TNOY NTWTN NETCAYNE ETRE 

16 TKS bee | cae ae NeETeIN..4e © 2OY 

17 AN NIM 21MMC TNNAYG NHI TATN 

18 NAY COYNTC NHTW AN’ THING ATIAP 

19 GENE MN NECWHPE’ AN[AJK MAPIE 

20 netTcv2el ETWING ATECMO MMEPpIT™ 

Zz MN TCMEPE’ MN TACWNE MN NEC 
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22 (WHPE MN TASOWE M[N] TCMEPE 

23 MN AO MN TCMEPE’ MN TAMO XAPHC 

24 MN NGECWHPE KATA MOYPEN’ 

25 MAAICTA MACAN MAXAIC [Md NTAK 

26 6E MACAN’ MMA MN TAMO GIC OYXA™ 

27 SE AOYE AIMAIC XEINATEC MNAIWT™ 

28 PUAMMON ANTG NHTN NTO 9WE 

29 TAMO THNAY OYMAW N[H]i MMAN ATIOT CWP/ME\ 

tr30 eye te XJASE MACAN NMAT MNWPSW EMMEKEL ABAA TNNO APAK’ 

31 [Se Aes renee eee eens ]. N TWONE AN’ GMWME OYN 6AM ETETNTNNAY TKOY<> NHI 

32 [aie ears eae JA TNNAYC MN NAIWT PIAAMMON XE ANT XNATAAO NOYVEr 

10 ETATETNTN: final -T- ex -N- corr. 23 TCWEPE: -C- ex corr. 27 AXOYE: d- smudged or 

erased? MAQC: -2- ex corr. 29 OYWAW: -d- smudged 

. | about which I have sent father Pshai. Send it to me, therefore; do not let any complication occur 

among us. For sure, I sought after the items (5) they say that you (pl.) have sold. Very well then, we are 

not seeking these ones. If, indeed, my father did exclude me so that I would receive nothing from him, then 

we renounce them; we are only seeking for what is ours. 

Also, the other (10) piece of copper vessel that you sent me is here. Whoever you want to give it to: Send 

me (instructions) and | will give it to them. 

If he really has excluded me, - you were supposed to inform me too if you are selling them. 

(15) Now, you are the one who knows about the ... the one that you ... each one on it. Send it to me and I 

also will send its price to you. I greet Parthene and her children. 

I, Marie, (20) am the one who writes, who greets her beloved mother and her daughter; and my sister and 

her children, and Tagoshe and her daughter, and Lo and her daughter, and my mother Chares and her 

children according to name. (25) Especially my brother, my master Pshai. So, you, my brother Pshai, and 

my mother: See (i.e. ‘Here is’) a cloth bag for one (of you). I filled it so that I could give it to my father 

Philammon to bring to you. You, too, my mother: Send a (measuring) jar to me, for mine is lost. (tr30) ... 
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cloth bag. My brother Pshai, do not delay your coming (so that) we may see you. ... I am also sick. If it is 

possible, can you send this little (girl) to me? ... send her with father Philammon, for we have given 

Jnapollo to a husband. 

Commentary: 

Address: There probably was room for the usual [(t@t) kvpi@t pov GdEA]oa@1 vel sim. 

The form of the name ‘Voit is an uncertain reading; obviously one expects ‘Waitt, but it 

cannot be that. However, see the address to 72 and the note ad loc. with further 

references. 

2 This ‘father’ Pshai will be a different person to the one named on the address of 

the letter (i.e. the author’s brother). Here, as elsewhere in these pieces, he may well be 

the Psais ‘Il’ of K.A. Worp’s reconstructed stemma in P. Kellis I (p. 51). Note also that 

Pamour uses two different verbs in sequence (2wz and TNNay), though both are 

translated here as ‘send’. Probably the first means ‘send a message’, whilst the second 

indicates to send (i.e. ‘transport’) the thing itself. 

5-6 626 6E MMAN: ‘So, yes indeed’ or ‘very well then’. This phrasing, apparently 

hitherto unattested and a striking feature of some letter-writers' diction, is found four 

times in this corpus: 105, 46 and 108, 26 (with ave); 64, 5-6 and 92, 15-16 (with eve). 

The closest literary parallel to this phraseology may be found in Nag Hammadi Codex [,2 

(Epistle of James), where the expression Ce MMAN is regularly used to translate an 

introductory: ‘Amen/Verily (I say unto you ...)’ (NHC I 10:1,15; 13:8; 14:14). 

Combining another word for ‘yes’ with the truth reinforcer, this parallel confirms that the 

element MMaNn in our phraseology is the assertive particle ‘verily, indeed’ (and not the 

negative particle or an alternative ‘else’). With the additional se in it, the phrase seems 

to be a textual marker that brings a foregoing discussion of an open issue to a conclusion 

and at the same time emphasises the veracity of what follows. In this instance it marks 

the transition from stating the reported sale of the items to an emphatic renouncement of 

any further pursuit of the matter. One may also compare the similar cluster MMAN an 

MMan at 48, 30 (which probably does not mean ‘or else’). 
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9-10 We do not know what this ‘piece’ (CD 139a sexe) of copper vessel might be. 

One should note Crum's following entry of Aoku, given as 'meaning unknown’ from a list 

with other utensils; perhaps we are rather dealing with some specific item here. 

13-15 wne aquaneT ... eTeTNt Muay: Pamour’s thoughts have now returned to his 

earlier frustration with his father. The exclusion may well have been to do with the 

distribution of property, such as happens with a will. The obvious sense to expect would 

be that Pamour had counted on them to tell him at the time when they sold (or perhaps 

‘distributed’ or ‘administered’) the items; see |. 5. 

15-17 Unfortunately, the text is much destroyed along the central fold at 1. 16. But it is 

probable that Pamour’s meaning is something like: “You are the one who knows the price 

of everything. Whatever you think, add each one to the bill. Send it to me, and I will 

return you the total cost’. 

23 The name Lo is quite frequently found in these letters. It seems probable that it is 

another example of an abbreviated name, which appears to have been a rather common 

practice especially in the Coptic letters of this archive. We think that her full name may 

be Tapollos (this follows a suggestion of Worp in P. Kellis I p. 54). The latter name is 

never found in the Coptic archive, but was that of Pamour (III)’s mother according to the 

Greek information (see the reconstructed stemma in P. Kellis I p. 51). It is notable that in 

her greetings Maria begins with a number of the senior women, i.e. her own mother 

(Maria), Tagoshe (= Takysis), Lo (= Tapollos) and Chares (xapuc, fem., for “Charis’). 

We think that this gives some sense of the true generational context. See also P. Kellis I 

Gr. 87, 3 and notes ad loc. 

30-31 Maria asks her brother Pshai not to delay his coming, and to send the little girl 

(presumably as a housemaid and general assistant). Both these elements feature in 

Pamour and Maria’s letter in Greek (P. Kellis I Gr. 71), and we strongly suspect that they 

are the same events and that the two letters were written at about the same time. In this 

case the girl is Tsempnouthes (Coptic Jemnoute), see further 65, 39-41 note ad loc. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 65 

Inv #: P45 +P 21+ P 36+ P 43 + P47 + P 56C 

Location: House 3, room 5, deposits 1 + 3 + 4 and room 9, deposit 3 west doorway. 

Preservation: Ten papyrus fragments, which can be joined or placed so as to recover 

extensive remains of a letter written in Coptic. The lower half is mostly complete, but a 

large central section of the upper half is missing. Perhaps about five lines are entirely 

lost between the remains of the upper and lower parts. 

Content: The concerns, style and persons mentioned in the letter are consistent with the 

other pieces written by Pamour to his brothers. The introductory prayer (Il. 7-15) has 

formulaic elements that should be counted as Manichaean (on which see I. Gardner, A. 

Nobbs, M. Choat, ‘P. Harr. 107: Is this Another Greek Manichaean Letter?’, Zeitschrift 

fiir Papyrologie und Epigraphik, 131, 2000: 118-124). This example may, in particular, 

be compared to that written by Pamour to Partheni in 71. The actual ‘content’ of the 

letter again concerns details of various items and small-scale transactions that can be 

difficult to follow. The reference to the Oasis in |. 37 indicates that these letters passed 

between scattered and traveling family members, some of whom were there (presumably 

based in Kellis) and others in the Nile valley. Pamour’s wife Maria adds her usual 

postscript, greeting her mother and other women in the family as well as the men. 

Address: 

verso 

Gm(060c) Tol 

Deliver to [ ... 

Names: Andreas; Ham; Jemnoute; Kapitou; Lamon; Lioushai (?) Theognos(tos); Lo; 

Maria; Pamour; Pegosh; Philammon; Pshai; Tapshai; 
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Text: 

i MAxXAIC MACAN MEPIT ETAL NTO 

2 OT TONE NESwWw MN Maat MN 

3 MACAN ALOYWAl BEOrNWC 

4 MN MAK[ECA]N ANAPE[ATC ANAK 

3 MaAMOoy|[Pp METCIEI TINE] APM 

6 THN 2M M[xaic xXAIPEI] vac 

7 DXOH N[QWBNIN..... TUJAHA 

8 AMT [INOYTE NTMH]JE XETE 

9 TNAWN[2 NOYNAG] NOYATM 

10 ETETN[OYAX 9M MCWMJA ETETN 

11 TAAHA [9M MMNE YMA] ETETNOY 

2 SOCOM TIA NOH eee ]BAA NNE 

13 MMBOAASTYE MITLALABOJAOC MN 

14 N{NJGAAN[BAA. 2... MJNCATA 

15 NAGGING wl. see OY]MWeE [A]TN 

16 NAY NH USS eee Ie IES 

iW [Pee Ve tersy [ oapereea cee ramen ccemetrenrs 

(about 5 lines missing) 

23.0 pee eae eee: (oe ler es] 

24 XEK HBSNING Ef[.. JT... 2[ave] 

25 TNC2E1I NEN ETRE N[QINEY .[..]. 

26 JY AMNT NOG eee TN ee. 1 

Da MG OYN AKA NIAM NMA . TNN[AYC] 

28 TOWING an[ajiwT MM@axt TONE MN 

29 NECWMHPE TUIN[E] ANGE-OATHK 

30 THPOY M[O]ye Noye KATA M[O]YPEN 

31 ETRE EY [AJUTNNAY KAMTOY NEK 

B2 ETBE TINH NNCICOYIIE MNE 

33 KC2El NEN XE TEITOY NOYHP TNOY 

34 AYOYE El NHI NIZOOYE XE MANTEITOY 

35 AGIOYEN APAY ASNTC EAYTEKO 

36 TNoy G2ei Nei XE TEITOY apa gn 
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a7 [O]YagE WINE AMACAN KAMITOY TO 

38 NE MN NEqwMHPpe MN TECQIINE 

39 [AJNAK MAPIA TWINGE ATAMEY TA 

40 XAIC TONE MN TAWEPE XEMNOY 

41 [T]é TwMING aAnacan Neswa 

42 [TONE] TACWNE MN [NEC]MHPE 

43 WING AAO MN TECWEPE WINE 

44 ATAMMAL MN NECWHPE vac 

45 WING X<MIOIWT PIAAMM@N MN [TE]C 

46 [2ING] MN NEquHpEe MOYEe NMOYe 

47 KATA MEYPEN’ THING SAAMON 

48 MN TAMO TanMai: Eppa@obat 

49 OAL EVYOLAL TOAAOIS 

50 A POVOLG vac 

tr51 NTAK 2WK NES[W]W EMWME CKM[..... 12 Poles GKNUYZABAAN | ere ete ee 

52 SS Ne Se ee [ieee ]... NKOYIT vac 

53 vac ee CONTE Ne ae lee 

1 MeEPpIT for MMEPIT 6 2M: looks more like QN 32 TIMH: for TTINH 34 2OOYE: second - 

O- ex -Y- corr. 40 TONE: -€ ex -O corr. 42 [TONE]: perhaps [TONE <MN>] or[. . MN] ete. 

48 TAMO: looks more like TMW 

My master, my loved brother, very precious to me; Pegosh and Pshai, and my brother Lioushai (?) 

Theognos, and my other brother Andreas. I, (5) Pamour, [am the one who writes. I greet] you (pl.) in the 

[Lord; - greetings]. 

Before [everything: ... I] pray to the Father, [the God of truth], that you will live [for a long] time; (10) 

being [healthy in the body], rejoicing [in the spirit], healthy in the [soul, safe] from the snares of the devil 

and the adversities of Satan. 

(15) ... please send to me ... them ... (20) ... iron ring ... (25) You have written to us about the things ... 

ten hundred ... If there is any sesame from Ham ..., send [it]. 
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I greet [my] father Pshai warmly and his children. I greet all those who are with you (sing.), (30) each one 

by name. Why did he send Kapitou to you about the price of the jujubes? You did not write to us saying 

how much to sell them for! Now, someone has come to me lately (lit. these days) saying: “We shall not 

sell them”. (35) I opened them to find out whether they had perished. Now, write (about) these, saying 

(whether to) sell them in the Oasis. Greet my brother Kapitou warmly, with his children and his wife. 

I, Maria, I greet my mother, my (40) lady, warmly; with my daughter Jemnoute. I greet my brother Pegosh 

[warmly, (and?)] my sister and [her] children. Greet Lo and her daughter. Greet Tapshai and her children. 

(45) Greet <my> father Philammon and his [wife] and his children, each one by his name. I greet Lamon 

and my mother Tapshai. I pray for your health for many (50) years. 

(tr) You, too, Pegosh: If you ... you are coming ... 

Commentary: 

Address: This clearly starts with the letters an, the latter perhaps with a line struck 

through it. We have resolved this as an abbreviation dm(0d0c); see the index s.v. 

Gmo5t5u1 for other examples of similar forms in this archive. One might expect (e.g.) a 

supralinear delta next to the pi, but amongst the addresses to these Coptic letters there is 

simply found an/ (or similar). 

3 The exact spelling of the name Lioushai (Aloywal) is very difficult to read, but we 

are convinced that it was this or some form close to it. It is followed immediately by 

Theognos, which is probably complete in itself (i.e. with no letters missing). One needs 

to compare 81, where Theognostos is given on the address but Louishai (Aaoyiwai) is 

clearly written at 1. 2; and 82, where Loishai (Awiaai) is read on the address, but Shai is 

found in |. 3. From these three letters we conclude that the one person, who is often 

named Theognostos by Pamour and his circle, could also be called Louishai (we may 

have variant spellings) or simply Shai. See also perhaps 95, 18. 

7-15 Pamour’s prayer can be reconstructed in most of its details by comparison with 

the parallels: 25, 12-26; 29, 7-13; 32, 19-24; 71, 4-9; 72, 4-5; P. Harr. 107, 4-12; (also 

noting 31, 12-16 and elements in 62 and 63). The core elements are: prayer to the God of 

truth; the trichotomy of body, soul and spirit associated with qualities of health, joy and 

gladness; to be kept safe from Satan and all the evils of the world; and hope for life 

eternal. Although there are some variations in detail, and the prayer can be abbreviated 
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or amplified, there are enough formulaic qualities to use it as a marker of Manichaean 

faith. Indeed, we suppose that such was intended by the authors. Certainly, the 

trichotomy can be traced back to IThess. 5:23, and variations occur in other papyrus 

letters of the period; but the combination of elements so characteristic of these Kellis 

pieces (and notable in P. Harr. 107) is likely to have been in imitation of Mani himself. 

Evidence for this assertion can be drawn now from the remains of one of his Epistles 

preserved in Middle Persian: cf. ‘Second fragment (M501p + M 882c + M1402 + 

M9152)’ I. 4, as reconstructed by W. Sundermann, ‘A Manichaean Collection of Letters 

and a List of Mani’s Letters in Middle Persian’, in New Light on Manichaeism, ed. J.D. 

BeDuhn, Leiden 2009: 259-277 (pp. 271-273). Sundermann’s translation of the opening 

of the letter reads (slightly adapted): ‘... to the most beloved ... at ease and healthy you 

remain ... so that with the aid of the angels you, most beloved, [in spirit (?)] are well, and 

as for the body content and happy’. Thus, e.g., Matthais to Maria at 25, 12-22: ‘This is 

my prayer to the Father, the God of Truth, and his beloved Son the Christ, and his Holy 

Spirit and his light angels: That he will watch over you together, you being healthy in 

your body, joyful in heart and rejoicing in soul and spirit, all the time we will pass in the 

body’. 

23-24 In P. Kellis I Gr. 71, 50-51 there is also a request for an iron ring (Kpixvov), 

which is something to do with a loom. 

Us 94M Nwada . : More probably a personal name (Ham) than some quality of the 

sesame; e.g. derived from the word for a craftsman (CD 673b-674a) or an abbreviated 

form of Sheham (cf 73, 20 note ad loc.). It may be followed either by a patronym or 

toponym. 

31,37 Kapitou: It seems probable that this is the same person as Kapiton, a commonly 

occurring character in these letters. See further the note at 66, 42. 

34-37 There may be an implied reproach here (1. 34), i.e. this person exclaims that they 

can not sell the jujubes in that condition. Consequently, Pamour opened up a sample to 

see if they were spoilt. Following this, it may be questioned whether he then does indeed 

intend to sell products that are rotten. An alternative translation and interpretation may 

be considered: ‘I opened them to find that they were rotten. Now, write to these (people), 

saying: “Sell them (in the future) in the Oasis”’. 
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39-41 Maria begins her postscript by greeting ‘my mother ... and my daughter Jemnoute’, 

as she also does in 71, 26-27. In 64, 19-21 it was her mother and her daughter 

(unnamed); and see also 77, 35-36 for the same. In 66, 21-23 she begins with her sister 

and daughter (unnamed), and one wonders if the mother has now died. It is worth paying 

close attention to these parallels. Although, in general, the usage of terms such as 

‘mother’ or ‘sister’ in these letters is so broad as to be of little use for establishing exact 

family relations, in these instances Maria is so consistent that we think that the data will 

be reliable. But if the daughter is Jemnoute, what is Maria’s mother called? She never 

actually names her. Here P. Kellis I Gr. 71 is vital evidence. Again Maria adds her 

customary postscript (Il. 52-53) greeting her mother, and in this instance her sister (both 

unnamed). However, earlier in the letter (Il. 41-43) Pamour has sent his greetings to 

‘mother Maria and the little Tsempnouthes’, the latter being the Greek form of the name 

Jemnoute (variously Jnpnoute et al). We are therefore fairly certain that Pamour’s wife 

Maria, when she greets her mother in her postscripts, is greeting the elder Maria. One 

should note also occurrences of the same name in the Makarios family letters. 

P. Kellis Copt. 66 

Inv #: P 59A + P59B/C 

Location: House 3, room 3, deposit 3. 

Preservation: A mostly complete letter, if somewhat poorly preserved in places and now 

disintegrating into a number of fragments. There are clear traces of previous text. The 

placing of some fragments as recorded by the photograph is misleading, and the order in 

the transcription should be followed instead. The text is coarsely written, and the scribe 

has made a number of errors. The original dimensions were 280 x 60 mm. 

Content: Pamour writes to his brother Pegosh, with a lengthy postscript (more than half 

the letter) by Maria. A possible context for this piece (see the notes further for details of 

this reconstruction) is that Pegosh is in Aphrodite, and Pamour and Maria have written to 
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him there from elsewhere in the Nile valley where they are doubtless engaged in trade. 

In this case, the letter has been transferred to Kellis at a later date, together with other 

documents belonging to members of this Oasis family who apparently resided in 

Aphrodite in the 360s - 380s C.E. 

Address: 

verso 

T KVPLM HOV X éyo Tapovp 

adeA0@ Texvou [0 ddEAd]Og Gov 

To my master brother Pekysis. x I, Pamour, your brother. 

Names: Chares; Io; Maria; Pamour; Pebo; Pegosh; Philamou; Pshai; Pshmnoute; 

Text: 

1 [MAC]AN MMEP[IT ET[AT] 

2 [AiT] NTOT* TONOY MACcaN 

3 [NE6]Ww ANAK MEKCAN 

4 [IAJMOYP EIMINE [A]PAK 

5 [2M M]xaic NNOYTE 

6 vac XAIPEIN 

if [NT]APIGSING NTEYXH & 

8 [BAA] JITN MACAN [M]EBRO 

9 AIMATNT EicgeEl NE[K] 

10 N.. A&C M[E]BO Co .[. JYEl 

ila WINE N[H1] TONO[Y] ATEK 

12 JIME MN [N]JEKMHPE KA 

13 T&A MOYP[EN] AKIAB OY 

14 .[. JME MIN O]yAeye N 

15 XH6E M[MJPWME OH 

16 Te telp[Ee] MME[q]KwW 

17 TE WING [NHI ATTJAIwW<T> 

18 mMMat MIN....]. 
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19 

20 

21 

pepe 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Lah, 

28 

oe) 

30 

al 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

oF 

38 

39 

40 

41 

tr42 

v43 

Coptic documentary texts from Kellis, I 

MMGE[PIT ...4.].. 

TNNAY T[.].. [NE]K 

ANAK M[AIPLA FHL 

NE ATEC(W]NE MMEPIT 

MN TAM[E]Pe Xi Ml 

Cay NE [N]JSAAM NXH 

se NTOTI[G fimjeno NETA 

TEOYAYI oe 1Y NENG, 

ENHY ABAA MME 

TNNAY OYENMICTOAH 

ETNMING Apal NAH 

PE WINE APO TONOY Wl 

NE NHI ATACWNE 

MN MIwWT NNECWH 

pe NAMNHT THPOY 

WINE <dXoPWTNE WINE 

AMAIWT MAdAl MN 

NECMHPE <ANAK> TO TUL 

NE APWTNE MN TC 

WEPE <E>WXTETNNGY 

ATIACAN WINE APAC 

WN NTEMOYN 

ABAA NNOYNA[S] 

vac [AJNAK MAPIA EIMINE AMAIWT PLANOY MN TUZING MN NEGWHPE 

WINE NH<i> AMAIWT MYMNOYTE MN TC2IME] 

MN NECH<pe> XI NEK NTCAWBE NWATC NTBT 

NTOTC MMERO XI TENTE NWATC EYTIAPX 

NTOTY NRO NTETNTEY NXA[PHC] 

39 TC|MEPeE: understand TETN- 46 perhaps N<I6>BO, or else ‘Bo’ is just a shortened form 
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(To) [my] loved brother, very [honoured] by me; my brother Pegosh. I am your brother Pamour (and) I 

greet you (5) [in the] Lord God; - greetings. 

When I found the prayer from my brother Pebo, I hastened to write to [you] (10) ... Pebo (?) .... Greet for 

me warmly your wife and your children by their names. You have sent a ... and a small amount of (15) dye 

for the man. Look, I am working around it. Greet [for me] my father Pshai and [my] loved ... (20) send the 

... to you. 

I, Maria, I greet my loved sister (?) and my daughter. Take for yourself these six sticks of dye (?) (25) from 

Pebo. The ones that you gave have ...; these are the ones coming out (now). You did not send a letter 

greeting me! My children (30) greet you warmly. Greet for me my sister and the father and her children. 

Everyone in our house greets you. Greet (35) my father Pshai and his children. <I (?)>, lo, I greet you and 

<your> daughter. If you should see my brother, greet him. (40) Live and stay (well) for a long (time). 

(tr) I, Maria, I am greeting my father Philamou and his wife and his children. (v) Greet for me my father 

Pshmnoute and his wife and his children. Take for yourself these seven portions of fish (45) from Pebo. 

Take these two separate portions from Bo and give them to Chares. 

Commentary: 

7-10 Perhaps what is meant is that Pamour has received a heartfelt ‘prayer’ for news 

sent from Pegosh via Pebo. Now he hurries to reply, and this letter will be conveyed 

back again by Pebo (see the poorly preserved |. 10). Alternatively, it may be that Pamour 

has an actual copy of a prayer that he wants to send. Compare the example of the ritual 

text copied and sent in 35 (especially noting there Ouales’ comments in Il. 28ff.). 

This Pebo may be the same person as the Aurelius Pebos son of Tithoes, who is 

from Kellis but residing in Aphrodite, where he signs contracts on behalf of Pamour and 

Pekysis (P. Kellis I Gr. 42-44). See further the comm. ad Il. 21-23. 

14 .[. IMe: There is hardly enough room to read Aekme ‘fragment’. 

16-17 ‘lam working around it’, i.e. ‘I am taking care of it’. 

21-23 If our reading of |. 22 is correct, this is the only occasion where Maria does not 

start by greeting her mother. It seems probable that either the mother Maria has died by 

this stage, or else that this particular letter is not sent to Kellis. We know from other 

letters that Pegosh is at least some of the time in the Nile valley. P. Kellis I Gr. 71, 16- 

18, explicitly places him in Antinoopolis. And then, in 77, Pamour and Maria add their 
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greetings to a letter by Pegosh sent to Kapiton from Aphrodite. N.B. A number of the 

documents found in Kellis refer to the village of Aphrodite (in the Antaiopolite nome), 

and especially important are the dated Greek contracts published by K.A. Worp in P. 

Kellis I (30, 32, 42, 43, 44, from the 360s - 380s C.E.). These should certainly be read in 

conjunction with the letters by Pamour, Pegosh and their circle. 

23-24 It is tempting to read: ‘Receive this knowledge .. (x1 mcayne)’; but compare the 

syntax at Il. 44 and 45. 

24-25 Alternatively, xase ‘cloth bag’ could be a better reading than xnse ‘dye’, 

(compare e.g. Maria at 64, 26-27); but, in that case, one may want to read MN <T>XASE 

(‘Receive these six ... and the cloth bag’). It does not seem possible to read ‘6 mna of 

dye’; but one might consider saama ‘jar’ instead of 6aAm ‘stick’ (with the final -a 

squeezed in very small). 

26 TEOYAY| 2. [2 OF 1 COVA aaaly (‘The ones that you) uttered ...”). 

4] There appears to be no space for the expected Noyaig following NNoyNats]. 

42 The form Philamou is surely for Philammon. One can compare Kapitou in 65, 

who we believe to be the same Kapiton as commonly occurs in this group of letters. See 

also Lamou in 19 (Lammon?), and Amou in 19 and 45 (Ammon?). 

43 Perhaps this is the same Pshemnoute (and his wife Kyria) who are prominent in 

the Makarios family letters, see CDT I pp. 29, 42; but in that case the letter must be sent 

to Kellis. 

ott A number of these letters refer to the sending of portions of fish, which must 

certainly have been salted or pickled or dried in some manner for preservation. Cf. the 

short note by A. Alcock, ‘Pickling’, Discussions in Egyptology, 57, 2003. 

46 Chares (i.e. Charis) may be the wife of Philammon (Philamou?); see CDT I pp. 

23, 38-39. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 67 

Inv #: P 60D 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 4. 

Preservation: A substantial Coptic letter; but, although the dimensions of the papyrus are 

mostly preserved, the text itself is badly abraded. The hand and general design is very 

similar to 68 (also from Pamour), and perhaps 76 (from Pagosh, but the brothers could 

have used the same scribe). The original dimensions were 280 x 106mm. It is now 

broken across the central fold, and disintegrating along the verticals. 

Content: Pamour writes to Pagosh, greeting also Theognostos and Pshai. Probably 

Maria has added her customary long postscript, though we can not read her name in the 

extant text. 

Address: 

verso 

an(dd0c) Taxkvor XxX Tlavode 
Cee oF 

Deliver to Pakysis. X (From) Pamour. 

Names: Chares; Pagosh / Pakysis; Pamour; Philas; Plousiane (?); Pshai; Shai (?); 

Tagoshe; Tapshai; Theognos; -ou (Philamou?); 

Text: 

1 ANAK MAMOYP ME[TCIVE]! [ET] 

2: WING AMACAN M[A]SMW TONOY 

3 vac XAIPEIN vac 

4 20H NQ2WB NIM T[TW]B2 ATINOY 

5 TE XEYNAPAIC A[PIMIT]N NOLY] 

6 NAS NOYAIM TU[INJE AM[AC]AN 

7 @EOPNOC MN MAafCa]N LMaAt TP 
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AZIOY MMWTN TLONJOY Pl OYL. - ] 

Din Yous MM Eom Pere PSIG Ieee 

oN es aee ROUPS alee le ele ee 

Pa BUGOA-N iG: AN oe cacao [eae | 

NC OY 25 le ae eee cy 

eer CIMOPROL eRe Ss OSs Went ox 

ete © THCAL..]....-- 

ade. NG G1PIM(@ flere 

OES Pee PLN qa aulie Kees ates 

MACAN NASM) [M]N T2INE 

M[N] NEeqm@upe Tpuaive x[e] 

[MIMJETNEIBAA . AN[. JQAT TL. J 

Polos | OKRXOC NH Xie. al 

(Rese eenlieee esp LEG epee eect tae 

Peace KI XTACT OCS [lee eae 

[ro TENTS Se TRROY eee Ons: 

Bc hes OY {DUNG ree ee 

(alR0< Seale Yer PM loerxe ee 

[PIAA s alacde Nel Newer aay 

PUac NTOTK NTAK MN MTIK[E] Md 

sway... N NTAK MAOY[ClA]NE 

OYNG (ied NG CKN. eer 

ANIC ae ASG NP aN eee 

RAY ealelOVUD LOY care ah ten tan 

SNHee WING ATASOUe ra 

... OT MINE AMA[CAN] Walt MN] TA 

[MJMat MN NOYMUPE..... TN 

rs | ee OF MM Gel SII eaeae 

soo NS COI PS MIN sere ee ee 
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40 W[Epe TIMING AMACAN....... 

4] eel eee te | elec eae | MIN 

42 [eee MIATINGT THPOY |. ..552.5. ] 

43 [ vac? WN]2 Oyxel 

As SU e A eo | ART e coe: [oaateears keer arr ee CC 0) Bee ae at ee ae eee 

45 eee etl cet ceaieeene. coda? (ere trorh scare ]CepMmey Coy... 

v46 .[.... MdAJCAN Nasww ic Itwnan.... 

47 [.]. TNNAYCE MN[P]WME NTOT.... 

48 eis ia tee [P1MWe SMe... 

49 Leena ao } cee cate Pee IKG ING Clare 

50 ANAK... ].... TOLNNE apwrn THPTNE 

IME eed oY Sorceress 

a2 RG oho mon enn ey << aa Le eee ] 

SO) aa [OHNO ee Ree ee ee 

BL ca SB treads SRN as Mey ore mee tere 

5G siya icy ue es el nea ee ae 

55 Geen tains: G7) (WING 

Pe Te ee. NOYCNHY 

DOM ne Os cares ANIT . NETPXPIA 

59 NG amen ret en ek es cee Ma] 

60 2WB 2WT AN vac ETETNOYAY C2EI Nut 

23 T€€ sic, for TIE 

I, Pamour, am the [one who writes], greeting my brother Pagosh warmly; - greetings. 

Before everything: I pray to God (5) that he will guard you (pl.) for a long time. I greet my brother 

Theognos and my brother Pshai. I beg you greatly: Do ... (10) ... my son ... letters ... (15) Iam weeping ... 

send. I ... to my brother Pagosh and his wife and his children. I am astonished that you have not come out 

... (20) ... You (sg.) told me that ... Chares ... just as ... (25) ... I greet ... I am astonished that ... Philas from 

you. You and also (?) Pagosh ... You, Plousiane (?), (30) ... you ... Bring it, ... wish ... greet Tagoshe ... 

greets my father Shai (?) and (35) Tapshai and their children. ... 
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So, now, ... [I greet] -ou and his wife ... children and ... and her (40) daughter (?). I greet my brother ... and 

... Allin our house [greet you]. Live and be well. 

(tr) ... (45) ... they are well ... (v) ... [my] brother Pagosh: Here is the account for the ... send them with a 

man from ... (50)... I, ..., I greet you all ... [I am (?)] praying for your ... (55) ... I greet ... their brothers ... I 

am in need ... (60) also my own thing. Please will you (pl.) write to me. 

Commentary: 

Address: Although one cannot be sure (due to the poor preservation), the wording may 

well have been as simple as this (i.e. with nothing missing). The style of the address on 

76 is very much the same. 

1 To start the letter simply with anak is not so remarkable, but it is certainly less 

common in this archive than starting with the name and relationship of the recipient 

(MACAN, TAMO, etc.). Again, one may compare 76, 1. 

3 Note how xaxipein is positioned by itself in the centre of the line. It is 

characteristic of a number of these letters, compare e.g. 76, 5. 

7 For the abbreviated form of the name Theognos (i.e. without an ending -tos) see 

also 65, 3; 73, 20. 

0) Tome: The reading is very uncertain. One would expect Tq2Ime; but since the 

form 21Me (without initial sigma) is a relational term anyway, it might also have been 

used without the possessive. 

28 Perhaps Philas could be a hypocoristic form for Philammon? In the archive we 

have ample evidence for shortening the name to the final element (e.g. Partheni > Heni; 

Tapollos > Lo). For the name 'Philammon' one is tempted to look to Lammon / Lamou, 

but apparently this practice might also work from the start of the name (cf. Theognostos > 

Theognos at |. 7 in this very letter). 

29 maoyeliajne: This reading is very uncertain. 

30 The ink traces are very ambiguous. Perhaps oyneT[wjwe ne (‘What is fitting is 

for you to ...’) or oymeT[a]NiT me (‘It is a good thing that you ...’). 

33ff. One might suppose that about here Maria (Anak Mapid) adds her own greetings, 

as in many of the letters by Pamour. 
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38 -oyY (and his wife): Perhaps Philamou, compare 66, 42. 

P. Kellis Copt. 68 

Inv #: P 61CC 

Location: House 3, room 8, deposit 4. 

Preservation: Coptic letter on papyrus. The basic dimensions of the piece are apparent 

(280 x 82mm.), but the text itself is badly abraded. The hand and general design is very 

similar to 67 (by Pamour) and perhaps also 76 (by Pagosh). 

Content: There is little coherent sense to be made from the poorly preserved text. Since 

neither the address nor the initial greetings can be read, the author and recipient are 

uncertain. But the similarity of design to 67, and especially of the uncial script, suggests 

that the letter was probably sent by Pamour. Perhaps Maria also added her customary 

postscript to her husband’s letter, (note the greetings to various women in the lower part 

of the main text). 

Address: 

verso 

tracesa X dn(dd0c) II..... 

... X Deliver to P- 

Names: Gouria (or Goure?); Martha; Pagosh; Tapshai; 
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5 vac XAl[PIGIN vac 

6 2d9[H] NQWB NEM TF] 

7 WIN[E] APA[K] TAC]AN [.... J 

8 THLYNE A(Ma[C]an [Mrxxai[C] 

9 TON[OY] TPM[A]lzeE xe [.. ] 

10 9&.N.AY.€ AKHME [. ] 

sa od... [. ]T of oyave AL. .] 

iW Me[... JM vac F[wine] 

13 NTA Halas dd bee eee ce 

14 be OG sO Ai mel lee ] 

15 (TINNSY Gare eared les beeen ] 

16 [JONES Peele lo aks ] 

17, Regan PeR OD R= cst maw iol beeen ] 

18 [rie ACO ceo atte PALL en al eee 

ig Werier sesh 4 O's [erotics Col er ie eew lee eee 

20 EeePC a ee ene ] 

2A ie TM eee eee 

22 [.. JCWNE MAaperdr MN 

23 [ke IMO. NG 2... MO [eed 

24 LTASWO) se ie 2CW lee! 

25 [ae Mee oe te iese dl 

26 Tiel sae N[..] [a] 

27 New WHPe aoe UNe wien 

28 TA[MMaAlMNN.[..... ] 

29 WE ATNN[O] TAMMAlt] T[O] 

30 NOY MN [TNMO] SOY[PIA MN] 

ei NECWHPE ANNAL.. ] 

B2 TNP...[.] THPNE ANN 

33 TNMQQ[.].[. IPL. ITN ABA 

34 DUR Ohelbe ilo 2 aes 

35 NTA... Wer jereain 

36 JETNPAYUH GleGee teal 
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o7 ... MING ATNCWNE [MN] 

38 TINCAN XE MNEL.. ] 

39 vac NEN XE NTEq..[..] 

40 vac MMA.[...] 

4l Se areteails. ite bets eo ] 

v42 traces 

43 traces 

44 traces 

45 traces 

46 P{es TMHTE NOATC. o[.2. ]vace... 

47 ee ele UOC TN eee ec ATICQAA[O] 

11 the letter before 9N looks like a large [; but we suppose that one should read -T 38-40 lh 

margin bends inwards (and thus nothing precedes IINCAN?) 40 perhaps there is nothing after the 

lacuna? 

(I, Pamour, am the one who writes?) ... ; (5) - greetings. 

Before everything: [I] greet you, my brother ... I greet my brother, my master, warmly. I am astonished 

that (10) ... to Egypt ... in the Oasis ... I [greet] my mother ... (15) send ... greet ... (20) ... sister Martha and 

... Pagosh ... (25) ... children ... Tapshai ... our mother Tapshai (30) very much, and [our mother] Gouria 

[and] her children. ... and we are all ... and ... (35) ... we are grieving about ... greet our sister and our 

brother, for ... (40) ... (v) ... (45) ... ten portions ... to her old man. 

Commentary: 

Address: All that can really be read is what appears to be a final -a (before what we think 

must be the central cross). Otherwise, only traces survive, and any readings are very 

uncertain. 

30 Gouria: soy[pia or soy[pe? Cf. ‘Kyria’ at P. Kellis V p. 29; also 82, 27, and the 

comment in the introduction to that piece. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 69 

Inv #: P 78Hi (ex P78H) 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 3. 

Preservation: The document is complete in one rectangular piece of papyrus: 143 x 99 

mm. 

Content: The text is best described as something like an affidavit. It is not a letter, being 

without the typical epistolary formulae, greetings, address etc. At the same time, it lacks 

features that one would expect in a legal document, such as witnesses, signatures or date. 

Perhaps it is a private agreement or a draft? 

The subject of the document would seem to be the ownership of property, either inherited 

by two brothers from their father or otherwise provided by him. Pamour would seem to 

be in actual possession of the property, perhaps to be used as start-up capital for trade in 

the Nile valley; but the purpose of the document is to confirm that it actually belongs to 

his brother Pagosh. The exact details of the agreement are somewhat difficult to follow; 

but it certainly reminds one of Pamour’s comments in 64, where he states that he 

renounces any claim to items from which he has been excluded by his father. 

Address: No address, verso blank. 

Names: Pagosh; Pamour; 

Text: 

1 ANAK AG MAMOYP NETCIE!I MMA 

2 SWW MACAN’ EMLAH 949 NONA 

3 OY <OY>E2 APA AIBWK AKHME’ AC{EL 

4 XQOYN OYTUWT TNOY 6E FTCIEl NEK 
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5 XE INO NIM EqMOorr NEN’ Eqoy 

6 TON MN N[E]JNEPHY 2 NNIWT: 

vf GITE NINO NIAMT™~ EITE NETH 

8 TEN THPC’ KO MNGQxaic eiTM 

9 TNNAY NIONAYE NEK’ OYBE TNEA 

10 ETAITEC &...K TEY MMOYXAIC 

11 ETAKE! QOYN OYTWI ETBHTOY 

And I, Pamour, am writing to Pagosh, my brother. Since many items are attributed (?) to me, I have gone 

to Egypt. He (i.e. Pshai?) entered into an agreement with me. Now, therefore, I am writing to you (5) that 

every item we have, between us mutually on account of our father, whether of bronze or all that is ours, you 

are its owner. If I do not send these items to you, (held) against the servant girl (10) whom I gave to you, 

(then you are still entitled to?) pay them to (as?) their owner, concerning which you have entered in to an 

agreement with me. 

Commentary: 

1 The use of the enclitic particle ae at the very start of this document strikes us as 

odd. Perhaps it implies that what we have is a response to some other (lost) text. 

2 ‘Since’: The conjunction emAn may simply be functioning to introduce the 

content part of the letter, but its being initial here is probably a coincidence. The clause 

is better understood as to provide the reason for the author’s travel to the Nile valley. 

2-3 9NAOY: These ‘items’ seem to be what the document is really about, see also Il. 5, 

7 and 9 (pl.). The term is frustratingly vague; but note that it is also used in 64, 4-5, a 

text that may well provide some background to this present document. They appear to be 

material possessions, perhaps ‘vessels’ of some kind. We presume the sense here is that 

it is because Pamour has a substantial number of such items that he has gone to Egypt, no 

doubt to engage in trade. However, if one was to take the term in an abstract sense as 

‘debts’ (on which see 72, 20 and the note ad loc.), the entire meaning of this piece would 

change: ‘Because I have many debts, I went to Egypt ...’ etc. 

3-4 adel a2s0yn oyTwi: The subject of this clause appears to be unstated. We think 

that it must be a reference to a third peson whose identity would be obvious to the 

persons concerned. The most obvious candidate would be Pamour and Pagosh’s brother 
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Pshai, who would presumably have had a share in any matter to do with the distribution 

of the family’s material possessions. Further, there must be some technical usage here of 

the verb e1 (‘come’) plus a2oyn (‘in’) with oyTw// (‘between’). The literal translation 

of ‘he came in between me’ makes no sense. In fact, the Ancient Egyptian r-jwd (from 

which oyte- / oyTw// is derived) can have the sense of obligation. Thus, nf r-jwdj 

‘which is incumbent upon / with me’. We propose a meaning such as ‘he entered into (an 

agreement) with me’, i.e. a business arrangement or finance deal. This would be similar 

to the colloquial English of ‘he came in with me’. Note also the same in 1. 11; indeed, 

oytw// is used three times in this short document. 

5-6 GUOYTWN MN N[E]NeEpHy: ‘between us mutually’ (i.e. the three of us); or, less 

likely, ‘between us and our comrades’. 

9 Nea: This must be for the Greek vedvic, presumably here meaning a ‘servant 

girl’. 

10 It is difficult to read aToTK. Indeed, the letters look as if they may have been 

deliberately erased. Still, syntax and sense require something of this sort. 

P. Kellis Copt. 70 

Inv #: P 78J + P 59E/F + P 67 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 3; room 3, deposit 3. 

Preservation: Twelve fragments survive of a large, finely written, letter on papyrus. It 

has broken along the horizontal and vertical folds, and some significant pieces have not 

been found (see the photograph). Nevertheless, what remains can either be joined or 

securely arranged to recover substantial sections of the text; (only I small fragment has 

not been placed). The dimensions and line count are not absolutely certain; but it was 

approximately 280 x 110 mm., with probably no complete lines missing between ll. 12 / 

13 or 28 / 29. 
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Content: The letter is written to Pshai, but the identity of the author can not be known for 

certain. We think it is Pamour, primarily due to various of the persons mentioned in the 

letter, noting such as Theognostos, Kapiton, Partheni and especially ‘mother Maria’ in 1. 

14 (see our comments at the start of this group of letters). But the author might also be 

his brother Pagosh. From I. 3 and the address it seems certain that the name begins with a 

n-. Another point to consider is that Lo is named as sister in Il. 43-44, whereas elsewhere 

(see 64, 23 note ad loc.) we have suggested that this is an abbreviated form of the name 

of the brothers’ mother Tapollos. Still, it is not certain who actually is making the 

greeting at ll. 43ff. Despite these issues, we think that this letter must belong to this 

general group of documents. The very fine script is of particular interest, when compared 

to the rather coarse production of many of the other pieces. This confident and rather 

beautiful writing has similarities to that in 29 (sent by Piene). 

Address: 

verso 

Iiqulovp ] 

(To) ... Psais. (From) Pamour (?). 

Names: Chares; Kapiton; Lo; Maria; Pamour (or Pagosh?); Partheni; Patuse; Pshai; 

Theognostos; Titoue; -alous; 

Text: 

1 MNACAN M[MEPIT ETAL NTOT TJONOY MIPEN 

2 ETIAAGS [ON pwl NNO NIM MAJxXaic Mat 

3 ANAK N[AMOYP METCIEI] XAIPEIN 

4 9XO(H NOWB NIM TWINGE] APAK TONOY 

5 LNG es oe ee MAJCAN OGOrNWCTOC 

6 HNCUUE ee NETMNIINA WING 

is SPO [eNews ] MN NECKEKOYI 

8 NOPE... 7.05. JCNHY GITE 

9 IAYT [EITE CIING MN TACONJE MAPOENI 
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10 

11 

12 

U3 

14 

US 

16 

ly 

18 

19 

20 

Za 

Dn 

23 

24 

25) 

26 

ayy 

28 

29 

30 

31 

Be 

33 

34 

35 

36 

ey 

38 

39 

40 

41 
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MN NE[CWHPE KATA MOYIPEN THING 

ATMXGAIN ee MN TC2IME MN NEC 

(QHPIO Gee ee yee WINE AMad 

eee [DIM Gallia serra Aa 

Lega JATAMA MAP[lA] MN [M]tMT NTA 

(Aber C]AN NATYCE MN MACAN KAMITON 

[tpwnh]pe xe nw AIZMN ATOTTHN[E] 

[ATNN]AaY OYK[OYC] NNHO NHI XE MINH[2] 

[.... ]tpamMnie TONOY NNINA MME 

[TNOICE MIMWTNH [AJTNNAY NHt 

ea ]. [. ] GINHX* aBdaA ETRE NET] 

ager, ] NNHO’ MAHN GEQune TETN 

[.... JTNNAYY Mape OYE NOYe... 

[....]. PIMEYe NTMNTCAN TET. . 

[....]. TNA[TH]NAYU NHTN NMEAAOC 

[....]. awd [Aylw Tpwnnpe xe MMC 

[Mine ..]...[..] QAWC NTN Xapue 

ett sere 1260. Dal oecOyne 

Lie eee Ah ee eee Been 

ANOYE OVC al cee ee eee oe ] 

SIP XAGE NAT IF Peele s Deel hee dAOYIC] 

eww[nje AG as2a[.. Jepoy Ft Maete NonNe 

NHTN [NiJé MAxE [..]. AAOYC XEYUATEC, 

CIE NH[i TMIN[E anjaxaic naiwT n@at 

MN NEC[MHPE THPOY K]ATA MOYPEN FPAYTIH 

ett oe JNX GE2XOYWETK MMBQOYO 

eA Pais oe ]2ICE ApAK XE MMPBWK 

Se lice eee eee JAT AAAA KAN AKCWS 

Xe ee ETRE] NMEXE AG NMAC TE 

Ni cat oes re AJAAA NTAYTEY NHI 

0.4 Wear ur on eres ]KSN APIKE spat QIVICE 

SNite eee eae ].*° MMOYANT AqITC 
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42 x [ic Rene ds eee oe ates JNINA NTE AO 

tr43 Epwr TTOYe ant aqitG POY Se- [hae 2oR8 bie Sheet are oer ee: ]. twine aTacwne 

MMEPIT 

44 AO TPMNHPE XE MNETNCVEL[.................. ] TONOY 2APAC H PW OAWC 

xe NCWOn 

45 TOING ATINCAN [ocn. 1. ake te pee ] THPOY KATA NOYPEN 

plus one small frg. unplaced. 

(To) my [loved] brother, [who is] very [precious to me]; the name that is sweet [in my mouth all the time; 

my] master Pshai. (It is) I, [Pamour (or Pagosh?) who writes]; - greetings. 

Before [everything: I greet] you warmly (5) and ... my brother Theognostos and ... (All) [those] here greet 

you (pl.) ... and also her small children ... siblings, whether male [or female; and my sister] Partheni (10) 

and [her children (all) by] name. I greet my brother ... [and his] wife and his half-brothers ... greet my ... 

wife ... my mother Maria and the father of (15) ... brother Patuse and my brother Kapiton. 

[I am] astonished how, (when) I ordered you [to send] me a chous of oil, because oil is very (scarce) here 

this year, you did not [trouble] yourselves to send me (20) ... I am cast down because of this (shortage) of 

oil, except if you ... send it. Let each one (of us) remember (our) brotherhood ... (the cost?) I will send to 

you. (As for) the item (25) ..., and I am astonished how [you did not] ... at all from Chares ... for how much 

... the gold nor ... (30) Take this cloth bag for you ... -alous. But if ... has given the small portion of fabric 

to you, then -alous says that he can pay. Write to me. 

[I] greet my master, my father Pshai and [all] his [children] by their names. I am aggrieved (35) ... that 

they have demanded more from you ... trouble to you (sing.), saying: ‘Do not go to ...’. ... but even if you 

were rigid ... However, [concerning] the matter of the small portion of ... but they gave it to me (40) ... you 

(should not?) find fault with me. I toiled to ... they did not allow me to take it ... of Lo. (tr) If Titoue 

allows me to take it ... I greet my loved sister Lo. I am astonished that you did not write ... very much 

about her, or indeed at all whether she exists! (45) I greet my brother ... all by their names. 

Commentary: 

Address: The reading of Pamour’s name on the address is most uncertain, though 

possible. Pakysis is another possibility (Pekysis with an -e- is less likely), and perhaps 

preferable given what seems to be a long vertical stroke remaining from the third letter of 
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the sender’s name (i.e. a -«- rather than -u-). But it is really very difficult to reach any 

conclusion from these scant remains. 

14 _JaTana: We have translated as ‘.. my mother Maria’. Of course, it looks very 

much like kJATA Ma ‘in each place’; but this kind of distributive KATA (very common in 

Sahidic and elsewhere) seems to be absent in these letters. 

ib The reading of the name Patuse is not entirely certain, but it is probably correct. 

Whilst this form is not found elsewhere in the archive, the closely related ‘Pauese’ is 

found in a letter by Pegosh (78, 29); and compare also Tletfotc (P. Kellis I Gr. 8 and 9). 

These are all slight variations of the same common name, which etymologically indicates 

dedication to Isis (similarly the fem. Taese and contrast Petosiris). 

18 Perhaps wart ‘is lacking’ in the lacuna (and see comm. ad I. 21). 

Zi Similarly to |. 18, perhaps wart ‘shortage’ in the lacuna. 

30, 32 It seems that a personal name ending -alous (or possibly -aleus) must be read in 

these two instances. For understanding mMaxe in |. 32 as maxe-, see the references 

collected at 114, 2. 

31 dKCWS6: We have translated this as ‘you were rigid’. The verb cwe is commonly 

used for being physically paralysed; but, with no real context, we can not know whether 

this is meant or something more abstract. 

P. Kellis Copt. 71 

Inv #: P 81C + P 93D 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 4. 

Preservation: A substantial letter written on reused papyrus. The Coptic script is quite 

plain, though competent enough and easy to read. It is rather similar to that of 72 (also 

sent by Pamour), and may have been written by the same scribe. Whilst the script and 

construction of the latter piece appear a little more refined, this may simply be a matter of 

somewhat different circumstances at the time of writing. The text of 71 has been abraded 

in many places, but often there is enough preserved for us to reconstruct the sense. The 
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document has been reconstructed to be mostly complete. Smaller fragments have been 

added to restore the upper third, whilst the major piece of papyrus preserves the lower 

two-thirds. The dimensions are 272 x 175mm. 

Content: The letter is sent by Pamour to his ‘sister’ Partheni, and also to ‘my son 

Andreas’. The name Partheni occurs frequently in the archive, especially in the letters of 

Pamour and his circle; and it may also be that the name Heni (which again is common) is 

simply a contraction of the same. It is unclear to us how many persons there were with 

this name (or names). Certainly we should not assume that all occurrences in the archive 

refer to the same woman; but the evidence of 75 would suggest strongly that the wife of 

Pamour’s brother Pegosh (Pekysis) was called Partheni. In this present letter then it is a 

reasonable supposition that Pamour (and Maria in her postscript) are addressing their 

sister-in-law, to use present-day terminology. Also, where in the content of the letter 

Pamour repeatedly refers to ‘him’ and ‘my brother’, he is in fact writing to Partheni about 

her husband Pegosh. ‘Father Pshai’ is also presumably their (common) father, i.e. Psais 

II in K.A. Worp’s stemma (P. Kellis I p. 51). However, the figure of Andreas is more 

problematic. The name occurs frequently in the archive, with many instances in the 

Pamour and Pegosh letters; but, whilst he is obviously an important figure, we have 

found it difficult to ascertain his exact relationship to the core characters. 

The letter is a good example of the ‘Manichaean style’. There is the formulaic prayer to 

the ‘God of Truth’ (see the comments on 65); and there is also an instance of the 

exclamation TOyYewTe MmNoyYTe (‘Praise God!’ or similar) which is only found in texts 

of known Manichaean authorship (see further the comments at p. 80 of CDT I). 

However, as regards the actual content of this letter, it is difficult to reconstruct the 

events that lie behind it. Something would seem to have happened to Pegosh, and now 

Pamour and Maria are writing to Partheni and perhaps encouraging her to come. 

Presumably she is in Kellis, whilst the others are in the Nile valley; but the details of 

what this is all about are very unclear to us. Our attempted translation is, accordingly, 

very uncertain at times. It may be that the contents of 72, especially Pamour’s remarks to 
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Pshai about ‘your sister’ (is this in fact their common sister-in-law Partheni?), can cast 

some light on the events. 

Address: 

verso 

G.(660¢) TH KVPLa Lov xX TlapQevet 

GdEAOT 

Deliver to my sister X Partheni. 

Names: Andreas; Bes; Jnpnoute; Maria; Noe; Pamour; Partheni; Pshai (x2)?; 

Text: 

a [TAC]WNE MMEPIT ETTAIAIT NTOT TONOY ANAK MAMOLYP] 

D, TIMING ATACWNE NAPOEN!l MN NECWHPE KATA MOYPEN 

3 MAAICTA MIAWHPE ANAPEAC THING APWTN IN MXAIC 

4 MNOYTE XAIPEIN vac SXOH NOWB NIM TUAH[A] 

5 AMMT MNOYTE N[T]E TMUHE XETETNAWND NHI NOY 

6 Nas NOYAIW M[N O]JYKAIPOC ENAWWY EPETNOYAX 

ye ON TICWMA APETNPAYT IN TYYXH EPETNTAAHA 

8 ON TINGYMA APETNOYAX ABAA NIMIPECMOC TH 

9 poy NICAPTANAGC MN N6AMBAA NTE MMANBONGE 

10 TNoy se 2arpa N[NICExe THPOY ETAPECAQOY NHt 6[TBH] 

i TQ CWTME NCE NETAITEOYAY APpac NNINA E1W[d] 

12 [OY]WND NEY NAMHE AMACAN E2E T[[SO]]XW MM[AC] 

13 XE EPOYKAE EIC . [. . ] EE MAPOYXITE WN TWPE XE NTA 

14 ATIMA EWANTAEL TNOY QWB NIM APAC| EMATE 

iS MBAPWIE NTE ABAA TNAT QWB NIM ATTIC TXITC d& 

16 ATG NEq [[NTOTC MIIBAPW2E]] BAIT... OY.... 

7, [....] Wa MACAN/ ECAY4TEOYAC vac NE MWT MMAtOM..... c 

18 ... OYBE NKOYvacl AUXOC NHI XE ANO APay. . 

19 wheres d& MMAl XOC XE TNAKAY ABAAN[.... ] 

20 . AIXOC XE MMNWP M2WR NECABTE \EN/ AKAY 
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21 QATHK MMCNO KA MOYE NEK NKt MOYE AMACAN 

2 EWANTE NOE El ABAA ANI OYE NNME Epe 

23 TNNEY Tap MMEY XE TETNABOK NTETNMIWE 

24 XE TAYBOMAK PW APWTN CY NE NINAG NoOBHY 

25 OYE ETETNEY AixXOC rap APWTN XE NTA NAT 

26 AAXKE APTN vac ANAK MAPIA- TETCIE! ECWING 

a7 ATECMEY MN TAWEPE XNITINOYTE ANAK 6E MAPIdA 

28 TETCIE! ECUINE ATACWNE TAXAIC MAPOENI 

29 ACIEI SE NHI XE TFNHY ABAA AMH NTO TNAKAG 

30 ATAW..NA.. EN TIMA PHECY GUHT ABAA vac 

31 WINE ANAIMT NMA MING APMPEOY[[HY]JHTOY KATA 

o2 NOYPEN XOC MMAPEOENI XE AIXI NEXAITE NTOT [N] 

ee BHC NE@®ATNAYCOY NHI AixITOY NTOTC MNEy 

34 NTPIXAY ABAA TFNATPOY<N> TAEMCE NE NCaprtT vac 

35 WN2 NTETNOYXEITE NHI NOYNAG NOYAIM 

tr36 vac TOYEWTE MMNOYTE ai 

37 Cla em lene eee | eee | eer NG (Nee oe SSSI) Teer eine | eee 

(2 Le ] 

38 [Peel XOY [S IMONGt. 4 Soe NHI ee eee ore aR Re CONN We dilce ge ee ee eee ] 

39 LOI OVXAY @ NCR hee. ace: [Xer(OONe 2 eh cobs CMOMEGET Basco ceaa ome 

8 TINGEYMA for NNINGYMA; NMIPECMOC for NN- 12 AMACAN: -C- ex -N- corr. 15 ATM 

as it seems, read AATIIGY +25 ETETNEY: C<TA>TETNEY 31 APMPEOY|[[HY]JHTOY: 

there seems to have been a scribal correction (apparently with the intention to change the singular 

to an otherwise unattested plural form, or perhaps one should suppose somehow T<HP>OY?); also 

one should read A4<N>»PMPG@OYH- 

(To) [my] beloved sister, who is greatly honoured by me. (It is) I, Pamour. I greet my sister Partheni and 

her children by name, especially my son Andreas. I greet you (pl.) in the Lord God; - greetings. 
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Before everything: I pray (5) to the Father, the God of Truth, that you will live for me a long time and a 

great period, being healthy in the body, flourishing in the soul and rejoicing in spirit, safe from all the 

temptations of Satan and the adversities of the evil place. 

(10) Now, therefore, with respect to all the matters which you (fem. sg.) have written to me concerning 

him, listen to what I told him here. If I should truly make known to them about my brother - indeed I am 

saying, if they allow you ... - then let them take you as surety, since you (will by then) have come here. If 

now you do come, everything (will be) on him. When (15) the pack-animal has brought you out, I will 

deliver everything to be loaded; and I will take it to load it for him [[from the pack-animal]], on account of 

the ... for my brother, as he has told it. Father Pshai was ... the little ones. He said to me: “See them ...”. 

Pshai said: “I will leave them ...”. (20) I said: “Do not (do that). The matter would not be right to leave 

them (both) to you. Of the two, keep one for yourself and give one to my brother”. If Noe shall come out, 

bring (that) one with you (fem. sg.). For you (pl.) see (?) there that you can go and fight; in that they were 

indeed angry with you. What are these big things (25) that you have done? For I said to you: “The endless 

(CP) cco HO WOU 

(It is) I, Maree who is writing; greeting her mother and my daughter Jnpnoute. Indeed, I, Maria, am the 

one who is writing, greeting my sister, my lady Partheni. So, you wrote to me: “I am coming out”. Come 

then! I will (not?) let you (30) ... The place is worthwhile. It is cut off (?). Greet my father Pshai. Greet 

all the neighbours by name. Tell Partheni that I have received the garments from Bes. The things that you 

sent me I have received from him. When I have cause to send out I shall make them <bring> to you the 

portion of wool. (35) Live and be healthy for a long time. 

(tr) Praise God, truly! If1... for father ... There is some ... for I am sick ... 

Commentary: 

Address: If we presume that Tlap@evet is a dative, then one should of course read the 

name as ‘Parthenis’. However, in this Coptic archive the name is always given as 

Partheni or Heni. 

4-9 On the formulaic and Manichaean character of this opening prayer see our 

comments at the introduction to 65, and the note and references to 65, 7-15. For ‘the 

temptations of Satan’ see 25, 20-21. The term sAMBaAA (SAANBAA) ‘adversity’ is unusual 

and a distinctive terminological feature of these prayers; see also 65, 14, perhaps 63, 27, 

and noting 80, 22. One should compare the occurrence at PsBk2 208, 9, where it is used 
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of a disaster at sea; and /Keph. 244, 9 where it seems to refer to some kind of rebellion 

by the archons. Thus, whilst the basic meaning will be something like a typhoon (CD 

810a ‘wave’?), its semantic range certainly tends towards a spiritual catastrophe. In this 

present passage it is used for the characteristic dangers of ‘the evil place’. Probably, this 

latter term here does not mean hell, but rather the evil world in which we must live and 

where Satan rules (see e.g. 1Jo 5:19). 

9 CapTanac: Forms of Satan’s name with (m)cap- as a first syllable have so far 

only been known from manuscripts of Middle Egyptian provenance; notably, the 

Scheyen codex of Matthew (dialect M): ncapAanac at Mt. 12: 26 and 16: 23 (see H.-M. 

Schenke, Das Matthdus-Evangelium im mitteldgyptischen Dialekt des Koptischen (Codex 

Schoyen), Oslo, 2001) and the Cologne codex of Testament literature (non-standard 

Sahidic): mcapTanac at Job 5: 22; 6: 17 and passim (see Gesa Schenke, Der koptische 

Kélner Papyruskodex 3221, Teil I: Das Testament des Iob, Papyrologia Coloniensia 33, 

Paderborn 2009). 

15-16 sapwoe: On the identity of the pack-animals (camels?) see comm. ad 20, 54; but 

here one might better undertand reference to the driver himself. 

iw) This Pshai may well not be the same as ‘father Pshai’ mentioned just before (1. 

17). Instead, one is inclined to identify him the recipient of 72, and to suppose that the 

events discussed here relate to those in the following letter. 

20 Mnwp mowB NECasBtTe \en/: In order to understand this somewhat problematic 

line in its proper context, we assume the verb Caste to be used in its larger, 

metaphorical, meaning as ‘set in order’ (see CD 323ab, including ‘make ev@etoc’, thus 

‘well-disposed, smooth, right’), here used intransitively and thus turned into passive. 

25-26 mqTa NAaTAake: Perhaps Gra is an unattested noun form related to qwtTe 

'sweat'? In this case, the meaning could be something like: "The endless sweat (i.e. 

‘labour') is upon you". Still, the entire section from xe to apwTW looks like it may have 

been erased. 

26-27 On this greeting by Maria to her mother (Maria) and daughter Jnpnoute (= 

Tsempnouthes) see further 65, 39-41 note ad loc. 

30 One can only speculate about the significance of these comments. The text 

certainly appears to say that the place (where Pamour and Maria are) is ‘of value’ and 
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‘cut off’. Perhaps Pwey here means ‘prosperous’; but the connotation of WHT aRar is 

hard to fathom. Possibly it implies ‘shortage’ or ‘need’; i.e. if the family are traders, then 

the twin circumstances of a village where there is money but a lack of goods would be an 

attractive proposition. 

52 The phrasing (‘Tell Partheni’) appears odd in a letter addressed to the same, but 

presumably the scribe is simply and rather literally copying down what Maria is saying. 

33 Bes: This could be the same person as that Besas who has traveled between 

Pamour and Pegosh in P. Kellis I Gr. 72, 46. 

33-34 The final letter of ney has a strange anchor-like shape, but this must be the 

correct interpretation. The phrase about the hour to ‘send out’ (xay asaa) may well 

refer to the time of shipment of goods. 

36 This line is written transverse on the lower part of the sheet. There appears to be 

nothing prior to it. It consists of what seems to be a typically Manichaean expression 

ToYewTe mNoyte (‘Praise God!’, see further the references and comments in P. Kellis 

V at p. 80). It is then followed by ai, which must be for gio ‘verily’ (CD 636b-637a); 

see this form at Mt. 21: 30 in dialect M (Codex Scheide). 

verso The faint remains of a line of Greek text can clearly be seen running transverse to 

the address across the lower part of the document. It has been read by K.A. Worp as: 

‘Contract for the teaching of letters’ (GHoAoyia WaOnoEws ypaupatwv). Obviously, the 

papyrus has been reused for the writing of this letter in Coptic. 

P. Kellis Copt. 72 

Inv #: P 91A/B 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 5. 

Preservation: This complete and extensive letter, written in Coptic on papyrus, is one of 

the better pieces in the archive. It has now broken into eleven fragments along the 

vertical and horizontal folds, but the original dimensions were 265 x 142 mm. There are 

clear underlying traces of an earlier letter, including Tamo Mapa in the final greetings 
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(now on the verso of the current letter). Thus that previous text most probably had also 

belonged to the same family group. The script of 72 is similar to the previous piece (71: 

sent from Pamour to Partheni). It may well have been written by the same scribe and one 

might suppose that it comes from a similar context in place and time. 

Content: The letter contains many of the elements familiar from other examples in the 

archive, especially the comments about being far away and the heartfelt wishes to see one 

another again. The reference to the God of Truth indicates Manichaean belief. Almost 

certainly Pamour is in the Nile valley, whilst Pshai and Theognostos are in Kellis. The 

‘father Pshai’ must again be ‘Psais II’ according to Worp’s stemma (P. Kellis I p. 51), 

and there are greetings and references to other familiar figures such as Kapiton (brother- 

in-law to the brothers Pamour and Pegosh?). 

Insofar as the letter has a real point or content, it is an appeal to Pamour’s ‘brother’ Pshai 

to help his ‘sister’. Given the similarities of this piece to 71, we are inclined to identify 

this woman with Partheni, the recipient of that earlier letter and probably the wife of 

Pegosh. Interestingly, there is no mention of Pegosh in this present letter; nor does Maria 

add her customary postscript. The Pshai to whom Pamour is writing is presumably the 

same as in 64 and P. Kellis I Gr. 71. Whether he is literally Pamour and Pegosh’s 

brother, perhaps the eldest son of their common father (‘Psais II’), is not entirely clear to 

us. 

Address: 

verso 

Tt SEONOTH LOV xX Vator Tawotp 

To my master X Psais. (From) Pamour. 

Names: Apa L(ysimachos?); Hor; Jnpnoute; Kapiton; Lammon; Pamour; Pshai (x 2); 

Theognostos; Titoue; 
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Text: 

1 to Seor[Ot]y HOV G5EAdGL Paiai Kar 

2 Oeoyvaotar Mapovp ev O(e)@ yaiperv 

3 9XOH MEN NOWB NIM TUHIN[E] APWTN TONOY 

4 TWAHA AMMT MNOYTE N[T]E TMHE 2a ETN 

5) oYyxeiTe TETNMNTCAN E[T]e MN KpAq \NOHTC/ MN 

6 AAYE TAP CAYNG AT<AP>ATIH ETPTAPT QN MA 

Z SHT WAPWTN GIMHT! AMNOYTE NOYAETC 

8 NTAC ETCAYNE EMMEIE ECIGAWT ABAA DHT 

9 THNE ElOYWUW NEY APWTN AAAA EMAH TE 

10 TNOYHY MMA TNAWNEY APWTN EN EICIE 

11 \i NEK/ 9N NEIC2E1 NKMEIM NETXI WINE ETN 

12 NE WATE 2O OYWHT 20° TNOY bE MACAN TIMAt 

19 cie NOBHYE NE NEl ETAITEY ATOTK EKNHY 

14 BAA QITOT XE MMpMAIK MOHT NTK 

15 CWNG INAAYE AIXOC APWTN XE MMP 

16 BWK TETNTA MA MA SPWTN JATNBWK 

17 IXATNMPC MIEC APWTN’ TNOY TETN 

18 HI EN spowR NfVIE Eww<ne> NKMME 

19 NAMHE ECOYWUWE <dX°El AKHNE EMWNE 

20 AN EKCAYNE XE OYN INEY APAC EMMOY 

21 KAC Al ETBvacHTC Elie TE[E]U NTAK 

DD, ISPAC NKCIEi NHI XE Alt O TNATN 

23 {T}NAYC NEK N6AXAM WINE NHI ATIAIOT 

24 MMadi ATQQING MNECWMHPE WINE Ad 

25 CAN KATIITMON ATQCIEINME vac MN NEC 

26 WHPE AKCIEI NHI XE AMWME MMA MA 

ae TN Ele CIE NHI TNOY EIC2HNE 

28 +C2El NEK EMWNE EKOYWYW El ABdA & 

29 MOY TIACA WH XN ABAA WING 

30 AMAMHPE AAMMON MN TQCIEINE 

Sil MAWMHPE TTOYE WING APWTN CNIMA QATHI 
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32 WING NHI TONOY ANACNHY KATA NOY{NOY}PEN 

os e1Cc Toy NNERAT TwMwWNE MOMAT MNOYTE WHT 

34 dIAO WN2 NKOYXEITE Nui NNOYNAS NOYaIM 

tr35 XN NAATIA A. MN DWP MINE ATACAN NMAT TONOY xXNMNoyTE TPMTANAIETOY 

36 vac [MCCAN CNEY MAIAKMN MING APAK 

11-12 wilNe: -N- ex corr. 14 MAOK: M- ex d- corr. 24 MNGEqU-, ie. MN NEU- 25 

ATOCIEIME: d&- ex corr. or erased? 29 NACA: first -A- ex corr? 36 MLAIAKWN: -N ex -K corr. 

To my lord brother Psais, and Theognostos. (From) Pamour, in God; - greetings. 

Before everything: I greet you (pl.) warmly. I am praying to the Father, the God of Truth, for your (5) 

health; your brotherhood in which there is no guile. For no one knows the love for you that pierces my 

heart, save God alone. He is the one who knows the love (with which) I am looking out for you and 

wanting to see you; but, since (10) you are far from me, I will not be able to see you. (Instead), I am 

writing to you (sg.) with these obscure (?) letters, which carry greeting after greeting until (the time when) 

face greets face. 

So, now, my brother Pshai, are matters as I handed them over to you (sg.) when you left me, (saying): “Do 

not cause pain to the heart of your (15) sister in any way”? I told you (pl.): “Do not go and make every 

place pay you”. (But) you went and you extended the muck to you. Now, you are not supposed to act like 

this. Do you truly know if she wants to come to Egypt? Also, if (20) you know that she has a debt because 

of which she is not allowed to come, then pay it, you on her behalf; and write to me, “I have paid 

whatever”. I will send it to you (i.e. I wll repay you) quickly. 

Greet for me my father Pshai, his wife and his children. Greet my (25) brother Kapiton, his wife and his 

children. 

You wrote to me: “When the place is quiet, then write to me”. Now (that it is), see, | am writing to you. If 

you want to come out, come ... 

Greet (30) my son Lammon and his wife. My son Titoue greets you. He is here with me. Greet warmly 

for me my brothers, each one by name. I have been ill for five months; by the grace of God I have 

recovered. Live, and be of good health for me for a long time. 
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(tr. 35) From those of Apa L(ysimachos?) and Hor: Greet my brother Pshai warmly. Jnpnoute, the woman 

from Tanaietou; her two brothers; the deacon; (they all) greet you. 

Commentary: 

Address: One should perhaps note the somewhat strange Greek name form in the dative 

Woatot, here and in |. 1 (i.e. as if from Vdios rather than Voic). Similarly, the address of 

115; and probably 64 and 70. 

1] fikuem: We think that this must be a variant form of kKuHMe “dark(ness)’ or 

‘black(ness)’; and not the conjunctive fik- plus some verb such as Meie ‘love’, or HME 

‘understand’ (cf. 1. 18). However, it is not clear whether the meaning is literal (perhaps 

referring to letters in black ink) or more abstract (we have translated it as ‘obscure’). It is 

probably too ambitious to understand ‘Egyptian’, i.e. as Coptic or even as written from 

Egypt (CD 110a). A second issue is whether it is attributive, which is how we have 

translated it; or otherwise whether it is the start of a cleft sentence with a nominal plural 

as vedette: ‘It is the black things (ink strokes?) that carry ...’ etc. A very different 

approach would be to understand kuem as a place name (Akhmim?). 

11-12 etnane: This is a second occurrence in the Pamour letters of an unclear 

etnwine (see also 66, 29). Unfortunately, we have not been able to find a common 

interpretation, fitting them both. 

12 Wate 20 OYwwT 20: ‘until face greets face’. For similar phraseology see the 

examples at CD 647a, as well as 1Keph. 206: 17; 220: 10; 235: 16. In none of these 

instances, however, is the connective term verbal. For oywwtT with a simple 20 cf. 90, 7. 

It probably stands for a respectful, possibly affectionate, encounter. 

17 SATHMpC M26EC Apwtn: ‘you extended the muck to you’. The exact connotation 

of this is presumably colloquial (perhaps 'you have covered yourself with dung'?). Our 

understanding of Pamour’s complaint is that he thinks Pshai has been harsh in his 

(financial?) demands where he should have been generous, and that this reflects badly on 

him. 

20 OYN gNey apac: ‘that she has debts’ or ‘that she owes something’. The 

following context makes it sufficiently clear that apa// is here predicated in the common 
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sense of ‘debt’. This implies that the zero-determmined ney functions as an indefinite 

pronoun (for which normally oyan is used in the debt formula). 

26-27 adwmwie MMA MATH: ‘When the place is quiet ..’. It is possible that we are over- 

interpreting the meaning of ‘the place’ (i.e. as the village or town from which Pamour is 

writing). Possibly, the meaning could be as prosaic as: ‘When you have a moment ..’. 

But from what follows it does on that they are discussing travel to an actual 

destination. Compare also 71, 30. 

29 NACA WH XN aBrr: The reading of naca is uncertain, but the word does appear 

separated from the following wu. Perhaps one could read naca<n> (thus ‘.. come my 

brother’); and then understand wn for we ‘go’, which is well-enough attested even in the 

south. Although this would still not make sense of what is actually written, it might 

suggest some overall meaning such as ‘come my brother - go out from there’. An 

alternative approach would be to read mua Wuxi araa. Although what follows mua 

(‘the place’) remains incomprehensible to us, one might compare the phrasing at 71, 30 

of IMA PHEY GMHT Bad (more comprehensible but still difficult, see the note ad loc.). 

55 XN NAama, A. : Although the final letter here is difficult to determine, we do not 

think that one should read a form of the name Jnapollo (even though such does appear at 

64, 32, also written from Pamour to Pshai). Instead, our understanding of the meaning is 

that greetings are sent from (xWN) ‘those of? (poss. pronoun nNa-) Apa L(ysimachos) and 

Hor, in which case one should suppose an abbreviation mark and thus Naana a/. For a 

reference to Lysimachos in this volume (and indeed many of the other characters in this 

present piece) see 82, 38-39; and further on this person the discussion by I. Gardner, ‘P. 

Kellis I 67 Revisited’, ZPE, 159, 2007: 223-228 (especially p. 224). It will be seen that 

there are a number of documents in the archive that place Apa Lysimachos in the Nile 

valley, and that he is closely associated with Hor and Theognostos. One should read as 

background his two surviving letters: P. Kellis V Copt. 30 (written to Hor) and P. Kellis I 

Gr. 67 (to Theognostos). Pshai appears in both of these. Apa Lysimachos is also an 

important figure in the Makarios family letters, and he links those to the major groups in 

the present volume (particularly the core sets of letters by Pamour, Pagosh and 

Philammon). 
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Having said all that, it is not obvious who exactly are ‘those of Apa Lysimachos and 

Hor’. Some speculation might be in order. The senior member of the Manichaean 

community in Egypt, 'The Teacher’ (see 61), certainly travelled up and down the Nile 

valley with a retinue of assistants. This is indicated, inter alia, by the boy Piene when he 

talks about 'following' after him (thus 29, 13-17); but the same practice was a feature of 

lower levels of the hierarchy also, amongst whom we should count Apa Lysimachos as a 

Manichaean elect. This characteristic, the senior figure accompanied by young acolytes, 

provided ample fuel for anti-Manichaean polemic of course (for example, read al-Biruni, 

The Chronology of Ancient Nations, ed. C. E. Sachau, London 1879: 209). We think it 

plausible that the 'those of' in this letter refer to members of the retinue who were known 

to the Kellis recipients of this letter. Some support for this theory can be derived from 

$2, 37-40 where Philammon writes to his recipient '.. I asked Apa Lysimachos, (and) he 

said that we might not stay here’. If this is correct, then it is of particular interest for our 

understanding of Philammon, and indeed the religious and socio-economic relations 

between the Kellis believers and the church. On this network of persons and their 

correspondence (especially Lysimachos, Theognostos, Hor, Ision) see also the 

introduction in this volume to the letters by Philammon (80-82). Further, one might 

compare P. Oxy. 31 2603 (especially its reference to 'the company of Ision and 

Nikolaos’); the context for that letter is explored by I. Gardner, 'Once More on Mani's 

Epistles and Manichaean Letter-Writing', Zeitschrift fiir Antikes Christentum 

(forthcoming). 

TaANdAieToy: This seems to be a place name, unless somehow one were to 

understand neiet// (‘blessed’). As a toponym, the word bears some resemblance to 

modern-day Teneida at the eastern end of the Oasis, although that name is commonly 

derived from T-2eNeTe (‘the monastery’); on which see further the note at 123, 17. 
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LETTERS BY PEGOSH (BROTHER OF PAMOUR) 

This group of letters should be read together with the previous. As we have already seen, 

the two brothers Pegosh and Pamour are in the Nile valley from where they write these 

many letters to family members and associates in Kellis. The style of letters, the persons 

named and the topics discussed are very similar throughout. The time-frame must be 

within an approximate twenty-year span from the 360s into the 380s. Pegosh’s wife was 

probably named Parthene (see 75). Further information can be derived from the 

documents published in P. Kellis I, since this Pegosh is clearly the same person as 

Pekysis the brother of Pamour ‘III’, son of Psais ‘Il’ and grandson of Pamour ‘I’ b) 

according to the stemma reconstructed in that volume by K. A. Worp (p. 51). Text 44 

there (pp. 130-132) details a loan of money to this Pekysis, which is dated 26/04 in 382 

C.E. One should also read text 76. We include here Worp’s translation of P. Kellis I Gr. 

72, since it certainly belongs with the following letters in Coptic: 

To my lord brother Pamouris, Pekysis your brother. Before all I greet you very much, praying for your 

health. Your wife greets you and your son Horos and his little sister. Your brother Horos greets you and 

Theognostos and Psais and all our family and we are in good health thanks to God’s grace. Perhaps you 

heard about our son Horos that he is a liturgist just now and for that very reason you did not want to come 

to us, in view of the performance of the liturgy. So come, and he does not need you for that. I wonder why 

you have not sent me even one fleece, though you know that we had no other one in hand; you did not send 

it, neither to me nor to your own son. For not only he himself has no spare time for the service of the 

liturgy, but I myself have no spare time for even an hour because of such things. I am baffled by your 

carelessness towards us. For if you had bought the small amount of purple dye and only by sack, you did 

not send this. Remarkable: for you could buy a linen cloth and put it (the purple) in there and send that off 

to us. Please buy for me the little amount of nicely coloured wool. Greet for me my brother Philammon, if 

he is with you. Do what you are doing. I pray for your health and well-being in many years to come. (tr) 

And I’ll come to you quickly for this, because you appeared heavy-headed. (v) And we were very sorry not 

receiving ... through the persons who now have come down to us, I mean Nestorios and Besas, the son of 

Syros. For the whole day on which they arrived he (?) still showed ... 

N.B. It is to be emphasised that there are a number of letters edited later in this present 

volume (in the ‘individual and unplaced’ group) that are written to a Pegosh (such as 

108), and also some to a Pamour. Almost certainly some of these belong to these earlier 
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groupings of letters sent by Pamour and Pegosh. Further, 120 is sent by a Pekos to a 

Pamour, and these could again be our very same brothers. In this latter case the letter has 

not been included in the present section as it remains uncertain whether it is simply a 

variant spelling of the name Pegosh / Pekysis, or actually the name of a different person 

(the form Ilexwc is recorded elsewhere). 

P. Kellis Copt. 73 

Inv #: P 52J 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3. 

Preservation: There remains approximately the upper two-thirds of a papyrus letter, in 

one piece. The ink is quite faded, and the document is now breaking along the vertical 

folds. The dimensions are 188 x 142 mm.; but the original height can be calculated from 

the centre fold as approximately 256 mm. 

Content: Pegosh writes to Pshai, greeting Andreas and Theognostos. The latter two 

persons are paired together in a number of documents, and generally appear in close 

proximity to Pshai as well; compare e.g. the starts of 65, 79 and P. Kellis I Gr. 71. They 

are all in Kellis. The content of this letter is about the care of two orphaned girls. The 

use of pronouns, and the modern reader’s lack of background knowledge, can make the 

details difficult to follow. In our endeavour to make sense of events and instructions we 

have presumed a mixture of direct and indirect speech (i.e. in the English translation); but 

sometimes Pegosh’s meaning remains frustratingly obscure. Still, we suppose that the 

orphaned girls must be in the Oasis. Their uncle (who apparently was not there when the 

mother died) heard of his sister’s death and suggested Pegosh as guardian for one of the 

girls, though he will need to persuade the head of his household (since he himself is still 

quite young as indicated by his being called a ‘boy’ or at least a ‘young man’ koyi in 1. 

7). Pegosh is pleased to take on the responsibility, and is now writing to Pshai to find out 

if it is going ahead. Still, it remains not entirely clear to us whether Pshai is himself the 
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same person as the ‘father’, i.e. head of the household. Probably he is not, since Pegosh 

has written to the boy that he needs to persuade ‘my father’; whereas he addresses Pshai 

as brother. In that case the ‘father’ is probably that elder Pshai whom we have noted in 

other letters of the Pamour and Pegosh archive (i.e. Psais ‘II’ in Worp’s stemma). In all 

this, we are somewhat reminded of the girl who is to be sent out to Pamour and Maria 

(see 64, 30-31 note ad loc.). 

Address: 

verso 

TOTmeTET® X  dderod..... TaN 

vac? SIG KEAN VERE. 

To my honoured X brother ... 

To Kellis ... 

Names: Andreas; Pegosh; Philammon; Pine; Pshai; Pfiham (?); Theognos; Theognostos; 

Text: 

1 M&CAN MME[PIT] ETAL [NTOT TONOY] 

2 MMAt ANAK MESMW TH[ING APd]K 

3 TONOY OW MXaAic XAa[lpElN 

4 QACH NIWK NIM TUIN[E ATIAJMH[PE] ANAP[EAC] 

5 TWINGE ATIACAN @GOPNWC[TOC] TONO[Y ... ] 

6 TNOY 6E TWINGE MMAK MALCAN] MMEPIT 

D [xe] EM TE CEMA] A TIKOLY!] CWTHIE] 

8 XE ATUCWNE MOY [AJCKA CNTE NWEPE 

9 AUCWTME MAXEY XE CIEI NEY NGTNNAY 

10 oyleé NHI NOHTOY NTAKAC NHTNE 

11 NNIMEPE MAXEC FTNACI NCPAYY NOE 

12 NOYWEPE AUXOC NOYCAM NCNEY NE 

13 alave asiczeEl NEC XE KNAMLEE MITA 

14 IWT imMxe KHK NOHT TAMQWB AYW 

15 TMAIZE 2WT X[E] KMOE EMAH Eq 
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16 OYAWC AGC NCAXKO XETNAP NYMWE 

ily NTEKKAHCIA AYW MEIWTI XABAT A 

18 meen iWxe KMeE NIE TETNAN MINE 

19 NUNTC NHI ABAX’ WING NHl TONOY 

20 ATINCAN MCIQAM TINCAN OGOLNWC 

21 [UINATEYO 2WBK NIM APAK CNACEXE 

22 [NJMMEK GTBE TKOYI AYW... TPd. Tl. 

23 [...] Amlgw@e E[TAl X]e ENATIZ MIMNZ NMAdX 

24 [NHOG®, .C5ce, 3 een are ] 

@)25 THING ATIAUOT] PIIASMMCONT| (IOING AMIDE ert ] 

26 AICWTHE XE CINN ae AWE Pe (ORI f ae eee ] 

DF, WT MIT... Nd. [ 

7 OGMILAJH: Le. OE EMLAJH 14 read TA<porm2wMB 15 read T<P»Maive 

(To) my beloved brother, revered [greatly by me], Pshai. I, Pegosh, greet you warmly in the Lord; - 

greetings. 

Before everything: I greet my son Andreas. (5) I greet my brother Theognostos warmly. So, now, I greet 

you my loved [brother, for] how is it since the boy heard that his sister had died and left two daughters? 

(When) he heard, he said: ““Write to him that he may send (10) one of them to me”, so that I can keep her 

for you. He said I will take care of her like a daughter. He said it a second time. I have waited. I wrote to 

him: “Will you persuade my father if you are content for me <to do> the thing?”. And (15) I myself am 

wondering whether you are persuaded? Because he wants to do it head-over-heels so that you will perform 

the service for the church, and this is a hard burden at the judgement. If you are persuaded, then will you 

bring Pine and he can bring her out to me. 

Greet for me warmly (20) our brother Pfiham. Our brother Theognos will tell you everything. He will 

speak to you about the girl and ... the [great (?)] matter, so that we may attain life eternal ... 

(tr 25) I greet my father Philammon. I greet my ... I heard that he will ... my daughter. You have ... father 
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Commentary: 

5 @eEornwc[Toc]: The lacuna may be too short for all three letters, and perhaps 

instead one might read ecornwc[re]. 

9,11 Maxed: Le. Maxey. See CD 285a and the references collected at 114, 2. This is 

only the end product of a ‘nasilisation’ process for naxe//, which makes it sometimes 

into NNaxe// (as attested, inter alia, four times in the Heidelberg codex of Acta Pauli, in 

the neighbouring dialect L6), perhaps before it becomes fully assimilated into naxe// (as 

here and in the closely related dialect A, see Sophonias 1, 2f.). 

1 The construction is not quite clear. Perhaps a literal translation would be: ‘He 

said it once, (and then a) second (time)’. But the final ne remains without explanation. 

16-17 The somewhat unusual construction of Ncaxo must indicate an impetuous 

‘headlong’ desire, (we have translated ‘head-over-heels’), to do this deed as a service for 

the church; but that involves postulating an artificial ‘absolute’ form of the suffixal 

adverb Ncaxw// (B, S), caxw// (B, L4), cf. CD 756b. Alternatively, one might consider 

NCaxo (CD 384a), perhaps to mean ‘officially’. Either way, we are strongly reminded of 

kephalaion 80 (‘The Chapter of the Commandments of Righteousness’) where it is 

instructed that as the second work of the catechumenate: ‘A person will give a child to 

the church for the (sake of) righteousness, or his relative [or member] of the household; 

or if he can rescue someone beset by trouble; or buy a slave, and give him for 

righteousness (/Keph. 193: 5-8)’. 

17-18 mewtn xasaTt angen: This is an unusual phrase, but we think the meaning is to 

do with a heavy religious duty to fulfil, and one of considerable weight at the time of 

judgement. The matter is of some particular interest when considering the nature of 

Manichaeism, its appeal and demands on the believers. 

20 From the context should we suppose that this Theognos is a different person to the 

Theognostos greeted in |. 5? 

mqi2asM: Whilst the text clearly reads like -q-, it may be noted that in 46 there is 

found the name Shiham. No other occurences of either name are recorded Hasitzka’s 

Namen. It is plausible that this is an Aramaic name (cf. Shechem, Gen. 34:13). 
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P. Kellis Copt. 74 

Inv #: P 56C(a)i 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 west doorway. 

Preservation: This is a single strip of papyrus with the scant remains of a letter written in 

Coptic. However, it also preserves the address on the verso. 

Content: Nothing can be said about the content. 

Address: 

verso 

] Textoic Vaic 0 ddeA- 

0c GOD 

(To)... ] (From) Pekysis (son of) Psais, your brother. 

Names: Pekysis, son of Psais; 

Text: 

1 JMINE dPak [ 

2) OIIMGE vac. [ 

3 NG areal 

4 Wea. Sel 

5 [aeemiees [ 

6 oN 

7 Jed [ 

8 Tee Aer 

gy I Rorcen sc [ 

10 ].MO..[ 

11 JSHAE af 
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12 Hao INS oT 

13 ISNG| 

Commentary: 

Address We think that the preserved portion of the address gives only the name of 

the sender, i.e. Pekysis son of Psais; even though this means that the writer has been 

sloppy in failing to decline the name of the father (i.e. it appears to be nominative where 

it should be genitive). Of course, the alternative is to suppose that Psais has written to 

Pekysis, in which case the scribe has simply been sloppy as regards giving the 

appropriate form Ilexvo. for the recipient. It is difficult to decide either way; but, 

although the addition of the patronymic is rather uncommon in the Coptic Kellis letters, 

we have compared the next piece (75) where there is a definite example of the same. 

Here the address is complete: 

KvPLa Lov Gderon  X Tlap8eve Hextousc Ydic 

Tlopovp 

To my lady sister X Parthene. (From) Pekysis, (son of) Psais, (grandson of) Pamour. 

From the opening of that letter we can be certain that the author was indeed Pegosh 

(Pekysis); and that, although first he formally greets his father and brothers, he is really 

writing to his wife Parthene. Thus, from these two examples we confirm that Pekysis is 

the son of Psais and grandson of Pamour, which corresponds precisely to the Greek 

evidence in P. Kellis I (see p. 51). 

5) Probably one can read again t]wine &. 

1] sHAe: Perhaps this is an instance of the name ‘Kellis’ (apparently spelt sHAa at 

50, 40 and maybe sHAn at 108, 27). 

P. Kellis Copt. 75 

Inv #: P 56D 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3. 
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Preservation: A letter written in Coptic on papyrus. It is complete in one piece, though 

now almost broken at the centre fold. Whilst the surface is slightly abraded in places, 

virtually the entire text can be read. The dimensions are 270 x 55 mm., with an upper 

margin of 6 mm. Traces of a previous text are clearly visible on the verso. 

Content: The excellent preservation makes this an exemplary piece in the House 3 

archive. Pegosh writes to his wife Parthene. First he greets his father and brothers, 

(presumably) according to the conventions of a somewhat patriarchal society. But the 

major content of the letter concerns his directions to Parthene about the textile trade. 

Notably, Kapitou (i.e. Kapiton) adds a note to Tagoshe (his wife?) about a similar matter. 

This all corresponds closely to the context apparent in other letters and documents from 

House 3. The women are in Kellis, where they are engaged in weaving and the making 

of garments. Many of the men are away in the Nile valley. The remarkable number of 

letters found at House 3 can in good part be understood against this background of 

absence, trade and transport requests. 

Address: 

verso 

Kvpia wov Gseroy =X Tlap8eve Textotc Paic 

Tlaywovp 

To my lady sister X Parthene. (From) Pekysis, (son of) Psais, (grandson of) Pamour. 

Names: Kapitou; Pane; Parthene; Pegosh (= Pekysis, son of Psais, grandson of Pamour); 

Tagoshe; the man of Mono (?); 

Text: 

1 ANAK MESWW 

2 twine anlwrT 

3 MN NACNHY 

4 TWINGE ATA 

5 C\2/IME MN NEC 

6 WHPE KATA 
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MOYPEN Xl 

mCAY NM 

MN&A NCAPT 

MN MHTE 

ce NMAETI 

XITOY TOTY 

MMANG 

OYyaxq NCTI 

X& ENANOYYU 

TETNNAYY 

NHI AIMAIG 

NTECQIHME 

TPOXYMAZE N 

NIPWME <E>TE M 

MNETNNAY OYENMICTO 

AH NHI NTOTOY 

mca rap ET UMAal 

Xl TETNEMCTOAH 

AIC NTWTN NE 

WAPINO APAY TIZOOTY] 

TQIGIRAA DITOTTHN[E] 

ETBHT EQune [Ee] 

TETNAGN METNA 

TEU NHTN 2& IBAC 

EU{T}E KAAWC EMM 

Me AN MMAN NIG M 

MAN 2INO AMETPMEY 

TIpM MMON® ALE] 

NNIMA WONT 

APWTN MAXEY 

XE TETNPWEY KA 

mToy NETCVE! NTA 

2) 
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39 SOWE ECWINE Apo 

40 {€p-} 

tr41 LMM ACapT TIITNNAYd NE OYAXEd NCTIXA TETHNAYY MN NANEs6ww TWINGE 

aAnaiwT MN NEQCNHY 

v42 GMWNE 2A.X1 NINO NTOT MlIpwmME Covel Nui Eworne 

43 XN Hnecovei NHi MN CEXe CMNT ETRE MINOYB’ EPPO- 

44 Oat oe edYOUAL TOAAOIS YPOVoIs KvPta LOV Ilap[Geve] 

(It is) I, Pegosh. I greet father and my brothers. I greet my (5) wife and her children by their names. Take 

these six mna of wool (10) and sixteen coils. Take them from Pane, cut it (i.e. the wool) for a (15) good 

sticharion; and send it to me. I have paid him for its freight. 

I am amazed by (20) these people, with whom you did not send any letter to me. For any time I shall 

receive a letter of yours (pl.), (25) count on it, yours are the ones I shall look for (?). The day I came away 

from you (pl.) (it was?) on my own account. 

If you (pl.) can find anyone who will (30) pay you for cloth, then good. If not, then not. I have seen 

something useful (i.e. ‘of good quality’?). And, the man of Mono (35) is here: I asked him about you (pl.). 

He said that you are well. 

It is Kapitou who (now) writes to Tagoshe, greeting her. (40) {Farewell.} (tr) The small quantity of wool 

that I sent you (fem. sg.): Cut it for a sticharion, and send it with (the belongings of) Pegosh. I greet my 

father and his brothers. (v) If you have received the item from the man, write to me. And if you did not 

write to me there is no word confirmed about the gold. 

I pray that you will be well for many years, my lady Parthene. 

Commentary: 

Address: See the note to the address of 74. 

1-7 The opening formalities are brief and ‘business-like’. In 1. 7 Pegosh comes 

rapidly to the point with an imperative: x1 ‘Take’. One wonders whether the peremptory 

style is itself an indication of the intimacy of the relationship, formalities being reserved 

for relatively distant relationships? 

2; One suspects that ‘my father’ (naiwT) was intended. 
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5-6 ‘Her children’ may imply a previous marriage, but probably this is reading too 

much into it. On such usage see the discussion by E. Dickey, 'Literal and Extended Use 

of Kinship Terms in Documentary Papyri', Mnemosyne 57, 2004: 131-176 [167-168]. 

11 maett This may be for tAexty, LSJ 1415b. Admittedly, the noun is not recorded 

in the Greek papyri from Egypt, but there is found the adjectival x[totm]v metry in P. 

Mert. II 72, 21 (a list of marriage goods). We have translated ‘coils’, as the range of 

meaning includes twisted rope, nets and mats. It could indicate wool that has been spun, 

in contrast to Capt. Perhaps one might translate as ‘hank’, which is also coiled and used 

to indicate a measure. 

13 The reading of the name ‘Pane’ is uncertain, and no other instance of this is found 

in the archive. Perhaps it is another name; or one might consider whether ma- is rather 

the possessive article, followed by a short noun (brother, son or whatever). 

© The handwriting changes notably at this point. Perhaps it is to do with a change 

of writing implement, and a sudden realization that space is short. But we think that there 

must be a new scribe, with the hand now being more fluent and cursive, and a marked 

slant to the letters that were previously rather square and upright. 

19ff. It is probable that Pegosh’s meaning has been condensed here. Presumably, he 

was shocked not at the travelers from the Oasis, but at the fact that they had not brought 

any letter; or perhaps he means that he expressed his surprise to them. 

25ff. Again, Pegosh’s meaning is very condensed. But the basic sense must be that he 

is really looking forward to a letter from his wife, and he wants her to be in no doubt 

about it. He seems to say that the reason he is away is all for her sake. 

28ff. Pegosh’s instructions to Parthene are to sell the cloth if she can; but, if not, at least 

it will be useful in other ways. 

34 MwNqw: Perhaps one might read wemMna. An alternative approach would be to read 

wofe] | Numa, ie. ‘the man from mon is staying here’. In this case it could be that the 

intended meaning was something like ‘the employee of Ammon’ (or Lammon, or even 

Philammon). 

40 {ép-}: As in other instances in the archive, this abbreviated Greek farewell must 

have been written on the papyrus sheet before the Coptic text. It makes no sense here, 
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interrupting the obvious flow of the letter which continues down the side and then 

overleaf. 

42-43 The details of this transaction are not very clear to us, though see further on this 

69, 2-3 note ad loc. Kapitou is seeking some confirmation about it (1. 43 might be more 

(4 

loosely translated as ‘.. and if you do not write, then there is no agreement about the 

money [i.e. gold coins = solidi?)'; though it is not obvious whether this refers to what has 

been handed over by Tagoshe, or the amount that he himself must pay. 

P. Kellis Copt. 76 

Inv #: P 56E 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 west doorway. 

Preservation: A large letter on papyrus, written in Coptic. It is mostly complete, with 

dimensions of 280 x 82 mm. However, the document is breaking into strips along the 

folds, (it is completely separated at the centre); and the text itself is badly abraded, 

especially in the upper half. The hand and general design is very similar to 67 and 68, 

which are both by Pamour; and one supposes that all three pieces are products of the 

same workshop in the Nile valley. 

Content: Pagosh writes to Partheni, but (as in 75) begins with greetings to males in the 

household, before continuing with instructions to his wife about the textile business. 

There seems to be a postscript by Chares; but, unfortunately, these final lines (especially 

the verso) are poorly preserved, and of little help for reconstructing the family relations. 

See further the note at |. 44. 

Address: 

verso 

am(650c) lap6[evi] X ... maswmw 

Deliver to Partheni. X From Pagosh. 
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Names: Chares; Heni; Hor; (mother) Maria; Pagosh; Pamour; Pollon; Shai; Tiberi; 

Text: 

1 ANAK MASMWW NETCIE! [E]TMING 

2 AMACAN MMGEPIT ETTAIAIT 

3 NT[O]T TONOY 2WP MN NEKWHPE 

4 EYCAM KATA [NO]YPen 

5 XA[PEIN 

6 9XOH NOWB [N]IM TORING APWTN T[O] 

z, NOY [A]YW TIWA]HA [A]LIN[Oy]TE xeqa 

8 PXtGeAPOTING lL. |: fs IeNApn NN 

9 eGR WETS We om ces [. ]6@ A[NAK] 

10 MeTCo2GiNH[TN JET POY... xX 

at 20.NQIC..[..] NOHTG ayo [O]y[aliM 

il NI[M] 2ITE[O]y .[... ]T EQMH2 N[.].. [fo] 

13 Te O VMI eee Tis CCDs) cn. 

14 Hem ixct at Naw. Ox 2 | NTH IT 

5 XG MMECQNTC...... xo’. Eq[. JXE[. Je 

16 MEN MMEK.... MIT... ONE XE 

7’ Ni@Sit eTaleoy... X87). CqeENn,.. 12 

18 WAdPENTA Bhi ae liferee erect Neen Locere se | 

19 ME Eqall.. NHIMIE..... een 

20 [... ]?MH[..] MMay tTNaTpPEq2wq 

21 O[Y]AN EQUINE 2ZATNUI CAPT NTOTY 

22 .. AYTE NONECAMYE NWE yw 2d 

23 KC261 NHI XE MMOYXI NCApT ET2II 

24 TININAYCE XE CE2AY ESE TAYTE E21 

25 CATMOY 2[NJOYSAN TNAP NTAK MACS 

26 Mai NOYCAPT 2ITNNAYC OYNT 2NE 

My M[N] MNTH 210C EMQUME EKOYAWC 

28 N[ijeé qirtc NEK EQune AN EKOYWW 
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29 TEC NIEN[I] OYAXEC AN CTNNAYC 

30 e[.]. Tec: tTPOYNKEOYI AN NEK OY 

ot [MJAMT ALAJB[H]C NTBT MN OME Nein 

32 K.Ce N[.. JN NOHTC 2ITEC NXApHC 

33 _[. Jprat.. ]PNe Cep ml NETNAIwMM 

34 [MNJNC@[C] THING Apo MN NAWMHPE 

35 [..] MNENX! nei NAMHE NTOTTHNG 

36 [. J]ein.. Elane 296 NTETEC NEC 

37 [M]KAC ETIMACT MAPCOYAXEC An 

38 CTNNAYC TNAT[PJOYN[TC..]... 

39 [.]. NOY... MINE ANMAMH[PEe..]... 

40 [a }C2ICINHLGTRE 7. al aes ] 

41 9d TIREP! AWTC NIMHPIE ...... ] 

42 .. MNTOY ATTIO[Pa]Cic [ vac? ] 

43 WIND OY SIG INIT Grae ae are ] 

tr44 ANAK XAPHC TINE apak Maim@T Md. [.... MN] NEKW[HIP[E KA]TA MOYPE<n> 

AIXl TXAGE N 

45 TOC MUASOU Seana 6[. Jfe MMal =... . POMS AT aoe CK tworn 

MMEKIMAT 

46 vac vac 20(B EKJOYAMC . . = ace TNAEY 

Elpewe 

v47 TWINGE ATAMO MAPlA TONOY MAMOYP... 

48 ee 2, ta pee eee eee 

40", &* 666. (eee Ne re &XOC NEY 

50 XE MAPOYTNK OYAAYE NKTNNAYA NHL... 

ot EE Rone Mtoe Geto. Gc he Gees G08 BAS. 

52 MIIPPAMEAL ATNNAY MPH NHI ATNX[. J 

53 6G .NN&A.N. AY MZNO MNETNTNNAYC 

FA Ne eet eset) ey be OWA DME Cl Che Lee ene 

Bo EE etree es icon Prem ce ers, Seiad aldo & 

o] EOE Pra CNUs er ucelG Glo Ot Ga os DAONA a 6 

SM Crea ore oO oe Sha wows oa 
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Saar treed.) Se 6[\]pe MMAY Nxoy 

63 WT NWE MNATOYUITOY pw FHMING 

64 vac XP eel tony ces: 

22 NIMECAMYE: N- ex corr. 33 CEP: -C- ex corr. (or read -M-?); -()M: -@- ex corr. (with 

correction mark above?) 52 MIIPPAMEAL: -I- looks like -N- 

(It is) I, Pagosh, who writes (and) greets my loved brother who is greatly honoured by me: Hor, and your 

children together by their names, (5) - greetings. 

Before everything: I greet you (pl.) warmly, and I pray to God that he may watch over you ... again... I 

(10) am the one who writes to you ... in it, and always J have given them full ... I have given them to ..., the 

one that he has ... for me; (15) in that he did not bring it ... which I did ... should ... as he ... to me for the ... 

(20) ... them, I will make him send someone. If you (pl.) took wool from him ... 4700 (talents); and you 

(sg.) wrote to me that they did not accept wool that I had sent them, saying “they are bad”; even though I 

had (25) selected them in a low place (?). I will do <...> you, my brother Shai, for wool I have sent. I have 

40 and 15 on it. If you want it then take it for yourself. Or, if you want, give it to Heni to cut and send it 

(30) ... pay her. Also, I am having another one brought for you. There are three traps (?) of fish and forty 

pairs of ... init. I have given it to (or ‘paid’?) Chares ... 

After (all that), I greet you (fem.) and my children. (35) Truly, we did not receive these (things) from you 

(pl.). ... if yes, and you (fem.) give to her the half that remains, let her cut it also (and) send it. I will have 

it brought ... (I?) greet my son ... (40) Write to me about the ... Tiberi has hung it. These children ... 

They have no verdict. Live and be well (for a long time). 

(tr) (It is) I, Chares. I greet you, my father ... and your children by their names. I received the cloth bag 

(45) from Pagosh, ... I am grateful to you. Anything you want (here, ask and) I will do it joyously. (v) I 

greet my mother Maria warmly. Pamour greets ... Speak to them, (50) so that they may give you (sg.) 
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some; and you send it to me. ... Do not neglect to send a blanket to me ... the item you (pl.) did not send ... 

(55) ... Pollon (60) ... make them for 2000. Indeed, they still have not taken them. I greet ... 

Commentary: 

Address: Interestingly, it seems that Pagosh’s name is given in the Coptic form. There 

are a number of bilingual addresses in the archive; see particularly 103 (again Coptic 

Hes in an otherwise Greek formula), 82 (likewise with awiwai), and perhaps P. Kellis 

I Gr. 67 (Lysimachos in Syriac script, but probably the lost remainder of the address was 

in Greek). 

22 4700: I.e. the payment (in talents); similarly the 2000 in Il. 62-63. 

MS The real cause of the dispute is not very clear. It seems that wool Pagosh has 

supplied has been rejected as of poor quality, which of course he denies. The word san 

(CD 819b) would imply a valley rather than on the heights, and perhaps Pagosh’s 

meaning is that it has come from well-fed sheep. But this seems rather far-fetched, and a 

derivation somehow from snon ‘be soft’ or ‘smooth’ (CD 82lab) could make better 

sense. 

There seems to be an omission of the object after P-; or else {pn} needs to be 

deleted, to read {Na{}TaAk “I will make you pay’. 

26 Shai: Possibly this is Theognostos / Louishai, who often appears with Heni (see 

the following lines). However, the name is common. 

30 Perhaps ‘another one’ means another shipment of goods. 

31 AdBHC: The word is used here and in two other of Pegosh’s letters (78, 43 and 79, 

41), in every instance for a certain quantity of fish. See also 109, 34. The term contrasts 

with the more generic watC ‘portion’ (e.g. 66, 44, 45 and 110, 49). We suggest that it 

may be for AaBic (LSJ 1021a), and give this translation of ‘trap’ following the usage in 

CD 277a (maw and Aan). An alternative would be to understand A€By¢, a ‘kettle’ or 

‘pot’; another is GAGBns (LSJ 59b and CD 148b s.v. reiqi), which is a kind of Nile fish. 

One should also note that in P. Kellis I Gr. 71, 49 is found the term KvOpidtov; i.e. ‘a 

small pot of fish’. Presumably the fish were packed in salt or pickled in brine. 

3m cep ml metTNaiwm: This line of text is mostly incomprehensible to us. The scribe 

may be thought to suggest a word break around the letters cep, so one might read this 
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section as for cep nei ‘and they will do this’. Note the strange stroke at the top of the -e 

immediately prior to this. Then, before the final -u of the line it looks like a -,- has been 

corrected to -w- (though this could be interpreted in other ways), and there is a slightly 

odd superlinear stroke that may be intended to indicate the correct reading; but the 

various possible combinations of letters suggest nothing sensible. If one ignored these 

final two letters as a garbled attempt to start the [MN]JNCw[c] that follows in 1. 34, then 

meTtnai could be read as ‘the one who will come’. 

36-38 It seems that Pagosh has returned to his earlier thoughts about the wool, especially 

the option of giving it to Heni to cut (1. 29). This afterthought breaks up the greetings he 

has started in |. 34, and which now continue in 1. 39. 

40-42 Pagosh’s final comments here look intriguing, but there is not enough of the text 

remaining to understand the content. The name ‘Tiberi’ will be for Tiberios. 

44 Although the reading is not entirely clear, we think that this postscript is by 

Chares (i.e. Charis, fem.). This might imply that she is Pagosh’s wife (and that our 

suppositions about him being married to Partheni are wrong). But the whole section is 

poorly preserved and it would be hasty to build too much on this. In (the following) 77 

Pamour and Maria add their greetings to the letter. Perhaps the same is true here; the 

greeting to ‘mother Maria’ in |. 47 is reminiscent of letters by them, and that line may 

well continue ‘Pamour greets N.N.’. Other evidence we have suggests that Chares is the 

wife of Philammon; see the note at 66, 46, and further 80-82. 

46 ‘Anything you want (here), ask and I will do it joyously’. This formulaic phrase 

can be supposed from the parallels. See 35, 48 and 36, 37-39 (both by Ouales): owr 

EKOYAMY NNIMA KEAeEYE NHI tNAeq eipewe. For the Greek counterpart see e.g. P. 

Kellis I Gr. 7, 18-19; 66, 11-12; 69, 9-10. 

47 See the note to 65, 39-41 on greetings to ‘mother Maria’. Here, in this present 

text, we think that the line must continue with ‘Pamour greets N.N.’. In that case, one 

might wonder whether the writer greeting ‘mother Maria’ is Pamour’s wife (the younger) 

Maria; but, as noted in the previous discussion referred to above, she never names her 

own mother. Thus, it is more probable that the speaker here is still Chares. Furthermore, 

if Pamour does send his greetings, then it means he is with Pagosh (as e.g. he is in 77). It 

is for this reason that we have not suggested that his name be read in |. 44 where Chares 
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greets ‘my father Pam-’”. (Of course, it is conceivable that what follows ‘father’ may not 

be a name at all; but rather mamepit or suchlike). 

P. Kellis Copt. 77 

Inv #: P 81F/1 + P 68D © 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposits 3 + 4. 

Preservation: A substantial letter written in Coptic on papyrus. Whilst it has been 

reconstructed to be mostly complete, (only the lower right hand corner is entirely 

missing), it has broken along the horizontal folds so that the upper and lower quarters are 

now detached. Indeed, the upper portion evidences a different preservation context to the 

remainder, being distinctly darker and more abraded. Otherwise, the script (although 

somewhat untidy in appearance) is quite well preserved and able to be read with 

confidence. 

Content: Pekysis (i.e. Pegosh) writes from Aphrodite to Kapiton, who is probably his 

brother-in-law. On this see especially P. Kellis I Gr. 76, at the time of which document it 

appears that Kapiton and his wife have separated. There Pekysis expresses some 

antipathy to the man. He also states that Kapiton has been living in Egypt, i.e. the Nile 

valley; and claims that he does not know if he is still alive. That document is not dated, 

but in P. Kellis I Gr. 45 we have a loan of money from 386 C.E. made to an Aurelius 

Kapiton son of Kapiton. The name (sometimes as Kapitou) occurs quite frequently in the 

letters of the Pamour family, and in general we suppose that they refer to this brother-in- 

law. Our hypothesis is that the Aurelius Kapiton of 386 C.E., who is said to be from the 

village of Kellis and residing in the Mothite nome, is the son of Pegosh’s brother-in-law. 

We suppose this because the date is near the end of the period of documentation from 

Kellis, and the Kapiton of P. Kellis I Gr. 76 is said to have been living for some time in 

the valley. 
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In the present Coptic piece, (as in a number of other documents in this volume), Kapiton 

is clearly still living with his wife (the sister of Pegosh and Pamour). He and his family 

are warmly greeted. We think that they are in Kellis, especially as - at the end of the 

letter - Pamour and Maria add their own greetings; the latter to her mother (i.e. the elder 

Maria) and daughter (i.e. Jemnoute). In sum, we can date this piece to a somewhat earlier 

year (probably in the 360s - 370s). It provides important evidence that Pegosh and 

Pamour are in Aphrodite, and support for our reconstruction of the family and their lives. 

Address: 

verso 

KvYpto dderAo@ X Karitovi Mexdorcs 

aro “Adpodettns 

To master brother X Kapiton. Pekysis, from Aphrodite. 

Names: Asklepi; Hapia; Kapiton; Lammon; Maria; Pakous; Pamour; 

Philammon; Pshai; Shai; Titoue; -isima (?); 

Text: 

1 TO K[vpt@] Lo\v/ THs woxTs Ken[ttove] 

2 Texvoltc] 9 ddeX00<¢> go\v/ Ev K(vpt)o yaip[etv] 

3 QOH NQ[WB] NIM TWINGE ApAK TONOY MN N[EK] 

4 WHPE AYCAM MN TPEOYH THPC WINE Nut T[O] 

5 NOY ATIACAN KAMITMN MN TQG2INE MN [NEC] 

6 (WHPE WINE NHI AMAWHPE AAMMON MN... [ ] 

7; .. CIMA MN TMA MIMAI6[. JO M....[...] 

Cs ee he ees EO Ree aa 

9 AIX! TE[KENJICTOAH 6E AlPEWE TONOY XE Ai 

10 ME NOHTC AMKOYXEITE MN MOYXEITE M 

11 MHi THPC’ XNTAIKNTHNG ABAA MIMNXI/ EM 

12 CTOAH NCA TEl NTOTG MNAKOYC GIETBRE CY 

13 MMETNCIE! NHI ETRE QWBK NIM &A MAMOYP Tap 

14 XOC NHI XE MAXI TTOYE MMNEIAYNE XE AYTWW 

Pekysis; 
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ND) 

16 

Wy 

18 

19 

20 

Pall 

Dp 

23 

24 

BS) 

26 

27, 

28 

29 

30 

Bil 

o2. 

33 

34 
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at TKOY! XE AYE[I] QIPETC EWMWNE 6E d& INKE 

NOMOC WMWIM[E NN]IZOOY Ele TEC ElETRE EY 

MMKC2EI NHI ETRE TIC . OK NTTOYE MMeElay 

NE XE AKTEY NEY 2N MNE EqMHg NXH6E 

xe OP NCwi XE MMXI MN TXAGE NA 

CKAHTIL ETRE PWR NIATIA XE O MNE 

TNCIE1 NHI XE ATNXI AAYE NTOTC QN 

ME XE MAXE MMT Mal XE OYPAMNE 

OY6AC NMAXETHNG XE OYPAMME XOC NEC 

xe GEMQune Nel Pp ENE ElE MAPOYYWNE 

Aiea beat eR crater vac GICHTE TNMI 

we MN NNGPHOY N&Al..........-.. ] 

ATNNSY CYAGIICGIN( eee ] 

MINT PIAAMM@[N............. ] 

MOAVXOC NKA|MUTONG = ae ] 

NNIQOOY ANG Yi] 5. arene ree ] 

BES MER niece eee cee cere ] 

MIRBERE ND 3 ase eee eee ] 

vac 

MAMOYP WING APHOTNE MN TCU2INE MN NECWHPE MapPla WINE ATCMO MN 

TCWEPE ANE MAPTAB CNO NNOYBC 2WC EYMATNE NTETNTNNAYCOY Nut 

10 MoyxeiTe: -x- ex -i- corr. 33 AITEC: -C ex corr. 35 APWTNE: -W- ex corr. 

TCWeEPpe: TC- ex NC- corr. 

To the master of my soul, Kapiton; (from) Pekysis your brother, in the Lord; - greetings. 

36 

Before everything: I greet you (sg.) warmly and your children together with the whole neighbouhood. 

Greet for me warmly (5) my brother Kapiton and his wife and his children. Greet for me my son Lammon 

and ... -isima (?) and Pshai the ...-filler (?) ... 
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So, I have received your letter. I rejoiced greatly, for I (10) learned from it about your health, and the 

health of the entire household. Since I left you (pl.), I did not receive any letter, - except this one from 

Pakous. Then why did you not write to me about everything? For Pamour told me that Titoue from 

Peiaune says they have determined (15) to sell the girl, because they have come for her (?). Now, if some 

other laws come about these days, then sell her. Then why did you not write to me about ... of Titoue from 

Peiaune, whether you sold it to him or not, full of dye? For what? Be after me, for I did not receive (it?) 

with the cloth bag from (20) Asklepi. 

Concerning the matter of Hapia: Why did you not write to me whether you received anything from her or 

not? For father Shai says: “A year and a half”. You say: “One year”. Tell her, that if these (terms) please 

you (fem.), then let them be (25) ... Look, are we fighting with one another ... to send a small amount of ... 

father Philammon ... Pshai. Tell (?) Kapiton ... (30) these days. Look (?) ... consideration (7?) ... your wage 

... | gave her to ... 

(tr 35) Pamour greets you, and his wife and his children. Maria greets her mother and her daughter. Bring 

my two artabs of jujubes as long as they are settled (?), and send them to me. 

Commentary: 

1 This is the only instance in the archive of what may seem to the modern reader a 

e) rather extravagant phrase: ‘To the master of my soul ...’._ However, there are examples 

from elsewhere (e.g. SPP 20 111 t@ deo0roTy LOD Tis Wuxi). 

4-5 It may be thought strange that Pekysis has first written to Kapiton with greetings 

in Greek (Il. 1-2), then in Coptic greeted ‘you and your children’ (Il. 3-4), and now again 

greets Kapiton and his wife and children. Whilst a bilingual duplication is 

understandable, the third occasion with its ‘greet for me’ phrasing may indicate one of 

the following: (a) there are two Kapitons (see P. Kellis I Gr. 45); (b) in the second 

instance, 1.e. the first Coptic greeting, Pekysis is in fact formally addressing the patriarch 

of the family (perhaps father Pshai) before turning to his true recipient (compare the start 

to 75); (c) the third instance reflects Pekysis’ oral instruction to his scribe: “Greet for me 

my brother Kapiton ...’. For the latter option compare e.g. 71, 32 (‘Tell Partheni’) and 

possibly |. 29 in the present letter (‘Tell Kapiton’ [?]). 

y . . tciua: Perhaps this is not the ending of a name (-isima), but rather a poorly 

formed or garbled rendering of Tqca2ine ‘his wife’. 
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MIMAO6[ . JS: Or MIMADS[. . 16. If this is a description of Pshai’s occupation as a 

‘filler (Mao- cf. CD 210a)’ of something, then the following noun can only be s[w]s 

‘cake’ or 6[pa]s ‘seed’. The latter might be possible, but it still seems unlikely. 

Alternatively, one could read it as the start of a new sentence: ‘The place (mma) is ...' (e.g. 

71, 30 note ad loc.). But this is also improbable, not only from context but also for the 

difficulty of starting a verb with 96-. 

A We suggest to take the verbal KNT// agar as belonging to a hitherto unattested 

verb *kine (less likely *kawn) related to Bohairic KN; and meaning ‘cease for’, ‘fail’ or 

‘leave’. See also 116, 3 and 122, 21. 

12,16 eierse: Perhaps this is the writer’s form of etre when it is used for questioning. 

Possibly (but not clear) coalesced from ele (interrogative) + (€)TRE. 

14 Peiaune seems most likely to be a toponym, although one could understand it as 

patronymic. See again at Il. 17f.; also 110,50 (Peouaune). It may be worth noting P. 

Lond. 4 1420, 172, where there is a ton(oc) named Ilatave. There is also a Paione[ in 

no. 1419). Both documents are from Aphroditopolites, although much later (VIIIth 

century). 

15 From what follows it appears that some regulations are preventing them doing 

what they would wish, which apparently is to ‘sell the girl’ (understanding this as the 

meaning of + TKOY1); but the force of aye[t] 2IpETC, lit. ‘they have come towards her’, 

esapes us. 

17 tic . OK: We can make no sense of this. The final letter may have been corrected. 

The general context of the sentence suggests that it must be a container of some sort 

(used for dye). 

18 on- in this function (question with alternative) is no doubt related to the regular 

form 2n- in dialect A (as in 2N MMaN ‘or not’ Lk. 12:41 A ed. Lefort; cf. also Epist. Apost. 

19, 15), which the etymological dictionaries list along with wan- B (as in WAN MMON), 

whereas the normal xn- of the other dialects remains without etymology. But there may 

also be a phonetic background since the spelling 2n- is also twice found in A as a variant 

of xn(u)- ‘since’ (cf. G. Steindorff, Die Apokalypse des Elias, 64). Also at |. 21f. and in 

78, 50. 
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19 P Ncwi: We have translated this as: ‘Be after me, ...’. Perhaps the meaning is that 

‘your claim is secondary to mine’. 

20 For Hapia (probably the same as Apia) see also 108, 20. Note that the latter letter 

is sent from Pshai to Pegosh. It also refers to a Kapiton (spelt Kapidon) and a 

Philammon. These are, almost certainly, the same group of characters. 

29 The imperative is not certain, but ‘Pshai told Kapiton’ seems even stranger in a 

letter addressed to Kapiton. See also the note to ll. 4-5. Of course, our restoration of 

Kapiton’s name here is also by no means assured. 

eal The reading seems clear enough, but the meaning is entirely obscure. 

35 Whilst the letters are not entirely clear, if our transcription is correct then we must 

suppose either a scribal error to read: ‘Pamour greets you and your wife and your 

children’; or otherwise understand: ‘Pamour greets you (as do) his wife and his children’. 

36 TCwepe: TC- ex NC- corr. One might more naturally suppose (see the 

photograph) that the plural was intended, but we think that it must be the singular (i.e. 

TC-) following Maria’s common practice. See further 65, 39-41 note ad loc. 

eYMATNe: The use of this verb (CD 195b-196a) in this context seems rather odd, 

though perhaps it is something to do with the process of treating the jujubes. 

Alternatively, the verb might be taken as refering to persons, i.e. ‘as agreed’; or even in 

the sense of relieving a debt, i.e. ‘as settlement’. 

P. Kellis Copt. 78 

invars P9219 “=P 92222 

Location: House 3, room 11, deposits 3 + 4. 

Preservation: This is a virtually complete and well-preserved papyrus letter of 268 x 64 

mm. It is beginning to break along the folds; and it has been possible to add one small 

fragment (from P 92.22), in order to help restore the upper right hand strip that is now in 

the process of disintegrating. N.B. In 2007 the glass frame was found to be broken and 

the letter was placed with P 91B (= 117). 
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The letter is written in a fine and practised hand that shows little variation between the 

opening in Greek and the majority of the letter in Coptic. Probably the whole was written 

by the one, bilingual scribe. Note that the name of Pshai is given in its Greek form in 1. 

14. 

Content: The letter is addressed from Pekysis to a father Horos. It is closely related to 

the following piece (79), where are again to be found many of these persons, including 

both sender and recipient. Since we believe the author to be that same Pegosh, brother of 

Pamour, as in the other letters of this group, Hor can not be his biological father (who is 

called Pshai). This Hor is probably also the recipient (together with Theognostos) of the 

three letters by Philammon (80-82), and also no. 30 written by Lysimachos. However, 

we do not know if he is the same as that Hor to whom Orion writes (15-17). There were 

certainly multiple people with this common name (as is clear from P. Kellis I, and see 

e.g. no. 72 in that volume). In short, it is difficult to place the recipient of this letter; 

except that he was obviously a senior member of the extended family for Pegosh, and a 

close associate of Theognostos, Lysimachos and Philammon. 

The above reconstruction, despite its lack of a clear conclusion, certainly situates Hor 

firmly in Manichaean circles. It is noticeable in this present letter (and in the following) 

that Pekysis begins with a short form of what we have argued is a characteristic 

Manichaean prayer (see 65, 7-15 and note ad loc.). We also note that in both 78 (Il. 16ff.) 

and 79 (ll. 12 ff.) Pekysis begins with discussion of rolls of papyrus and their expense. 

The latter parts of both letters are then concerned with other commodities, especially the 

textile trade that is so central to this archive. These pieces should certainly be read 

together with those in the following group by Philammon. They are all written in the 

Nile valley, but presumably sent to Kellis. 
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Address: 

verso 

TOL KVPLOL LOY Kal TlLLMTaTOL X natpi° Qpar Mexdotc 

To my master and most honoured X father Horos. (From) Pekysis. 

Names: Andreas, (son) of Tone; Antinou; Horos; Lammon; Papnoute; Pauese; Pekysis; 

Philammon; Psais / Pshai; Shai, (son) of Trouphane; Tagoshe; Theognostos; 

Text: 

1 TOL KVPLO LOV 

2 TATPL Qpwr 

3 Ilexvots év K(vpt)@t yaipetv 

4 9XOH MEN NOB NIM 

5 tc2e1 TMINE Apak TO 

6 NOY TAHA’ AMNOYTE 

7. XECNAPAIC APAK EKOY 

8 dX NCHY NIM 2M TERK 

9 CWMA TEKYYXH MN 

10 NEKNNEYMA WMATNO 

11 APAK NKECAIT TA MAPEWE 

1) XWK* ABAX WINE N[H]t d& 

ie MACAN @GOrNWCTO[C] MN 

14 MACAN YAIC MN MKOY[i] MN 

15 TEUMO MN NEUCNHY EY 

16 Call KATA MOYPEN 2AKCIEl 

17 66 NHI ETRE NXAPTHC MN 

18 TPEKXOC XE DIPAMEAIM 

19 MAN AAAA APOYXHU GCYXW 

20 CAP MMAC DIOH MMOOY XE 

21 MNT<CoNaAYC NWE N6N6WP 

22 NTAPINO XE MMEKKIM~ 

23 EKCIE!L AICI PLAAMMWN 
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AIBWK MIMINKA SEMOE 

waToyt mcaiw NHT 

94 MHT NWE MN TECE 

NNOYMIC 2AKCIET NHI XE 

XI TMIMNTH NE N6NGWP 

NTN MAYHCE KTEITOY NHI 

9s OYAN NNECT NAXEC 

xe TNAt EN EIMANM 

ME NAMHE ETRE MNOYB™ 

x6 NNOYMHE NE NCAIT 

ETOYCUWP MMA TNACIZET 

NHTN H MMAN A TMMT Mat 

NTpOYPanh NHY BAA N 

NIZOOY EQuMe TETN 

oOYWW OYwWPN TCIIME 

Wapat Nia TNNAYC 

MITE T NIG ae K MripwTApTp’ xt TCaAiw@ NXApTHC NTN MCAN ANTINOY 

x1 taete NCapT NTOTY NANAPEAC NTWNE OYN MAB NM 

\M/M\NA/ MATN OYE CAEIPE NCAWRE NCapT [[ . JJMN MEAANION 

CNEY NOHTC MN TOY ASBHC NTHBT* MN KAAATOYC CNEY 

[[. ]]€ TASOME NEMAS AAMMON ABAA MIGMHT NMMNA 

MIMAAIMME TETNOYAXOY NHI <N>CTIXA EPWEY TETN 

TNNAYCE NHI TAXY MNPWTP TP THNG ATNNAY BON 

NHLUNTAK SE MACAN MMA 21948 NIWT NEK ANPOY ETBE CaiW 

CNEY NOMAC EMWMNE OYAN WOM TNNAYCE’ ANAK 

NAMNOYTE TWINGE APWTN TONOY MApe TAsOoWwE CIEI 

XE NCXI MNOMICMATION 9N MNGE 

36 TPOY?PANH: -ANH smudged 41-42 M|\M/M\NA/ sic (one M too many) 44 NETAG: -M- 

smudged 48 CNEY: C- smudged GMWNE OYAN sic, haplology for eMwne OYN OYAN 

(common in dialects B and M, cf. Polotsky, Grundlagen I, 69 n. 17) 
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To my master (and) father Horos; (from) Pekysis, in the Lord; - greetings. 

Before everything (5) I write and greet you warmly. I pray to God that he will keep you healthy at all times 

in your body, your soul and (10) your spirit; until I see you again and my joy is complete. Greet for me my 

brother Theognostos and my brother Psais, and the little one and (15) his mother and his brothers all 

together by name. 

Now, you (sg.) have written to me about the papyrus rolls. Do not say that I have been negligent, by no 

means; but they are expensive! For they have been quoting (20) it - till today - at 1200 talents. When I saw 

that you did not stop writing (about the papyrus), I took Philammon and went. We did not allow any other 

inducement (25) until they gave me this pair for 1000 (talents) and 16 nummi. 

You (also) wrote to me: “Take these 1500 talents from Pauese and give them to me (30) for someone”. 

(But) he did not pay. He said: “I will not pay (un)less I receive true information about the gold (i.e. solidi), 

that is to say, whether the reputed quality which they circulate is true. I will write (35) to you (if this is the 

case) or not”. 

Father Shai (son) of Trouphane is coming out these days. If you (pl.) want to send the woman to me, then 

send (a message?). (tr 40) You did not send ... Do not worry. Take the pair of papyrus rolls from brother 

Antinou. (v) Take this small amount of wool from Andreas, (son) of Tone. There are 30 mna less one. It 

can make seven (lots) of wool; and two small inks there, and five traps of fish and two baskets. (Let) 

Tagoshe settle (with) Lammon for his 10 mna (45) ... and you cut them for me (into) a good sticharion, and 

send them quickly. Do not bother yourselves to send me cereal. Now, you, my brother Pshai: I sent the 

barley for you. What are we doing about (the) two pairs of clothes? If any are available, send them. 

(It is) I, Papnoute. I greet you (pl.) warmly. Let Tagoshe write whether she receives the nomismation or 

not. 

Commentary: 

11-12 ‘.. and my joy is (or: ‘will be’) complete’ (Ta / NTE Mapewe XWK agar): Cf. In. 

1: 4, 2Jn 12. The use of the phrase (also 15, 37-38; 36, 26; 42, 13; 82, 8; 115, 5) could be 

supposed a commonplace, but we think that its repeated occurrence may be a specific 

stylistic element most likely derived from Mani’s Epistles (which themselves re-used 

sentiments found in the New Testament). It is one of a number of phrases that recur in 
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particular sets of letters (e.g. those of Orion and Ouales); another example might be the 

use of + HtTan, cf. 115, 40-41 note ad loc. 

19 apoyxnd: We understand an unusual form of the second present. Probably 

apoywite at 11, 22 is the same. The text, translation and accompanying note there 

should consequently be revised, and read: ‘... your share, for they demand ...’. 

20 916 Mmooy: The use of this preposition (here as ‘before’?) appears somewhat 

odd in the context. Does he mean that until today this was the price, but it has now gone 

up; or simply that this was the price when he last asked? 

22-23 For the phraseology of neg. kin + circumstantial to mean ‘not cease to ..’, see CD 

108b (Sah. N.T. only Acts 5: 42, but cf. /Keph. 347, 13, 14; 372, 9). 

24 semee: As written here, this can only be the object noun phrase depending on 

MMNKa- ‘(no) other persuading / persuasion’. Note that mee is the only infinitive of 

Greek origin to be found nominalised (as ‘persuasion’) in several corpuses of Coptic. 

Alternatively, but much less likely in the context, se could be taken as absolute ‘(not) 

anything else’, in which case mee would have to be an imperative: “Believe (it) / Be 

persuaded until they give me...’. 

1D micaiw: This term is used here for purchasing a quantity of papyrus (see also I. 

40); presumably it is for two papyrus rolls. See further R.S. Bagnall, Currency and 

Inflation in Fourth Century Egypt, Atlanta, 1985: 68; judging by the texts cited there 

prices seem to have been calculated on the basis of rolls. 

26-27 (Lit.) ‘.. for ten hundred and sixteen nummi’: The meaning can scarcely be '1016 

nummi'. Rather, Pekysis first refers to units of account (i.e. 1000 talents, a substantial 

discount on the quoted price of 1200), and then to the physical coins. Compare the 

similar issue at 44, 31; and see further e.g. O. Douch 1 54. 

27-35 It is difficult to understand the matter of the payment via Pauese, as a number of 

things seem to be taken as understood and some terms have a rather broad lexical range. 

Our interpretation is that it is about Pauese wanting to wait until he really knows the 

value of the coins. At the end, Pekysis seems to imply that he will write again if it 

continues to be an issue; but if it is resolved he will not. However, we may be 

misunderstanding it. 
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35-36 mimtT wai Nrpoy}anu: There are a number of variations on this name in the 

archive, both in Greek and Coptic. It remains rather unclear as to whether one should 

understand a patronymic (‘son of Trouphane’) or some kind of alias. See the discussions 

by Worp in P. Kellis I p. 188 and by ourselves in P. Kellis V pp. 48f. (this includes what 

is now seen to be an incorrect interpretation of the present text, i.e. that his ‘coming forth’ 

would refer to his death). It is apparent that ‘Shai’ is equivalent here to ‘Psais’, and 

virtually certain that we are dealing with the same person as in P. Kellis I Gr. 71 and 73. 

Furthermore, his appearance as a subscriber to the official document no. 24 in that 

volume gives us a firm date of 352 CE. for his lifetime. He also occurs there in the 

Greek text no. 50; on the other side of which is found a Coptic letter published here as 

112. 

37 ntzooy: Does this mean that Shai will come soon (‘(one of) these days’), or that 

he is coming out regularly? Presumably the journey is that between the Oasis and the 

valley. 

38-40 Pekysis employs three separate verbs (Oywpn, THNAy and owe), all of which we 

translate as ‘send’. Elsewhere, there is also found xay. The first term is rather rare in 

southern dialects, certainly in L. A systematic study is probably warranted in order to 

discern the range of usages; but the distinctions are by no means obvious. 

4] This ‘Tone’ may well be the same as the ‘Toni’ of 112, 21; the two letters being 

connected through the figure of Shai son of Trouphane (as explained supra in the note to 

Il. 35-36). 

42-43... MEAANION CNEY NOHTC MN TOY AdXBHC NTHBT: Pekysis says almost exactly 

the same in 79, 41, except that there it reads simply NeAa CNo. We suppose that in both 

instances he is referring to ink, or conceivably a more generic black dye for wool; cf. LSJ 

1095a. Nevertheless, the combination of commodities is rather bizarre. 

43 AABHC: See 76, 31 note ad loc. 

KaAAaTOYC: We think that this must be kaAa8oc, a basket ‘narrow at the base’ 

and especially used for wool (LSJ 865a). 

45 mMaaAimMe: The reading is clear enough, but we can suggest no interpretation 

other than that ume could be the verb ‘to understand’. Possibly it is some kind of aside 
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about Tagoshe’s debt. The meaning of the final sentence about Tagoshe is equally 

obscure (Il. 49-50). 

45-46 Compare Pegosh’s very similar wording at 75, 14-17. 

47 caiw: Again there is the issue as to what sort of quantity this means (see supra 1. 

25 and note). 

48 9Mac: This is probably a variant form of grac, ‘linen’ (CD 659b-660a). 

P. Kellis Copt. 79 

Inv #2P.92:35GQ) P 92.22 

Location: House 3, room 11, deposit 4. 

Preservation: This is a large and mostly complete letter (as reconstructed), written in 

Coptic on papyrus. It has broken along the main vertical fold; and a few small sections 

have been lost. One fragment was able to be added from P 92.22. The address seems to 

have been written by a different scribe, which hand (especially with the extravagant 

upward diagonal on the epsilon) should be compared to that of 85 and 86. The principal 

scribe (i.e. who wrote the letter itself) evidences a competent and practised, but somewhat 

plainer, style. 

There appear to be further ink traces on the verso below |. 45 and to the left; but, as they 

are not aligned with what has come before, we are in some doubt as to whether they 

really represent additional text to this letter. In any case, no words can be read. 

Content: This letter is closely related to the previous one in terms of the persons 

involved, the context and content of the letter; and even the find site. In fact, it must have 

been written at about the same time; so much so, that one wonders if the two documents 

duplicate identical content. For instance, Pegosh is still explaining that he has not bought 

the papyrus, because it is so expensive. On the verso of 78 he talks about *30 less 1” mna 

of wool from Andreas, and something about another 10 for Lammon. Here in 79 (1. 38) 
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there is again the ‘30 less 1’ mna of wool (but from Papnoute) and 10 for Lampou. 

Although Andreas is named in the first instance, one notes that Papnoute adds his 

greetings to that letter. And it does seem probable that Lammon and Lampou are the 

same person. Clearly, the two letters must be read together, and one may well help to 

explain the other. But the scribe here is different, for both the main text and the address: 

and it contrasts to the other letter in some aspects such as format (e.g. there is no 

introduction in Greek). 

Address: 

verso 

TOL SEOTNOTYH LOV X natpi” Qpar 

Ilex vos 

To my master X father Horos. (From) Pekusios. 

Names: Andreas; Antinou; Hor(os); Lampou (Lamou / Lammon?); Papnoute; Pegosh 

(Pekusios); Philammon (?); Pshai; Theognostos; 

Text: 

1 MAIWT NAXAIC ECTAIAIT NTOT 

2 TONOY MIGETEPE MEUPEN VAAG 

3 oN TATAMPO NIATE NIM NAIWT 

4 MMEPIT 9WP MN MACAN @EOrNW 

5 CTOC MN MACAN MMAt MN MACAN 

6 ANAPEAC ANAK METNCAN MESWW 

7p NETCIE! ETMING APATUON IN MXAIC] 

8 MNOYTE XAIPEIN vac 20-6H N 

9 SWB NIM TAHA ATINOYTE ATPEY 

10 PAIC APAK NOYNAG {NOYNAG} NOYAIM 

nie EKTAAHA IN TEKRYYXH MN MEK 

12 MNA MNNCA NEl AN TC2El NEK GEL 

13 TAMO MMAK ETRE MICEXE NNXAP 

14 THC XE TNAPAMEAL EN EMMITNNAY 
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15 

16 

Ly 

18 

i) 

20 

Zi 

ape 

23 

24 

25 

26 

2h 

28 

2g 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37, 

tr38 
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C6 N&K ETE MMITNNAYCE AG NEK 

tNOY XE CEXHC EElAMAITE NTOT 

TNTIKE2O0YE. Lawas- &: ] MMAC 

XE WMATOYMNTA[N...... je cetmM 

MAY ABAA CYXHY TXAGE TAYC N 

WE 2A ICAIW EQYKAAAMON TNA 

TNNAYCE NGEK N[...... MoT 

SANTINOY SEU 12-22 se Jé MN NE 

THOHWTC DIGN OLY or jJepe NOH 

TC MN XOYTEC[E] NNOYMOC MN 

NKGXNAYE ETNIHTC METAKXOC 

XE TEOY aABdAAr. . . EEINAKAY 

COY ATIMAPHC {MMAY} CENAXITOY 

EN MMIMA AELXI TIPHM MN N 

ddITE MN TSX NBON ETNINTG 

NTAK 6E MACAN MAT AKCIVET 

NHI XE AGLXI TCAPT AKXOC XE TN 

NAY KEMMNA CNO NHI NOTIT 

Ele NKCAYNE EN XE TNAGN CapT 

EN MMIMA GIMHTI NTAXAY...\. &../ Mad 

PHC TINO NTPIGNTC GNATNNAYC 

NEK WNI NTETNOYXEITE NNOYNAG 

NOYAIM KAT[A] NENMAHA 

Xl MMAR NAMNA NCapT waTNoye NTOTG NMaAMNOyTe + MHT NHI NAdAMMOY 

TNAMAIG NTQQHME MMIMA 

39 Kad CATMOY NEU T2E ETEQNEY MMPpAyMn MMAq Xe ToYyaw P ENE TONOY 

MMWPXNOYY AXHME WINE APaAdq 

40 

v4l1 

42 

43 

44 

vac TONOY MN NEqC.... 

XI MIMGAX CNO MN [MttOY NAABHC NTRT OYE 

ON MAT NTAK AG MACAN MMAl EQWME AK 

Xl TAGMCE NXHGE GIE TNNAY.......... 

TKEAETICE NEW NIE TATNNAY[C NEK] . . . [Pan] 
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45 MON WING ATTEG(CAN TONOY NTA MN NEqiwT owp 

Address O@P@t Pap. 7 APATWN: -W- perhaps corrected; read APWTN 20 WE: W- ex corr.; 

GOYKAAAMON: -K- ex -Y- or -A- corr? 23 QIGN: 2- ex I- corr.; final -H- ex corr. 34 GIMHTI: 

€- ex corr. 36 NGK: -K ex corr. 39 read (?) KAC| <A>CATMOY (thus elsewhere); or is KAC- as 

a construct here grammaticalised (= TPEq-,=MAPEU-)? 41 Mifoy: M- ex f- corr. 

(To) my father, my master who is honoured by me greatly, the one whose name is sweet in my mouth at 

every moment: My loved father Hor. Also my brother Theognostos, (5) and my brother Pshai and my 

brother Andreas. (It is) I, your (pl.) brother Pegosh, who writes greeting you in the Lord God; - greetings! 

Before everything: I am praying to God that he can (10) watch over you for a long time, you rejoicing in 

your soul and your spirit. After these (things): Again I am writing to you, telling you about the matter of 

the papyrus rolls, that I will not neglect (to purchase them); though I have not sent (15) them to you. But, 

that is I did not send them to you now, for they are expensive. If I hold my hand (for a few more days?); so 

that, until they ease off... they are selling them expensive. 

The cloth bag: Buy it at (20) 100 for the pair (?). If there are any reeds (?), I will send them to you ... father 

Antinou to come ... and what is in it. I have found a ... in it, with 26 nummi and (25) the other items that 

are in it, which you said to sell ... I will send them south ... they will not take them here. I have received the 

blanket and the garments, and the handful (?) of cereal with it. 

(30) So, you, my brother Pshai: You have written to me “I received the wool”. You said: “Send another 

two mna of warp”. Do you not know that I will not find wool here unless I send ... south. (35) When I can 

find it we will send it to you (sg.). Live and you (pl.) be well for a long time according to our prayers. 

(tr) Take the 30 mna of wool, less one, from Papnoute. Give 10 for me to Lampou; I will clear his freight 

charge here. Let him select as he likes. Do not upset him, for I want to please him very much. Do not 

question him about (the) freight charge. Greet him (40) warmly and his ... 

(v) Take these two inks and five traps of fish; one (is) with the cushion. And you, my brother Pshai: If you 

have received the small amount of dye, then send ... The other portion: How am I to send it [to you] ...? 

Philammon (?) greets his brother warmly; he and his father Hor. 
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Commentary: 

16-17 Whilst it is not entirely clear what follows Pegosh’s comment that the papyrus is 

expensive, one may compare the similar section in 78 where is also found a somewhat 

unusual construction with 9160 Mmooy (1. 20). If one tries to think about what Pegosh’s 

sense might be, probably he is saying that he wants to hold off buying for a few more 

days in the hope that the price will go down. Thus a literal meaning would be ‘and we 

give another day’, (TN-TI- Conjunctive). 

20 rmcaia: Whether this word simply means a ‘pair’ in this context, or is used for 

some other kind of quantity (e.g. ‘buy the cloth bags at 100 per bundle’), is uncertain. 

There is the same problem through 78, in 81 and elsewhere. CD 374b does list the term 

separate to ‘pair’ as a measure. 

ya We understand GOYKAAAMON as E- circ. + oY- for oyN- + bare noun (instead of a 

preposition e- + indef. art.). There are three arguments: (a) it can hardly be linked to the 

preceding clause but is needed as a protasis to the following; (b) the preposition e- would 

normally be a-; and (c) it seems to be resumed by the plural suffix -ce in tyATNNAYCE 

and thus cannot be an explicit singular. For the omission of N in oy(N)-, cf. 33, 15. In 

both cases, the omission occurs before velar / palatal /k/ or /c/, where the nasal probably 

became velarised and less apt for letter spelling (as the orthographical efforts around -rk- 

and nr- / NK- tend to show). 

There are all sorts of possible meanings for kdAaposc (‘reed’), cf. LSJ 865b-866a. 

However, presuming that Pegosh is here talking about the purchase of commodities for 

trade, there are basically two options: (a) ‘reed(s)’, whether as general material for 

thatching or whatever; or in the form of ‘reed-pipes’ (flutes); or even, most intriguingly, 

‘reed-pen’; (b) ‘rod(s)’, especially in the form of ‘fishing-rod’ or ‘measuring-rod’. 

21-22 Compare 78, 40, ‘brother Antinou’. One has a slight suspicion that the name 

could be geographical rather than personal (perhaps talking of some business partner in 

the city), as Antinoopolis features in a number of the letters (cf. e.g. P. Kellis I Gr. 71, 

15-18 ‘.. not departing for Antinoopolis to transact pressing business with my brother 

Pekysis’; 116, 11 Nraqsrwmk aanTINOOY); although obviously that should read mwT or 

MCAN NANTINOOY with a doubled omicron. 
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29 Ts\x: We have translated as ‘handful’; but probably the term is used here for a 

specific measure (cf. CD 840ab), like ncaiw. The same phrase is found at 24, 7. In 

Greek papyri one finds the term déoun ‘bundle’. The precise meaning of ran (some 

kind of cereal or herb?) is unclear; see also 19, 41; 78, 46; CD 553a. 

38 XI TIMAB NMMNA NCAPT WMATNOYE NTOTC Nnannoyte: Cf. 78, 41-42 and 96, 33. 

Lampou: If we are correct in supposing that this is the same person as the 

Lammon of 78, 44 (i.e. that in both instances Pegosh is referring to the same 10 mna), 

then there is a choice between treating it as some kind of nickname or supposing that 

Pegosh actually said ‘Lamou’ (whatever the scribe seems to have written). The latter 

option is probably more efficient; cf. the note to 66, 42. 

4] See 78, 42-43 and note ad loc. 

44-45 We have supposed that the final greeting may be by Philammon rather than 

Lammon; because we think that the Lampou of |. 38 is probably the same as the latter 

(see the note ad loc.), who therefore should not be in the valley with Pegosh. Also, it 

seems reasonable to suppose that it is Philammon who here sends his greetings to 

Theognostos and Hor, the same persons to whom he writes in the letters 80-82. Thus this 

provides a very nice link to the pieces in the next section. 
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LETTERS FROM PHILAMMON TO THEOGNOSTOS (LOUISHAT) AND HOR 

These three well-preserved letters form a coherent group. They are essentially a sub-set 

of the main Pamour and Pegosh archive, and many of the same characters reappear (such 

as Kapiton). Like the two brothers, Philammon is clearly in the Nile valley, writing back 

to Kellis in the Oasis. In each instance he addresses first Theognostos (who is 

alternatively called Louishai), and then afterwards Hor(os); later in the letters there may 

be added other greetings. The letters should be read together with two by Lysimachos, 

since this important person is an associate of Philammon’s in the valley. We have one of 

his letters to Theognostos in Greek (P. Kellis I Gr. 67) and another to Hor in Coptic (30). 

Since Apa Lysimachos also occurs in the Makarios family letters of the first volume, we 

are here at the heart of matters regarding the House 3 ‘clan’ and their associates. 

From the Makarios group (see the summary in P. Kellis V pp. 38-39) we could deduce 

that Philammon was married to Charis, and that the couple were of Makarios’ generation 

(and thus older than Pamour and Pegosh). In the following three letters there are no 

references to Charis; but she does appear in those of the two brothers (notably 64, 66, 70 

and 76). There are also no explicit references to Makarios and his family.'? Our cautious 

explanation for the latter is that here Philammon is writing at a somewhat later period, 

current with the Pamour and Pegosh archive, when Makarios and his sons Matthaios and 

Piene have either died or for whatever reasons are absent from the correspondence. The 

time-frame is probably the 360s or shortly after that. 

Philammon is closely connected to Manichaeans such as Lysimachos and Ision, and more 

generally the whole extended family. Although he often uses pious expressions, none of 

'* However, in 82, 26-28 Philammon does greet ‘my mother Gouria and my sister and her 

husband and her daughter’. Probably this is the same Kyria, wife of Pshem(p)noute (see 

the notes at P. Kellis V p. 29), who is close to Makarios’ wife Maria (a sister by blood or 

marriage). One wishes Philammon had named the other persons there. 
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these are explicit about his faith (beyond Christian commonalities).'? In the letters he 

discusses both family and business matters. As elsewhere in the archive, the actions of 

the family relative / associate Kapiton cause problems (e.g. P. Kellis I Gr. 76 and Worp’s 

comments there). Travel between the Oasis and valley seems to be quite frequent; and 

the letters are often concerned with who is going where, and requests for items to be sent. 

All the Philammon letters are of a very similar format, in a fluid and professional style. 

There are occasional Greek inflections (e¢ornwctTe, xaipe); but only a minimum of 

Greek epistolary formulae such as addresses (even here the Coptic awiwai notably 

intrudes in 82); xaipein; once épp-. Document 82 evidences a hand of considerable 

proficiency and is similar to (though not the same as) that of 80. The hand of 81 is 

somewhat plainer in appearance; but still very competent. The comparative dimensions 

of the three letters are: 274 x 103 mm.; 274 x 92 mm.; 276 x 76 mm. 

We include here a translation of the particularly interesting letter P. Kellis I Gr. 67'* by 

Lysimachos (whose name is given in Syriac script on the address) to Theognostos: 

To my beloved son Theognostos, from [your father (?)], greetings in God. If your brother Psais is with 

you, take heed (concerning) your sobriety and ... 

(main text of the letter is lost) 

Greet all by name. Your brothers greet you. I pray that you are well in God, loved ones. 

(second hand) Send a well-proportioned and nicely executed ten-page notebook for your brother Ision. For 

he has become a user of Greek and a Syriac reader. (tr) Let the son learn that ... before she was given (?). 

'S Unless we count the expression or exclamation ToyewTe MmNoyTe (see 82, 16) as a 

Manichaean ‘marker’. Literally it means ‘the service of God’, but seems to be used 

simply as ‘Praise God!’ and to be characteristic of Manichaean authors. See the 

discussion in P. Kellis V p. 80. 

'4 This translation is based on that of K.A. Worp, but follows the readings and 

suggestions in I. Gardner, ‘P. Kellis I 67 revisited’, ZPE 159, 2007: 223-228. Interesting 

issues, such as whether Ision was a Syriac lector in the Manichaean church, are further 

discussed there. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 80 

Inv #: P52G+P51D 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3. 

Preservation: An extensive and virtually complete letter, written in Coptic. The papyrus 

is of good quality and appears to have had no previous use. The document has been 

reconstructed from eight fragments, and had dimensions of 274 x 103 mm., (with the 

centre fold at 137 mm., an upper margin of 10 mm.). 

Content: Philammon writes to Theognostos, and secondly greets Hor. He has heard of 

misfortunes and sends words of comfort. It appears that Ision has travelled to the Oasis, 

and now Theognostos is to return with him to Philammon and other relatives or 

associates resident in the Nile valley. He is asked to bring some articles with him. 

Philammon conveys further greetings, and Plousiane adds a short note. 

Address: 

verso 

Kvptoi wov dGderoa. X OEeoyvootar PrAGULOV 

To my master brother X Theognostos. (From) Philammon. 

Names: Dorothea; Hor; Iena; Ision; Pamour; Papnoute; Pegosh; Philammon; Plousiane; 

Pshai; Ama Tapshai; Ama Tatou; Ama Theodora; Theognoste/os; Zosime; 

Text: 

it MACAN MAXAIC MAMEPIT™ NWOY 

2 Meie Ne tTMele MMA IN NAQHT™ 

3 THPC MN TAYYXH THPC EGOrPNWCTE 

4 ANAK MEKCAN PIAAMM@N THING 

5 APAK TONOY ON MXAIC XAIPE 

6 ISON NIWB NIM TWINGE A4pAK TONOY 
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TWING ANACAN [2]MP’ EY se ME tNAcagd 

NHTN ETRE MNAL6 MMETIy ETAZUW 

Me CACA No[HT MNAMJOYP MN NESW 

MNTE PWME 6AM d[P2]wB MINOYTE NET 

CAYNE ATAYMH ET 2[N MJAOHT NTWTN 

rap MET HM ACACWAC MMAN TNCAYNE 

XE AYNAS MMET VAY El AXWU AYW AN 

CWTME AN XE AT YAW El ABAA IN CW) 

MA ATIAQHT” MKAD CACA MOHT NN 

KAYE 2WOY AN ETBHTC AIXOC AN M 

naiwT xe Ccvel NCA NACAN NAxXEY XE 

sloyw EiGe[e]i NTN i[Clwn xe EwxeE 

Yqnece EY4NAEI NEMEC’ TNOY EIC MACAN 

ICION AGEL MAPAK MNPSW EMMEK* 

El NEMEC TAPENNEY ANENEPHY XE 

TNCAYNE EN ATIGAANBAA ETNAWMONE 

TNOY MMMPKA MAQHT” GIMAX ANI TOY 

NELAOC NONO NIAMT NTOTK GKNHY 

ONQWB NIM ANI TCAYIE NBppe NHI MN 

NKGEKAYE ETEQN[E]K TAPNXI MOYNTAN 

NOHT DWN GTBA NE[T]6AMT S3BAA DHT 

MN TINCAN ICLON WING ANENCNHY THPOY 

KATA MOYPEN WINE AMACAN MMAT MN TACW 

NE MN NAIAYE KATA MOYPEN CACA M2HT 4 

MNCAN MAMNOYTE ETE MINET VAY ETACMWNE 

NET QAT[HIN THPOY WINE APAK MAAICTA MAOYCIANE 

NETAYUCIE!L AGMICTOAH ZWCINE WINE APdakK 

MN AMA ECOAWPA MN AWPOGEA MN AMA TA 

TOY MN AMA TANMMAL MN TECWEPE MN NEC 

WHPE ET6AMT ABAA QHTK THPOY XEKNATAZAOY 

WN NKOYXEITE NOYNAG NOYAIW KATA NAWAHN 

1 
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tr38 ANAK MAOYCIANE TUING AMACA[N] EGOFNWCTE TONOY WINE aieNa MMAPpEeNn 

AYW MMPEN MMEQCAN ZWCING 

39 WINE APAC AN MMPEN MPIASMMON 

8 ETRE: -B- added by the scribe over the -T- 17 NC&: N- ex corr. 20 MIPS: the split in the 

papyrus and penetration of ink give the false impression that -p- is duplicated 22 TIGAANBAA: - 

S- ex -A- corr. 25 NBPpe: N- ex corr. 31 ETE sic app., read ET<B>E 33 WINE: W)- ex corr. 

36 ET6AUWT: E- looks like C- 37 NOYAIW: N- ex O- corr. 38 second WINE: W- ex corr. 

My brother, my master, my beloved one whom I love with all my heart and my soul: Theognostos. (It is) I, 

your brother Philammon. I greet (5) you warmly; in the Lord, - greetings. 

Before everything: I greet you warmly. I greet my brother Hor. What indeed will I write to you (pl.) about 

the great evil that has happened? Comfort the heart of Pamour and Pegosh. (10) Noone can do anything. 

God knows the grief that is in my heart. For you are the ones who ought to comfort him; surely we know 

that a great evil has befallen him. And we also heard that the old woman departed the body. (15) My heart 

grieved. Comfort the heart of the others too on her account. 

I also said to my father: “Write for my brother”. He said: “I have already written through Ision, if he is 

persuaded he will come with him”. See now, my brother (20) Ision has come to you. Do not stay, not 

coming with him; so that we can see each other, for we know not what adversity will happen. Now, do not 

leave my heart grieving. Bring five items, bronze vessels, with you when you come. (25) In any case, 

bring this new ‘egg’ for me, and the others that you want; so that we get their benefit ourselves, on account 

of they who look forward to you and our brother Ision. 

Greet all our brothers by name. Greet my brother Pshai and my sister (30) and the children by name. 

Comfort the heart of our brother Papnoute about this evil that has happened. All they who are with us greet 

you; especially Plousiane who has written a (?) letter. Zosime greets you; and Ama Theodora and 

Dorothea and Ama Tatou; (35) and Ama Tapshai and her daughter and her sons, who are all looking 

forward (to when) you will reach them. Live and be well for a long time according to my prayers. 

(tr) I Plousiane, I greet my brother Theognostos warmly. Greet Iena in my name, and the name of his 

brother Zosime. Greet him also in the name of Philammon. 
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Commentary: 

7-16 This opening section has many of the typical features of letters of condolence, see 

e.g. J. Chapa, Letters of Condolence in Greek Papyri, Firenze 1998. 

9-10 Since the misfortune has befallen ‘him’ (1. 12) rather than ‘them’, we wonder if 

the real sense might rather be: ‘Comfort the heart of Pamour. Neither Pegosh nor anyone 

can do anything’. 

14 T2Aw: ‘old woman’. There is a connotation of respect here, which is not easily 

conveyed in English; perhaps rather like the Arabic ‘sheikha’ (f.), ‘matron’ or ‘old lady’? 

ah c2el NCa macan: Does this mean ‘write on behalf of my brother’ (i.e. act as his 

scribe, cf. CD 382b), or ‘write for my brother’ (i.e. seeking after him)? We have 

understood the latter, as it makes sense with what follows. 

2. Cay2e NBppe: “new egg’; compare 81, 51 where Philammon writes asking for a 

Caoy2ze NIAMT “bronze egg’, and similarly CD 374a oycooy2e Neapwt. It must be 

some kind of metal utensil or vessel, presumably oval in shape. Perhaps it is the same as 

the bronze oven dish (BatéAAvov or small patella) of P. Kellis I Gr. 71, 26. Note also 96, 

36 and comm. ad loc. 

26-27 MOYMTAN NoHT: lit. ‘rest’? or ‘ease’ (CD 194a); here translated rather loosely as 

‘benefit’ according to the evident sense. 

33,38 We have maintained a policy of following the Coptic spelling of names, but 

presumably this is the familiar male name ‘Zosimos’. 

34-35 The use of the honorific ‘Ama’ is otherwise unknown in the archive; whilst the 

male equivalent ‘Apa’ is only found for Lysimachos, and on one occasion for Pseke (90, 

44). We also note that the names Dorothea and Tatou have their sole occurence in this 

letter, and that the only other Theodora is the giver of agape at 44, 12. Consequently, it 

may be that the title has a religious connotation, although Ama Tashai certainly seems to 

have children here. The use of ‘Apa’ by the Manichaean community is evident from the 

doxologies in the Coptic Manichaean Psalm-Book (e.g. PsBk2 47, 22-23). Cf. CD 13ab.; 

and especially the recent discussion by M.J. Albarran Martinez, Ascetismo y monasterios 

femeninos en el Egipto tardoantiguo, Barcelona 2011: 115-117. 

ao There is some ink further along (after the end of the text), but it may just be 

smudging. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 81 

Inv #: P 68G 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 3. 

Preservation: A complete and substantial Coptic letter on papyrus. It was found in a 

single piece, with the only real loss being on the lower right hand side (where a portion 

seems eaten away and there is some abrasion of the surface). The dimensions are 274 x 

92 mm.; with the centre fold at 137 mm., and an upper margin of 10 mm. As with 

document 80, the papyrus is of good quality and exhibits no sign of previous usage. 

Content: Philammon writes to Theognostos, whom he greets in the letter as Louishai (see 

further 65, 3 and the note ad loc.). He adds greetings to Hor. Kapitou (probably the same 

as Kapiton) has come from the Oasis without a letter from them, and Philammon 

complains about this. He then starts a complicated narrative of grievance which can not 

be fully understood, except that the main culprit seems to be the same Kapitou. Another 

colleague (?) adds his complaint. On the verso, Philammon (?) continues with some 

further instructions, and requests to be sent some items. Presumably he is still writing to 

Theognostos, in which case the latter is not actually in Kellis (Il. 50-51). This may 

explain why (unusually) the letter does not end with greetings to the extended family. 

Address: 

verso 

Kvptar wo\v/ dderAdor X  Oeoyvadotar 

DiAGULOV 

To my master brother X Theognostos. (From) Philammon. 

Names: Apolloni (the man of Siaut); Hor; Kapitou; Louishai; Philammon; Theognostos; - 

klei 



Text: 
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MACAN MAXAIC ET TAIAIT: NTOT 

TONOY AOYIMAT ANAK 

PUAMMON NET CIE! EIMINE 

APAK IM MXAIC’ XAIPEIN 

JXOH NIWB NIM TMING 4PAK TO 

NOY MN TACAN DWP’ FPOdX&YMA 

ZE XE VA KATIITOY El BAA IITOTK 

MMIKT OYEMCTOAH NEC ANTC 

NHI MAAICTA AGEL MAXEY XE 

MACAN 2WP MONE AIPAYTIH 

TONOY XE MNETNCIE!I NHI 

xe EYO NEW NIG TETN 

C2El NHTN XE ANOY AOYAIE 

einny New NIE Ne tpeape 

MMAC XE EINAE! ETBHTY UTE 

NHt EN NOE ATPAEY NENOYC 

ETACEL AKHME Ait WMAMN 

TBA NEU NTIMH NKHMNG NXH6E 

aqei Mndt Aaaye NH TNOY Ne 

PMEP APA OYNTE! OYTBA MN 

XOYWT NWME N6N6WP NTOTY 

MAPEUTEOY 2A IBAC GCTNNAYCOY 

NHT fpMaAi2ze XE GNOYAIE 

GIC OYHP NOYAiW NANKE NTO 

TC MMCMAS MPOKOMNTWN ABAA 

ACEl AKHME MAXEY XE ACqel 

AKAAEG ACLTBBE MPO NTP 2d 

ATIOAAWMNI MPM NCIAYT~ ACE 

AMET NTBA CNEY N6N6WP 

+NOY MAPECTNNAY MOY N 

125 
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31 NCAig) NOBAC NHi [[. ]] Ce... € 

B2 TE XE TRAYMH 91 MXA9H[T .. ].. N 

33 TMaAT NASYe GN EG. [..,.]-. 

34 PM NCAYNG AMOYN.[....].a& 

35 tT TKQHME ACEl AKALAE .].. Aq 

36 NAX WAMNTBA N6N[6WP] OYEW 

a7, NACE GOYNT OYHP ANA[K].... 

38 KAGr NTAK QWK TMACAa[N .]... P 

39 MEP APA MAPECTNNAY [M]TOY N 

40 Caid NIBAC NHI XE KCAY[NE] 2WK 

4] NNACE ETAUTPITEOY MNGT W/NIE 

42 HT AWM XOYTH NME N6N6WP 2d MBE 

43 Ke NTAWTHN’ WNI NKOYXEITE NOYNAG 

44 Noyaiw 

tr45 Gpe NAQNAY OYNTC TpeqT OYHP Noyaiw TNOY KCAYNE QWK AN Xe MNT 

SEEAMIC IN MKOCMNOC NCGBAAGCK 

v46 GWMWME KCAYNE XE OYN PWME VATHK ECNAP MADWB 

47 coel NHI TATNNAY MHT NEK NMNA NXH6E KTEOYA 

48 61AOC KTNNAYCOY NHI EMWNeE AN MMAN CIE1 NHI MNOY 

49 TE NOYAETY NETCAYNE AMPEWE ETMACUE! AMAQHT 

50 MMNO ETNACWTHM AMKOYXEITE TNOY EKWABWK 

eal AGAAE MIKOYT NXAAKY NTCAOYIE NIAMT* MAMT NZECTHC 

52 MIN ETHAN! MMA TNMPMWE MKOYT NACKAYAE 

5 MINTS NOHTC WING ApAaY THPOY NKKAOY 2 NMOYWT 

54 KTWBE APWOY MMAN AUEl AKHME MAXEC XE MMIGNTOY 

55 dAYW TTPCTHM 

5 large initial, covering the margin in front of ll. 4-6 7 KAMITOY: -T- ex corr. 13 NHTN sic, 

read NHI (cf. 90, 10) 20 P MEP: P ex G- corr. MN: M- ex corr. 21 XOYWT: X- ex corr. 30-31 

N|N- dittography 45 NAQNAY: N- ex corr., OYNTC: -N- and -C ex corr. 46 QB: -B ex corr. 

49 NOYAGTU: -Y ex corr. 53 NOHTU: -T- ex corr. 
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My brother, my master who is greatly honoured by me: Louishai. I, Philammon, am the one who writes 

greeting you; in the Lord, - greetings. 

(5) Before everything: I greet you warmly and my brother Hor. I am surprised that (when) Kapitou came 

from you, you did not give him a letter to bring to me; especially as he came saying that (10) my brother 

Hor is sick. I am very distressed that you Ne not write to me how he is. You write to <me>: “Come to the 

Oasis”. How can I come? The one on whom I rely (15) - so that I could come on his account - does not 

give me the means to enable me to come! _... (when?) he was in Egypt I paid him 30,000 at Egyptian price 

for dye. He has come and given me nothing. Now (20) take care of him. I am owed 12,000 talents by 

him: Let him pay for cloth he sends to me! I am astonished that he has been in the Oasis such a long time, 

and my things are with (25) him; (and yet) he has not accomplished (any kind of) progress. 

(When) he came to Egypt he said that he had been in Kellis and sealed (?) the door of the store for 

Apolloni, the Assiut man. He came and demanded of me 20,000 talents. (30) Now, let him send me five 

sets of cloth ... for your grief is in my heart ... I lack for nothing ... someone knowledgeable. Come ... 

(35) pay your fare. (When) he came to Kellis ... he threw (away) 30,000 talents without cost (to himself?). 

How much do I have? 

(It is) I, -klei: You too my brother ... take care of him. Let him send me five (40) sets of cloth, for you 

yourself know the costs that he has caused me to pay. He was not ashamed. He reckoned 2,500 talents 

wages for my tunic! Live and be well for a long time. 

(tr 45) ... how much time. Now, you also yourself know that I have no hope in the world except for you. 

(v) If you know that there is someone with you who will do my work: Write to me and I will send you 10 

mna of dye. You produce the items and send them to me. And if not, write to me. God alone knows the 

joy that comes to my heart (50) any time I hear of your well-being. Now, should you go to Kellis: This 

small copper, the bronze ‘egg’; three xestai measures; the hin measure that we use; our clay pot; the small 

askaule container; the plant in it. Seek them all and put them in the alcove and seal the openings. For he 

came to Egypt and said: “I did not find them (55) and I made it shut”. 
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Commentary: 

16 Nenoyq: We cannot make sense of this as it stands. Here are some (rather 

speculative) comments: 

(1) Both the general context and the following relative perfect would seem to suggest a 

clause-initial time adverbial (with whatever letter, or none, between N- and Noyq) similar 

to HmNeY, NroyNoy, Mm200y or suchlike. However, no such word is known to exist 

with -Noyd. 

(2) If the reading is indeed Nenoyua, one may think of a variant spelling for nAnoyq “it 

is good’, perhaps vested with an interrogative N-, so that the meaning might be ‘Is it any 

b) good? When he came ...’. Apart from the unhelpful vagueness of such an expression, 

one would also expect an impersonal form nanoyc (or else, MeTNANOYd) and ETaq- is 

unlikely to be a stand-alone temporal in this southern dialect. 

(3) Conceivably, (¢)Noyq might be an abbreviated personal name, used to introduce a 

person other than the one referred to before. In this case, the relative perfect would be 

only slightly odd. Yet name forms would not usually end like this but rather in -qe (such 

as a short form for wenoyye; the kind of shortening possibly found in the supposed 

name noyte at 45, 11) or even in -qpt (such as the many variant forms of ONO¢}ploc: 

ONO$Ppl, OY(E)NO$(E)p, ENNO?Pt, etc.). With the preceding N-, however, this appears 

most unlikely. 

(4) The most obvious interpretation of noyq as being the suffixed possessive pronoun in 

the plural, which in this context might be taken to mean ‘his relatives’, ‘his people’ 

instead of the more common ‘his belongings’, must be discarded because of the singular 

pronoun in the following etTaq-. 

22 9% 2BaC: ‘for cloth’ (or clothes?); cf. Philammon again at 82, 22 + ff. 

27 TRRe- (inf., prenominal): It is preferable for sense to suppose here a form of TwRre 

‘seal’ (cf. the noun TRre in dialect L4); rather than Taro S, Toyso L4, ‘purify / cleanse 

the door of the store’. See also 1. 54. 

28 clayt: The indigenous Egyptian name is given (preserved in the modern Assiut) 

rather than the Greek Lycopolis. 

31,40 cai: lit. ‘pair’ (?), but see the note and further references at 79, 20. 
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37-38 ANAK]... . IkAet “(It is) I, -klei’. It appears that a new writer begins and adds 

his complaint to reinforce that of Philammon. The ending suggests a name like Heraklei 

(Herakles); but the traces visible in |. 37 are not very convincing, as they would more 

obviously read art... or ApTa- vel sim. Indeed, the first letter of 1. 38 might itself better 

be an y-; (though that would be difficult to reconcile with the line break). 

45 We can make no sense of the start of this line. There seem to be a number of 

corrections, and perhaps some smudging. Presumably Philammon is writing again with 

his complaint. 

51 See further 80, 25 and note ad loc. for discussion of the bronze ‘egg’. 

'.. three xestai measures': It is not clear to us whether Philammon asks for three 

separate measures or a single one of this value. Three xestai / sextarii are half a chous, or 

a sixth of a keramion (cf. KAB p. 49). 

52 For the hin measure see N. Kruit, K.A. Worp, ‘Metrological Notes on Measures 

and Containers of Liquids in Graeco-Roman and Byzantine Egypt’, Archiv fiir 

Papyrusforschung, 45, 1999: 96-127 [121-123 and nn. 35, 40-42]. 

52-53 mkoyi NackayAe mints Nowtq: The small askaule must be some kind of 

container, because it has a plant or herb (cf. Ntus CD 233ab) in it. K.A. Worp suggests 

that it is an Ascalonion jar, for which see N. Kruit, K.A. Worp, ‘Geographical Jar Names: 

Towards a Multi-Disciplinary Approach’, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, 46, 2000: 65-146 

[99-103]; also A. Alcock, 'Coptic Terms for Weights and Measures', Enchoria, 23, 1996: 

1-7 [1]. 

53 WING apay THpoy: The normal understanding of the phrase (‘Greet them all’) 

would be odd in the middle of things here. Either this is a slip of the pen (apay for 

NCwoy) or one may suppose that the basic meaning ‘visit’ (CD 569a) allows for a nuance 

‘(go and) seek them all out’. 

nmaoywt: A niche or alcove (CD 608b-609a). The following final comment 

seems to be another note of mistrust, i.e. that Kapitou will steal the items and try to claim 

that they were never there. Thus Theognostos is asked to seal it up tight. 

2) +tTpctun: This is an unclear expression, but certainly not what it may look like at 

first sight: +-1p-cTHm ‘I am causing there to be stibium / kohl’. As there is enough talk 

in the context about stashing away and sealing off things, we have taken the sigma to 
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belong to the causative infinitive, to be followed by a form of Twn ‘shut’. That this form 

should be a stative is surprising, but the most likely interpretation of +-TPpC-THM seems to 

be as an equivalent of trpectwm (or tTpo ecTHm) ‘I am causing it to be shut’. 

Whether this is still part of the reported speech, or rather a conclusion of the letter-writer 

himself, is not clear. Possibly the logic is something like: (Since he said he had not found 

them) ‘now / indeed (ayw) I am keeping them shut’. 

P. Kellis Copt. 82 

Inv #: P 81E (a) + P64A + P69 + P78G + P81B + P93B + P93D 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposits 3 + 4. 

Preservation: A virtually complete letter in Coptic, now reconstructed from nine 

fragments; (the lower half remains in one piece, but the upper part above the centre fold 

has broken up). The document is 276 x 76 mm., with an upper margin of 9 mm. Like the 

other letters sent by Philammon (80-81), it is a very competent production on a fine and 

new (i.e. not reused) piece of papyrus. 

Content: Philammon (in the Nile valley) writes to Loishai (i.e. Theognostos), whom he 

addresses in the letter simply as Shai. He adds greetings to Hor, and explains that he has 

not written earlier as he has been ill for three months. He asks that some items be given 

for Kapiton (in the Oasis) to bring to him, and complains about things not done. 

Greetings are made to family members, and another colleague adds his own note. 

This document provides a number of clear links to other persons central to the broader 

archive. Pamour is with Philammon in the valley, and their business is going well. 

Pegosh however is in the Oasis at this point in time. The letter implies that it is 

Philammon who is the senior figure in their common trading ventures. However, Apa 

Lysimachos seems to have some overall authority for their movements (see here the 

discussion in the note to 72, 35). This latter reference clearly links the group to Makarios 
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and his family. In 21 Lysimachos is placed in Antinoopolis. Although Philammon does 

not name Makarios, his wife Maria or his sons Matthaios and Piene, he does greet ‘my 

mother Gouria’. If we are right that she is the same as the Kyria of the Makarios family 

letters, then the fact that she appears here as a matriarch (and without mention of her 

husband Pshempnoute who is presumably deceased), provides strong evidence that the 

date of this piece must be somewhat later than the time-frame for those other letters. 

Conversely, one should compare a letter like 24, where Makarios ends with greetings to 

Pamour, Pegosh and Philammon. At that point they are all still in the Oasis. 

N.B. This letter was found together with 116. Although the two pieces have different 

authors, they clearly relate to the same general context (note especially the references to 

Kapiton and Egypt in both) and the latter may usefully be read together with 82. 

Address: 

verso 

Kvptw wov ddero@ = Xs AwiMat OrAduLOV 

To my master brother X Loishai. (From) Philammon. 

Names: A-; Apa Lysimachos; Gouria; Hor; Kapiton; Loishai / Shai (= Theognostos); 

Pagosh; Pamour; Philammon; Pshai; 

Text: 

1 [M]ACAN MMEPIT ET TAIAEIT 

2 NTOT’ TONOY MPEN ET 2AA6 ET 

3 ONpwi NNO NIM MACAN Wal 

4 ANAK PIAAMMON METCIVIE! EY 

5 WING APAK IN MXAIC XAIPEIN 

6 [DJACH NOWB NIM T[MINE ApajK TONOY 

Hi GIMAHA ATINOYTE [XE Ela]OYAMTK 

8 NKECAIT NTE MAPEWE XWK ABAA 

9 XWPIC 939 NCEXE KCAYNE NTA 

10 CAMH EGTNOHT ([dA]pak’ THING 
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11 

ite. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

i 

18 

Ie 

20 

BAN 

22. 

23 

24 

2S 

26 

ped 

28 

29 

30 

31 

OZ 

oo 

34 

EIS) 

36 

o7 

38 

oe 

40 

tr41 
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TONOY AMACAN 2[W]P MN Wal EMP 

SNAPIKE TE Apal XE MMICIEI NEK 

NNWOOY NMNOYTE PMNTPE XE 

ElC WAMT NEBAT TWWNE 

MIMIGN TIPHTE NCVET SAAX 

TOYEWTEe HNNOY<TE> EICTE AITW 

OYN EMATE KAMITOWN El GQNHY 

AKHME FT TNAS NMAMATE NEY 

MN TAK KIL. ] XE ECNHY NHI 

WAOYHP NCAIT 21ICIEl NHTN XE 

MApe MAIMWT MAT Ft NQAMT 

TETNTEOY 2d DBAC TETNTENAY 

Coy MMETNP wR FTNOY MApEeY 

TEOCY TETNTENAYCOY XE oITt ON 

NAGS 2IWT NACE AMICHIN MA 

TEYeEpaneye MMA TWINGE ATA 

MO SOYPIA TONOY MN TACWNE 

MN MC26E1 MN TECwEPpE Tal 

NE AMACAN 2WP MN TQ2IME MN 

NECMHPE THING AMACAN MA 

swWWw MN TEQ2ING MAMOYP 

WING APWTN G2ATHI MMHNG 

GPwWEey YIPE NNEQIWB KAAWC 

9X. . 241 XE YEWC KP NEKIWB 

SWB NIM Elelpe MMA Tt Ace 

EN AKCIEI XE TNHY AKHME 

MMpel TNOY XE MH TAXA ENA 

Gl NEN PW XE VIXNOY AMA AYCIMA 

XOC MAXEY XE NE 

NAIMAC Tel €pp(@o0) 

ANAK A. L... ].. TMUNJE TONOY ANACNHOY NAXICAYE E[T]EMNNCIVEl NHTN 

NNIZQOOYE XE TNCAYNE EN MAPWNE 
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11 Efip-, i.e. MMIPp- 34 XE: X- ex 9- corr., 9EWC: -W- ex corr. 

My loved brother, greatly honoured by me, the sweet name in my mouth at all times: My brother Shai. (It 

is) I, Philammon, who writes (5) greeting you; in the Lord, - greetings. 

Before everything: I [greet] you warmly; I am praying to God [that I might] embrace you another time and 

my joy be complete. Without many words: You know the (10) love that I have for you. I greet warmly my 

brother Hor, and Shai. And do not find fault with me, that I did not write to you these days. God bears 

witness that I have been sick for three months. (15) I did not find the means to write; but, praise God, look, 

I am restored! 

When Kapiton sets out to come to Egypt, give him the large cushion and the ..., for he is coming to me. 

(20) How many times have I written to you (pl.): “Let my father Pshai give the money and you can pay for 

clothes and send them”. You have not done the thing. Now, let him pay and you send them; for I have 

(25) myself had great costs to the doctor until he healed me. 

I greet my mother Gouria warmly, and my sister and her husband and her daughter. I greet my brother Hor 

and his wife and (30) his sons. I greet my brother Pagosh and his wife. Pamour greets you (pl.). He is 

with me daily. He is diligent, doing his work well, (so much so) that I said (to him): “As long as you (sg.) 

perform your work, (35) nothing I do makes a loss”. 

You wrote: “I am coming to Egypt”. Do not come now, for is there any chance we will meet? In that I 

asked Apa Lysimachos, (and) he said that we might not (40) stay here. 

(tr) (It is) I, A-, I greet warmly my brothers, my masters: That we have not written to you these days is 

because we do not know the man. 

Commentary: 

7-8 Here again is the familiar prayer formula, an almost exact parallel to 35, 25-26; 

42, 12-14; 115, 4-6 (and slightly variant wording elsewhere at 78, 10-12 etc.). Of course, 

there are familiar New Testament parallels; but we suspect that the model is Mani’s 

Epistles. See further the discussions at 78, 11-12 and 90, 7-8. 
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1] Probably this is not a second person named Shai; rather, he is just repeating 

himself. In his other letters Philammon greet (Loui)shai / Theognostos first, then 

afterwards Hor; but noone else until the concluding section. 

16 TOYEWTE MNNOY<Te>: cf. 71, 36; 116, 15; and the references and comments in 

P. Kellis V at p. 80. 

le More literally: ‘If Kapiton comes, he is coming ...’. 

18 TNAGS NMaAMate: ‘the large cushion’; cf. CD 573b mNwwre and 609a wewore. 

19 MAK KIAL . ]: We suppose that this item goes with the previous ‘large cushion’; but 

the reading is very unclear as it lies across the (broken) centre fold. As the spelling ak*k- 

normally indicates a Greek word in ayk- or ayy-, the best candidates would all seem to 

be nouns which are feminine in gender, such as ay«vAn ‘loop’ or ‘hook’, or perhaps 

ayKaAn ‘bundle’; (but reading T- instead of m- for the article seems difficult here). On 

the other hand, omicron after iota (to read a form of dyyetov) is excluded. 

38 NEN pw: Perhaps one should emend to Ne<k>, with the following pw as emphatic. 

Thus 2 lest perhaps we might rather come to you...’. 

39-40 Nenaomac tei: In P. Kellis V (p. 31) we referred to this passage, suggesting that 

it meant: ‘Do not save this!’. However, on reflection, we think that that was incorrect 

and that the verb is gMecrT ‘sit down’ (CD 679a + ff.), rather than Noyoue ‘save’; which 

is then followed with the particle Tei ‘here’ (CD 390ab). See W.-P. Funk, ‘Negative n- 

without an as a late Survival in southern Coptic?’, (paper presented to the Ninth 

International Congress of Coptic Studies, Cairo, September 2008, to be published in 

Lingua Aegyptia). 

4] (Lit.) '.. we do not know the man': The meaning is probably general rather than 

specific to any one person. It is a common feature of the papyri to find comments to the 

effect that the writer has not been able to find any reliable carrier for the letter. 
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LETTERS FROM THEOGNOSTOS 

Theognostos is a central figure in the archive. He is the primary recipient of all three 

letters by Philammon (80-82), and the one in Greek by Lysimachos (P. Kellis I Gr. 67); 

but he is also frequently greeted by the brothers Pamour and Pegosh, together with others 

of the same circle such as Pshai. In particular, we find that Theognostos is often 

mentioned in association with Hor and with Andreas. Whilst it is possible to suppose that 

there is more than one person of this name in the archive as a whole, it seems most 

probable that the great majority of references are to the same man. He is also named 

Louishai or similar, which can itself be abbreviated to Shai (see 65, 3 note ad loc.). 

Despite all this, it is not entirely clear what role Theognostos has, nor his precise 

relationship to the principal family. P. Kellis I Gr. 71, 9-10 may indicate that Andreas is 

his son (that is, if one understands it literally), and it could be that Theognostos is related 

by marriage to the House 3 family. However, it is not apparent to us who would be his 

wife. It is true that, amongst the women, he is especially linked to Partheni / Heni. In 83 

he writes to her directly; and 71, 2-3 might be taken to indicate that Andreas was her son. 

In that case she would be Theognostos’ wife. However, this line of thinking has to be 

balanced against similar arguments we have made that Partheni is Pegosh’s wife (see e.g. 

75). Perhaps, in fact, Theognostos is Partheni’s brother? Probably it is impossible to 

disentangle the relationships completely given the loose terminology used (especially in 

Coptic). Document 73 provides another example of the very close relationships between 

these characters, and (tellingly) discusses how children could be adopted within the larger 

family group. 

Theognostos often appears as part of the general circle of people in Kellis and its 

surroundings who are written to from the Nile valley; but we do know that he also 

travelled ‘to Egypt’. Thus, in 80 he is to journey there with Ision, bringing items for 

Philammon. Perhaps such visits give a context to 83 (which may belong with the Pamour 

- Pegosh - Philammon letters that are generally written from the valley to the Oasis). 

However, the short periods of time referred to in 84, ranging from two to five days, 
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means surely that in this second piece Theognostos is writing from quite close by. In 81, 

50-51, the implication is that Theognostos is in the Oasis but elsewhere than Kellis. 

Incidentally, these letters (84 by Theognostos and 81 from Philammon to him) were very 

closely associated in their find site (note their inventory numbers of P 68G and P 68G 

(a)). 

We can be virtually certain that Theognostos was himself a Manichaean, noting 

especially his connection to Lysimachos; although in 83-84 we do not receive any 

specific indication about his faith. However, an important issue is the relationship of 84 

to a pair of overtly Manichaean letters published in volume 1: 32 and 33. Although we 

do not know the author of those pieces, the hand is very similar (see the comments at n. 

218 in the earlier volume); and there are also other stylistic similarities noted in the 

commentary. The only securely-attested name in 33 is Heni. It seems more probable 

than not that 32, 33 and 84 were all written by the one scribe; but whether Theognostos 

himself composed the remarkable Manichaean sentiments in 32 (especially) is an 

unanswerable question. 

P. Kellis Copt. 83 

Inv #: A/5/24 

SCA #: 1858 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 1 north-west corner. 

Preservation: Part of a well-written letter in Coptic on a wooden board. The dimensions 

of the surviving piece are 80 x 20-25 (x 3) mm. Side ‘A’ starts almost immediately with 

Theognostos greeting Heni, and what follows is perhaps most easily understood as a 

lengthy postscript to a letter primarily written by another person; this is because what 

precedes Theognostos’ introduction of himself seems to be more than the initial opening 

formula of a letter. In this case, it would be likely that the text on side ‘B’ in fact belongs 
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to the earlier part of the letter and that the speaker there is not Theognostos. If this 

hypothesis is correct, then a good candidate for the lost ‘first’ author might be Pegosh, 

given his own close association with Partheni. It can be noted that in P. Kellis I Gr. 72 

Theognostos is with Pegosh, though in that instance they seem to be in the Oasis and 

writing to Pamour in the valley. Support for this hypothesis may also come from 76, a 

letter from Pagosh to Partheni, where a Pollon (see 1. 10 infra) appears. In that piece the 

Shai of |. 26 might then be Theognostos himself. 

Content: If side ‘B’ in fact precedes ‘A’, the content of the letter indicates a concern 

about some item not being sent that is very typical of these pieces. As elsewhere, the 

precise details of the matter are difficult to determine. Theognostos’ postscript is then 

directed to Heni and the household (in Kellis?), who are sick. He makes an ambiguous if 

intriguing reference to his location being ‘disturbed’. 

Address: None preserved, and probably (given that it is a wooden board) one was not 

written. 

Names: Heni; Lauti (= Lautine?); Pini; Pollon; Tagoshe; Theognostos; 

Text: 

Loo SORE SARS cc RN ee Cre en A RTE ors RP TNNAY] 

max) Ce NTOTC «24.222. foal Seales let sueeoee Ties Uhr ten tie ] 

2 TAMO TASOWE ETRE MIB’ vac ANAK EGOPNWCTOC TWINGE & 

3 PO TONOY TACWNE YENI MN NETIM MHI THPOY MAAICTA NIKOYI 

4 AIPAYMIH TONOY NTAPE MINI XOC XE TETNMWNE AAAA OYN GAM* 

5 MnNOYTEe yt NOYXeEiTE NHTN MNOYTE NETPMNTpe XE NETNPIMEY 

6 6 OLMNOHT NNO NIM* ENOYWU El TNNO APWTN AAAA ENNAP O XE 

7 MMA THD TNOY TNP2ATE MNTPE COYNE SAY WOME WATE MMA 6 

8 SuInoVvewmme GN ere Nie ois lee 2a el Eocene ee ] 

B9 yor let, | Srtet. sper. lite ee, Ledeen leds... bel al eae Bsr le le gear ee inieee eT IO 

10 JABC MMIWT MOAAWN ETBE MONO ETNTOTY XE EYAMAITE 
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om MMAC NEY El XE MNGTNNAYC MNECVEl rap KE avE 

ules XN MME .. KAl TAYTA PW TECAYNE 2WE XE MAQHT QAEIT 

13 AMTIT APAL ETBHTCG TONOY XE MMIGN OYW MMAC’ MN 

14 TPpEqyoy....Ad&.... NTETM 9HOY OYW INAAYE NIE’ Vd 

15 Beer Ay 3 ].. WE XOC XE AAYT NTApEeqel NCa MANO 

tr16 Perr be OES SO as it 

11 MNECIE!: -E- ex -K- corr. 

(A) ... send] them by (way of) ... my mother Tagoshe about the matter. 

(It is) I, Theognostos: I greet you warmly, my sister Heni; and all who are in the house, especially these 

little ones. I was very grieved when Pini said that you (pl.) are sick; but (5) God has power to give you 

health. God. is witness that your memory is in our heart at all times, as we wish to come and see you. But 

what can we do? For the place is disturbed now (and) we are afraid. Let nothing evil happen whilst the 

place remains disturbed. If we ... 

(B) ... which I (?)] (10) sent to father Pollon. As for the item that he has: Is he keeping it for them, if he 

did not send it? For you (fem.) did not write whether yes (he did) or not, even though you know how my 

heart is so weary about it. For I have not had any news. Do not let ... and benefit not cease some way. 

(15) ... Tagoshe (?) said that Lauti, when he came for the item, (tr) ... three ... 

Commentary: 

4 Pini: The name otherwise only appears in the archive at 41, 13; but there is no 

particular reason to associate these two pieces. However, there are a number of very 

similar names elsewhere, including the Pine of 73, 18. 

7-8 The implications of the area being ‘disturbed’ (TH2) are, frustratingly, 

unknowable. Somewhat similar phrasing, that ‘the place is difficult’ (nMa Max2) is also 

found at 31, 47 and 110, 26. But, whilst that could conceivably mean little more than 

being in an uncomfortable place (thus CD 163b), Theognostos’ meaning here (with its 

ominous tones about being afraid and an evil happening) must be more serious and 

widespread. See also the comments and references at 71, 30. 
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10 For ‘father Pollon’ see also 45, 7 and perhaps 76, 59. The name ‘Heni’ is also 

common to these three documents. 

One really has no idea what this ‘item’ (2No ‘thing’, cf. CD 692b-693a) was; but 

because the letters were read out in public, perhaps the use of an indefinite term became a 

way to preserve privacy. 

15 Tagoshe (?): It is preferable to suppose that xoc ‘said’ is preceded by a proper 

name ending we-, than to read MMe in its place. Obviously, Tagoshe is the likely 

reading, though it should be noted that the preceding visible traces are not very 

satisfactory. If this is correct it provides a link to the recurrence of the same name at A, 

2: 

Lauti: Probably for Lautine, see further the introduction to 58. 

P. Kellis Copt. 84 

Inv #: P 68G(a) 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 3. 

Preservation: A complete papyrus letter written by a fluent hand in Coptic, with the brief 

opening formula in Greek. It is now broken at the centre fold. The dimensions are 264 x 

60 mm., with an upper margin of 8 mm. and 5 mm. on the left hand. The lower 36 mm. 

of papyrus is blank. The piece should be compared to 32 (and 33). 

Content: Theognostos writes to Psais. Most probably the latter is in Kellis and the 

author elsewhere in the Oasis (compare 81, 50-51). The principal context for the letter is 

news of a sick woman, and it is conceivable that she could be Eirene (the recipient of 32). 

Still, illness is a common theme in the papyri. 
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Address: 

verso 

Kvptot Lov Gderoa. Pait. X Oedyvaotog 

Odeo 

To my master brother Psais. x (From) brother Theognostos. 

Names: Andreas; Hom; Hor; Kyros; Pshai; Theognostos; 

Text: 

1 Kvp[t]o poy adehoor Yair 

y) Oedyywot[ols GdEAbOG YALPELV 

3 TING APAK TONOY MN NADY 

4 € AYCAII KATA NOYPEN NNAG 

5 MN NKOYI TPpaNnHpEe TONOY 

6 xe MMETNTAIAT ACIET NHI 

7. OYTE NTN 20M OYTE NTN 

8 WP MAAICTA ETBE TCIING 

9 ETWWNE XE ECO NEW 

10 NIE XE Apa NACT amoyxel 

ll Te X[N] MNe& AlwWN 20M 

12 AN TI[E] Maxey XE MN NAG 

13 NWWNE MMAC’ YOMWC 

14 tal pAYw XE MMETNCIE! NH 

AS) r TNOY EMQWNE NAMHE & 

16 MN 2OYO WWNE NMAC E& 

17 PG MINMHPE ANAPEAC CPAqT 

18 NNIQOOY EOYN 6AM ATPE 

19 El 2WC| GP UTOY 2PEy 2d 

20 THN NNIMA H NTAK PY 

oa CeEl \WNIE/ MApe \N/OYE MMWTN TF 

9m) dal MMA EMME EMN 

23 OYMWNE MMAC ENWA 
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24 P Tl2ooY CNO 2WE aq..[.]. 

25 KE TNNAGN[T]N MN NEN 

26 EPHY TAPNXI 9HT ANENEPHY 

27. 2tTIMAIT MMAN TOYWU 

28 El. ET ON MpToy NIC0Y 

29 EMWNE AG ECHMWNE NA 

30 MNE vac TONOY Ele 

31 SWB NHI TAXY TANO xE 

52 NTNAGN PWME TAEl 

33 AOPHT A TICAN 2Mq{ AN 

34 KYPOC CWT a2goyYN an 

35 WWNE NGMAIT Te EM 

36 MEQKBO' 2B NHI 

vac 

oF NOYW NIM NTN METNA 

38 N TEMCTOAH NHTN Ep 

39 p@o0al ce EvXYO 

40 LAL TOAAOIS XPO 

41 VOLG KUPLE GOEAGE 

9 (QWNE: written around a pre-existing hole in the papyrus between W)- and --? 30 Was the 

space left due to a fault in the papyrus already at the time of writing? 

To my master (and) brother Psais; (from) brother Theognostos, - greetings. I greet you warmly and the 

children, each one by their name, the large (5) and the small. 

I am very astonished that you (pl.) did not honour me (enough) to write to me, either by way of Hom or by 

Hor; - especially about the woman who is ill, how she is? (10) Whether she was tending towards health or 

not? I have again asked Hom: He says that there is no great sickness for her. Nevertheless, I am concerned 

that you did not write to (15) me. 

Now, truly, if there is no exceptional sickness for her: Is our son Andreas unoccupied these days? Is it 

possible for him to come (and) spend four days with (20) us here; or you, naturally? So, let one of you take 
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the trouble; if there is no sickness for her. If we spend the two days ... (25) we will be reunited with one 

another, so that we take heart (from) one another on the path! Otherwise, I want ... in five days. However, 

if she is truly very ill, (30) then send to me quickly and I will see whether I can find someone and come up. 

Also, brother Kyros himself has relapsed into (35) sickness. It is his path as he did not keep cool. 

Send me any news by way of the one who will bring you (pl.) this letter. I pray for your health (40) for 

many years, master brother. 

Commentary: 

7,11 Hom: The same name is also found at 39, 39 and 45, 4. 

ile Here Theognostos terms Andreas ‘our son’ (nNwHpe), but their relationship to the 

other characters in the archive remains a problem. Certainly, P. Kellis I Gr. 71, 8-10 has 

Hpooe[t]zate ntv tLo]v Kbptov ddEeAobov OEedyvootov Kat [t]ov viov “Avépéayv, which 

- taken with the present text - suggests that he is indeed our author’s son. In 71, 1-3 

Pamour greets ‘my sister’ Partheni and ‘my son’ Andreas; in 73, 4-5 Pegosh greets son 

Andreas and brother Theognostos; and in 79, 4-6 he names brother Theognostos and 

brother Andreas. All of this might suggest that Partheni / Heni is the sister of the two 

brothers Pamour and Pegosh, that she is married to Theognostos and that the couple have 

a son Andreas. However, this all has to be balanced by the strong indications that 

Partheni is in fact Pegosh’s wife, especially 75, 1-6 (where he names her as ‘my woman / 

wife’ Tacaine). The best solution might be to suggest that Theognostos is Heni’s 

brother, but the problem remains about who might be Andreas’ mother. 

20-21 This rather casual-seeming use of dvoet (‘naturally’) recalls 32, 36. These are the 

only two instances in the Coptic archive, and the similarity encourages the hypothesis of 

a common authorship. The meaning is much the same as the English ‘of course’. 

24 9we might be an unusual spelling for ow ‘suffice it’, but the reading is uncertain. 

It is not clear whether the apodosis answering the conditional should be found already 

here or rather in 1. 25. 

26 TAPNXI OHT ANeNEPHY: lit. ‘so that we take heart to one another’; perhaps it 

means something like “so that we may enjoy each other’s company’? 
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27,35 Theognostos seems rather fond of a metaphorical use of ‘path’ (Mair). Again, 

this recalls the allusive style of 32 (though obviously the use of mait in 1. 11 there itself 

is different). 

LETTERS FROM AND TO PLOUTOGENES 

There is a person named Ploutogenes who belongs to the same main group of characters 

we have identified as ‘Pamour and his circle’, and who have dominated the documents in 

volume 2 to this point. This is apparent from 86 where he writes to Pshai, greets Pegosh 

and Andreas, and mentions dealings with Kapiton. Letter 85 is also sent from 

Ploutogenes to Pshai and probably written by the same hand. Interestingly, the two 

documents have a somewhat different style: Whereas 86 is rather matter-of-fact, 85 is 

elaborate in its greetings and their style strongly suggests that the author is a Manichaean 

believer. N.B. On the basis of the hand alone one might suppose that 106 is also by 

Ploutogenes, but we have not placed it here as there are no other obvious connections and 

the author is not named. 

The relationship of this first pair to the other letters we have included here become more 

problematic, and the unity of authorship is open to question. There is also an issue about 

abbreviations of the name. It is necessary to explain our logic in grouping all these 

pieces and to note the problems. We can start with the important and lengthy piece 90, in 

which a certain Psekes writes to Ploutogenes according to the address, whilst the letter 

itself opens with a greeting to Tena. Consequently, we have supposed that Iena / Gena 

will be an abbreviation of this name. Further, a reference to a certain ‘Soure’ in 90, 39 

has encouraged us to restore Ploutogenes’ name in the fragment numbered 87, as Soure 

appears there also (and nowhere else in the archive). However, whether it is the same 

person in this second pair of letters (87, 90) as the first (85, 86) is not secure. 

To turn now to 839, this piece is written by a Piena according to the address, but the author 

introduces himself as Ploutogenes in the body of the letter. He also greets his brother 

Plotogenes (presumably this is just a simple writing error or phonetic spelling of the same 
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name) and Hor. This suggests that Piena is a further variant of the name, and also links 

the name to that of Hor (whilst introducing the problem of there being two characters 

called Ploutogenes or similar). This then leads to 88, where a Piena writes to Andreas; 

this could be same author as the Ploutogenes of 86 who greets Andreas. Finally, we have 

included here 91, where an unknown author writes to ‘Iena and Hor’. 

It is apparent that we could well be dealing with more than one person. The following 

references should also be taken into account: At 118, 5 is found ‘Pshai and Iena Hor ...’ 

(should it be <and> Hor?), whilst in P. Kellis I Gr. 75 there is a greeting to ‘Psais and 

Ploutogenes and Hor’ and in 36, 10 (a letter written to Psais and Andreas) there is a 

greeting to the brothers Iena and [Hor (?)]. In 115 Tegoshe writes to Pshai, and at 1. 12 

greets the children Maria, Piena and Hor; this letter is carried by Andreas. From all this it 

is apparent that two brothers named Ploutogenes / Iena and Hor are frequently named 

together, and often found in close association to Pshai and Andreas. Again, in 105 Psais 

writes to Andreas: Here he sends greetings from Piena and Hor, whilst there are also 

greetings to (?) a ‘father Iena’. One might also note 80, 38 where Plousiane greets Iena, 

and 19 where there are a number of references to Gena; but probably in 61, where the 

Teacher writes to a Ploutogenios (note spelling), we are dealing with a different person. 

We are unable to resolve all these issues to complete satisfaction, but nevertheless have 

grouped 85-91 together both for convenience of reference and because it is clear that a 

good proportion of them must belong to the main group of characters that have been 

made known by the previous letters in this volume. However, we do not think that Piene, 

the brother of Matthaios and a member of Makarios’ family (see volume 1), is the same 

person. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 85 

Inv #: A/5/1 

Location: House 3, room 2, level 1 north-east corner. 

Preservation: | papyrus fragment from the upper part of a letter, written by a very fine 

hand in Coptic, and now breaking along the central vertical fold. From the placing of the 

name on the verso it seems likely that we have a quarter of the original document. The 

surviving dimensions are 40 x 81 mm.; but the original was probably approximately 160 

x 81 mm. The papyrus has been reused, with clear traces of the previous text visible on 

both the recto and (especially) the verso. The hand is similar to some others; note (e.g.) 

the very distinctive long «. In particular, 86 (also from Ploutogenes to Pshai) may well 

be by the same scribe; and one should also compare 106 (an unknown author to 

Lammon). 

Content: Ploutogenes writes to Pshai and others whose names are not preserved. In 86 

he greets Pegosh and Andreas, and it is probable that here too he is addressing a number 

of the men residing in Kellis whose names are familiar to us from the previous groups of 

letters by Pamour and his circle (e.g. 65 from Pamour to Pegosh, Pshai, Theognostos and 

Andreas). In this instance, only the elaborate opening formula of the letter survives, 

which may be taken as typical of the ‘Manichaean’ style. We know nothing about the 

content of the letter, which is now lost. 

Address: 

verso 

[ewer ter X ]Aovtoyévns 

[To Pshai (?). X (From)] Ploutogenes. 

Names: Ploutogenes; Pshai; Tapshai; 
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Text: 

vail NACNHY NAXICAYE ETAI NTOT TONOY 

2 NETEPE NOYPIMEYE TARE ON TATYXH NNEY 

3 NIM NETOYHY MEN MMAT ON MCWMA CY 

4 DHN AEG ON TAIAOECIC NTACPANH NATURE 

5 ANHIE: NIAGHT NCNHCIOC MMAlpWME: 

6 NBEP NATMMNE: NACNHY MMEPETE ETAi 

7 NITIN [TlAtYXH MMa]i MN... .... 

tr(x +)8 WING NHI ATPAOYH [ 

9 vac TANMAL [ 

4 NATWIBE: -T- ex corr. 

My brothers, my masters who are very precious to me: They whose memory is sealed in my soul at all 

times, though they are far from me in the body yet they are near in the state of never changing love; (5) 

sweet, true, people-loving; the immutable comrades; my beloved brothers who are precious to my soul: 

Pshai and ... 

(tr) Greet the neighbourhood for me ... Tapshai ... 

Commentary: 

3-4 The recurring theme of being ‘far, yet near’ is typical of Manichaean letters in the 

archive (see the references at 63, 15-16), and may well be derived from Mani’s own style 

(note the quotation from him at 19, 9-10 and the way it is picked up by Makarios later in 

that letter at ll. 69-70). In general, Ploutogenes’ elaborate greetings recall those of known 

Manichaean authors such as Matthaios and Piene (thus the openings of 25, 26 and 29). 

Whilst the virtues of aydmn and so on are in a broad sense simply Christian, there is 

something very distinctive about this epistolary style. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 86 

Inv #: P17Vi 

Location: House 3, room 10, level 3. The document was found ‘associated with a keg’. 

Preservation: This is a fine, complete letter written in Coptic on papyrus. It was 

recovered in a single piece, with just a small amount of deterioration evident at the top. 

The centre fold is apparent, and the dimensions are 136 x 60 mm. The hand is very 

similar to that of 85, and we think that both the author and the scribe are the same. 

Content: In 85 Ploutogenes wrote to Pshai very much in the Manichaean style. This 

piece is more matter-of-fact, but probably that is simply because it is a brief note to try 

and sort out an overdue payment to Kapiton for some oil. It is not entirely clear to us 

whether Pshai is at fault for failing to settle the bill, or Kapiton for failing to provide the 

goods. 

Address: 

verso 

Kvpia pov X Yate 

ASEAOO 0 G5EAOOC 

To my master brother X Psais. (From) the brother. 

Names: Andreas; Pshai; Ploutogenes; Kapiton; Pegosh; 

Text: 

1 MACAN MAXAIC MAT 

2 ANAK MAOYTOPENHC 

3 TWINGE apak ON MXAIC 

4 twine TONOY ATKMNTCAN 

5 6TENIT MNNCWC TPasloy 
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6 MMAK MACAN MAXAIC XEKA 

7 PpWwWE MN KATITWN ETRE 

8 MICExXe MNKOYC CNeEyY N 

9 NHO XE TAXpPElA TE TONOY 

10 ApIIME YE XE NTAUXOC 

11 NHi XG TONOY TONOY MN 

12 NCA DNKEKOYI NIOOY IN 

13 MMACXA TNOY 6E GIC KEE 

14 BAT CNEY KPWWE OYN MA 

15 MEPpIT NNMEY NIE NIM 

16 ATPEQCBTWTOY NHI Wd 

17 COYE MNAAME MNNCA Ml 

18 2900Y CNEY XE TNHY dX2PHI 

19 E€CMWNE MMAN OYN 

20 OYAPIKE NAMWNE WINE 

21 NHI anicaN Nesww TO 

22 NOY MN ANAPEAC Epp(WO0) 

7 PW appears struck out, but erroneously 10 apt: perhaps corrected to EPl? 

My brother, my master Pshai: I, Ploutogenes, I greet you in the Lord. 

I greet your good brotherliness warmly. (5) Further: I beg you, my brother (and) my master, to settle with 

Kapiton about the matter of the two choes of oil; for my need is great. (10) Remember that he said to me: 

“Yes, yes; a few days after Easter”. But now it is already another two months. Can you therefore settle 

(15) with him, my loved one, in some way; so that he makes them ready for me by the Ist of Paope, two 

days from now? For I am coming up. If not, it (20) will be at fault. 

Greet brother Pegosh warmly for me, and Andreas. Farewell. 
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Commentary: 

13 The reference to Easter is of some interest, presuming that these people are all 

Manichaeans; but see also 22, 18 and P. Harr. I 107 for documentary evidence that the 

festival was celebrated by the community. Augustine (c. Epist. Fund. 8) remarks that it 

was attended only by a few half-hearted worshippers with no special fast prescribed for 

the hearers. However, he also comments that the bema festival was held at the same 

time. 

17 Mnaatie: perhaps read Hnawne (cf. Il. 13f., time elapsed since Easter?), the tenth 

month of the year. Paope is the second month, whilst Easter usually falls in the eighth 

(Parmoute); and thus some emendation seems to be required. 

MNNCA M200Y Cney: lit. ‘after these two days’. 

19-20 oyYN oyapike Nawone: '.. it will be at fault’, or perhaps '.. there will be blame’. 

P. Kellis Copt. 87 

Inv #: P 32 

Location: House 3, room 1, deposit 1 south doorway. 

Preservation: A small fragment of a letter written in Coptic on papyrus, with the opening 

formula in Greek. All that remains is a strip from the centre of the first seven lines, and a 

substantial upper margin is apparent. Our reconstruction of the opening formula suggests 

that the width of the piece was relatively narrow and the lines short; but a more elaborate 

text might well be possible. The verso is blank. 

Content: Ploutogenes writes to father Soure. Presumably the latter’s name (in Greek) 

was Lvpoc. The archive evidences many similar examples of this feature of Coptic texts 

(e.g. Zosime or Theognoste at 80, 38), most probably derived from the spoken vocative 

form. 

Address: None preserved. 
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Names: Ploutogenes; Soure / Syros; 

Text: 

il [to de]ond[t]y u[ov Kat] 

2 ee oreo [natpv] 

3 [Lop Jor Moy[t]olyévne] 

4 [vac €v] K(vpt)@ yatp[etv] 

5 HAVO COYPE.. fl use ce ] 

6 [oe Al CERIO Tne ce ] 

y [ae OVC (1c eee ] 

To my my master and honoured father Syros; (from) Ploutogenes, - greetings in the Lord. 

(5) To my father Soure / Syros: ... I have taught ... 

Commentary: 

S Soure (with Ploutogenes) may connect this piece to 90 (see |. 39). This person is 

not found elsewhere in the Coptic letters from House 3, although there are a number of 

references to the name Syros in the Greek documents. 

P. Kellis Copt. 88 

Inv #: P 56C 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 west doorway. 

Preservation: There remains a left hand strip from a papyrus letter, written in Coptic by 

a crude hand. The original would have been about twice the width, but the surviving 

length may be complete. The address has been written by a different hand. The piece 

should be compared to 89. 
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Content: Piena writes to Andreas. The letter seems to be little more than a series of 

greetings, many of which are to women. We have included the piece here on the 

hypothesis that the author is Ploutogenes, corresponding both to the abbreviation of the 

name Piena in 89 and a tentative reading of his full name in line 5. However, it remains 

most uncertain as to whether this is the same person as in the previous pieces, and indeed 

impossible if the fine hand of 85 and 86 is that of the author himself. Still, there is 

certainly an Andreas amongst his circle. 

Address: 

verso 

Kvpt@ Lov GdErAdGr X ’Avopéa ITieva 6 

OSEAOOS GOV 
To my master brother X Andreas. X (From) Piena your brother. 

Names: Andreas; Kep[itou] (?); Lio[u-]; Lo; Ol[binos] (?); Philammon; Piena / 

Ploutogenes (?); -na; -ne; 

Text: 

il MACAN MA[MEPIT ETA N] 

2 TOT TONO[Y NWoyMeie] 

3 NTAYY[XH MN MTAAHA HM] 

4 MAQHT [ANAK MAOY] 

5 Ome NIG. | oer are Oy 

6 NG AKEM[ITOY...... ] 

7. TAX RIOR Raf See Se ] 

8 ME PU OY [gece ae as ] 

9 STAMOVEN « a2o28 TETE] 

10 Pe MECPEN [2AA6 TONOY 2N] 

it: PUOUNLOU [ence meas s ] 

12 Ey ts ae Pee ee ] 

ie TLOAMOSMOLY athe ae ae ] 

14 ROOTS NAvten lee ber, penta: ] 
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15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Z| 

22 

23 

24 

phe) 

26 

27 

28 

(tr)29 

30 

My brother, my [loved one who is] very [precious] to me, [the beloved] of my soul [and the joy of] my 

heart. [(It is) I], (5) Ploutogenes, [who greets] Kepitou (?). [I greet] my lady, my loved ... [I greet] my 

mother ... whose (10) name [is very sweet in] my mouth ... my mother Liou- ... (15) my mother Lo ... her 
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EAMOAO @ eae ghee WH] 

PE MN NI] nore eet ] 

Nos MNG [yiista ee ee eee ] 

NE MN PlA[AMMON.... J 

MNTTAHO Tee ] 

Xl +XHAGE [ RE Te ] 

GUD MOA |e le ee ] 

TAUMO GI Xlogpeeee ee tees ] 

T&L TCP O [ee eee eee ] 

NONNA OA[BINOC WINE] 

APWTN TO[NOY WINE TA] 

MOAO'MN[........ ] 

17 N&: -& ex corr. 29 TCCwNI[E: -C- ex corr. 

children and her ... -na and ... -ne and Philammon and my mother ... 

(20) Take this cloth bag ... it is full of ... my mother ... I have been upright (?) ... Olbinos (?) [greets] (25) 

you warmly. [Greet my] mother Lo and ... and ... and my ... 

(tr) ... except Lo and her sister ... 
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Commentary: 

1-5 The style of the opening has been reconstructed from the typical style of these 

pieces, but particularly that of 89. These two letters by Piena should be carefully 

compared, noting particularly the many women greeted in both. 

24 If it is correct to read Olbinos here, it would relate this document to 111. 

P. Kellis Copt. 89 

Inv #: P 95B 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 3.'° 

Preservation: This is a letter written in Coptic on papyrus, which was found complete in 

one piece (with even the tie intact). The dimensions are 200 x 50 mm. Whilst there is 

some abrasion and smudging, virtually the entire text is secure. The hand appears rather 

slow and less confident than many of the professionally written pieces in the archive. 

The document should be compared to 88, and it is possible that the two pieces were 

written by the same scribe. 

Content: Piena (= Ploutogenes) writes to Tabes; although in the letter itself he first 

addresses Shinnoute. As with 88, the document is little more than a series of greetings 

and names, many of which are to women. It may well be that the author of this pair of 

letters is different from that of 85 and 86. Certainly, the hands contrast markedly. 

Address: 

verso 

TH Kvpia woventpt X TaBno Mieva 

To my lady mother X Tabes. (From) Piena. 

'S There appears to be no individual record for the find site of P 95B. However, the 

location is presumed to be the same as that of P 95, which is therefore given here. 
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Names: Hor x 2; Jmsho; Lampe; Martha; Nos, son of Tiola (?); Pena; Philammon; Piena / 

Ploutogenes; Plotogenes; Shai; Shanona; Shinnoute / Shaino(u)ta / Shennou(te); Tabes; 

Tahor; 

Text: 

i SIGH NOWB MIN TICIE1 

ps AIMING ATIACAN TA 

3 xXAiC MMEPIT ETAT 

4 NTOT TONOY MMOYMEl 

5 NTAYYXH NOYPAT 

6 MMAMTINGYMA MTA 

7 AHA MMADHT ANAK 

8 MAOYTOPENHC NE 

9 TC2El MNECCAN 

10 WINNOYTE Ta 

in NE ATAMO TABHC 

12 MN TAMO MENA 

13 MN TANO MAPead 

14 MN TAQWP MN AAM 

15 me MN XMM 

16 MN TCONG 

ie? TCIEl AIMINGE 

18 AMACAN MAOTO 

19 CENHC MN 2WP 

20 MN TEQMO MN 

a1 TEYUCWNG 

22 SWP WINE dApw 

23 TN TONOY N20 

24 TEvacN20 MACAN 

25 WMAINOTA WINE 

26 NHI TONOY ATTA 
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27 CAN PIAAMMON 

28 MN MACAN Mai 

29 ANCWTM GE 

30 XE DATNXI ON 

31 SOY! NIICE 

32 SANCWTM AN XE 

33 9X TAMO MENA 

34 XI WNIZICE THPOY 

35 SWB TAP MIN 

36 ATETNOYAOY 

o7 NNIMA XI T 

38 XHAGA NEK 

39 MACAN WENNOY 

40 NTOTU NNOC 

41 NTIMAX TP 

42 WnMHpe rap 

43 XE ETRE GY 

tr44 MMETNCOA! NHI NMETNOYXEITE WANMNA WING APWTN THPTN QN MXaic 

1 and 35 MIN: sic, for NIN. 38 XHAGA: -H- and -& ex corr. 

Before everything: I write greeting my brother, my loved master who is very precious to me, the beloved 

(5) of my soul, the gladness of my spirit (and) the joy of my heart. (It is) I, Ploutogenes, who writes to his 

brother (10) Shinnoute. I greet my mother Tabes, and my mother Pena and my mother Martha and Tahor 

and Lampe (15) and Jmsho and the sister. I write greeting my brother Plotogenes and Hor (20) and his 

mother and his sister. 

Hor greets you (pl.) warmly, face to face (?). My brother (25) Shaino(u)ta: Greet for me warmly my 

brother Philammon and my brother Shai. 

Now, we have heard (30) that you have suffered a few troubles. We also heard that mother Pena has 

suffered nothing but trouble. (35) For anything you might want from here (just ask). Take this cloth bag 
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for you, my brother Shenou, (40) from Nos (son of?) Tiola. And I wonder why (tr) you did not write to me 

about your well-being? Shanona greets you all in the Lord. 

Commentary: 

| The abrupt start is rather odd, in that this formula (‘Before everything’) 

commonly follows the standard opening greetings that conclude with yaipeiv. Here, the 

letter has begun with what is really the second element. 

tTic26e1: The scribe uses both Ti- and t- (Il. 10, 17, etc.). 

18-19 Plotogenes: a phonetic spelling variant for Ploutogenes. The coupling of the 

name with that of Hor reminds one of the various instances of ‘Iena and Hor’ in the 

archive (see the introduction to this group of letters). In any case, this seems to be clear 

evidence that there were at least two persons named Ploutogenes or similar. Given the 

various possible abbreviations to Piena, Jena or Gena, it is certainly difficult to separate 

the characters represented. 

22-28 It seems that Hor (not the same as in |. 19) now adds his greetings to those of 

Piena / Ploutogenes. Since he greets Philammon and Shai it is possible that these are the 

same as the Philammon and Theognostos (= Louishai or Shai) we have met a number of 

times before in close association with a Hor. 

23-24 no2o|Tevacn20: This seems to be an abbreviated version of the ‘until face greets 

face’ formula (wiTe 20 OYwHMT 20). Perhaps, if Te is for Ac, one could simply 

translate “but face to face’? See also 1Keph. 206: 17 [N]20 MN 20 and 235: 16 N20 21 20; 

2Jo. 12 and 3Jo. 14. 

25 WaiINnOTAd: It might also be possible to read mNNOTA. Either way, it is clearly 

intended to refer to the same person named winnoyte in |. 10 and wennoy in 1. 39. 

34 The use of THpoy here, with an indefinitely determined noun phrase, must mean 

something like “nothing but ..’. There may be a deliberate contrast to the ‘few troubles’ 

of 1. 31. Here (and in |. 30) we have translated x1 ‘receive’ as ‘suffer’. 

35-37 We imagine that what is intended is the common sentiment: ‘Anything you want 

from here, tell me and I will do it gladly’ (e.g. 35, 48). 

39 wennoy: This looks like uennoy, but we think that Piena has intended 

(VENNOY(TE), 1.e. the name of his addressee (cf. 1. 10). 
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40-41 Nos: The name (like a number of others in this letter) is not otherwise found in the 

Coptic documents from Kellis. However, it does occur in the KAB (Il. 660 etc.). It is 

unclear whether Tiola is his father’s name or a toponym. It is rather strange, presuming 

that we have read it correctly. There is also a Tola (TwAq) in the KAB (ll. [[1073]], 

1649), though with no obvious connection to Nos. See further the comments at 90, 5. 

P. Kellis Copt. 90 

Inv #: P 27A/B + P 64A + P 81D 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposits 2 + 3 + 4. 

Preservation: This is a lengthy and proficiently written Coptic letter on papyrus. There 

now remains from the upper part a main fragment and four smaller pieces joining it (in 

the photograph these are not placed exactly), to the height of 94 mm. The lower half is 

complete in height from what we imagine to be the central fold to the bottom (128 mm.), 

although now beginning to break up. This would indicate an original height of 256 mm.; 

with about 34 mm. missing from the upper half, or approximately 6 lines of text. The 

document is also lacking a strip all the way down the left hand side, of approximately 2 

letters per line. One can calculate an original width with margin of ca. 90 mm., of which 

up to 84 mm. remains at places. All the fragments certainly belong to the one letter, 

although in parts the ink has a distinct reddish colour that contrasts with the black 

elsewhere. Probably this is the result of the conditions of preservation. 

Content: Psekes writes to his father Ploutogenes, whom he names as Iena in |. 3. The 

author is in the Nile valley, probably in Aphrodite (cf. 1. 37), from where he is writing to 

Kellis. Timotheos travels between the locations. The majority of the letter is about the 

details of some complicated dispute, but includes unusual and interesting terminology. 

Despite the fact that Pseke seems to make a number of writing errors, his style is 

educated and he uses Greek words not usually found in these letters. 
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Address: 

verso 

TOL KVPLOL [LLOV 1(AT)P1 X TThovtoyéevns 

VekTis 9 VIO GOV 
To my lord father X Ploutogenes. (From) Psekes, your son. 

Names: lena / Ploutogenes; Paias; Pseke; Soure; Timotheos; 

Text: 

it [NAIWT MaJxXric ETAL NTOT TONOY TIWMoy 

2 [ME]l6 NTAYYXH MN MAMINGYMA NAlOT 

3 [M]xXxxXIC TENA MN MACAN MMEPIT MAIAC 

4 [ANJAK TEKE NETUING APWTN IN MAIC 

5 [N]JTAPE NNCAN TINMOGEEOC El WMAPAN ANPEWE 

6 [TIONOY NE 2AMAl NE QWTTHNE METATETN 

Z [El] AKHMG TNOYWOT METN2IO NKECAN IN 

8 [M]CWME KASNTC 2M MarCC NEMCTOAH 

9 [AITNNAYCOY NHTNE XwMPIC 2BNO MIIETNC 

10 [o]el NHTNE ANHIE AYW AloICE MN TINO 

11 [O@E]OC XE Cl OYAAYE KXITG NEyaze’ MAXEY 

12 [xJeé Me NRApAge ATIT Aqr TCAYNE rap 

13 [Ma]IMT NTKMNTTAGIPHNH XE MIE NIM 

14 [AN ET]JENTAKCE WAKOPKAY TF 

15 [idea wervanere ]JNETN [ET]RE NCEXeE Nl... ] 

16 Vota cee eae INCIGIT (eee eee ] 

approx. 6 lines missing 

23 lisswteg Maes LOM sree atin a 2 lier Peer ] GIMXeE . 

24 [.. JETNMEIE N.. OY. ATU ABAA TETNPWWE 

25 [.. JY MN OYCIA IN TNMHTE AMIME DIWY MN 

26 [.. JNXplA NOYAAK NCNAC AMAAC ABAA MA 

27 [.. ]& NTEMIMVE MNNEYEPHY’ GIP APNE EN XE Al 

28 [Xl] WAMTE N2OAOKOTINOG YITNTHNE T6HA ABAA 
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[..] eElmxe TETNOYWY 2WN ATZOMOAOTIA ETA 

[TA]X1 MEG(MEPOC ACWIE APETC NTay xe F 

[NA] ft [ICAY N2OAOKOTINOC TAXI MMEPOoCc ETN 

[TEC] XE AC[O] NAAAOTPION EQWME MMAN MWOY 

[MEl]Je GNATEEY MN NENEPHY EMACROK APiC 

[.].M... C[2]ING NTWTNE NE NEMEC MNTE.. 

[..]JAK.... NHI QANTTASN 2OAOKOTINOC Eai 

[..] IG XOYTEUTE NpaAMne XNTAiel sap 

[..]....Mapoyw MMAY ANHZE ECTON 

[..] XNTATIACAN COYPE El AKHME ACUI MCAY N 

[2OAJOKOTINOC ACN MCAY NOOAOKOTINOC ACKA 

[..]. AH MAxEC XE MMO MGAay N2OAOKOTINOC KA 

[TA TIOMJOAOTIA NAXEC NEU XE MMO MAPOYN 

[TOY] NHI AKHME Taxed NHt XE TO NAAAOTPI 

[ON] XE ANA TEKE NCANWOIT 

WN2 NTGOYXEITE [.].. 

6 NE 2WTTHNE $ sic; read either NE <NTWTNE> ZWTTHNE (omission through 

homoioteleuton) or <NTWT>NE QWTTHNE = 9 XUPIC: -l- ex corr; 2NO: -O- ex corr; 

MMETNC[2]ei: M- ex corr. 10 NHTNE sic; read NHI (cf. 81,13) 27 NTE- sic; read NCE- 

28 XOAOKOTINOC: -I- ex -O- corr. 38 GCTWN: GC- ex corr. and very uncertain 45 NTeE- 

sic; read (?) NT@<TN>- 

[My father, my] master who is very precious to me, the beloved of my soul and my spirit: My father, my 

master, Iena; and my loved brother Paias. I, Pseke, am the one who greets you in the Lord. 

(5) When our brother Timotheos came to us, we rejoiced greatly. Would that it had been <you> yourselves 

who had come to Egypt, that we might adore your face once again in the body. You will find it in the ... 

letter. I have sent them to you without obligation (?). You did (10) never write to <me>, and I had trouble 

with Timotheos (when I asked him to) take something and bring it to the Oasis. He said: “The caravan- 
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drivers did not allow me to carry (anything)”. For I know, my father, your peace-making; that any fight 

you are having you are able to calm down. (15) ... about the matter of ... write ... [ ... (20) ... ] 

... me ... if you (pl.) love ... you (pl.) are responsible (25) for them (?). There is no substance between us to 

fight over. There is no need for a cup of blood to flow! ... and <they> can fight with one another. I am not 

denying that I have [received] 3 holokottinoi from you. I am turned around! If you want to enforce the 

agreement that (30) you set, (then) demand (it). I will give the 6 holokottinoi [and] assume his (?) share. 

But she is steadfast. For I [will] give the 6 holokottinoi and assume the share that is [his (?)], because she is 

not liable. If (we do) otherwise, beloved one, he will (have to?) pay it (himself) with our friends. Should 

she go to ... (35) ... woman. It is you (pl.) and her ... until I can find (some?) holokottinoi, as I have ... 

It is already twenty-four years since I came to Aphr(odite?), ... (n)ever. ... since my brother Soure came to 

Egypt. She took the 6 (40) holokottinoi. She brought (?) the 6 holokottinoi. She has ... She said: “Take 

these 6 holokottinoi according to the agreement”. She said to him: “Take [them], let them be brought to me 

in Egypt”. He said to me: “I am not liable, since Apa Pseke (will pay for me?)”. (45) Live and be well [for 

me (?)]. 

Commentary: 

Address The central ‘cross’ is drawn more elaborately than usual and resembles a 

flower or similar. 

B) The same phrasing about Timotheos occurs in one of the ‘Petros’ letters at 39, 5- 

6. Indeed, there is a general similarity in the language about these two persons, when 

they are said to come from one place to another (see Petros throughout 38-40). It is 

tempting to identify them with the two named Manichaean monks in the KAB (thus P. 

Kellis IV Gr. 96, ll. 975, 1080 etc.), also a Petros and a Timotheos; especially when one 

considers the itinerant lifestyle. Support for this might come from the reference to a Nos 

at 89, 40-41; given that Timotheos the monk has a brother with that unusual name. 

However, the Nos and Timotheos of the KAB have a father named Kome. Another way 

to understand Timotheos’ occupation here would be as directly involved in the transport 

business: When he comes they are glad, because he brings letters and other items. See 

perhaps 92 for Timotheos and the caravans. 

8 marccG NemctToasu: Here is found one continuous long supralinear stroke, 

possibly indicating some sort of abbreviation or encoded insider usage. One way to 

speculate about the sense of this is to suppose that Pseke is giving a reference or authority 
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for what he has just said, i.e. that ‘we might adore your face once again in the body’. It is 

reasonable to suppose that the phrase is a quotation or allusion, for very similar phrasing 

occurs elsewhere (e.g. 35, 25 and see 82, 7-8 note ad loc. with further references). Of 

course, it recalls 2Jo. 12 and 3Jo. 13-14; but the contexts in this archive are Manichaean 

and so the reference might be to one of Mani’s Epistles. See perhaps the text quoted in 

W. Sundermann, ‘A Manichaean Collection of Letters and a List of Mani’s Letters in 

Middle Persian’, op. cit., 2009: 273 ‘.. that I myself with corporeal eyes might see’. If 

this is correct, then it would be most interesting to understand what may here be some 

kind of abbreviated title. Certainly, there are many Greek words beginning ay- that 

might be appropriate; but it is difficult to understand the construction and perhaps the 

problem needs a different approach. What appears to be a masc. article is strange, but 

one must compare 19, 82 where there is a similar problem (and in that instance 

undoubtedly referring to Mani’s Epistles). Here, the initial a- of the abbreviation could 

otherwise be a- (to read ATCC). 

However, to think about it differently, perhaps more weight should be given to 

KASNTC as indicating an abrupt transition to more worldly matters, a formula meaning 

‘Please find attached x’ (i.e. rather than referring to the preceding pious sentiment). The 

prepositional phrase would then hint at some sort of ‘epistolary attachment’ and this 

would fit seamlessly with what follows in 1. 9. But what was indicated by the 

abbreviation remains unknown to us. 

9 Presuming it is correct to read 9No, one has to decide whether it refers to a 

material receptacle for what Pseke has sent, or whether its meaning here is abstract. The 

translation given reflects the latter. Further, it is unclear what Pseke has in fact sent to 

Iena. Given our discussion of the previous line supra, perhaps it was indeed a volume of 

Mani’s Epistles; after all, Makarios requests the same at 19, 82-83. 

26 OYAaK Nenad ‘a cup of blood’: The reading is clear enough; presumably it is a 

kind of colloquial saying equivalent to the English phrase, ‘there’s no need to spill blood 

over it’. 

29 Soure: i.e. Syros, see further 87. 

29,30 own: It appears that Pseke repeats the verb (‘bid’, ‘command’) to emphasise his 

point. Our translation is a little loose in order to convey what we think must be the sense 
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here. Literally, ‘if you wish / please to bid according to the agreement’ etc. It is not quite 

clear whether the writer offers a choice to the addressees or is urging them: ‘Will you 

please stick to the agreement’. Unfortunately, we do not know whether the agreement 

they settled upon earlier corresponds to what the writer goes on to stipulate himself or 

not; but the final imperative of this sentence, ‘bid / demand’, makes a real conditional (‘If 

..., then ...’) more likely. 

31 At this point Pseke seems to introduce another person (female) into the 

discussion, but we have no idea who she is or her part in the argument. 

34 ic: It is unclear if this is a place-name, the start of a name, or something else. 

Si El Adf[ : “went to Aphrodite’? The reading is rather uncertain, but see further the 

address on 77 and the note to 66, 21-23. 

4] It is tempting to read ‘Kellis’ here, which might make good sense in contrast to 

‘Egypt’ in 1. 39; but it is difficult to imagine what would fit in the remaining available 

space. 

43 Probably, when Pseke says ‘be brought to me in Egypt’, he means himself rather 

than the woman (1.e. he has confused persons in the use of direct speech). 

44 This appears to read NCanwor, but we can make no sense of that and presumably 

we are seeing it wrongly. What we understand is the conclusion of reported direct speech 

which brings the whole matter to a close. 

45 WN NTE<TNOoyYXeElTe [.]..: There is not enough room to complete the 

standard formula (i.e. with NoyNnas Noyaiw). Perhaps Pseke simply finished with nui 

‘for me’. 

P. Kellis Copt. 91 

Inv #: P 51C(a) 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 east wall. 

Preservation: This is a short, mostly complete, Coptic letter. It is written transverse on a 

‘scrap’ piece of papyrus. The dimensions are 38 x 135 mm. 
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Content: An unknown author writes a short note to the brothers Iena and Hor, (for 

further references to this pair see the introduction to the Ploutogenes letters). The 

document is somewhat reminiscent of the ‘Petros’ letters in both style and format, and 

also has the same find site. Still, there is no obvious connection in terms of the persons 

named, nor is it written from a son to his mother (compare 38-41). Thus we have, rather 

tentatively, preferred to place it in this group of letters from and to Ploutogenes. 

Address: No address. The verso is blank. 

Names: Hor; Iena; Papnoute; 

Text: 

il TWING APWTN TONOY NACNHY MMEPETE IENXA MN 2WP' EIMAHA AMNOYTE 

XE[UNA] 

2 P[aic .. ] NNEY NIM XI TEMICTOAH ETA MACAN TNNAYCE ABdA MNTAW AC[TH] 

3 NAYCE NTOTC MMAMNOYTE EIC KE TOY 2OOY MMIGN PWME ATNNAY .[... ] 

4 [...]. © EMME ~~ ME ANT aql OYZNO ANT NHTN MAAICTA XENNe\y/HIT TOL. . 

| 

2 he EN Genes Sar ATNOY.... OYBE NZOOY ETCWE EWATETNNOYE . [. ] 

6 Be ane fC ED opHi TNNO Ari... ] Ep(pw@co) 

1 APWTN: -wW- ex corr. 2-3 TNNAYCE (bis) sic, read TNNAYC 3 read <N>2Q00Y 4 XEN 

Ne\Y/HIT: -N- ex corr. 5 €WATETN-: second -T- ex corr. 

I greet you warmly: My brothers Iena and Hor. I am praying to God that [he will guard you] at all times. 

Receive this letter which my brother has sent from the border. He has sent <it> with Papnoute. It has 

already been another five days (that) I did not find anyone to send ... since no ... allowed me to carry a 

vessel and bring it to you; especially since they do not allow ... (5) ... against the day that is fitting. If you 

are going to ... up and we will see ... Farewell. 
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Commentary: 

2 p[aic .. ]: There really is not enough room for the expected apwTn. 

rmtaq ‘the border’: cf. 50, 29-30; 91, 15. The term can also mean a district or 

nome. We suppose that it means the entry-point to the Oasis, where there would be 

official and military control. 

4 Perhaps one should somehow read pwne here, ie. *... since no person (with 

authority) allowed me ..’. However, the traces are problematic. 

KYRA / LOIHAT / TIMOTHEOS GROUP 

These are two letters that are not obviously linked to the main family archive, and which 

have a number of names in common that are not found elsewhere: Kyra, Loihat, 

Theodoros. The first and better preserved letter is sent by a Timotheos, and his name also 

occurs in the second. However, whilst the name is more common in the Ismant el- 

Kharab texts, as might be expected, it is found in disparate documents and only 

Timotheos the monk (see further 90, 5 note ad loc.) achieves any real identity. The 

problem then is to find some kind of context for these two pieces. 

In 92 Timotheos adds greetings from a certain Plousiane. We find a person of this name 

adding a note to one of Philammon’s letters (80), and this would suggest that Timotheos 

might belong to the latter’s circle of acquaintances in the Nile valley writing to Kellis. 

However, again in 92, Timotheos sends news of his ‘sister’ Nonna and her family. Other 

than an uncertain reading with no context in 98, this name occurs elsewhere only in 115, 

where Tegoshe (clearly in the Oasis and it would seem writing to the valley) states that 

Nonna’s children have died. Of course, we have a number of instances of persons who 

move between the Oasis and the valley. 

In sum, these pieces remain somewhat of a problem, in that their context in terms of the 

wider archive is not clear. Nevertheless, 92 is a well-preserved document and an 
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excellent example of the fourth-century Coptic letter; whilst 93 has some interesting 

features of its own that are discussed infra. 

P. Kellis Copt. 92 

Inv #: P 90B 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 4 west wall. 

Preservation: This almost complete Coptic letter on papyrus was recovered in one piece, 

although it is beginning to break at the central and the vertical folds. In particular, a strip 

along the left of much of the upper half has broken away; but (due to the generous 

margin) little of the actual text is lost. The document has been proficiently written in a 

clear and regular hand, and even utilises basic punctuation marks. 

Content: Timotheos (with Loihat) writes to his ‘sister’ Kyra. He disavows responsibility 

for some problem to do with goods belonging to her son, and assures her of his proper 

attention to her business. These kinds of matters, often somewhat obscure (abridged and 

hard to understand) in our letters, are here expressed with remarkable clarity and subtle 

sensibility (see, e.g., notes on Il. 23-25 and 28-30). Greetings are sent, and Klaudios adds 

his own short note. The reference to the border (1. 15 and cf. 91, 2) suggests that 

Timotheos is at some distance; possibly he is in the Nile valley and writing to Kellis. If 

the Plousiane of this piece is the same person as in 80, it would certainly support that 

reconstruction. 

Address: 

verso 

Kvpta wov dderoq X Kvpe Tro0e0g 

My lady sister X Kyra. (From) Timotheos. 

Names: Andreas; Kyra; Klaudios; Loihat; Nonna; Plousiane; Pshai; Theodoros; 

Timotheos; 
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Text: 

1 TACWNE N[ME]PUT] KYPA 

2 [AJNAK TIM[OGEO]C MN AMIDAT 

3 [T]NWING S3PO MN NEPWME TH 

4 [PIOY NAMHPE WING APO MN 

5 TEMO MN NECNHY MN NOY 

6 WHPE ON MIXAIC XAIPEIN 

7 Wdpil MEN GIMING APWTN NA 

8 MEPETE MNNCWC TCI2Ei NE 

9 XE MMPMEYE apal XE NTAI 

10 OYAW Yl NNKE ETATEOY Nut 

aa ANTOY MMEWHPE MH FENOITO 

12 MAWHPE TAP WWT ME AAAX 

13 KAN AOYAMEALIA One TH 

14 1 EN TE TAMBAPW2 TE ETAD 

15 CAXNOY AMAVOY MNTAW E 

16 9€ 6E MMAN NTAO WMw[N]E 

17 GICTE AN AYNTOY AITEOY 

18 NEC KAAH MICTIC GPMEY 

19 WING spo NAAYE Aycan 

20 WING 4PO TNCWNE NON 

21 N& MN NECWEpe CEpMEcY 

298 THPOY’ KA NEQHT* NTO ABaAAd 

23 XE El KAN NEMAICAAIAED 

24 WB NOYAN NIM MW pw 

25 NTO TNAPAMEAE APAC EN’ 

26 MINCAN AN MAOYCIANE Wl 

Bap! NE APWTN AUEl ATT NEY 

28 TWAT MN NGEKON’ TIIPEN 

29 XE 2HME MMINO AOYAN N 

30 TOTC’ 2WB ETEXpIA MMA 
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31 Coe NHI XE ApwW TECIEI NHI 

32 EN XE KAAWC H KAKWC 

63 NAIAYE WINE apo Nnaai 

34 MMpECRYTEPOC ANAPEAC 

35 OGOAWPOC ANAK IWT KAY 

36 ALOCG TWINGE Apo EPPWOO 

37 WING APAY THPOY WOL Ev 

38 NBAA MMH KUPLO 

My loved sister, Kyra: (It is) I, Timotheos, and Loihat. We greet you and all your people. My children 

greet you, and (5) your mother and your siblings and their children; in the Lord, - greetings. 

First, | am greeting you (pl.), my loved ones. Next, I write to you (fem.): Do not think of me that I (10) 

wanted to take the things that you gave me to bring to your son. Never! For he is my son too. But even if 

some negligence has happened, it is not mine; it is that of the caravan-driver who (15) left them behind at 

the border. Very well then - what happened? They have now (finally) been delivered (and) I have given 

them to him (i.e. the son) in good faith. He is well (and) greets you. The children all together (20) greet 

you. Our sister Nonna and her daughters are all well. Do not worry: Even if I were being slack with 

everyone’s business, yours indeed (25) I would not neglect. 

Also, our brother Plousiane greets you. He came. I gave him the cushion and the buckets (?). As for that 

item for freight: I have not seen anything (30) from him. 

Whatever you need, write to me. For why do you not write to me whether (things are) good or bad? The 

children greet you. Pshai the presbyter (?), Andreas, (35) Theodoros. I too, Klaudios, I greet you. Greet 

all of them outside the house. Be well for me in the Lord. 

Commentary: 

1 There seems to be no good reason to identify Kyra with that Kyria / Gouria (once 

soype at 20, 3-4) who is the wife of Pshem(p)noute and a central figure for the Makarios 

family. 

14 Mgapw2: One must presume that it is not the animal but its keeper that is to blame, 

cf. CD 44b ‘fodderer’ and the index to this volume. On the issue of identifying the 

precise pack-animal see 20, 54 note ad loc. 
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i) rmtaw ‘the border’: Perhaps this was a place where the animals were changed, 

thus explaining the negligence. See further 91, 2 note ad loc. 

15-16 e296 se HMan: Cf. 64, 5-6 (note ad loc.); 105, 46; 108, 26. 

18 ‘.. in good faith’: The adverbial bona fide formula is borrowed from the Greek 

KOA MLOTEL as a whole (although the dative was here ‘normalised’ into the more 

commonly known form metic). This adds another lexical item to the small number of 

loan expressions containing a form of KaAdc in Coptic (mainly KkaAq mpoatpéoet and 

ueta KaAod, cf. H. Foérster, Worterbuch der griechischen Worter in den koptischen 

dokumentarischen Texten, De Gruyter, Berlin / New York, 2002: 370). 

23 CAdX2AE2: perhaps ‘to be slack’. See further 106, 29 note ad loc. 

23-25 With el KAN NeEWai- in the protasis and a First Future (preceded by the object in 

anteposition plus augentia) for the apodosis, this is quite an unusual form of a conditional 

(half irrealis) period. The apodosis (‘yours indeed ...’) is expressively connotated for the 

author’s personal commitment to the addressee, and the use of an unconverted Future 

seems to stress the reality of this commitment. 

28 6GKON: Probably for Gyyetov. Much less likely would be eixav; or asan ‘stand 

(for wine-jars)’. 

28-30 ‘As for that item ...’: In the topical position of this sentence, instead of the 

common mcexe ‘(concerning) this / that matter’, the author uses mpen ‘this / that 

name’, which is the metalinguistic term for ‘word’ (= dvoua), followed by xe and a 

zero-determined noun (lexeme); that is, a full-fledged typical naming construction. This 

can only be understood as a sarcastic note, expressing the author’s annoyance with the 

matter at issue and the person (‘him’) connected to it. It may be approximately 

paraphrased as: ‘Oh, (when I hear) this word ...’, or “As for that (cursed) word ...’. In the 

middle of an otherwise quite trivial exchange of information, this is a strongly marked 

rhetorical device. In sum, Timotheos is remarking that he has received no payment. 

34 It is not entirely certain whether ‘the presbyter’ refers to Pshai or Andreas, or 

even to a separate and otherwise unnamed person. Still, the most likely usage of such 

functional titles should be (as in Greek) after the name. Presumably these persons are all 

with Timotheos and send their greetings, but it is not entirely clear. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 93 

Inv #: P 92.262 

Location: House 3, room 11, deposit 4. 

Preservation: This is a very fragile letter written in Coptic on parchment, which is now 

breaking up badly and in danger of complete disintegration. The recto is the ‘hair’ side 

and the verso is the ‘flesh’. Comparison of the digital photograph, taken in January 2009, 

with an older black and white from the mid 1990s, shows significant erosion along the 

edges. See further the note to 1. 20. The three main fragments can be placed so as to give 

the dimensions of an original document at approximately 90 x 74 mm. There are perhaps 

ten other small pieces and scraps. There are also traces of an earlier text clearly visible 

throughout. This was written in Coptic'® and seems to begin with anal (i.e. anak?), 

which suggests that the text was again a letter. One can probably read xxipein in |. 4. 

The only other example of parchment recovered from the site is P. Kellis Syr. / Gr. 1. It 

is also in extremely poor condition, but is evidently the scant remains of a once fine 

bilingual production in Greek and Syriac. The use of parchment for a letter is certainly 

unusual in this period, but there are other instances. Noteworthy are the two 

Oxyrhynchite examples, letters of commendation, from the archive of bishop (?) Sotas: 

PSI III 208, IX 1041 (late 3™ century C.E?). See now A. Luijendijk, Greetings in the 

Lord: Early Christians and the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Cambridge (Mass.) 2008, chapters 4 

and 5. She speculates that Sotas was engaged in manuscript production and that the 

letters were penned on leftover scraps (see pp. 144-151). 

Content: The letter is written by a woman to her sister Talou. Apart from the greetings 

(which are interesting because the commonality of names connects this piece to 92), all 

that we can discern about the content is that Kyra is ill. Theodoros adds a short note. It 

'© One can certainly read letters such as -9-, -x- and -s-; as well as (e.g.) NroTq at the 

start of the last line on the verso. 
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is unknown where the letter was written. The hand is very fine, with a number of notable 

flourishes (such as the pointed initial a-). 

Address: 

verso 

Ot beer nv eee O|TOLWWOVtL 

| ohne oir eeeee ].ov 

... [Sara]Jpammon (?) ... 

Names: Eutuchos; Hat; Kyra; Kyrilla; Loihat; [Sara]Jpammon (?); Talou; Theodoros; 

Timothe; Tatom (?); 

Text: 

i! TAC[WNE ETA] NTOT TONOY TETEMECPEN 

2 JAAS IN pwl] TACWNE MMGEPIT TAAOY 

3 ANAK (ane JN TETCIEL ECYINE APO 

4 ON MXAEIC XAUPEIN vac 9d[-O]H N 

5 9WB NIM TIMING] ATATMWT [......- ] 

6 XY UW OY KO2| Siete cre eee ] 

i CONG Te) as, fee er ]... €4[Ma] 

8 NOY Ce AG 2 ae ] Maxey x[e] 

9 CRHOY 20 ANS ees HY ABAA 

10 NKECAM WING NHI TONOY ATIAM@HPE EY 

shel TYXOC MN NEwH[P]e TINOGE N[.... ] 

192 AG XPAT NGWPOON | 2 ee, le | coe 

13 BY PA UNG a (are ene er ] 

14 MEN NHI XE[.... JEMCTOA[H.... ] 

15 Teg cies ca ane es JOYXG]? te ] 

16 NAMHG © ee ae eee [en 

lve GqQ2WB NTeE...NO.TKMMH..[..] 

18 x6 NNGACMTAN XN MME vac..[... ] 

tr19 WING NHI ATAMO KYPIAAA MN TACWNE 
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20 IAT MN TAWEPE AMAT MN TAWEPE TATOM 

v21 NETMMIMA THPOY WING APWTH 

oy) ANAK OGOAWPOC Ton[e a oka eel excel 

23 ye ee ee [eee meted wi] 

24 NEEL Bale tua ie aa kere et ] 

25 CNHOY THPOY KAT[X NOYPEN...... ] 

plus an unplaced fragment with TIJIMO€€, visible 

My [sister who is] very [precious] to me, the one whose name is sweet [in my mouth]: My loved sister 

Talou. I, ..., am the one (fem.) who writes greeting you; in the Lord, - greetings. 

Before (5) everything I [greet] my father ... hear ... However, if he is going to ... they say that he too is 

coming ... out (10) another time. Greet me warmly to my son Eutuchos and your son Timothe. And ... to 

me at night ... Kyra is sick ... for me that ... letter (15) ... truly ... he sends ... whether she has recovered 

or not. (tr) Greet me to my mother Kyrilla, and my sister (20) Hat and my daughter Loihat and my 

daughter Tatom. (v) Everyone here greets you. 

I, Theodoros, I greet ... (25) all (my?) brothers by [name] ... 

Commentary: 

Address: This almost certainly belongs to the underlying text, i.e. an earlier letter that has 

now been overwritten. If so, the name (Sarapammon?) may not be relevant to the 

understanding of the current document. 

3) If indeed the author’s (female) name ends with a -n, one could consider 

something like xNion (cf. 45, 9). 

6 aYO: The initial 4 is written as the beginning of a new word; and thus it cannot be 

read as the end of the father’s name (e.g. [Orm]auo). 

20 In an older photograph (from the mid 1990s) the left-hand border of the document 

is preserved all the way down to the break between the fragments. Thus the reading 

provided here: 2AT MN’ TAwepe (now partly lost). Careful comparison of other sections, 

especially the fragments that remain from the right hand of the recto, evidence further 

losses. The transcript includes some readings that are no longer possible (such as naxey 

at le): 
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INDIVIDUAL AND UNPLACED DOCUMENTS AND LETTERS 

This edition of the Coptic documentary texts from House 3 is completed with the remains 

of a further twenty-eight letters that are here listed as ‘individual or unplaced’. What this 

simply means is that they do not fit neatly into the categories that have been established, 

and that there is little to be gained now in introducing a whole further series of groups 

which will either be ill-defined or composed of single documents. These are all placed 

together and edited according the sequence of their original inventory numbers; (and thus 

the following order does not indicate anything of relevance with regards to a piece’s 

relationship to other texts from the House 3 excavations in terms of its content). 

It should be emphasised that a good proportion of these letters are, without doubt, written 

by or to the same family groups already encountered. In some instances it is highly 

probable that better preservation would have enabled us to place documents into the 

categories already established, i.e. some of these may well have been written by Pamour 

or Pegosh or whoever, but we cannot be certain. In other instances, such as 102 (Psais to 

Partheni) or 105 (Psais to Andreas), it is clear that we are dealing with persons that are 

already known. However, there are a few pieces that are difficult to place in terms of our 

general understanding of the background situation and families to whom, it should be 

emphasised, the great majority of the documents certainly belong. 

P. Kellis Copt. 94 

Inv #: A/5/163 

SCA #: 1871 

Location: House Three, room 6, deposit 3. 

Preservation: This is a complete personal letter in Coptic, written in a very small script 

on a wooden board. The dimensions are 130 x 42 mm. Apart from a few minor issues of 
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reading, where the text is rather abraded, the piece is a good example of a fourth century 

letter, albeit difficult to understand for outsiders. The script is fluent and practised. 

Content: Neither the author nor the recipient is named. Greetings are sent to an Iene 

(amongst others), and perhaps the piece could have been placed in the group of letters 

sent from or to Ploutogenes (whose name is certainly sometimes abbreviated to Iena). 

However, a number of the names found here are not represented elsewhere in the House 3 

documents, such as Ianou and Pantoni; (although the latter may be the same as 

Pantonume, cf. 36, 41-42). The best way to provide a context for the letter could be 

through ‘father Antinou’ (1. 8), perhaps the same person as in 79, 21-22 (and see the 

‘brother Antinou’ of 78, 40). The latter pair of letters are by Pegosh and closely related 

to each other. They also feature (Phi)lammon and various financial transactions, as does 

the present piece. Still, this is all rather tenuous. 

The body of the letter is about business, mostly money that is owed and various goods to 

be purchased or sent. As usual, it is difficult to follow the details without knowing the 

background to the issues. In this letter, the normal social and family greetings are a 

relatively minor element compared with the majority of examples in the archive. There is 

no real indication of where it was written; but the discussion in the final lines about 

meeting up would suggest that the author and recipient are not too distant from each 

other. The reference to a man from Mot (i.e. Mothis) in Il. 29-30 points to an Oasis 

context, although we know that persons from there also dealt with each other in the 

valley. 

Note that, if one takes the 2nd person pronouns seriously, the author addresses a male 

person (that is, his brother, according to the incipit), mixed in with a few plurals, 

throughout Il. 3-46 (by extension, 50) and 55 till end; but clearly a female in Il. 51-54 

(and possibly in |. 22, but uncertain). 
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Address: None, and there is no available space as both sides of the board are fully 

covered by text. Indeed, the use of a wooden board may be taken as indicative of a 

context where it is not expected that the ‘letter’ will be sent in the normal way. 

Names: Antinou; Blle (from Mot); Hor; Ianou; Iene; Kolouthos; Lammon; Pantoni; Shai, 

(son) of mother Tnahte; 

Text: 

Al KUPLOL LOD GSEAPAL 

2 0 GSEAHOG YALPELV 

3 TMING APAK TONOY MACAN 

4 MMGEPIT MN NINAAYE CY 

5 CAIT KATA NOYPEN MAAICTA 

6 9WP MAIWT [TUNE Apak 

Z TONOY MN MACAN IENG MN 

8 MAIWT ANTINOY 1ANOY 

9 WING APAK TONOY MN TU 

10 MO MN NECCNnHy EYCAIT 

pal KAT& NOYPEN TETN 

2 6N APIKE PW IWC APAt 

13 NEY vac? ETRE NIAMT™ 

14 XE MMKTNNAYCE MIMK 

15 TNNAYCE O TE TA6AM NEY 

16 OYH? EMMIGN 66 NTNNAY 

Ly, Ce GITE NER GITE NEC’ AAAA 

18 MNOYTE NOYAETC NMETCAYNE 

19 NnNeteipe MMAY MMOT 

20 MANTMNE MMHNG AYW M 

21 mqp2e apai ANHVE Nke T 

22 OY NE Ne CENATEY NHIN 

23 PECTA EYWATEY TNATNNAY 

24 C& NETAMO VOWC AN’ N&A 



25 

26 

Pay 

28 

29 

30 

B31 

32 

oS 

34 

35 

36 

o/ 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

Dl 

2 

53 

54 

55 

56 

House 3 

MPWWN GICTE <PTNNAy TE 

MMAY KOYi Koyi AITNNAY 

(WMOYN WE NTOTC NAAM 

MON KE WMOYN NTOTG 

NKOAOY#@OC MN BAAE Tp 

MMOT* MAXEY XE TNNAMOY - 

TE AQOYN TNTEY NHTN AoE 

KE MNTCAMYE NMWE NETKAY 

AN ATEY MMIZOOY CNO H ATA 

20Y 2pHl NCEXxeE AE NTIAITE <E»TOY 

H2 M&A TNOY NNEpwMeE CITC 

MAXEY THPOY XE Wad NIITN 

dslel AM2 . € AMAL NTMO TNAQ 

TE El AQOYN AITEC NEY ATPEYNTC 

OPHT AGEL AG AVOYN NPOYVE MA 

XE... W XE MMKa 6E 

M& ATOT GMMllvacMad . 

MNOYUITC: vac NAxel 

XE AIMERAA vac ATIWCE 

NMNMEC MAXEY XE XOYTH 

NE AMMMNA ATXOC NEC 

XE BWK KNO XG NCENA 

TEY THPOY 21 OYCan Noy 

wT Equine CE TEC MMA 

TEYeEl NHI NOYW MAXEC AN 

xe TNHY NPECTA El MEN 

AYUITE EINAN NIANT NE 

EMWNE AN MME NIE GNA 

NTC AN NE NETEMNTECAY 

NE XE CENACITC EN NNINA 

EMWNE EKTHY AGI A2PHI 

Nie AMOY AN MMIQOOY CNO TA 

i75 
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57 pNel NNMEK* MNTPEKE! QOYN 

58 AN 2M TINO KEl EWWME AN EKOY 

59 HY AN ETETNOYMY Tplel Nie 

60 coei T6N pwMe tel 

61 j €p(pwoo) 

34 There could possibly be a letter prior to -2OY (thus: . JOY) 41 Ma&:-& ex corr. 45 NEC; - 

C{ ex corr. 

(A) To my master brother: (from your) brother, - greetings. 

I greet you warmly, my loved brother; and the children (5) altogether, by their names. Especially Hor, my 

father: I greet you warmly, and my brother Iene, and my father Antinou. Ianou greets you warmly; and his 

(10) mother and his brothers altogether, by their names. 

But now, for what do you find fault with me? About the cash payments? Saying: “You have not sent them, 

you have not (15) sent them”! What is my capacity (to pay)? Are they sitting (here) and I did not find any 

way to send them, either to you or to her? But God alone knows what I do for father (20) Pantoni daily; 

and he was never well-disposed towards me. 

The other 500 for you (fem.): They will give them to me tomorrow. Should they pay, I will send them. 

And for her part, (what about the payments by) my mother, the ones for (25) the cloak? Look, I am 

sending them little by little. I have sent 800 with Lammon; another 8 (hundred) with Kolouthos and Blle, 

this man (30) from Mot. They say: “We will call (B) in and give them to you”. As for the rest, there is yet 

another 1700 due to be paid during these two days, or tallied up (?). 

And the matter of the robe that is (35) waiting: Until now noone has taken it. They all say: “Until ...”. I 

came to ... Shai, (son) of mother Tnahte, came in. I gave it to him so that he could bring it over; and he 

came in at nightfall. (40) [(N.N.?)] says: “He did not allow any space to me, as I (?) did not ... They did 

not take it”. I say: “I went out to the ... with it”. They say: “2500 (45) to the mna”. I told him: “Go, you 

see if they will pay all at one time”. If so, give it (to them). As yet, he has not come to me with news. He 

also says (50): “I am coming tomorrow”. If they take it I will bring the money to you (fem.). And if (there 

is) no way, he will bring it to you. You (fem.) cannot know whether (or) not they will carry it from here. 

(55) If you (masc.) are assigned to come up, then come in two days that we may come with you. However, 
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do not come in (to our place) at the moment you arrive. But if you are still far away and want me to come 

(instead), then (60) write and I will find someone and come. Farewell. 

Commentary: 

13 ‘vac?’: It appears probable that the scribe has left a space where there is a knot in 

the wood, though he has not done so in the previous two lines where it was even worse. 

‘cash payments’: lit. coins or monies. 

22 ‘.. for you (fem.)' is uncertain as the position is very unusual for a dative 

preposition. Alternatively, ne might be the subject pronoun of a Nominal Sentence, 

literally °.. is it’, used here to introduce a new matter. Thus: ‘As for the other 500, they 

alle.” 

33-34 aral2oy 2pni: The reading is by no means certain, but we think that this must be 

the verb Tazo with (previously unattested) the adverb opui. This would provide 

reasonable sense, i.e. the money is to be paid (+) or tallied up (Tago + gpni). 

36 wad noith: We do not understand this. It seems to be the excuse made by the 

people who have failed to collect the robe. 

41-43 The scribe has written around a knot in the wood. 

uh dYUITC: ‘take it’ or ‘have taken it’. Alternatively, the reading may be aywitc: 

‘If they have measured it ..’. 

58 The use of the conjunctive (instead of a relative) is remarkable. 

P. Kellis Copt. 95 

Inv #: P51B 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 east wall. 

Preservation: This is a densely written Coptic letter. It has been written in a fluent, tiny 

script on one side of a squarish piece of old ‘spare’ papyrus. It is probably complete (in 

two joined fragments); but the text is substantially abraded. The dimensions are 72 x 90 

mm. 
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Content: The letter is written by an unknown male author to Partheni. However, he also 

sends greetings from Kame, and it may be convincing to relate these persons to the two 

weavers (Kame and Heni) in 44, 4-5. There is also a weaver named Kame in P. Kellis I 

Gr. 71, 48; and, of course, (Part)heni often occurs in the main family group (see 

especially 75 from which we deduce that she is Pegosh’s wife). Certainly, this present 

letter belongs to the main House 3 archive. 

discussed; but they are particularly difficult to follow due to uncertain readings and the 

Coptic documentary texts from Kellis, II 

loss of substantial sections of text. 

Address: The verso is blank. 

Names: Hat; Kame; Louishai (?); Partheni; Pshai (?); 

Text: 

16 

17 

[tine apo TONOY MN NEWMHPE KAME WINE APWTN 

son IMs 2166, 6TAECIABAAG oe MMAGEIC TeeGate 

.... AIT MABMAMTE NOE N...NGNGWPN..... 

tes NNIMA ... TAIN... TNATNNAY NEK Tua. El 

.... NTAITEY AG MNWMM NXOYTH NE ATIMMNA AONB. AN 

.. ENANOYU EGAMNTCNAYC MMAXE .... AYTEY MEN AAA. YZ. 

.. KAC XE NAXEC XE MHT NE N6N6WP CoEl AN NHI ETRE . 

ror ee NNIAMT” ETRE MIWBK AN MIMZOOY ETIAE! OYTA.. 

Ec Mae NC& TEMO NTEXOC NEC M.. EC AMH ATIMA NAT NG 

Rees ECWWNE E2d M2WB MMPWME MOYXT...... 

Rts ere cae Hit NCNTC NCT.....MENGET..... 

RSE Re, Ae Nieé Xr EMWNE AN MMAN[...]. KOC XE. AYC 

[..]. MATE! MNO OYPM .. O NNENMA vac. . Gl ABSA M 

... NW AITEOYO NCEXE NE ONT.. GO...... Lan ah, Geers eee 

Br paren) hes ENGEL. . MAE OYRE NMA CMIT.. TOYOY..P... 

tp 8 tn ee ere eee MMOYKAT . GL MING NHI TONOY A.... 

Here various financial transactions are 
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18 vac MN TA... MUNJIE... ACY. Wat. &p(pwoo) 

To my lady sister Partheni: (from your) brother; - greetings. | greet you warmly and your children. Kame 

greets you... 

... came forth ... I paid 3300 talents to ... (5) from here. ... I will send it to you. I will... And I have paid 

the account of 2500 to the mna for some good quality ... 12 maje ... Now, they have given them ... He (?) 

says: 1000 talents. Write again to me about ... the cash payments. Also, about the work on the day when 

you came ... (10) ... after your mother; and you tell her ... come to Hat’s place and she ... If the work of the 

man is mixed ... and she brings it and she ... then take it. But if not, ... tell her that ... until ] come. Do not 

reckon a ... man in our places. ... took away (15) ... I have recounted the affair to you (fem.) in the ... if... 

comes against Pshai (?). ... 

Greet for me warmly ... and... Greet ... Louishai (?). Farewell. 

Commentary: 

10 Hat: see also 93, 20; but probably an abbreviated name for which there are 

various possibilities. It is tempting to think of Tehat, a woman of importance in the local 

weaving business (see especially 18). 

18 If it is correct to read here the name Louishai, cf. 65, 3 ad loc. However, it is very 

uncertain. 

P. Kellis Copt. 96 

Inv #: P 51B(a)i 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 east wall. 

Preservation: Three poorly preserved fragments survive from a Coptic letter written on 

papyrus. They can be arranged to reconstruct the remains of what is probably the lower 

half of the document. The original would have been well written, with regular margins 

and a confident script. However, the postscript on the verso would seem to have been 

written by a ‘squarer’, less fluent hand. 
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Content: The references to wool and ‘cutting’ are consistent with the general textile 

business that is so prevalent in the main House 3 archive. The obvious similarities in 

style, dialect and personal names make it highly probable that the piece should be 

associated with all those belonging to the principal family represented by the House 3 

Coptic documents. The name Tagoshe (Greek Takysis or Tekysis) occurs a number of 

times in the archive. K.A. Worp identifies a Tekysis as the wife of Pamour ‘I’ in his 

stemma (P. Kellis I p. 51); but we think that that person (first part of the IVth century) is 

probably too early for the Coptic documents, as these are mostly to be placed two 

generations later (i.e. at the time of Pamour ‘III’). The woman in this present letter may 

more likely be the same as in (for instance) 78, a letter by Pegosh that is also concerned 

with wool and other similar items as found here. See further the note to 1. 33 on this. 

Address: No address preserved (possibly on the verso of the lost upper half of the letter). 

Names: Andreas; Pine (?); Pshai (?); Tagoshe; 

Text: 

approximately sixteen lines lost 

17 oo teh [MS PR OO [Ri aero se seer ] 

18 TIAISOWSE TEs [473 vonul| 

19 Xx CULE TT eee ] 

20 Elm IG OYAROV Tine ae ] 

Dal ETAINNAY Nig. see ] 

wy, TPdss THNALY 2eeee le hss] 

23 ....[..].. TEC MNPWNE 

24 Jf) ale] car NOE OVO TONY 

25 MaTel.].6M... aM. aq wl 

26 Ner\ Tile | waae NN NECWHPE 

OT, WING NHL AMIMAL. ... TONOY N 

28 NECWHPE MN TPEOYH T[HPC] 

29 KATA N[OYPE]N WND NTETN 
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30 [OYXEITE NOJYNAG Noyaiw 

oil [ vac KATA NIENMAHA vac 

32 [ vac? aoe le WAC 

v33 XI TIMAB NMNA NCaptT [ 

34 NTN ANAPEAC AIMAIG NOH[ME......... ] 

BD MPOC We N6NGWP AMMNA d[........... ] 

36 By AG XPOSASOT NCAVIE [... 0.25... ] 

37 TE NHI MMUNJE OYSAAAOT PWNT.[........ ] 

27 end: read <M>N- 

(r) ... Tagoshe ... two sticharia ... (20) ... cut them ... that you (fem.) sent ... send ... give it to the man ... 

greatly (25) ... 

Greet (your wife?) and her children. Greet for me Pshai (?) ... warmly, <and> his children and all the 

neighbourhood by name. Live and (30) [be well] for a long time according to our prayers. [Farewell]. 

(v) Take the 30 mna of wool, [less one (?)], from Andreas. I have cleared the freight charge. [You can pay 

(?)] G5) up to 100 talents to the mna ... Take this egg pot ... for me from Pine (?). Indeed, a pot for ... 

Commentary: 

26 Possibly ‘your wife’ T[ek]CaIMe, but very uncertain. 

2] rai: Very uncertain. The initial letter looks more like T-, but there seems no 

room to read Tapshai (T[Amwat). 

33 XI T1MaB NMMNA Ncapt: Very similar phrasing is found in a pair of letters by 

Pegosh at 78, 41-42 and especially 79, 38; but in those instances *30’ is followed by ‘less 

one’ (watNoye), which perhaps could be supposed to fill the lacuna at the end of the 

line here. The remarkable parallel does suggest that this may be another letter by that 

author or one of his circle (this postscript is written by a second hand). 
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36 +6aa2T NCayze: It is uncertain whether this is a container full of eggs, or 

otherwise an earthenware pot with an oval shape like an ‘egg’. As regards the latter, cf. 

80, 25 ad loc. 

ag) It is something of a guess to read the name Pine (mnje) here, following 73 (by 

Pegosh). 

P. Kellis Copt. 97 

Inv #: P 51B(a)ii 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 east wall. 

Preservation: There remains one long, thin strip of papyrus from the centre of a letter 

written in Coptic. It is possible to restore much of the first fifteen lines following 

standard formulae and the common style of these documents. The original letter would 

have been substantial, written in a regular and competent hand. 

Content: The only surviving name is that of Piena, who is clearly present with the 

unknown author of the letter. For this person see the group of letters from and to 

Ploutogenes; and for the characteristic formula in ll. 10-13 see the note and further 

references at 90, 8. The wording here is particularly close to that of Ouales at 35, 23-26. 

Address: 

verso 

]aseG =X... foe ae ee 

[To my ...] brother X ... 

Names: Piena; 
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I ome ities Sear eee Gas aes ] 

IS: oo A tele re a Oem mee ] 

pots, ches Aor eee ] 

[...] XAIpemw [2-6H] 

[N2@B] NIM TMIN[E ad] 

[PWTN] TONOY’ Gi[MAHA] 

[2&4 NE]JTNOYXEIT[E Noy] 

[INA6 NJOYAiW MN[OYTE] 

[EqNA]T MOMAT [NHI Ee] 

[Te nel] nme NTPIN[Ey d] 

[NETN]20 NKECAlN 9M 11] 

[CWMA] NTE NApEe[WE XWK] 

[ABSA] MMENA OLINE] 

[APW]TN TONOY [2dN] 

lCMITM SE XE[..... ] 

183 
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32 [ INCe PTO 2 a see ] 

33 [want ev OSE Nees [Boerne 4 ] 

34 [EON G Ce laura ] 

35 ec Aad rete ] 

36 ees ] liege eee ] 

37 [cect cree Sone ace ete ] 

38 Se areas [eT eae ] 

39 ee er: INP eee ] 

40 [hee oy (UNS yeeeee ] 

41 are el Lune ee ] 

42 eae eee Dthe,  eaee ] 

43 egos, Ose PCN Slee ] 

44 Rees Sear ees en a a ] 

45 eeesosuaertee eo Lee ] 

46 (Cet ANH [iver ereees ] 

47 ay TOING|Y Sa. ] 

48 pe eurees ery Sees ] 

49 te eh teag can eee ] 

50 (ae SaaS ] 

18-25 some papyrus extant, but hor. fibres mostly gone (same at 29-30 and 34); no papyrus 

extant at all at extreme upper and lower ends. 

(To) ...: (from) ..., - greetings. 

[Before] (5) every[thing]: I greet [you] warmly. I am [praying for] your continuing health; (and that) [God 

will] grant [me] this grace, (10) [which is] to enable me to [see your] face once more [in the body], and my 

joy will be [complete]. Piena greets you warmly. 

Now, [we have] heard that ... disturb(ance) ... 

remainder of the letter not translatable 
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Commentary: 

Address Some traces may belong to a second (lower) line of the address lying to 

the right of the central cross. 

P. Kellis Copt. 98 

Inv #: P 51B(a)iii 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 east wall. 

Preservation: There remains one poorly preserved papyrus fragment from the lower left 

hand side of a letter written in Coptic. This placing is made evident by the section of 

transverse text, and because the remaining traces of the main letter on the recto are 

consistent with the substance of its content rather than the introductory formulae and 

greetings. Nevertheless, the length of the lines on the recto (width of the letter) is 

unknown; and thus also the number of lines lost on the verso. 

Content: Nothing is known of the authorship or purpose of the letter, and its interest lies 

in the wording on the transverse text, apparently something to do with ‘good news’ 

(eyarreaion). We suppose a broadly Christian or Manichaean context to this. 

Address: No address survives. If it was written it would have been on the verso of the 

lost upper half of the letter. 

Names: Nonna; Pshai (?); 

Text: 

Ce ie oe aS IRC (ay. ee ] 

2 SERPS Ne eee eee ] 

5 NCEWGII pemeie ae cs ] 
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5 NEMO [ap ee ape ] 

6 MA [Ae ee se aoe See ] 

i) BOV AGE ie hee ] 

8 PME a ec 8 c= ] 

9 Noyan.[.... MNOYTE] 

10 METPM[NTPE...... ] 

11 NAS Ae [eee ] 

1 [og eee artied ba, ] 

13 [Ree See eee ea ] 

14 [ nahi aOR Pate ] 

15 [ lest calito Jae ows ee a ] 

(Ka) 2 1a ie oe eee JEYar TEAION OYBE TH =. 4. 5-2-2 ] 

Zo: ee ee Vesey CPel NWT NMIOYO Ni il eee ] 

Vcr) 2 0. (eke Can aeeeees jhe Lato ee RS POLE ] 

24 (eure oly meen |. GPIMGR Aa eace Dae ere ] 

XS Lee teak kth wht [eae ON ONN OS GR) | tenes eee ] 

26 eg ee ties tee Daw | ING Nhl TONOY 3 1alCr cr ] 

27 thera ee 1pO> > ONG NYE TONOY (el eee ] 

28 [cera eee [ee [Ee MMAGAN Ida] Vere ee ] 

2 [ 

line numbers only for purpose of reference 

introduction and unknown amount of text is lost 

... and they give thanks (?) ... (5) ... [God] (10) bears witness ... (15) ... (20) .... (tr) ... good news against (?) 

... Write to me news of ... (v) ... Have a care for ... (25) ... Nonna (?) ... 

Greet me warmly to my ... Greet me warmly to ... of my brother Pshai (7) ... 

Commentary: 

S} Possibly one can presume the common construction of wen- (jw) + 2MAT “give 

thanks’. 
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21 One supposes that evayyéAtov here has a Christian or Manichaean religious 

meaning, but nothing remains to give us a clue about the context. The following 

preposition oyse could be in the sense of ‘against’ or ‘towards’ or even ‘according to’. 

aS The reading of the name ‘Nonna’ is not entirely secure; but see (for the same) 92, 

20-21 and 115, 17-18, 30. Of course, another possibility would be to understand &vvova; 

but we regard that as less likely. 

28 The reading of the name ‘Pshai’ is very uncertain. 

P. Kellis Copt. 99 

Inv #: P 51D 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 east wall. 

Preservation: This is a mostly complete letter written in Coptic on papyrus. However, 

the text is heavily abraded, with large sections lost or unreadable. The script is confident 

and practised, with well-formed letters. Dimensions are 270 x 60 mm. 

Content: There is little real sense to be derived, beyond a number of characteristic 

phrases and formulae. 

Address: 

verso 

(OOO) KUNLM WOU [eran aes ae ]t traces 

Deliver to my master ... 

Names: Lamou; Pshai; 

Text: 

1 WAiWT MM[EPIT ... [ET] 

2 TElaiT NT[O]T TO[NJOY 

3 MPEN [ET]QALAIS QN [P]ai N 
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4 [INJEY NIM] MAltj@[T]...... 

5 ANAK SL. 1. [eric lel 

6 NEK OM MX[AIC XAIPJEIN 

7. SIGH N[QIMIB NIM] Top 

8 NE Apak TON[OY... ] 

9 doy MINS) Sen cree ] 

10 OTs KO el ae 

1 CU. TUNAIY =. oe ] 

12 bee [eee ] 

13 Ne WORT Paar 

14 CAN MOAT ...24: 

15 AUN Nl uence paar! 

16 MMEPIT*N..... NAY 

17 WOC Caleta 

18 Mio ceo lee ae 

19 Kk XELAT. Gf. ]. PAN 

20 ACR PoKe er eee Ne 

21 He Jiks 5 eee e€ 

22 Gl ATITME [. Ja... IPT 

23 ANAT KH APAT TINO]Y 

24 ATPACAYNE |. 1. \EN:. OY) Xex 

25 SMMAN/ oP ae NH 2. ee 

26 Bly x Weenie eae eete 

27 ... MIKEMHT N2O0OYE 

28 .... Teay[Ne] rap N 

29 (eee rN eee Ee 

30 [ ] [ J atteacic 

31 ee (LOY 

32 TOING ea (eae eK 

33 YY NE ole eee 

5A Ts ee (2 as IT 
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38 See [...]Hi 

39 RRL? s gueeene bs lp aroe 

40 AN € tye ieee | 

41 OY Ban aaa ME 

42 PIT Ml...6TaA...7 

43 BON alee ence es | 

44 EIKAIPIOIG Te | oe ear 

45 ANAK .... TNNAY 

46 CENGr | a) axe 5. 

47 OV eres lee he 

48 ED tel is eal ke (ee ee jE 

49 MN[.JC.... [aAlTpel. P] 

50 NKWTE .[... JNOY AN 

ol SOLS AiG Ree 

52 GNH SS [tssens hol eee 

53 Te Niele artee dl SL. | 

tr54 MIIPS@ SE EMIIKIB MACAN AAMOY NHTN[.].G....vac[....]KETX....... 

24 Both in-line and above-line text utterly unclear, but the insertion in 24 may be connected to that 

of MMAN in 25 (and XE go with CAYNE) 35-39 line beginnings: assuming that the left hand 

margin is not quite straight; otherwise each preceded by [. ] 

(To) my loved father ..., who is greatly honoured by me; the sweet name in my mouth at all times, my 

father ... (5) (It is) I, ..., who writes to you in the Lord, - greetings. 

Before everything: I greet you warmly ... (10) ... brother Pshai. I... (15) ... beloved ... (20) ... come to the 

village ... do the necessity for me now so that I may know ... (25) ... even these ten days ... For I know ... 

merciful. (30) ... I greet (?) ... (35) ... (40) ... beloved ... come forth (?) ... the season ... (45) ... send them to 

... So that [you / he may make] (50) the trip ... 

(v) Now, do not remain without you sending my brother Lamou to me ... 
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Commentary: 

Address The traces are faint and uncertain. 

19-20 Although the traces are not encouraging, it is perhaps not impossible to read 

b) patlan|T Apak “(and) meet you’ after ‘to come to ..’. Also, mkaT’ (1. 21) might mean 

‘the voyage’, ‘the visit’. 

54 Lamou: This is probably an abbreviation for the name ‘(Phi)lammon’, see the 

note at 66, 42. 

P. Kellis Copt. 100 

Inv #: P 51D(b)i 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 east wall. 

Preservation: This is a small fragment of papyrus with Coptic text on both sides. The 

script is well formed and rather similar to that of 31, although this piece can not belong 

there. If one uses that other document as a model, one can suppose that the side with 

+noy is the verso’ (cf. 1. ‘5’), and that this is the final word written at the end of a long 

penultimate line of the postscript; which must itself finish part-way along line “6’ (since it 

is followed by papyrus devoid of script). In this case, line ‘1’ must be the line 

immediately below the centre fold of the letter (presuming it is such) on the recto. 

Consequently, the entire upper half is lost. 

Content: Nothing can be said about the content. We presume that this is the scant 

remains of a well-executed letter similar to 31. 

Address: None preserved. 

'’ If this is correct, the photographs are wrongly designated as (r) and (v). 
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Names: None. 

Text 

Coy eed. TNNJAYC KATA NE... .. 

2 ere THMW NOHT af..... 

ee GT]MMO KAN EN[.... 

sor (Sain) | esse net ne eee ese, ee rae oc, go eee Oi ] 

5 hE Eee Onan mene teres JA TNoy 

(r) ... send it (?) according to the ... heartbreak ... that [place (?)], even though we ... (5) ... now ... 

(v) ... (5)... Now, ... 

Commentary: 

1-3 _ It is impossible to situate the text with reference to the margins, or to know how 

long were the lines, before or after what has been preserved. 

P. Kellis Copt. 101 

Inv #: P 51D(b)ii 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 east wall. 

Preservation: A single small fragment of papyrus. Parts of the lower three lines of 

Coptic text from the document are preserved. It is presumed to be the remnant of a letter, 

given the predominance of such amongst the archive, and because there is no obvious 

‘literary’ quality. 

Content: Report of comments made by a woman. 
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Address: None preserved. 

Names: None. 

Text 

(<t)1Wee it See [Pswetese ae 

Zio) «ig Seer mjaxec xe cu[wne.... 

De yee Me MAxEC XE GKTH[....... 

... She says: “If...”. She says: “If you (masc.) do not...”. ... 

Commentary: 

1-3 It is impossible to situate the text with reference to the side margins, or to know 

how long were the lines, before or after what has been preserved. 

P. Kellis Copt. 102 

Inv #: P 52Ci 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3. 

Preservation: This a virtually complete short letter or note, 100 x 40 mm., written in 

Coptic on papyrus. It is now breaking along the vertical folds. Indeed, the left hand strip 

has separated, and a few letters have been lost where the papyrus has worn away along 

the break. The hand is very clear and competent. The papyrus has been cleaned and 

reused, with traces of the previous text still visible. 

Content: This document differs from the typical letters found so abundantly in House 3. 

Although it includes some greetings and the barest elements of epistolary formulae and 

conventional style, it is really a note about one specific matter. Apparently Pamoun has 

failed in his duty to pass on some message or suchlike, and has now gone missing. Psais 
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writes to Partheni to explain this, and to ask whether he has turned up at her place. From 

this scenario, one may presume that the document was written close by to Kellis and 

within the Oasis. The names Partheni and Chares (i.e. Charis) are common in the 

archive, see e.g. 71. We have tentatively identified these women as the wives of Pegosh 

and Philammon, matriarchs in the larger family group and resident in Kellis whilst their 

menfolk are away. Thus Psais writes to Partheni in this piece. 

Address: 

verso 

am(d50c) TapSevi X Wdiic 

Deliver to Partheni. X (From) Psais. 

Names: Chares; Pamoun; Partheni; Psais; 

Text: 

1 TWINGE APWTN TONOY 

Z NIKOYI WING APwWTN 

3 TONOY’ NTAPE MAMOYN 6E 

4 El MAPAT AUTEOYE MCEXE 

5 NHi ETIA9ABG MMAC’ ANG 

6 PcMAYE NIWB’ NCA Vl POYZE 

7 MM[2JOOY ETNNEY” ETACYEL AY 

8 XxOC NHT M&xXEel XE OYW NIM 

9 MA[P]INO APAKy NPECTE’ Acq, 

10 BOK MMMaseq MMiapyac’ 

11 KASNTC AixaY NEMHT NCAM 

12 eEikKWTE NCWU MNOY6SNTC 

ls MNQWB NTOTC’ NNApe MN TICE 

14 xe pw NTOTC XN MMOoYe CAIT 

15 WING 24TH NTENO’ XE OYN 

16 pwMe WING NCEoyYaN N 

Ws ee [EJTMMEY EMUWME ACE 
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18 TeE[c]gel Ni Mnoyw TEexy” 

19 W[INJE ANINAAYE EYCATI KA 

20 TA [NO]JYPEN MAAICTA TMO Xd 

21 pH[C] MN NECw[NJe €pp(@O0) 

tr22 SATIAWC CIE NHI MMOYW 2OCON TFT NNINA XE 

23 ElMmxe Ce’ Nie tTpe npwMe +t M2NO’ TANT’ GINHY 

v24 EWMWME AN MMAN’ NIG TKAOH SBAA 

6 P<A>AYE: perhaps PA[A]YE (sic) 24 There is ink (?) of unknown significance above KA-@H 

I greet you (pl.) warmly. The little ones greet you warmly. 

Now, when Pamoun came to me, he recounted to me the message (5) you (fem.) had sent to him. He did 

nothing (about it); except in the evening of that day, when he came and told me. I said: “Any news? Let 

me see you tomorrow”. He (10) went. I did not strike him. I did not see him. You will find (that) I sent 

about ten times, searching for him. He was not to be found. There is nothing from him. Indeed, there has 

been no word from him since this one time. (15) Search at your place, and see whether there is anyone. 

Seek after someone like that. If yes, you write to me the news quickly. 

Greet the children, altogether (and) by (20) their name; especially mother Chares and your sisters. 

Farewell. 

(tr) Just write me the news whilst I am here, for if (it is) yes then I can make the man pay (his) debt; and I 

can bring it when I come. (v) And if not, then I am stuck! 

Commentary: 

3 The name Pamoun is also found at 45, 1. 

4 micexe: lit. ‘the word’ or perhaps ‘lesson’ or “matter’. We have translated it as 

‘message’. 

5 9X24BC MMAC: “you had sent to him’; perhaps the meaning is that Pamoun has 

been asked to pass the message on to Psais (thus ‘sent via him’)? 
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8 ‘Any news?’: Alternatively, oyw nim may be an adverbial in anteposition. Thus: 

“Whatever the news (= in any event?), let me ..’. 

10 Mriapaq:: “I did not see him’; probably Psais means that he did not see him again 

(i.e. Pamoun did not return in the morning as promised). 

11 KASNTG: The 2" masc., being neither the 2"! plural found here nor the 2™ fem. of 

the addressee, is really the ‘general’ person so often found in expressions with sine. Its 

purpose is to assert the veracity of the following statement and might be translated more 

mrecly-co. Truly, l'sent..”. 

3 MN[2]wB NTOTd: “There is nothing from him’; perhaps ‘there is no message from 

him’? 

i NNape: We do not understand this. One can speculate about a scribal error. Psais 

might have meant something like: ‘Believe me’. 

A| NECW[N]Je: “your sisters’ or NE<C>Ccw[nje ‘her sisters’? If the former, it would 

provide an important indication of the relationship between Partheni and the other senior 

women. However, one should not suppose that they were necessarily biological siblings. 

eo t+ mono: lit. “give the thing’. We suppose the meaning here to be abstract and 

have interpreted it as ‘pay (his) debt’ in the translation. 

P. Kellis Copt. 103 

Inv #: P 56B + P 56C/E 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 west doorway. 

Preservation: A mostly complete and substantial letter written in Coptic on papyrus. 

The dimensions are 260 x 70 mm. It is beginning to break along the vertical folds, and 

the section down the lower right hand side of the document has been lost, (and an upper 

right hand strip has detached). The hand is exceptionally clear to read. It has been 

professionally written, utilises some punctuation, and has preserved narrow but regular 

margins. 
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Content: An unnamed brother writes to Pegosh. Since he greets his father first, together 

with ‘our brother’ (1. 2), it seems probable that they are real siblings. The most obvious 

identification of the author would thus be Pamour, and the unnamed father as Psais “IP 

following K.A. Worp’s stemma. The ‘Lo’ of |. 38 would then be the brothers’ mother 

Tapollos, and the ‘Pshai’ of |. 31 another brother (named after their father). One can 

compare, e.g., 64 for the same persons. If all of this is correct, the piece should certainly 

be read together with the earlier letters by the two brothers (64-79). However, we have 

been somewhat cautious and not placed this piece with those, partly because the author is 

not named, and partly because the letter lacks Pamour’s usual many greetings and the 

regular postscript by his wife Maria. 

The letter contains valuable information about the textile business, both the cutting of 

garments and about dye. The completeness of the document, its many details and the 

relative ease of reading, make it an important addition to the archive. It is also notable 

for the business-like style and general absence of those formulaic and conventional 

elements that take up such a great proportion of the majority of the letters from House 3. 

Address: 

verso 

Kvpior Lov Gd5erAoar X nEsww 0 GdEAGdG 

To my master brother X Pegosh. (From your) brother. 

Names: Lo; Masour; Pegosh; Psha1; 

Text: 

1 KUPLML LOV TATPL O VLOG YAIPEtV 

2 TWINGE APAK TONOY MN MNCAN 

3 ETIATHK AYW FPpynWpe KE 

4 MMETNMWAG SABAA AECL YAPAN 

5 THING AMACAN ME6[W]M MN 

6 NECWMHPE’ NTAK ASG [AN] MA 



Can ME6MW MME XE 9d 

TKEMNSA NXH6E NCTHM 

NHT HANAPKAION ENANOYC 

TONOY’ GPEMMITHNAYC TF 

NOY XE NTAIKAC A496ECTE Nm 

MX’ XE NNEKGAYMK SWMl 

NE NCA OYAN VATHK’ MHMMC 

KNAGING EN ENANOYC’ Nee 

net AYW EfMlAH aAlixoc NEK 

XE YITC MMETOYHD’ KOYAXE 

NMWAT WATOYNTC: THOYAIG 

ATICMA VAPHD" MITPxW2 

AOYAN MATOY[[N]JIECTE! TA 

TNNAYC NEK KOYAXOY NHi 

NTKSIX’ EMWME 6E EK 

NAMTA NNEKA MHT M 

MACOYP’ ATIAACIN’ TAPE[C] 

TEU NXH6E TKCMOY[AH] 

9WK TE TEl MN TKM[.... J 

ETKNAOYANIC ABAA AL... . ] 

P&a.. MONON MMAPTMY [ATPOY] 

TEAAY WAtTPOYZECTE [TAT] 

NNAYC NEK’ KOYA[XEC] 

NHt NTK6IX’ NTAK [WK Md] 

CaN MwMAt MME XE[....] 

ANAK METNAMMAG [MN] 

NENEPHY Mapa MEP[OC N] 

TE NCEXeE NTKEMN[A NIJ 

XH6E OYW" XE ANAP[WME] 

Tals ITAYC WATNP[AMAN | 

T&A ANENEPHY TNMM[E THP] 

MNWIT APIMEP SAOT[.... J 
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39 MAM TAXA GCCMN [OYKOA] 

40 AAPION NHT TAMAC, [APAC] 

41 tNavacMa2q NCOYNT[C... ] 

42 MNTPE(CNET GTMN[... C] 

43 CMNTC’ 294PH2 OYN W[.. Mad] 

44 CAN NEswwy MMpTMW[.... ] 

45 ACI XHG6E NTEK AT AN... . J 

46 xe toyawd En oyTe.[....] 

47 NANvacOYy EN NOE MM[El E] 

48 TAY[[EU]vacNTC NHt KAM] 

49 9WK NNEY apad ep[pa] 

OLc0f cen ei Terme i 

Bl APOVOLG KUPLE TATED 

8 CTHM: -H- ex corr. 22 NNGEK&: i.e. NNGKKA 26 ETKNAXOYANDC: -T- ex corr. 47 NOE: 

N- ex Corr. 

To my master father; (from your) son, - greetings. 

I greet you warmly, and our brother who is with you; yet I am astonished that you (pl.) did not decide to 

come to us. (5) I greet my brother Pegosh and his children. And you, my brother Pegosh: Know that they 

have brought me the necessary other mna of dye (made from) antimony, which is excellent quality. (10) I 

did not send it now because I have put it (aside) to be spun here, so that you would not be troubled to 

search for something at your place; you will never find (stuff) as good as (15) this. Now, as (to what) I told 

you (earlier): “Take it from what is available and cut the cushions so that they may bring it and we can put 

it in its place" - be sure not to touch a thing until this has been spun (here) and I (20) send it to you and you 

cut them for me by your own hand. 

Now, if you are in need, do not allow ten to Masour for the rough cloth and (instead) make him give it for 

dye. This is your own haste (25) and your ... which you will display ... Just do not appoint them to set up 

(the loom) until I get it spun and sent to you; and you cut it (30) for me by your own hand. 
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For your part, you, my brother Pshai: Know that ... 1 am the one who will settle (things) among ourselves, 

and the matter of the other mna of (35) dye will disappear, for my people (?) ... have bought it, - until we 

meet with one another and know (more precisely) and do our accounts. Take care of Lo ... the craftsman: 

Perhaps he (can) repair a (40) collarium for me? Instruct him about it. I will pay its cost ... Do not let him 

pass by without ... -ing [and] repairing it. 

Now, be careful: ... my brother Pegosh. Do not appoint ... (45) to carry the dye for you (or) to give ..., 

because I do not want it and ... is not as good as the one that they brought to me. You ought to see it 

yourself! 

(50) I pray for your health for many years, master father. 

Commentary: 

Address Note that the Coptic form of the name ‘Pegosh’ is written within the 

Greek address (rather than Pekysis). 

l The author starts by greeting his father as a matter of respect (similarly in the 

closing formula at |. 51); but the letter is really written to his brother Pegosh, whom he 

starts to address from |. 5. 

4 MWAG ABAA: lit. ‘reach conclusion’ or ‘settle’; here translated somewhat loosely. 

8 xH6e NCTHM: ‘antimony-dye’; perhaps a dark blue-black like kohl (which is 

made of powdered antimony sulphide). 

8-11 Given that the author has put it aside to be spun, we wonder if the author actually 

means a mna of dyed wool (but has failed to include the word Capt whether by error or 

because he thought it unnecessary). 

12 '.. be troubled': sAywk appears to be a suffix form of an infinitive not hitherto 

attested as such, *swoyw. It may or may not be identical with the transitive verb swoys 

'bend', 'twist' (CD 836ab). A reflexive expression such as 'bend oneself’ may stand for 

'make extraordinary efforts (to ..)’. 

25 The name 'Masour' is not otherwise attested in the archive, but MAcoyap is listed 

in Hasitzka's Namen (and a Maovpdc at http://www.trismegistos.org/nam). 

34-35 Is this the same mna of dye or dyed wool that the author has been discussing with 

Pegosh (I. 8)? If so, it would seem that one brother is responsible for the weaving and the 
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other for the financial accounts, presuming that that is what the author is now organising 

with Pshai. 

38-40 Perhaps this should be translated less literally, something like: “Give a gentle 

reminder to Lo about the tailor - perhaps he has repaired my collarium?’. The tense for 

the verb ycun could be past (<a>qcni), i.e. ‘he has repaired’. Of course, the translation 

‘tailor’ supposes that the collarium is a fabric collar or neckband of some sort. 

P. Kellis Copt. 104 

Inv #: P 56C(a)ili 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 west doorway. 

Preservation: A single small strip of papyrus with well-preserved and written Coptic 

text. It is presumed to be from a letter; but there can be no certainty about that, nor is 

there any indication (such as margins) about where the fragment should be placed within 

a document. The script is fluent and professional. 

Content: Perhaps from the ‘business’ content of a letter. 

Address: There is nothing visible on the verso. 

Names: None preserved. 

Text 

(4) Gee: jie (AA TIP ieee ee 

sa Ne eee |JxayCe’ MMpXaAYCE AEG [..... 

3 44 SAIY CE AN CEKAY H2O7E[. 

... send them. However, do not send them ... send (?) them again and they will be placed on sight (7) ... 
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Commentary: 

3 N2o: This looks like an adverbial use of 20, cf. CD 647a. 

P. Kellis Copt. 105 

Inv #: P 56Ci (ex P56C + P57B + P51B + P51D) 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 west and north doorway. 

Preservation: Nineteen fragments of a papyrus letter, written in Coptic with a very small 

script, have been joined or placed in position. Two further fragments probably belong, 

but can not be placed. It is calculated from the centre crease that the original document 

must have been approximately 274 x 75 mm. It has broken along the vertical folds and 

now a number of sections are lost. However, there remains substantial text from this 

remarkable letter. 

Content: Pshai writes to Andreas. Most of the persons named in the letter are familiar 

and belong to the main family group resident at House 3 or working in Egypt. The 

comments about wanting to come to the Oasis (thus |. 44) indicate that this is one of the 

documents written from the valley, and indeed there are references to ‘Egyptians’ at Il. 

67-68. A matter of especial interest is that this is the only Coptic piece to mention an 

Eirene, other than the striking Manichaean letter 32. The letter contains a number of 

intriguing and unique features, discussed in the commentary; and ends with high 

emotion: ‘I have written this letter, my tears flowing over it’. It is a personal and deeply- 

felt piece, where Pshai is evidently in distress. 

Address: 

verso 

Kupio poy dd¢e[Aoo@] X 'Aydpéa Valig 6 ddehdg 

oOv 

To my master brother X Andreas. (From) your brother Psais. 
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Names: Andreas; Charis; Eirene; Hor; Iena; Piena; Pine (?); Pshai (x 2); 

Text: 

it [NAXAIC] NACNHOY ETAIAIT] 

2 [TONO]Y 2N TALt]yxH MN MAMI[NA] 

3 Pee | NETEPE MOYPEN Qd6 

4 [ON pwi NINGY NIM ANAPGEAC MN 

5 Lone ]. \MN TING/ ANAK METNCAN MMA 

6 [METC2E]i NHTN 2M Mxaic XAIpeIN 

7 [2DXOH N2JMB NIM TING APWTN 

8 [TONOY El]MAHA 2a NETNOYXEITE 

9 [mel ETNITOT MApaA 2WBK NIM 

10 [(MiENS MIN 2MP WING ApwWTN 

al (7-2 NOWOINPIE etpalyt =. | 

12 [esewtae Mester: at: ee father ] 

13 Keer. abe Tee ee lace ] 

14 (Peateen ee JYAMAIQTE MMAC, vac 

1 Made ee ].. TNOY 6E MMPSN spike d& 

16 [pAi XE] MMITNNAY OYAXOYE NHTN 

17 [XE MIMJMCN MMA ABA AWE A 

18 eee JMTHN ETRE MOWB AYIA 

19 [BT (NNOYH]P NCAM XNN AlQWTIMT OY 

20 [TE MNT] TSPH6E MMMCN MMA ABAA 

oT, (ou da ]. © HMMA NAIPAK’ MINOYTE 

a2 [NETPMINTPE AXWT XE OYN OYNAG 

23 [NAYNH] NMMHT MN OYNAG MITMd 

24 [NOHT’] XE MME AAYE XI NTOT ATN 

25 [NAY NJHTN Aigice GCIKWTE MN N& 

26 [CNHOY] AOYAQOY NEoyw" TAXd T6N 

pai [QOAOKJOTI H QNIANT NMEY Ntoy 

28 [NMMNA] NCAPT’ MMETE’ HNE PWME 



29 

30 

eal 

2 

33 

34 

OD 

36 

ay 

38 

oo 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

eye 

Se) 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

House 3 

[el ATE]ITOyY NO[y]je noye naxey xe 

[TNMOM] OYN ON OYCKAMMS’ ANOYW 

[ENT MIMAY NNETAZONTH 9WN 

[APAY MIMIGN NKEIWT MwMAai Eqaoe 

rae JIT N@A[M]JT* NTBA NoAMT™ 

Laer ] NXOYWT NwEe N6N6wp 

[eee ] XMpIC N[PIMECNAYC N[WMe] 

Lieve anaes ly Ney Noyafle maxey [Xe kK] 

[NAXOYAJMPE PW APAK ANEL X[.... ] 

nme NE MMAN NE KEoYe Ne .[.... ] 

WET NICYO NTAIC(] MAMpHw [.... J 

MMAY WATSNTOY TOTE N.[.. 23] 

NMAWC Mel NETNTWU 9WT T[HNE ET] 

BE MTPECBAA KBAB NOYWHM T[... ] 

EBAX XE ANAK PO NAC<MDHY TOY] 

Ww El AOYAE NNIOYAIW pw EW[ATE] 

TNIMW2 2d BPPE Taping N[MaTt] 

ME’ 326 6E MMAN GICTE TNHT 6[WUT] 

ABAA QHTC NAN... NOTA MNT [... ] 

ANHIE E[...... OJYAAYE Nl... ] 

SIH WS he Goalie. | Len eecpe ce |e ea Pee ] 

SONGU Se ete ee ee ] 

EX NIK ieee ct. ot ee caeatoce ] 

Glclerc waren renrid te, Ae ri on eer ] 

SEH Gee cc eee ee ere ] 

UC) Me eae oe eng eich: ] 

SYVIMGS [en Coals eee ot ] ABAA [ ] 

OO Vax ieee oe loa Lene ee Vie Lee | 

Heke MN te liteee Lena loe NOL a ssc] 

eae ery] cence fee ee Coos Vent laren 

[stator lOVSEllLen bola GAYNGEl: ae] 

orcas ]ICAYNE EN [X]€ MIKPEN .[... ] 

203 
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61 ate MMA THPG.[.]. TNNAY.[...] 

62 Cake. JEYMEYE .. NTAK GIL... J 

63 [.... Ta]JMai xe NETK OYAMd [...] 

64 Lene jxITy Nqer Nqcver [...] 

65 ‘een ae AS ee (eae ] 

66 [ OY XIEGITEGN Le ae ee eee ] 

(tr)67 = Gre O02) a A eee ee ee GIC] XApIC ACTEI AOYE NPMNKH[ME ..... ] 

68 Pee ] MONON MMpswM EN[MeK (+ /- 60?) MNT]TAielp[H]NH APMNKHME MN[..... 

] 

(v) about five lines lost 

7 fe a re A rere ea ee retin s Gee Gin Ge ob ] 

ZD MN NEQWHPG MN Tl... 2. 5-5 poe ] MN TCMEPE MN NG-ON MOYHT THPOY 

76 KAT NOYPEN XPIMGP {fon ea T]APUTNNAY TCNTE SEIT NHI WINE NHI 

Th TPONOYATESGSN Ge lee ee ]. 16 MN NIKEKOYT MIEN MN QWP wt 

78 Ne APOUN THETINE ane Ty mine NHI Apay TONOYM...... 

79 WT IGNA' MN... PM[....]... PONE MNOYTE MNETPMNTPE da 

80 Xl XE NTAICVE! FEMICTOA[H ENJAPMIAYE MOYO AXWC’ 

81 WING NHIA........ [....M]N GIPHNH TETElIpPe MNECpiuNEeye 

82 NNEY NIM’ GIMAHA A[MNOYTE] vac 

83 (between 80/81) Epp(woo) 

(unplaced fragment a) 

Traces of six lines, reading on the third e}]micTOAn ‘letter’ 

(unplaced fragment b) 

Traces of seven lines, reading on the fourth ] . MuMe[ ; on the fifth Nnoys ‘golden’ (?, probably not 

NNOyYBC); and on the sixth. pana..[. 

28 PWME: -)- ex corr. 
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[(To) my masters], my brothers who are very honoured by me in my soul and my spirit ...; the ones whose 

name is sweet [in my mouth at] all times: Andreas and (5) ... \and Pine (?)/. I am your (pl.) brother Pshai, 

[who is writing] to you in the Lord, - greetings. 

[Before] everything: I greet you [warmly, I am] praying for your well-being [which] I esteem more than 

everything. (10) [Piena] and Hor greet you; (together with) their children (?), who are flourishing ... they 

master it. 

(15) ... So, now, do not blame [me for] not having sent anything to you; [in that I was not] able to pass by 

the place to go to ... tunic because of this matter. How many times have I been posted (?) since I joined; 

nor (20) [do I have] the dowry. I was not able to pass by the place ... the place before you. God can testify 

for me, that I have a great [sadness] and a great heartbreak that no one has received (anything) from me to 

send (25) to you. 

I have struggled, going around with my [brothers (?)] to set them for surety. Perhaps I can find some 

holokottinos or money, the worth of 5 [mna] of wool only! No people have [come to pay]. One by one 

they say that (30) now [we are] in a pit! We have already [given] them to those who asked us personally 

[about them]. I have not even found father Pshai, as he is set ... for 30 myriads of bronze ... 2000 talents 

(35) ... less the 4200 (that were paid?) for them in the Oasis. They say: "[Will you] indeed be content with 

these (payments)?". ... another one ... demanded more. I took my blanket ... (40) until I found them. Then 

... Simply, this is your own assignment on account of ... a little ... so that, indeed, I, my brothers, I want to 

come to the Oasis for these very seasons; if you (45) reach (me) anew and I forget my village! 

Very well then: See I am running! Watch out for (many?) faults! I never have ... anything ... (50) to him ... 

since you (sing.) ... either ... is equal ... (55) they are persuaded ... come ... for you ... either ... know ... (60) 

... does not know that your name ... the whole place ... send ... they think. 

... instruct me: whatever you want ... receive it; and he comes and he writes ... (65) ... Be well (for a long 

time). 

(tr) ... Charis is here. A certain Egyptian ... Just do not remain without ... spreading peace to the Egyptians 

and ... 

(v) ... (Greet for me) ... (75) and his sons, and ... and her daughter, and everyone in their house by name. 

Take care ... so that he sends the two measures (?) to me. Greet me warmly to my brother ... and the other 

children. Piena and Hor greet you all ... Greet me to them warmly, and ... father Iena and ... people. God 
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can testify (80) for me, that | have written this letter, my tears flowing over it. Greet for me ... and Eirene, 

(she is) the one | remember at every hour, Iam praying to God. Farewell. 

Commentary: 

5 The reading of ‘Pine’ here is rather uncertain. If it is correct, see 73, 18 and 

perhaps 83, 4. However, one might also consider reading, e.g., \?].. NHIN../. 

10 The name ‘Piena’ is read here following I. 77. 

17-18 Perhaps this tunic is what Pshai wanted to purchase and send as a gift; or 

otherwise could it indicate the workshop from which items were forwarded on to the 

Oasis? Anyway, something has prevented him. 

18-19 AyoatrT: If we are correct in this restoration from the verb ows ‘send’, then the 

implication must be that Pshai has constantly been sent on tasks elsewhere and thus been 

unable to do what he had wanted. Thus our translation of ‘posted’. A clue to the 

meaning should lie in the second verb :wrn ‘join’ or ‘reconcile’; but, again, without a 

context we do not really know what stands behind this. 

26 [Cnnoy]: ‘brothers’; but the restoration is just a guess, and perhaps Pshai 

indicated some goods that he has attempted to pawn. 

38 NG MMAN NE: The meaning is obscure. 

42 MITPECRAA KRAR NOYWHN: The meaning is obscure, although the reading is mostly 

certain. BAA must be ‘loosen’ or similar; whilst kko (CD 100a) means to ‘become cool’, 

(e.g. it is used for the passing or dying down of a fever). 

45 2X eppe: ‘anew"? It could be a place-name (cf. CD 43b for similar), but we do 

not think that that is the meaning here. Pshai is complaining about something and wants 

to return to Kellis. Still, its meaning with the verb nwo (‘reach’ or ‘attain’) is not clear. 

46 NOG SE NMAN: Cf. 64, 5-6 (note ad loc.); 92, 15-16; 108, 26. 

68 The meaning is probably: ‘Just do not remain without your coming” or ‘.. 

writing’. 

76 sen: Perhaps a measure for corn or other commodities (CD 113b s.v. Kan). 
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P. Kellis Copt. 106 

Inv #: P 56D(a) 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3. 

Preservation: This is an almost complete and well-preserved letter, written in Coptic on 

a thin strip of papyrus. It is now broken in two at the centre fold, and some small 

sections have been lost from the upper nght hand where the papyrus has cracked along 

the vertical creases. The dimensions are 278 x 41 mm. The hand is practised. Its style 

and extravagant flourishes strongly recall that of two documents sent by Ploutogenes (85 

and $6). The author's occasional tum-of-phrase and use of some less-common Greek 

terms may suggest a level of education beyond that indicated by the highly-repetitive 

style of many of these letters. 

Content: It is somewhat unusual (although there are a number of other stances im this 

archive) that the author does not name himself. However. since the handwriting is 

especially close to that of 86, we think that he (“the brother’) may be Ploutogenes. Note 

especially the extended and angular style of letters such as -e- and -s-; compare the -> 

(86, 5 and 106, 18); also the rather odd and shaky -1- (e.g. the initial letters of 86, 1 with 

106, 13). The name of the recipient (Lammon) could, of course, be the same as 

Philammon. As regards the actual content of the piece, the apparent reference to some 

gossip or scandal is intriguing but not explained. Otherwise. there are the fairly typical 

references to the need for news and certain items. There is no real indication of where 

the letter was written; but the phrase about Lammon having “gone up” to somewhere may 

suggest local travel within the Oasis (see the references in the note to Il. 10-11). If this is 

correct, then one should be cautious about identifying this recipient with the author 

(Philammon) of 80-82, who is clearly in the Nile valley. 
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Address: 

verso 

TOL AYATNTO AS5EAOM AGupLvt O Gd5EAO0S 

To my loved brother Lammon. (From your) brother. 

Names: Lammon; Shai; 

Text: 

1 TOL AYaTN[ TOL] 

2 GdEAOOL [Lov] 

3 Aduuovi [ ? | 

4 0 GdEAdds [cov] 

5 TUING APAK 

6 TONOY’ NEMA 

7 DHT AICTAZE 

8 ETBHTK XE M 

9 MICWTM ETB[H] 

10 TK XNTAKBOK 

tf X2PHT MHMWC 

12 GAAECKXH WW 

13 me N6EK TNOY M 

14 MIpswW GMMKCIEI 

15 NHI TAXy MNOy 

16 () NOWB NIM 

is AYW TAXY KCB 

18 TE NIAAB XE A 

19 npwue Twu 

20 AMIWB MIIPd 

PA MEAE AAAYE N 

22 IWR AYW & 

23 TPEKCIEI NHI XE 

24 EW TE 86 ETAK 
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25 TWW AEC 

26 AYO MOPTN 

27 NAY EMl[[C]]vacCTOAH 

28 NTN PWME EY 

29 CArAdSDAAIT? AAAA 

30 EWuWne GOYN 

31 6XM> ATITHPG 

a2 TAZOY EKMANT 

33 EKUWING ATIPTAB 

34 NXaiT KTEU ay 

35 ONO KTABEC KTN 

36 NAYCE WINE 

37 NHt ATICAN (AT 

38 EWATE EYKAIPIA 

39 wwne TN 

40 NAY N6A6E 

41 XE NNOYTEKO 

42 t+ toy Hi NoHTOY 

43 HMCAN Wai Ep(pa@odo) 

5 tupine: -{- ex corr. or smudged? 27 Efl[[C]]vacCTOAH: the scribe has had to write around 

a flaw in the papyrus, repeating the -C- after a space 29 CAX2ZAAQT: second -9- ex corr. 

To [my] loved brother Lammon; [(from) your] brother. 

(5) I greet you warmly. I have been worried on your account, for I did not hear about (10) you since you 

went up - perhaps some gossip had arisen (against) you? Now, do not remain not having written (15) 

quickly to me the news about everything; and quickly prepare the ..., for someone has been assigned (20) to 

the work. Do not neglect any (aspect) of the matter, and you must write to me how you have (25) decided 

to do it. And do not send (any) letter by a slack (?) person. However, (30) if at all possible, secure them. 

If you are going to ask about the artab of olives: You can put it in a (35) vessel, seal it and send them. 
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Greet for me brother Shai. Should opportunity arise: (40) Send baked goods so that they do not perish. 

Give five pairs (?) from them to brother Shai. Farewell. 

Commentary: 

Address: Although there are some visible ink traces below the right hand part of the 

address, the name of the sender does not seem to have been written. 

3 The name of the sender might be expected here after that of the recipient; but 

there is scarcely room for more than a couple of letters in the lost fragment and we doubt 

that it was included. 

6-8 ‘I have been worried on your account”: lit. ‘my heart was hesitating ..’. We have 

supposed that the author is expressing fear for Lammon’s welfare rather than doubt about 

his actions or motivations. Still, it is difficult to reconstruct the situation and the reasons 

for the potential scandal or gossip (I. 12 A€oxn). 

10-11 &wk agpui: Lammon is said to have ‘gone up’. The parallel phrase, to ‘come up’ 

(G1 Agpnit), 1s found elsewhere. At 94, 55 (a document that also features a Lammon) it 

probably refers to travel within the Oasis; similarly (in-so-far as one can tell) at 32, 27- 

28; 40, 10; 84, 32-33. 

18 243; The term is unknown to us, but probably the same as 9aAkEG at 39, 43 (a 

letter that also mentions a Lammon). 

29 CAdXQAAIT: We prefer an initial C- to an e- (and cf. 92, 23). From the context of 

these two instances we think the meaning of the verb must be something like ‘to be slack’ 

(i.e. ‘lazy’ or ‘neglectful’); but it could have a more active connotation such as 

‘dishonest’. Compare CD 149b ravag ‘be tall’ (or ‘proud’); 139a AoyKAAK ‘wicked’ (B) 

and 333b-334a CAosas ‘be smooth’ (noting Gen. 27: 11 where it has the connotation of 

Slyness). 

32 Taszoy: We think that the author is still worried about the letters, and understand 

here the verb twxc (CD 406b-407a) ‘pierce’ in the sense of something firmly fixed, 

perhaps even ‘sealed’. 

40 6ase: cf. CD 843b ‘baked loaf? or ‘cake’. 

42 toy ni: “five pairs’. Compare 76, 32 (e1), and the analogous use of caiw (thus 

79, 20 note ad loc.). These two Coptic terms, both meaning a ‘pair’, may better be 
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rendered as ‘sets’ or similar. Note also the Greek Cedyoc, which can be used for pairs of 

bread loaves (or 'double-loaves'?); e.g. P. Prag. Varcl. Il 6, 107-124. 

P. Kellis Copt. 107 

Inv #: P 56D(b) + P52A + P56H 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3. 

Preservation: Three fragments can be placed to reconstruct an almost complete letter 

written in Coptic on papyrus, although it is now rather faded and difficult to read in parts. 

The upper half is in one piece; but the document has broken apart at the centre fold some 

time in the past, and the two lower portions are particularly poor with a distinctly 

different colour to the upper (indicating rather different conditions of preservation). The 

original dimensions were 264 x 60 mm. The hand appears a little crude compared with 

many from the archive; but it is competent enough and includes both opening and closing 

formulae in Greek. 

Content: A certain Dorotheos writes to his ‘son’ Andreas. There are no other instances 

of the sender’s name in the Coptic archive, and it is difficult to relate this piece to any of 

the known characters from House 3 (although the name Andreas is common enough). 

The content is remarkably personal. Unfortunately, the connotations are difficult to 

understand without context; especially given the author’s brevity and allusiveness, 

combined with the difficulty of reading parts of the lower text. In general, the document 

strikes one as unusual in its style, and different in its concerns to the majority of the 

letters. It may also evidence some variant features as regards dialect; (though these could 

be idiosyncracies of the scribe). It is a shame that we do not understand the text better. 

Address: No visible address. 

Names: Andreas; Dorotheos; 
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Text: 

1 TH TLULLOTATH VIO 

D [uo]v ’Avdpeavtt [ ? ] 

3 Aopo8E0s yaipetv 

“ QdOH NOWB NIM TO 

5 NE ATEKMNTWHPE 

6 ETAIAIT NTOT TONOY 

7 NETPANHT 2WT 

8 ON TALTY]XH GiMa 

9 OYWW[E] MEN ETAOYO 

10 APAK NNETIN MAQHT 

ig! TNAY[SN] OE EN ONT 

12 C2el ANAK [ET]XW MMAC 

13 XE KPAICGANE APAY 

14 AAAA EMAH AYWTPE 

15 Mo2WB GTNTNMHTE 

16 tNOY 6E TTEOYO NCE 

17 XE 2N OYCYNTOMIA 

18 M2[WBK AN] ETAKCIEl 

19 NHI [GT]BHTC MN 

20 W6d[M... ] NAAYE 

pa) EIMHTL ATNOYELE 

29) xe mcexe ne Mn 

23 CMAT MMETE XE 

24 9AIOYW GIP ANAW 

25 2N OYNAS NwPK 

26 ETAGSN KEIWB EMW 

27, Ne Tie fee OA © 

28 Mon tN ..O ETOT apaq 

29 CTAME ATEOYO TMH 

30 € A[PJAK H[A]MHPE 
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31 EN[AJNOYIC] Epp@o8at 

32 O€ EVYOLAL 

33 TOAAOIS XPOVOLG 

6 ETAIAIT for ET-TAIAIT 14 it may be possible to read -G1 in ligature at the close of the line 

16 read [TEOYO <M>MCEXE (or is t- conjunctive?) 

To my most honoured son Andreas; (from) Dorotheos, - greetings. 

Before everything: I greet (5) your sonship, greatly honoured by me; the one who also pleases me in my 

soul. Indeed, though I should love to tell (10) you the things in my heart, I will not be able to [find] the 

way in the letter. I am saying that you perceive them; but, since (15) the matter between us has been fixed, 

therefore I am now recounting the affair in brief. [Again], the matter about which you wrote to me: There 

is no (20) possibility [to do] anything, except to go away; in that the affair is only of such a kind that I have 

already pledged (25) with a great oath to resist (?) another matter. If... occurs ... to him, it is appropriate to 

tell the truth (30) to you, my good child. 

I pray for your health for many years. 

Commentary: 

Address: Although there is no apparent address, there are some ink traces on the verso. 

They do not appear to be text, but one should view the digital photograph. 

2 "Avépeaytt [ ? |: Given that this is a most irregular form of the dative (as if the 

word were dvdpidc?), and the possibility that there is lost text following (see the 

photograph), perhaps one should better read: "Avépea,..i...[.]? It is possible that the 

top layer of papyrus has stripped away, noting what may be a downward stroke reaching 

the final -v on the following line. 

26 TA6N: If the reading is correct and the verb is Twsne (cf. CD 466ab), then one 

has to decide on the appropriate sense for the context from the basic meanings of ‘push’ 

and ‘repel’. However, otherwise, since the initial e- seems to stand here for the 

preposition a-, it could also be the verb sw- 'find' after a form Ta- of the causative 
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infinitive (for ATpa-): '(oath) that I shall find another thing'. Either way, in this section of 

the text it is unclear to us whether Dorotheos is talking about some actual legal matter. 

P. Kellis Copt. 108 

Inv #: P56G + P56C + PS6I 

Location: House 3, room 9, deposit 3 west doorway. 

Preservation: Six fragments of inscribed papyrus can be arranged to provide the 

remnants of a letter written in Coptic. Three form parts of the upper half (calculated to 

72 x 58 mm.), and three form almost the entire lower half (also 72 x 58 mm.). 

Approximately four lines can be supposed to be completely missing from the centre, with 

the original height calculated as ca. 165 mm. The script is proficiently written and clear 

to read. The initial 9- of 1. 6 is slightly indented and writ large, indicating a concern for 

format and clarity that is also apparent in the punctuation signs. The hand and formatting 

are quite similar to the same in 31; compare (e.g.) the xaipein. 

Content: Pshai writes to Pegosh. The context is certainly that of the circle of Pamour, 

whose letters dominate the earlier sections of this volume. Consequently, Kapidon is 

surely the same as Kapiton; Lo is Tapollos; Philammon may well be the same as the 

author of 80-82; and the letter must be read with those written by Pegosh himself (73-79). 

AS we saw previously, the adult men were generally working in the Nile valley (some 

together with their wives), from where they sent letters and items back to the extended 

family in the Oasis. In this instance, it seems that Pshai is in Kellis (Il. 26-27), from 

where he writes to Pegosh; and thus we are seeing the other half of the correspondence. 

Compare, e.g. 73. 

Address: The verso is blank, (and there is probably not enough room in the lost section 

for what one would expect to be written). 
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Names: Hapia; Kapidon; Lo; Pegosh; Philammon; Pshai (x 2?); 

Text: 

1 M[AXAIC] MACAN MME 

V2 PIT [ETTA]IAIT NTOT™ 

3 TO[NOY MES]WUy ANAK 

4 NE[KCAN MMaAl METCIVEI 

5 NE[K 9M MX]AIC XAIpPEIN’ 

6 DILOH NOWB NIM THING 

ve A[MACAN TONO]Y EIMAHA 

8 A[MNOYTE] NNEY NIM 9A 

9 [NKOYXGEIT]E vac...N.6.C 

10 eee (Cede Se ISN ] 

11 eso Sree kesoe steteepe Peers 

12 ie ee (SS eee Ee 

13 ae eee ] . NE 

14 [tee cases reine ] Lo] 

15 [ks ze Sik Seta etree ] 

16 IE Sesto tien emia ee ] 

7, ec maetde a ech cl ita tetas ] 

18 lietteewer ter create cae. ] 

19 sulla meee [er tee ] 

20 [M]Mai MN gama at 

Zi xl mMCcV9e1 NEq’ AIxXOC 

22 dPAC ETRE NAXOYNOYE 

23 MAXxXEq XE AUTENE OY 

24 EMICTOAH 2WT NHT & 

25 TBE KENMA NMHCE 

26 X26 6E MMAN’ ACEl 

27, AGHAH ACUNTOY’ Md 

28 XEU XE OYSIC TBA N 

ES) IAMT’ TIAXEN XE YA 
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30 TCEl AOYAVIE’ NINAAYE 

Bi THPOY EYCAIT WINE & 

32 PdAK TONOY WING NEN 

33 TONOY APlIAAMMON’ 

34 MN TQC2IME’ Epp@o8at 

35 o€ evy[op]ar ToA[A]otc ypovotc 

(tr)36 KAMLAMN MN TQCIING’ MN [NECUHPE WINE ApAK TONOY’ MAXE AO XE TPAz 

37 OY MMAR al eee gee ]. €4 MAPGTNNAY OYAE TE NHI NXH6E’ 

(To) [my master], my loved brother who is very honoured by me, Pegosh. (It is) I, [your brother] Pshai, 

who writes (5) to [you in the] Lord, - greetings! 

Before every[thing]: I greet [my brother] warmly; I am praying to [God] every hour for [your well-being] 

... (10) ... (15) ... (20) Pshai and Hapia. I have taken the letter to him. I have spoken to him about my hours 

(?). He says that he has drawn up a letter for me too, (25) concerning another mna (?) for interest. Very 

well then! He came to Kellis and brought (?) them. He says: “Half a myriad of bronze”. We say: “Until 

(30) he comes to the Oasis”. 

All the little ones, every one, greet you warmly. Greet warmly for us Philammon and his wife. (35) I pray 

for your health for many years. (tr) Kapidon and his wife and [his children] greet you warmly. Lo says: “I 

beg you ... Let him send me a small portion of dye”. 

Commentary: 

4,7 caw: The restoration of ‘brother’ is based on the probable reading of the same in 

I. 1. Also, compare 73, 1-2. 

20 This Pshai (or Shai?) is probably a different person to the author. For Hapia see 

77.20: 

MD) oynoye: We have supposed a strange plural form or error instead of the expected 

oyna(o)ye, but perhaps it is a different word. The idea of ‘work hours’ seems 

suspiciously anachronistic; but (e.g.) well-usage was measured in time, cf. O. Trim. 19. 

25 KENM& MMHCE: We have understood this as ‘another mna for interest’. 

Obviously, it requires reading Ma as an error for MNd. The idea of providing extra 
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weight (i.e. quantity of some commodity) for delayed supply seems plausible; but it is 

quite possible that we are misunderstanding the clause. In particular, what we have read 

as a -N- is poorly formed; but no possible alternatives (such as -H- or even -Al-) make any 

better sense to us. 

26 ave se MMAN: Cf. 64, 5-6 (note ad loc.); 92, 15-16; 105, 46. 

wal adNToy: lit. “he brought them’. The reading seems correct, but does not make 

good sense. We wonder whether it would be better to read awntoy. The meaning 

would then be: ‘He came to Kellis to ask for them’. 

28-29 ‘Half a myriad of bronze’: or perhaps better, ‘5000 cash’. 

29-30 ‘Until he comes ..’ : The meaning is probably, ‘wait until ..’. 

36 “Kapidon and his wife and [his children]’: similarly e.g. 72, 25-26; 77, 5-6. On 

this person and his relationship to Pegosh, see particularly the introductory comments to 

the latter piece. 

P. Kellis Copt. 109 

Inv #: P 59A(i) + P 59B/F + P 60D + P 64A + P 93B 

Location: House 3, room 3, deposit 3; room 6, deposits 3 + 4; room 9, deposit 4. 

Preservation: There remain seven papyrus fragments of what was probably a single 

letter, written in Coptic with a distinctive large script. They can be arranged to restore 

portions of the document, the dimensions of which would have been 266 x 86 mm. It has 

broken at the folds, perhaps already in antiquity (as indicated by the varied find-sites and 

differing states of preservation of the extant fragments). Most of the right-hand side is 

missing. 

Content: The letter is poorly preserved and little of value can be ascertained about its 

contents. The piece is of some interest for its script; also the terminology at Il. 30-32 

(discussed below) which again relates to the textile business. 
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Address: 

verso 

am(0d0c) TH OVVBLa vac Tesooytc 

mapa Karutocg 

Deliver to my wife Tegsogis (?). From Kapitos (?) 

Names: Kapitos; Pegosh; Pishai; Psounte- (?); Tahom (?); Tegsogis (?); 

Text: 

1 Wie OT esi es fo ee ] 

2 ANAK TE .[... TWINGE SPO TO] 

3 NOY MN FEAR 3 ee ee ] 

4 vac [XAIPEWN] 

5 DXOH NIB NIM TINE dpo] 

6 TONOY [EIWMAHA ATINOYTE] 

7 xeqaplaic SPO Geers ] 

8 POC) [eet ie eee ] 

9 PH Yi Nea cise ed otc, eee ] 

10 TNNA Yee ee eee ] 

il Nil Sie eee ] 

12 NCIN RGU lee cee ee ] 

i MNSSCNEV Niece ee, ] 

14 “CL NMa&o Cull | eae ean ae ] 

15 ECTS ES ABs ie ] 

16 TIGORES cee eee ] 

17 APO MMA TL.......... ] 

18 ey PUCY NG. leo aue nae ] 

19 [E\Pee CY Getx|. eee ] 

20 MQAAOKOTIN[OC ....... ] 

2. TAQUM NGlies ae ee ] 

22 JONG TMM eee ] 

23 SATHGL SINE aa eee ] 
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24 SE ON KUNG: aon. ae at ] 

25 DOOR ANIM GC [eon enue ] 

26 2S, ote Cee eee eee ] 

27 lf a so ooo ty Cech eee ] 

28 eee oe ]TEq NTEBOK 

29 M..&.[.]. M[MIMa Manoe © 

30 ETBE [I2OAOKOTINOC OYN 

31 TE NESWW OYCAPT NpwY M 

a2 MCOYNTE[. MJN TE[q]aine TMAse 

33 NoxiTede = Jal] | MMe NOT 

r34 vac KCSECAN STEN See ie ee (ere leceee Cat hace ie VS 

MIMaMat 

v35 COVMHT NNMN[S 0). ese eee ] 

36 eSLiOy ait Cgan| arene tasan ees ] 

37 9d NHI vac 

34 AXABHC: -A- ex -G- corr. 

(To) my sister ... (It is) I, your ... [I greet you] warmly, and ..., - [greetings (?)]. 

(5) Before [every]thing: [I greet you] warmly. [I am praying to God] that he will [guard you] ... to me until 

(we can greet) one another (again). 

... (10) send ... and he brings it ... two mna of ... I will pay him ... (15) here ... to you ... they are useful ... 

Now, why ... (20) this holokottinos ... Tahom (?); and he ... in Egypt ... (25) everything ... and you go to ... 

(from?) this place ... (30) on account of this holokottinos. Pegosh has a ... fleece from (?) Psounte- [and (?)] 

his wife. This torn robe ... the warp. 

(tr) Here is a trap (of fish?) for you. I will ... from Pishai. (v35) Measure ten ma ... give them to ... for oil. 

Commentary: 

Address: It would appear that the name of the recipient is written with a Coptic -s- in the 

midst of her name, which is otherwise given a Greek form. Whilst one might expect 
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some form of Tasowe / Texvotc, this does not seem to be the case. However, one 

should note that the initial te- seems separated from what follows, as if it were not part of 

the same word. Perhaps a better reading or interpretation of the address can be 

suggested. 

2 It would appear that the author is another woman. Perhaps read: Tec[wne. 

3 Tal : This could be another woman’s name or a term of relationship (‘my mother / 

daughter' / etc.). 

8-9 As a restoration, exempli gratia, waftTNpananta anenjepny (cf. 32, 38; 103, 

36f.). 

29 wanoe: The reading is clear, but meaningless to us. Perhaps one should read wa 

mo<y>e? 

30-31 oycapT Npwx;: This looks like 'mouth-fleece', but what that might mean we have 

no idea. 

32 Psounte-: Cf. the many spellings listed under necyn-e1oc in Hasitzka's Namen. 

32-33 {mse Noaite: See the references in CD 262b. 

34 AXBHC: ‘trap’ or otherwise 'kettle' (of fish?); cf. 76, 31 note ad loc. 

P. Kellis Copt. 110 

Inv #: P 61G/1 + P 65E/F/G/J 

Location: House 3, room 8, deposits 3 + 4. 

Preservation: A number of papyrus fragments can be placed to reconstruct the major 

part of a letter written in Coptic. It has broken along the horizontal folds into four main 

sections, and the fibre has begun to disintegrate so that sections only retain a structure 

like ‘lace’. The document was written in a practised and flowing hand, with 

characteristic features such as an -e- written in two loops (see |. 11). The opening lines 

are particularly poorly preserved, and the final lines of the recto (and verso) almost 

entirely lost. 
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Content: Psais writes to his sons. He names first Pamour (whose name is given on the 

address), and then probably Pagosh and other members of the family. If this is correct, 

the piece is an important addition to the archive, written from Psais ‘II’ (following 

Worp’s stemma) to Pamour ‘III’. It may well indicate that Pamour is the eldest son. The 

letter must be read together with the many others belonging to the brothers and their 

circle. Unfortunately, much of the text is difficult to read and the contents hard to follow. 

Mostly, Psais seems to be dealing with business matters. At 1. 26 he relates a comment 

that ‘the place is difficult’ (nMa Max9, cf. 31, 47); but the connotation is unclear. 

Address: 

verso 

TOL SEOTOTH OV Vidi XN Tlayotvpr 

Vag 

To my master son X Pamour. (From) Psais. 

Names: Kapitou; Pagosh; Pamour; Pottes (?); Psais; Shai; 

Text: 

1 [NAIXICAYE NMEPETE ETTAIAIT 

2 [NTO]T TONOY [MAIMOYP NN Ma 

(Sod) | ee N[....].MN 

4 ingsectncaE [pa Gea) Qe ee [2a] 

5 [eH] Nowe NIM] Tpa[My]ple mac N] 

6 [TA]K MASW[W] NNEMAPE[K] . 

7 (eee MIPOOMe LIN mene N 

8 [..]. NETOY.... Pw EIC2El [NJEK 

9 [xe MINPT NEq NNOYMG MnBeE 

10 [K]& IMNTCNAYC NE N6N6wWP 

sl ... 6€ AN NHTN XE QITMW 

12 ... INMMAS MN NENEPHY 

He) AN[AJK MN TIPWME AMoye 

14 MNOLY]E 2IGMEPOC agl[a]A NEL. ] 
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IS 

16 

Wy 

18 

19 

20 

Zz 

2D. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

2, 

28 

29 

30 

Sill 

o2 

as 

34 

oS) 

36 

Sy 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

tr44 

v45 
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Mb a. Ned 2NoR MNES 

NE| 20+ INMAS MMPPe s, 

AN[ET]NGPHY ETZATNT...... 

UPL ostae Lae elINOyOT Nt 

TN . INA ETETNTEKO IWTTHNG 

NNETNOYAVE INTA2 CNTE 

Nple YINTETNIMIMA NEW . 

TEM... €& MpwmMe TNOy 6E 

MNvacTPETNXOU XE 

2ipAvacMEAH ATPOYTININAYCE 

MIMAIWOY Maxed AG MMQ2O00Y 

MOOY XE MMA MAX2 OYTE 

NETS... M NEINAXITOY pal 

. 6TIT. NAXl OYWHM NOM .. 

dPAC| XEYNAMOYXT ZATNC[E]i 

se [NH]l ETRE NCEXE MNKE 

P.[.].. 2WB NIM EqNag 

[2.2 2. THNG Goel NAT Ox 

fot col te Noe Pocom 

[it CTHMO epee =e 

[.... ] NEMCTOAH T[C]ze1 NH[TH] 

Re MW Ss ooo ere ] 

ee es MaMoyp qt mpayw Nw\ek/CNHY GETIATHK MMPU! pAYw NHTN 2d 

Te TMI amar are ] 
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46 Pee eee | faee: Sa nt ee dis A eee te 

47 [...]. ITH... TIEIMCTOAN [E]TNATE2ATHNG Mripow 

48 pests ]... NNEVooy NETEPE MOTTHG NAMAON TE 

49 BUNS. wah ise i tte NMATC NTRT XITOY NUTN 

50 hoe ee INMAT MNEOYAYNE FMING AKATITOY 

51 gree eee [eee Seek Ave ee Cee Ree HY 

OE ene rey can a torched ais wid gos BK isi wah wR 

NEY yee Qa URS aa 4p ee eal © oe ane 

ET CoA a) am oe Gee AeA w ts [oyx]elte .. 

55 Lee one ct go Ne tc rs IGXGXP oy sae 

There are also a number of other unplaced and poorly preserved fragments and scraps (visible on the digital 

photograph). On the best of these one can read (lowest of four lines) JMM . . TN[. 

14 ofIMEPpoc: assimilated, for 2(8)-MMq- 19. IMA: initial letter hardly formed, but the scribe 

must have intended (M)IIMA (compare |. 21) 25 MM2OOY sic; read NIKE MIDQOOY 26 

MOOY: second -O- ex -Y- corr. 

(To) [my] loved masters, who are greatly honoured by me: Pamour and Pagosh (?) ... 

[Before (5) every]thing: I am astonished [why you], Pagosh, should ... the man ... So, | am writing to you 

(sg.): Do not give him the nummi for (his) wage, (10) the 1200 talents. Indeed, also, (I must tell) you (pl.) 

that I have divided ... (and) we have settled with one another. I and the (other) man have, each one, sent his 

share to ... (15) and ... We have sent the ... (and now it is) settled. Do not (make any payment?) to the 

fellows whom you have ... 

The ... 1 am mixing for you here, as you are yourselves destroying (20) the ones that are in the Oasis. We 

have ... two cells with what is here ... the person. So, now, you have no cause to say that I have neglected 

to get them to send them (?) (25) to the boy. However, he says from day to day (?) that the place is 

difficult, and not (?) ... | would have received them. ... will receive a little ... to him so that he may mix. 

Now, you (pl.) have written (30) to me about the matter of the ... everything he will ... Write to me... I 

will give ... that ..., while ... (35) letter. I am writing to you ... (40) ... 
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(tr) ... Pamour: Take care of your brothers who are with you. Do not care about the one who has not... (v 

45) ... in them to me against the ... this letter which will reach you. Do not ... day, the one when Pottes (?) 

will reach us, the ... these five portions of fish. Take them for you (50) ... Shai of Peouaune. I greet 

Kapitou ... Be well (55) (for a long time) ... 

Commentary: 

2-3. The reading is very uncertain, but probably this is written to both Pamour and 

Pagosh, from their father Psais. Thus, one should read: [NaJMoyp NN Mas|[ww . ]. 

18,29 MoyxT: ‘mix’. At 32, 32 the term is used for ‘mix the warp’; but the process 

alluded to here is probably something different. 

2 TeKO: ‘destroy’. One supposes that Pshai is being critical. 

20-21 oNtTag CNTe | Npie: Probably one should read ‘two cells’, even though the 

number usually follows the noun. The preceding verb (Tag . , or possibly Tax . ) is 

problematic. If Pshai’s following comment about not have neglected to do something 

‘for the boy’ relates to this, then maybe it is about supplying (work)rooms. But this is 

highly speculative. In any case, the meaning of pi(e) ‘room’ or ‘cell’ should be 

considered along with the other instances in the House 3 archive: 39, 35; 44, 7, 23; 81, 

27; 120, 21. We think it probably means a ‘workroom’ here. 

24 T[N]Nayce: The reading is very uncertain. 

25-26 tingooy | nooy: ‘from day to day’, or simply an emphatic form for 'today' or 

'this very day' (cf. CD 731a). Still, it is unclear to us what exactly this means. Is the 

situation particularly bad today, or is this something that is said daily? Does it mean that 

the ‘place’ is getting progressively worse, or perhaps it is ‘difficult? on a day-to-day 

basis? For mma MaAx®d (‘the place is difficult’), cf. 31, 47. Presumably this is presented as 

the reason for delay; but of course we do not understand in what way it is difficult. 

29 OYWHN Nom .. : ‘a little ...°. Again, it is frustrating not to be able to read a word 

that might help to explain the process that he is discussing. Perhaps it is ‘salt’ (o40y); 

but it seems an odd statement and the reading is very uncertain. Anyway, whatever it is 

is being sent to the boy to ‘mix’. 

50 wai NMeoyayne: probably ‘Peouaune’ is a geographical rather than personal 

name; compare ‘Peiaune’ at 77, 14, 17 (and see the note ad loc.). 
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P. Kellis Copt. 111 

Inv #: P 61) 

Location: House 3, room 8, deposit 4. 

Preservation: This Coptic letter has been preserved complete on a single piece of 

papyrus. The dimensions are 162 x 52 mm. The ink is abraded in parts, but virtually the 

entire text can be read or reconstructed with confidence. It has been professionally 

written in a clear, rather square hand. The starts of lines 5 and 15 have been indented: 

and there is some basic punctuation. 

Content: This is really a ‘double’ letter: The first 14 lines are from Pebo; the remainder 

by Olbinos, who even starts with a standard greeting and xaipeim formula of his own. 

The contents are mostly about business matters, written in a straightforward and concise 

(even terse?) style. There are no greetings to women or children. Pebo is concerned 

about some ‘tetrads’ (see further the commentary), and Olbinos about items needed for 

textile manufacture. However, there are also interesting comments about persons and 

places; these are discussed below. It is difficult to place the persons involved here with 

any certainty. However, if these “tetrads’ are the same as in 35, this could be the same 

Pshai (and also Andreas) as in the pair of letters 35-36, and perhaps 37 and 59. The name 

‘Olbinos’ may occur at 88, 24 (rather uncertain); but is not otherwise found in the House 

3 archive. The general context of the letter is the Oasis, rather than the Nile valley (see 

further the note to 1. 32). 

Address: 

verso 

ta.ayarnta: X Vain 

adeXOat TleBog 

To the beloved brother X Psais. (From) Pebos. 
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Names: Andreas; Hor; Olbinos; Pebo; Pshai; 

Text: 

1 MACAN MMEPIT ETTAIAGIT 

2 NTOT TONOY MAI ANAK 

83 MEKCAN MEBO TWINGE SPAK 

4 TONOY 2N MXAGIC XAIPEIN / 

5 GEIMLAH 2AIXOC NEK XE ANI 

6 MHT[E] NTETPAC NOHT NTA 

7 TC 2AlEl APHC AIMINE N 

8 OA[BUNOC Maxey XE NoyYwuw 

9 Nel EN THPOY MaAxel XE 

10 MAN AIPAN ATEKO NIQNO 

11 THPoy TNOY Ne Oyawpe 

12 XCIE[I] NTETPAC’ 2WB AN 

13 NIM [ET]AIXOC NEK ETBHTG 

14 MM[W]pPAMEAEI APAC| / 

15 ANAK OARINOC NETUINE & 

16 MACAN MMEPIT ETTAIAGIT 

7 NTOT TONOY Ngai on 

18 XAGIC XAIPEIN / 9DAGH N 

19 IWB NIM TWINGE APAK TO 

20 N[O]Y MNNCWC ETRE N 

oT [KEK]JAYE ETAITABIK MMAY 

22 pl] TIMEYE NMINO ETai 

23 N[TG] NEK XE XITG NTOTC 

24 [NTAJMO MMPOYAPIC ABAA 

25 [WAT]ICTEY NEK MN IT 

26 WItIT NTE Nnacan nawai 

27 ETAQEL A[BJAA IN CWMA 

28 2[Aic]2E1 MEN NANAPEAC 
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29 E[TIBUTC SAAX NTAK Apt 

30 [..].[.]..MMAK* NKBWK 

S1 [NKX]ITOY NTOTC NRKN 

32 TOY NHI NTOTK AQHB E 

33 KNAG AKHMG ETTILAH 9X 

34 MIXMACAN TIABO XOC NHI XE KN- 

35 HY 42HB NIOYO AE NIOYO 

36 MI[P]PAMEAEL ATKAWCTPA 

37 NKUITC NTOTC 

tr38 vac vac vac ATIC XEKNAOYAXOY CKIMACT WANTKTPOYTANAC 

39 vac vac vac YW TNANME AMEKIMAT 

v40 (WING ATIACAN ANAPEAC 

4] TONOY MN 2wp TPaz 

42 OY MMOTN [[E]]N[AJCNHY NA 

43 XICAYE XE EPETNAP ENIrFEN 

44 Nap [[ANAX]] NIOBHYE Nut 

1 GTTAIAEIT: the scribe may in error have written GAIAEIT (see Ai in the following line) 

34 MIARO: -B- ex -X- corr.; XE: -X- ex corr. 36 KAWCTPA: -P- ex corr. 

(To) my loved brother, who is greatly honoured by me, Pshai. (It is) I, your brother Pebo. I greet you 

warmly in the Lord, - greetings. 

(5) Since I told you: “Bring 10 tetrads north of the ditch” - I have come south. I asked Olbinos. He said: 

“We do not want all these”. I said: (10) “Surely (not), why would we want to destroy all these things?”. Is 

it now to stop writing the tetrads? Also, everything I have spoken to you about: Do not neglect it! 

(15) I, Olbinos, am the one who greets my loved brother, who is very honoured by me, Pshai; in the Lord, - 

greetings. 

Before everything, I greet you (20) warmly. Next, concerning the other things for which I implored you: 

Remember the item which I brought for you? Get it from my mother. Do not quit (25) until she gives it to 
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you; and the warp from my brother Pshai, who has just died. I have now written to Andreas about it. But, 

you, do (30) ... to you, and you go and get them from her, and bring them to me with you to Hibis; if you 

are going to Egypt. For my brother Pabo has told me that you are (35) coming to Hibis. But, most of all, 

do not neglect the thread (?); and you carry it from her. (tr) Be sure to cut them whilst sitting (or: 

‘remaining there’?) so that you get it made; and I will understand your (good) grace. 

(v 40) Greet my brother Andreas warmly, and Hor. I ask you (pl.), my brothers, my masters, that you will 

take on (this) burden and do these things for me. 

Commentary: 

Address: It is difficult to see whether the scribe has really indicated the final -1 at the end 

of ta. and Gyarnté1. Equally, what we suppose to be the final -¢ for IleBog (which 

usually would be spelt TeBa@c) is oddly formed. There may be further ink-traces (from 

previous usage?) below this. Interestingly, the central X of the address has clearly been 

written after a strip of papyrus has peeled off. It also has a more elaborate form than the 

majority of examples in this archive. One may compare that at 20; the design of 25 is the 

most elaborate example amongst the Coptic letters. 

6,12 terpac: ‘tetrad’. The term is also found at 35, 37, where it clearly refers to 

something written (C261); although one should also compare the occurrence of TeTpa at 

19, 27 in the midst of discussion about textiles. There, it obviously refers to some kind of 

physical object, or a standard measure or shape (e.g. ‘square’?) of a known commodity. 

One might think about the use of ‘pair’ (Caiw or Hi) in these texts (see further the notes at 

79, 20 and 106, 42). The crucial question is whether we are correct in our reading of 

c2efi] at the start of 1. 12. If so, then perhaps teTpac means 'quaternio' (of parchment 

or papyrus), and one should certainly compare the usage in 35. 

6-7 = ANL... NOHT NTMaTcC: ‘Bring ... north of the ditch’. It is not entirely clear whether 

Pshai was supposed to bring the tetrads to or from the north. Presumably, Pebo gave 

these instructions in a previous letter (is the €me1dy of |. 5 temporal or causal?); but now 

he writes again to say that he has himself ‘come south’. For usage of NonT and apuc, 

compare 25, 44 and 49. For ‘the ditch’ (CD 593b) as a (natural or man-made?) feature of 

the local landscape see also 15, 25: ‘Pakous is south of the ditch, harvesting’. In any 

case, are we to understand that Pshai failed to do what he was asked, and consequently 
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Pebo has had to come looking for them? See further the note below about Hibis (ile32: 

35) for a discussion of the geography. 

7-8 aimine NloalsiyNoc: ‘I asked Olbinos’. However, although the papyrus looks 

blank after N at the end of |. 7, there is in fact an ink-trace further on. We wonder 

whether to read aiwine Nicja ‘I sought after’ or ‘enquired for’. 

27 *.. who has just died’: lit. ‘.. who has come forth from (his) body’. 

30 The missing clause must have been something like: ‘.. make a real effort’. 

32, 35 ot1B: Heb, i.e. Hibis. In the Coptic texts from House 3 the only other reference is 

at 118, 7; but both the city and the nome are named in a number of the Greek documents. 

The letter seems to imply that Olbinos and Pebo are actually in Hibis, from where (one 

supposes) they are writing to Kellis. Pshai would pass through on his way to the Nile 

valley. This might suggest that Pebo, having come south, has himself come from there. 

Does this suggest that the ‘ditch’ of ll. 6-7 refers to some feature of the road between 

what we now think of as the two separate oases of Dakhleh and Khargeh (but in antiquity 

were both part of the Great Oasis)? However, although Hibis is clearly south of where 

the desert road reaches the valley (nowadays in the vicinity of Siaut / Assyut cf. 81, 28), 

it is due east of Kellis. 

34 We presume that this Pabo is the same as the Pebo who wrote the first part of the 

letter. 

36 TKAWCTpa: This must either be from the Greek kAwortnp (‘thread’ or ‘spindle’), 

or the Latin claustra (‘key’?); see also 17, 36 note ad loc. We prefer the former, given 

the reference to warp at |. 26. 

a7 The repeated references to ‘her’ in Olbinos’ letter, who is probably the same as 

‘my mother’ (I. 24), and the discussion of items needed for weaving, suggest that this 

woman could be Tehat. She is very much involved in the textile business (see especially 

18 and possibly 58). One notes that the only other references in the archive to TKAWCTPA 

(‘thread’ 1. 36) and to Twatc (‘the ditch’ Il. 6-7) are in letters by Orion, who is the 

author of 18. 

38-39 It is noticeable that Olbinos writes this extra text only down the side of his own 

‘letter’, as if anxious not to intrude on what Pebo has said. Note that the verb TAno 
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‘make’ is always specifically used about tailoring in this archive, thus 18, 4; 19, 36; 44, 1, 

On 20, 50. by 

39 ayw tNavime amekomat: lit. ' and I will understand your grace’; but it probably 

just means ‘and I will be obliged to you’. 

43 emirem : presumably énryeptCo, or otherwise émiyéurotc. Perhaps the author is 

asking his recipients to 'apply some pressure' on his behalf? 

P. Kellis Copt. 112 

Inv #: P 61S + P 61V/W + P63A + P65D/G 

Location: House 3, room 8, deposits 3 + 4. 

Preservation: This is a very faded and partly erased letter written in Coptic on papyrus, 

sent by a certain Pshai (= Psais) to an unknown recipient. The piece is mostly complete 

(as reconstructed from nine fragments), though now broken along the centre and vertical 

folds. The original dimensions were 140 x 102 mm. 

An unrelated Greek text (edited and published by K.A. Worp as P. Kellis I Gr. 50) has 

been written on the verso, where traces of the letter’s address (i.e. text 112) can also be 

discerned. On the recto, and over the right hand ends of the lines of Coptic, this Greek 

document is titled as: ‘Receipt of Psais Tryphanes on behalf of Psais son of Kele, 

grandson of Patsire’. According to its introduction (Il. 1-2) the receipt was given by Psais 

Tryphanes to a Psais son of Pamour. Although K.A. Worp expressed uncertainty as to 

which piece was written first, it seems to us that the Greek has been written over the 

Coptic, and that there may well have been some deliberate attempt to erase the earlier 

text. In that case, one might suppose that the Coptic letter had been sent to Psais 

Tryphanes (or someone close to him), who then reused it when in need of something on 

which to make the receipt. However, that is most speculative; especially as the Greek 

document states that it was actually written on the author’s behalf by Aurelius Titherios 
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son of Horpatos. On the problems of the name ‘Tryphanes’ see the note and references at 

78, 35-36. 

Content: The Coptic text is difficult to read, but typical of the style found throughout the 

House 3 letters. Although there is little of obvious value to be derived from the 

remaining text, it is certain that we are here dealing with characters found elsewhere in 

the archive. Compare e.g. the Tryphanes and Toni of 50, or the Psais Tryphanes of P. 

Kellis I Gr. 71 and 73; though indeed it is difficult to disentangle all the persons with 

common names. 

Address: Some unreadable traces only, under the Greek text on the verso. 

Names: Pollon; Pshai; Toni; 

Text: 

1 MACAN MMEPIT ETTAIAIT NTOT TONOY 

2 Aloo ae Se oe 6eTe[Mq[Pe]N 

3 DOA Gs ON PUDV cnanedeia, okie seec ascends 

4 ANAK MAL {F} THING ApAK TO[NOY 2M MXAiIC] 

5 [X]JAIPEIN DAOH NOB [NIM Fat] 

6 NE APAK TONOY GIMAHA AM[NOYTE 2d TIK] 

if OMNES NS VEO CYA, 5 oilaeaallocuguace ] 

8 KE OdKP TOR. 6s eee Sli. Flin het 

9 NHt GTBE TMUAX[E C]N[TE] N. Apal.]... 

10 PASE OVEN [era dior mI 1 a, oem 

12 SN O Veo ce CBI Fahour iss moncnes ee 

12 ee MMEH ee MU cee fo IN NR Bere curt 

13 PAMNAXSIT Cie... « ]... N6AXAM TNOY 

14 AG AN APL MAM[EYE] YN OYATAN[H]..... 

16 NOVOUNG ean! Goals S| caer Lote] 

16 Ne OV cba cant Geno des Nive aug. Pi eee! 

7, OU OE Bip eae eg 
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18 WING X<.4.UN .. WHpe MN [2.527] 

19 WING ANGETIZATHK THPOY KAT[A NOYPEN] 

20 Eppaoal Ge Edyouat TOA[Aot< x]povlot]s 

(tr)21 WING AMWT TWN TONOY MN TAMO MN NEKCNHOY 

22 MN MOAAWN MN TQ2ING MN NEQwMHPE 

22 TC2IME: -9- ex -C- corr? 

(To) my loved brother, who is greatly honoured by me; ... whose name is sweet in my mouth ... (It is) I, 

Pshai. I greet you warmly [in the Lord]; (5) - greetings. 

Before [every]thing: [I] greet you warmly. I am praying to [God for your] well-being. Be ... , for you have 

made ... for me, on account of the 2 maje (?) ... (10) to you. Take them ... Now, ... receive it ... quickly. 

So, now again, remember me with love (?) ... (15) without ... 

I greet you ... [I] greet ... and ... children and ... [I] greet all who are with you, each by [their name]. (20) I 

pray for your health for many years. 

(tr) Greet father Toni warmly, and my mother and your brothers; and Pollon and his wife and his children. 

Commentary: 

3 The text almost certainly continues after 9N pwi with NNO wim vel sim. (‘all the 

time’), and then the recipient’s name (‘my brother N.N.’). However, the traces are 

unreadable. 

8 2dKP 12... : perhaps 2AKP M2BACc? However, 2Bac ‘clothes’ is not otherwise 

found with the masc. sg. article in these texts. 

9 TMAX[E C]N[TE] N. Apat . ]: Perhaps one should read Nkapaty] (i.e. ‘2 maje of 

nuts’); compare 44, 21. Still, the whole section is very uncertain. 

19 WING ANETIZATHK: The reading is a little difficult, as it looks more like winane . 

GT2ATHK. Perhaps a correction is necessary. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 113 

Inv #: P 78A 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 3. | 

Preservation: Here are two fragments of a letter written in Coptic on papyrus, plus one 

unplaced scrap. The hand is rather coarse and distinctive, with the letters large and 

sometimes crudely-formed. The exact extent of missing text between the left and right 

sides of the column is difficult to determine, but it cannot be very much. Thus, 

presuming that one must read some form of the name Hermopolis at |. 8, followed by a 

link to the next clause (at minimum perhaps MN] Ke CNTe ‘and another two’), then one 

can restore OYNT[HEl G]JTOE MAxe ‘I have 4 maje’ at 1. 6. In 1. 7 it can not simply be 

b) eine Nieps ‘the wife of Ierx ..... We have provided an approximate estimate of the 

probable line lengths. 

Content: The surviving text concerns small-scale business dealings involving women, 

such as are typical of many pieces in the archive. No names are preserved, but the 

reading of ‘Hermopolis’ is of interest. 

Address: 

verso 

TO] KvPt@ LLOV 

J]. ots [ 

To my master ... 

Names: Ierx (Hierax?). 

Text: 

ear ROSS [ra eS ] 

2 RAUTPIGEANT a te pe tee ] 
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3 [ie S..jTee eee Al] 

4 XOC N6EK MING [NCA 77] ).7 [2.2] 

5 NOY KDETOy [eae [Ree ok 

6 XOC XE OYNT[HEl UJTOE MAXE 

Wi NTOTC NeIN[E .... JE Nlepz N 

8 TEPMOYTI[OAIC ... IKE CNTE N 

9 TN iT CWePle on... ] MNppa 

10 MEA AWE TOY a aa. Ty MN&PK 

itil Vac 22 ClMGBRN. [ieee eee ae ie 

12 ee eee aeAN en Sito yen: ] 

tr(x +)13 [+/-20 ]. BON vac Epp@oB8at oe EVYO[LAL TOAAOIS YPOvoIG 

1 -X-: ex corr? 13 GE: or <OE>? 

. Do not neglect ... [I] told you: Ask [after] ... (5) you demand from them ... You said: ‘I have 4 maje 

from the wife ... lerx of Hermopolis; (and there are?) another 2 from her daughter ...’. Do not (10) neglect 

to demand from them ... cast out ... 

(tr) ... I pray for your health [for many years (... ?)]. 

Commentary: 

6-7 On the construction oyNTE- ... NTOT= see the comments on p. 60 of P. Kellis V. 

i Niepz Nl]: One might suppose a rather poorly formed hori and understand the 

preposition oN ‘in’; but we prefer to read the penultimate letter as -3. Indeed, it would be 

difficult to understand Niep in isolation. Probably Ierx is for the familiar name Hierax. 

Nevertheless, what comes before is a problem, as (explained supra) it seems one cannot 

read straight across from (c)2\Meé (‘.. the wife of Ierax of Hermopolis’). 

He MNapk: This is rather obscure, especially if followed by a vacant space at the start 

of 1. 12. One could otherwise take the kappa with the following verb (‘.. you cast out’); 

but that still does not explain what precedes. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 114 

Inv #: P 78Ji + P93B 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 32 

Preservation: The remains of the upper part (?) of a document written in Coptic on 

papyrus, restored from two fragments. The original dimensions and extent of lost text is 

unknown, but (judging from the abbreviated nature of the contents as preserved) the piece 

may not have been very large. Indeed, it is possible that the document is complete, as the 

lower lines have become badly abraded and difficult to read. The text appears to have 

been written on a spare rectangle of papyrus, and the whole construction reminds one of 

such pieces as 41, 49 and 117. 

Content: Although it is written in epistolary form, this document is a reminder of 

financial transactions, amounts paid and owed. It is not possible to identify the persons 

named with any security. 

Address: No address or title is preserved (the verso is blank), and may well not have 

been written. 

Names: Philammon; Pshai; 

Text: 

1 TWING AMACAN PIAAMMON AXOOU NEK 

2 XE APE OYNTEK NIVAMT APAT DAEY MAXE TT 

3 wT nw@axi xe.aA...€ GI NHI XE OYNTEI Nd 

4 (wr. . J2ITB . OTG TCWNE XE JIXI NIANT 

5 [...]O. OTC MN NAW NEMMHt KIPE M 

6 [.... ]oyeTapi.[.]. xe OyMW aTpa 
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7 [ves oe) MN DOT Oat. 2. [ads ies AMA 

ATIACAN: looks more like ATIATIAN? ~=3 OYNTEIT: -E- ex corr. 

| am greeting my brother Philammon to say: “For what do I owe you these monies?”. Father Pshai says 

that (N.N?) came to me, (saying) that I have (am owed?) my [account] ... the sister, in that I received the 

money (5) ... and the account with me. You make ... want to cause ... and father Pshai ... me. 

Commentary: 

| TING ... AXOOY NEK: lit. 'T greet ..'. The syntax seems somewhat unusual. 

2 MAxe: This is another clear instance of an initial u- for the common word naxe- 

‘(N.N.) says ..’. See the note at 73, 9,11 and compare other examples at 70, 32; 77, 14; 

81, 9,26,54; 82, 39. 

2-3 oyNTEe-: These are interesting instances of the construction discussed at p. 60 of 

P. Kellis V, although one would expect it to be followed by nrot=. It must indicate 

some kind of debt or credit. Literally one reads here (in the first instance of I. 2): ‘.. you 

have these monies to me for what?’. Perhaps one might translate: ‘.. why are you holding 

these monies against me?’. The sense may well be that Philammon is holding up 

payment to the author against some supposed debt; but the whole scenario behind the 

document is difficult to reconstruct with so many uncertain readings. 

4-5 Probably the same construction ending -oTq is repeated; but it does not seem 

possible to read e.g. 91rooTg or NTOTT in either instance. 

P. Kellis Copt. 115 

Inv #: P 80A +P 81A 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 4 south wall. 
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Preservation: This is an almost entirely complete and well-preserved letter, written in 

Coptic on papyrus. One detached fragment has been added to the mid left-hand margin 

(section of |. 44 reading NApNNTpe Nek). It is written in a fluent, attractive and practised 

hand; with extravagant flourishes at times. New sentences are indicated with enlarged 

initials (e.g. 1. 9 Qren, 1. 13 Xoc). The formulaic farewell has been carefully indented, as 

with other professionally written pieces (e.g. 25, 36); but note that it is written in Coptic 

not Greek. The dimensions are 272 x 65 mm.; and the centre fold is apparent but 

unbroken. There is some smudging of the ink. 

Content: Tegoshe writes a sorrowful letter to Pshai, detailing deaths and a sense of 

abandonment. The piece manages to rise above the stock phrases of so many others, to 

be an affecting and personal document. Contrary to the common situation in these letters, 

it appears that the author is in the Oasis (Il. 25-26) and writing to Egypt. Presumably 

Pshai brought the letter back to Kellis at some future time, from where it has now been 

recovered. 

Many of the names found here are common to other documents in the archive, but it is 

somewhat difficult to identify the situation in this piece exactly. Our best hypothesis is 

that the author is that same Tagoshe who is the sister of the brothers Pamour and Pegosh, 

and the estranged wife of Kapiton / -ou; see 75, 37-38 and the general discussion of 77. 

However, this is by no means certain. 

Address: 

verso 

TO SEOTOTH MOV GSEAOGt =X Vaio. Texvot tf adeagn o 

OV 

To my master brother X Psais. (From) Tekysis, your sister. 

Names: Ammon; Andreas; Hor; Maria (x 2); Nonna; Piena; Pshai; Tapshai; Tegoshe; 

Tsh(e)nbes; 
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Text: 

1 MAXAIC MACAN MMEPIT 

2 ET TAIAIT. NTOT TONOY NETE 

3 MIGPEN JAAS ON TATAMPO NNO 

4 NIM GIMAHA AOYAWT IN 

5 NCWMA NTE NAPEWE XWK 

6 ABAA TIACAN MAT ANAK 

7 TEKCWNE TESOWE TETCIEIL 

8 NEK* OM MXAIC XAIPEIN 

9 LOH NOWB NIM* TMING TO 

10 NOY ATKMNTCAN ETNANOYC 

1 MN NAXICAYE NAMHPE 

12 MAPIA MNIENA MN DWP 

LS) XOC AG NHI NTAMEPE 

14 MAPIA XE MMpTAPO ME2HT 

15 NTOT XE NMpel AOYAPNE A 

16 RAA GMELAH NTATOYW2 A 

17 NWTO A NM@HP[E] NNON 

18 NA WMWNE AYMOY Alp id 

19 RE 2WT NIKbDSN OE NEl 

20 NTAK AG MACAN MMPp Mad 

21 WEY AAAA OC ETENEK UI 

22 NMAPAY@ NNINA NMP 

23 KAT AN NCWK vac WINE Nut 

24 TONOY ATAXAIC TACWNE TA 

25 Mw@At XOC NEC XE NEITHY) 

26 AGL AKHNG ANAK’ MN TKOYI 

27 Xd NIMOY SE XIT NXNAI Ad 

28 TC NTOT GY TE TASAM* NN GPE 

29 TAC MN€ NOYAETC AAAA NKEWH 

30 PE NNONNA AYMNOY 2WOY AN 

(o>) _ AIX TXHASE NTOTYU NAM 
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32 MMN NPOZsA METAKTNNA\Y[C]/ 

33 THP AixITG MMpp NAw@RY 

34 TAXA IWT TSN CE MIMW9 [A] 

35 PWTN Ewone ne Mei ai 

36 NASW GICMANT WIN[E] 

a7 NHI TONOY ATACWNE MapPla 

38 MN NECWHPE MN TACW 

39 NE TWNBHC MN NECWH 

40 Pe MN OYAN NIM* Eqt NTAN 

41 NEK WN NKOYXGEITE N 

42 OYNAS NOYAIM NAXAI[C] 

43 MACAN 

44. MAWHPE AG ANAPEAC NAPMNTPE NEK NOYW NIM MN GE THPCY EfWOM MMAC 

NQTEOYO aApak ETBE MAKAT NWND 

15 OYAPME: -I1- ex corr. 22 MIIP pap. 44 WN2 pap. 

(To) my master, my loved brother who is greatly honoured by me: The one whose name is sweet in my 

mouth at all times; while I am praying to embrace him in (5) the body, and my joy will be complete. My 

brother Pshai: I, your sister Tegoshe, am writing to you in the Lord; - greetings. 

Before everything: I greet (10) warmly your good brotherliness; and my masters, my children Maria, Piena 

and Hor. Now, say for me to my daughter Maria: “Do not force your heart (15) for me, do not be about to 

launch forth” - just because I am laid low. The children of Nonna fell ill and died. I, myself, developed 

pus; (and) I have not been able to come. (20) But, you, my brother: Do not forget me. Rather, just as you 

were taking care of me here (before), do not abandon me now. 

Greet me warmly to my lady, my sister (25) Tapshai. Tell her that I was set to come to Egypt, myself and 

the little girl. Then death forced itself on me (and) carried her away. I am powerless. It is not only her; but 

(30) Nonna’s children also have died. 

I received the cloth bag from Ammon of Roha (?). All that you have sent I have received. Do not forget 

me; and perhaps I can find a way to reach (35) you (pl.). If this happens I will stay being all right. 
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Greet me warmly to my sister Maria and her children, and my sister Tshenbes and her children, (40) and 

everyone who gives rest to you. Live and be well for a long time, my master, my brother. (tr) And my son 

Andreas will bear witness to you (sg.) of all the news and the state I am in, and he will tell you about my 

life’s course. 

Commentary: 

Address The dative ‘Wadia (rather than ‘Yditt) would indicate a form of the name as 

‘Yatoc. See, similarly, 64, 70 and 72. However, we doubt that this has any significance. 

No variation is made in the Coptic form Pshai; and we have continued to transcribe it as 

Psais. 

It appears that the address was written when the letter had already been folded in 

half. Thus, the scribe has written 1 ddeAdn o, and (having run out of room) then 

completes olov on the following line. 

12 For the pair of brothers Piena and Hor see the introduction to the Ploutogenes 

letters. 

14-17 Tegoshe’s message to Maria sounds like the caricature lament of an old lady: 

‘Don’t put yourself out on my behalf’. We have translated the passage rather freely. The 

noun mato must be derived from xto ‘lie down’ (CD 792ab); literally the phrase with 

oYw2 would mean something like ‘I have settled to the lying-down’, i.e. succumbed to 

sickness. However, note that our understanding of this passage can not be applied to the 

occurrence of nwtTo at 120, 23; where it seems to be a toponym. The two instances 

might be reconciled if the word refers to some kind of place for convalescence, such as 

(perhaps rather anachronistic) a sanatorium or quarantine area. If so, Tegoshe’s lament 

here would be better translated in a more material fashion as: ‘.. because I have been put 

in the sickness place’. 

17,30 Nonna: Perhaps the same as at 92, 20-21 (where it is stated that she and her 

daughters are doing well). 

25 an: This could be translated ‘again’ or ‘also’; but we have preferred a more 

neutral rendering as ‘now’. 

Px riMoy: One wonders if ‘the death’ here might indicate plague (cf. CD 159b)? 

28 ‘Lam powerless’: lit. ‘What is my power?’. The following un- and epe- are both 

syntactically most remarkable. Since the context clearly demands the clause to be 
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negated and there is no other negation here, the element un- can, as far as our familiar 

inventory of Coptic grammar goes, only be the negative existential; but it is used here to 

precede a focalising epe-, which in itself is quite unusual for a Nominal Sentence 

structure. Put another way, one may recognise in this usage one of the basic functional 

components of Mn-, negating the existence (not of entities but) of entire states-of-affairs, 

as a reduced proclitic form of HMAN iG in a construction that may also very well be 

resolved as: ‘Not that it is her alone (but ..)’. And, incidentally, it is interesting to see 

how a matter of life and death, and the desperation of loss, brings out the most 

extraordinary examples of rhetorical syntax. 

32 Roha: Probably a toponym. It could, of course, be the name of Ammon's father; 

but there is nothing similar recorded in Hasitzka's Namen. Either way, there are a 

number of figures named Ammon in these texts, and it is difficult to identify / distinguish 

them. 

37 This must be a different Maria to the daughter that Tegoshe made her complaint 

to earlier. If our hypothesis is correct that the author is Pamour’s sister, then this Maria 

would most likely be the latter’s wife. 

40-41 Note the repeated use of the term + NTAn ‘give rest’ in both the Orion and Ouales 

letters of volume one (P. Kellis V); especially the references and discussion there at p. 53. 

This is the only other instance in the archive, and the question remains whether it has 

some specific communal meaning (the other groups of letters have a clear Manichaean 

context). For translation, perhaps one might prefer something like 'brings calm to you' or 

'sets you at peace’; or, even, a much freer 'everyone who pleases you’. 

4a Presumably Andreas has carried the letter with him to the Nile valley. 

P. Kellis Copt. 116 

Inv #: P 81E + P93B 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 4 south wall. 
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Preservation: Three fragments of inscribed papyrus can be joined to reconstruct a 

substantial section from the lower part of a letter written in Coptic. The original 

document may well have broken on the centre fold, with the upper half now entirely 

missing. Since what remains is 134 x 91 mm., this suggests an original height of 

approximately 268 mm.; which would be similar to a good number of the other larger 

letters: e.g. 80 (274 mm.), 82 (276 mm), 105 (274 mm.), 106 (270 mm.). Many of these 

pieces are not as wide as 116 (which must have originally exceeded 100 mm.); but 

compare 80 (274 x 103 mm.) and imagine a left hand strip missing from the centre fold 

down. However, in contrast to that piece, this scribe has filled the entire available space 

with his distinctive small and slanted (to the right) script. 

Content: The major part of this document (P81E) was found together with the major part 

of 82 = P81E(a). Although the letters have different authors (82 was written by 

Philammon to Loishai, i.e. Theognostos), the two pieces clearly stem from the same 

context in the Niie valley. In the other piece Kapiton is about to come to Egypt from the 

Oasis; here he has already visited and left for Antinoou. The latter city also features in 

the Makarios family letters (cf. 19, 21, 25), which are clearly linked to those of 

Philammon through the figure of Lysimachos. Note also the reference to doing business 

there at P. Kellis Gr. 1 71, 16. Thus, this letter belongs to those characters and events that 

are central to the House 3 archive. The author may indeed be the same as that Tapshai in 

Egypt greeted in the previous letter (115, 24-26), as well as a number by Makarios and 

his son Matthaios (19, 25, 26) and also by Pamour and Maria (65, 67, 68). However, 

there could very well have been more than one person of this name (see the repetition at 

65, 44 and 48). Pshai, the recipient of this letter, may be the author’s husband (note 67, 

34-35). However, in the text Tapshai is mostly addressing a woman, perhaps Tegoshe 

(see the note to |. 5). In that case, the address to Pshai would simply be the usual practice 

in a patriarchal society, where he is the husband or male ‘guardian’ of the recipient 

(compare 115 for these persons). Alternatively, it may be because a substantial part from 

the start of the letter is lost, and in that first half Tapshai has addressed Pshai. 
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Address: 

verso 

KvPt]@ Lo\v/ GSEroar X Paite } adder cov Tewai[c] 

To my master brother X Psais. (From) your sister Tepsais. 

Names: Eni; Jmpnoute; Kapiton; Lammon; Maria; Pshai; Tabes; Tepsais; Titoue; 

Text 

Mas Pes fi hac XK io ids, fant teal emidic. Ueraiek: Be \ Ba eeerancer 2 ae Int] 

2 hi Pees JE NNNEY OYW EYNME ATICEXE GICAYNE AN 

S i. Se eee OY]HOY NMAC’ TNNNTWMBHP* NAKNTG GN ABAA A 

4 ee ee eee Je TPMNHPE TONOY MN {MINCEXE ETENEPETEOY 

5 [OMY fc JMOYN NCEXE NNPSW ENMNEE! ARAA TEN TKOY 

6 Phin, 5 Am ] ETBHTN KAN ANH ETRE MKOYI XE GTEOYO NNEpENn 

7 ie eee JN APAN TNOY? EMNATE MGMT RWK AM[A] E(OYHOY 

8 bs ee ee J. TPAMNE COHN APAN GQWMNE GYNACL NAT? 9A 

9 fet msuetts etiradss NJHTN KH AXQPHT XN MNNOYAIW ETANEL AKHME’ & 

10 2 ee ].° 2dNAwWE [.].[. xe TEEr OC ETEPE NMNOYTE NACBTW 

11 FRC on MJACAN KATMIT[MN] MING APWTN NTACBOK AANTINOOY 

12 Poe ae J& TMINE A[TAMO] MAPLA MN ENL MN NECWHPE 

13 gk lee ae JMING ATIATOT TT]IOYE MN AAMMOW PFUYING ATABNC’ 

14 fet? ].T..[... €EMW]NE GYNASN 6€ NNTC’ Nie NIIPSsw 

15 ISHINGH. a4 . ThOYL T]MaT NAAye EN’ TOYEWTE NiINoy 

16 TIRES ae Gree ene eae ]. APWTN EN’ NTAK AG MACAN 

17 lS ee er ee ee ee JACW XEKEI NNMEY TNNO ApuwTn 

18 [oS Oe en tne pe Roa Renae ar |XMMNOYTE MN NECUHPE KO N{ 

19 [per stra Bek cas Soe. ts. ava os ]. EN ACEI NHTN Epp@oOat oe 

20 vac EVYOMAL TOAAOIS 

21 Xlplo[vo]ig KvpLé Lov 

address 1}: ] pap. 16 APWTH:-N ex corr. 
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... With him ceases, as he understands the matter. I also know ... [being far away (?)] from him. Our 

friendship will [never (?)] fail him ... Iam very surprised at the words that you (fem.) were uttering (5) ... 

word. Do not delay your coming out, and bring the little girl [with you; if not] on our account, at least 

come because of the boy, for he is uttering your name. ... to us now, before his father goes to a distant 

place ... year. He is near to us. 

If they will take the cushions for ... to you (pl.). It has been laid down since the time we came to Egypt. 

(10) ... In short, ... and you (fem.) come, the way that God will provide ... 

My brother Kapiton greets you (pl.). He has gone to Antinoou ... I greet [my mother] Maria, and Heni and 

her children ... greet my father Titoue and Lammon. I greet Tabes ... If they can find a way to bring him, 

then do not delay (15) ... [I] lack for nothing. Praise God! ... not to you. But, you, my brother, ... that you 

(masc. sg.) come with them and we see you (pl.) ... Jmpnoute and her children. You are ... she came to you. 

I pray for your health (20) for many years, my master. 

Commentary: 

e KNTd;: cf. comm. ad 77, 11. 

3-4 It would be attractive to read here a|[Nng]e ‘ever’; but the sequence of words 

elsewhere (e.g. the following Il. 4-5) suggests that there must be rather more lost at the 

start of each line. 

5 One wonders whether this is the same little girl who has died in 115, 23-26; in 

which case the woman that Tepshai is here addressing should be Tegoshe. 

5-6 One might restore, exempli gratia, TKOY|[i NAME EINHTH. 

8 It may be no coincidence that there is a discussion of a ‘large cushion’ TNAs 

NMAWATE at 82, 18. 

12 Ent: What is typified in the transcription as a stroke above the epsilon is actually a 

bow-shaped breathing, just as above the Greek article (7) in the address. 

15-16 ToyewTe Nnvoyt[re: cf. comm. ad 82, 16. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 117 

Inv #: P 91B 

Location: House 3, room 6, deposit 5. 

Preservation: This is a ‘spare’ rectangular strip of papyrus (43 x 94 mm.), with Coptic 

text written across the fibres. It seems to be mostly complete in one piece; although some 

small edge fragments are breaking away, and the lower left hand corner is lost (but was 

probably not inscribed). However, it is possible that a further fragment of inscribed 

papyrus has been lost from the right hand side, which could explain some of the textual 

difficulties (see below). One should compare 114 and the other pieces referenced there. 

Content: This is a brief note rather than a letter, but still with a number of problems. In 

particular, what is the meaning (and indeed syntax) of the initial governing construction 

NtToymuce? Whilst the reading itself is not entirely clear, we have supposed nnce (CD 

186a) and translated ‘their offspring’; but this still leaves the function of the initial n- 

somewhat problematic (‘To ..’?). Is it conceivable that there could be some connotation 

such as: “On their birthday’ (though this should rather be g0ymMice CD 185ab and masc.). 

Alternatively, the uHce might refer to financial interest; or could it even be possible that 

Toumese is in fact a third name to go with Senapollo and Gena (cf. Tuweoid¢ under 

Meciw ‘midwife’ CD 186b). For the lexical range of the words mice and MHCce see CD 

184b-186b. 

Further to those problems, it remains unclear who actually is being greeted (wine) and by 

whom. Presuming that the initial Toy- is the possessive ‘their’, and fem. to agree with 

MHCeE; it must still be noted that the latter is singular. Again, why is ‘her sister’ 

mentioned twice; and is Partheni the name of a second sister, or in fact the sender of the 

piece with her name subscribed at the close? 
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Finally, one must reckon with the possibility that some text has been lost at the end of 

both lines | and 2. We take the unusual step of providing some alternative ways of 

understanding the text. 

Address: The verso is blank and there would have been no address. 

Names: Gena; Partheni; Senapollo; (Toumese?); 

Text: 

1 NTOYMHCE CENATIOAAW MN PENA 

i) TWINGE ATCCWNE NN TCNO MN TC 

iss) CW[N]JE NAPGENI 

2 TWINE: for ET-, or perhaps for T<I> / t- or even T<N>-? 

(It is) their offspring, Senapollo and Gena, who greet her (i.e. Senapollo’s?) sister and her mother, and her 

sister Partheni. 

or perhaps: On (this?) birthday: Senapollo and Gena greet her sister and mother and sister Partheni. 

or even: For Toumese, Senapollo and Gema. I greet her (i.e. my) sister and mother and sister. (From) 

Partheni. 

or, presuming some lost text: To their offspring: Senapollo and Gena ... greets her sister and her mother and 

her ... sister Partheni. 

Commentary: 

] Senapollo: cf. Jnapllo at 64, 32. There are a number of names in the archive 

constructed in this familiar fashion (i.e. Tse- or xe- for Twe(pe) ‘the daughter of eet 

Gena: Probably the same name as found elsewhere in the archive (i.e. a form of 

Piena / Iena), in which case it is masc.; or possibly one could read Gema. 

2 Twine: It is difficult to know whether this - presumably erroneous - text was 

intended to continue what had gone before (i.e. a relative construction ‘Senapollo and 
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Gena who greet ..’), or marked the start of a new sentence (i.e. a first present tense ‘I / 

We greet ..’). 

P. Kellis Copt. 118 

Inv #: P 92.1 

Location: House 3, room 4, floor surface. 

Preservation: A papyrus fragment preserving the upper portion of a letter written in 

Coptic (and Greek) in a tiny script; now 24 x 49 mm. _ The original dimensions are 

unknown, but the width is probably completely preserved (although the right hand edge 

of the recto is eroded in places). Exceptionally, the ‘recto’ is the side with vertical fibre; 

the ‘verso’ with horizontal. 

N.B. There are four other small fragments glassed with this piece at P92.1, also in tiny 

script. They appear to be from a number of other texts (at least two) and can not be 

joined with 118. Consequently, they have not been edited here; but there remains a small 

possibility that some could belong to this document. It may be noted that one of them 

preserves part of the address on the verso: It was evidently written to Psais (read Yaitv) 

from Andreas. 

Content: There is little text preserved, but the piece is of interest for a number of reasons. 

Firstly, there is the remarkable small, fluent script; and the way that the bilingual scribe 

switches from the formulaic Greek opening into Coptic, but then forgets himself by 

writing maNnton for THpoy (‘all of them’) in |. 4. In I. 7 the form amma would also 

seem to betray a Greek form. Secondly, as regards content, readable text on the verso 

ends with a rare reference (in the Coptic material) to the Roman administration. 

Prosopographical cross-referencing (cf. the note to 1. 6) suggests that this piece could 

belong with the Ouales letters (35, 36, 59); which are all themselves distinguished by a 

fluent use of Greek. 
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Address: None preserved. 

Names: Ammon; Bale (i.e. Ouales or Belle?); Bo (?); Hor; Iena: Pshai; 

Text: 

1 KUPLOL LOD A5EAPAL 6 ASEAGOG 

2 XOLPELV OLEH Nowe nim> tMNe 

3 APAK TONOY MN MAXAIC NAIWT MN 

4 NKECNHY GOATHK NANTON KOYI NAS 

5 MN [TM]MAUMN IGENA QP MN... . J 

V(xt)6 IARO..Y. T TNXOC NNIWT BAAS MMAN 

7 PW AMMONITE ACRWK AN AHB 

8 20 TULPUOYNOG =. GP oer 

9 traces 

6 TNXOC: right hand upright of the -N- overwritten by the following -Xx-; 1WT: i- looks like 5- 

To my master brother. (From) the brother; - greetings. 

Before everything: I greet you warmly; and my master, my father; and the other brothers who are with you, 

all of them, young and old; (5) and Pshai and Iena (and) Hor and ... 

(v) on account of Bo (?) ... and we will tell father Bale: “No indeed”, Ammoni has also gone to Hibis on 

account of (?) the tribune ... 

Commentary: 

a nmaNTwN: The bilingual scribe / author has slipped into Greek, when for ‘all of 

them’ he should have given the Coptic THpoy. 
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5 It is better to presume that Iena and Hor are two persons (rather than a single 

name Ienahor), for reasons discussed in the introduction to the Ploutogenes group of 

letters. 

6 Bo may be a name, as the same occurs in the KAB (Il. 600, 901, 1306, etc.). This 

is probably an abbreviated form of Pebo, which occurs a number of times in the House 3 

archive. However, we do not understand the complex following ‘Bo’, and perhaps 

another solution can be found. We have transcribed 9a go. . y . i, but this is difficult to 

explain. At the start one might try an -y- ligatured with some other letter; in which case 

it could be 9a8- ‘send’ plus the indefinite article oy. But, again, one can make no sense 

of what follows. A rather ambitious alternative could be oa BOYN sees OFPeVen ox 

BOYAGY . NTNXOC (reading N- for the following conjunctive rather than a final -i). 

Obviously, Greek words beginning Bova- suggest a number of interesting possibilities, 

especially if the construction is set in parallel to the 93 ntpiwoynoc of |. 8. But this is 

very speculative, and does require a scribe who switches between Coptic and Greek 

without thinking. 

Bale is a better reading than Blle; but could be same name as Belle(s), which is 

spelt in various ways in the Coptic texts. Interestingly, these two name (Pebo and Belle) 

mean, respectively, ‘dumb’ and ‘blind’ in Coptic; see CD 38a and 178ab. Alternatively, 

Bale could be for Vales. Although this name is spelt Ouales in 35 and 36 (and restored in 

59), in each instance it occurs only in the Greek address or opening formula; i.e. we have 

no Coptic spelling of the name from the Kellis texts. Interestingly, at 36, 10 we should 

probably read ‘Iena and [Hor]’. Given that the Ammon of 37 is a probable associate of 

that Ouales, this correspondence of names could well indicate that 118 belonged to the 

same circle. Ouales was almost certainly a professional scribe and of Manichaean belief; 

and the group of letters associated with him is particularly interesting. 

7 amMMwnt Perhaps read ‘Ammoni(os)’? 

8 Tpipoynoc: The reading is convincing, and must be for tptBovvog / tribunus (cf. 

LSJ supp. 295b). We think it is unlikely to be a personal name, because of the preceding 

definite article; although otherwise the word can be used as such (cf. Namen). It is not 

clear exactly what force the preceding preposition 2a has, given that we do not know the 

context; it could mean ‘at’, ‘by reason of’, ‘for’, ‘under’, ‘on behalf of’, or even ‘against’. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 119 

Inv #: P92.15B 

Location: House 3, room 1, deposit 1. 

Preservation: Here are four fragments of inscribed papyrus, which probably belong to a 

single letter written in Coptic. Two fragments can be joined to read the start of three 

lines of transverse text down the margin; and thus probably belong to the upper left-hand 

comer of the document (compare e.g. the published plate of 25). The verso is not 

inscribed, and the address was probably written on this half of the original letter (now 

almost entirely lost). The other two fragments preserve the beginning and end of lines on 

the verso, and thus belong to the lower half of the original document (again compare 25). 

In fact, where these lines end on the verso one can see the centre fold. So, whilst these 

factors give a general idea of the placing of the four fragments in terms of the original 

document, we still do not know exactly how long any of the lines were or the actual 

dimensions. Line lengths given in the edition below are purely illustrative of the 

probable range. The line numbers are simply for the purpose of reference, although we 

have made an assumption that the document may have been similar in proportions to a 

letter such as 31 (which the hand in some ways resembles). This gives about 50 lines of 

text on the recto. Therefore 1. 25 is the number given to the line immediately above the 

centre fold; and I. 50 here is the one at the foot of the page, followed directly by the first 

line in the margin. 

This reconstruction makes good sense, but there is one anomaly. It means that the scribe 

must have added a transverse final line of text on the verso (i.e. 1. 66); perhaps greetings 

to ‘all, great and small’. This is unusual, but the alternative of trying to reverse the 

fragment, so that the transverse text corresponds to the end of a line in the margin of the 

recto, is simply too problematic. 
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Content: There is little sense to be made of what is preserved, apart from the usual 

extensive greetings and a reference to coming to the Oasis (but it is uncertain whether the 

author is there or in the Nile valley). 

Address: No address is preserved. 

Names: Loutou; -a; 

Text: 

1 1S 2. Bo ee Re eee ] 

2 Tt 5 OR Rees eee ee ae ] 

3 6 SE age teeten uci moa ereenne eee | 

4 LNs eo eee ] 

5 Sal Rae ore acerca ] 

6 Be [igsascas tics. euiiins ot x SEY ] 

7 Ole ea ar. ] 

8 (CoP epee ape epee ete og ] 

9 SV ee ee eee ] 

10 [Gls eee ee ae ] 

unknown number of lines lost 

23 Lee IMnle Eterees ] 

24 [pee SIGMAY NIOVYO[. ] 

25 Aiden JHKE2OAOK[OTINOC] 

26 Pee elOKTeC NeC [i .-:. ] 

OF; [eee TANCAIGINIG..... ] 

28 icra Ine See [hee ] 

29 ee ee hs SENS Fo lltee so he ] 

30 ee ae ot ieee coe ots ] 

unknown number of lines lost 

44 fi eee Tee NOY AT ae ] 

45 eee Stand Nee el aed [eee cece ] 

46 ee ] MMAY EN EY[..... ] 
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47 [eae CCOAMZON iia oee ] 

48 i. re TL Nove fala ee ] 

49 cera. ]. AN KATA TINS[..... ] 

50 vac? NOYNA6 NOY[Aig vac? ] 

(@)51- [NOY Ge CCNCOK 21) a ae ee eee ] 

52 ELD OY AVE SIGN UG AR) Ger 6 ee ] 

53 AIGIEITATT AMAR, (ee eee ] 

about five lines lost? 

(v)59 MN NECUW[Hpe........... ] MN T[C] 

60 CONG Mit lease eee ]. & MN TC 

61 WeEPpe WINIG. 1.245... -2" MJN NOYWH 

62 Pe WINE APORUN i een eee ]J&é NAOYTOY 

63 Pe INMCe Mra te ee eee 

a small number of lines lost? 

(ir)66r “(2 eae ]kKoy1 vac 

(To) ... (5) ... (10) ... (15) ... (20) ... more ... (25) ... the other holokottinos [that] you paid him ... We have 

written it to (you?) ...; in that many ... We (7) ... (30) ... (35) ... (40) ... (45) you (pl.), or ... not, as they ... its 

/ her power, nor (?) ... Now ... according to ... (50) for a long time. 

(tr) Now, then, it depends on you (masc. sg.) ... come to the Oasis. I found it, you ... I have written, I have 

informed you ... 

(v) ... (55)... (I greet warmly) ... and his sons ... (I greet warmly) ... and his (60) wife and ... -a and her 

daughter. Greet ... and their sons greet you (pl.) ... from / son of (?) Loutou; and we (?) are persuaded ... 

(65) ... (tr) [Greet everyone there by name, old and (?)] young. 

Commentary: 

9 The initial 3- looks like it may be writ large and thus the start of a new sentence; 

possibly An[ak]. 

50 Here there is clearly a form of the common final formula, preceded almost 

certainly by ‘be well for me (oyxeite wni)’ or similar, and perhaps followed by 

‘according to my prayers’. However, the author then continues in the margin and 

overleaf, as in many other examples (e.g. 31). 
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60 There is almost certainly a woman’s name here ending in -a, or quite possibly -1a. 

The obvious candidate would be Maria, but there are other possibilities. 

62 There is a Loutou at 47, 15, 17; but there is no particular reason to suggest that 

this is the same person. 

P. Kellis Copt. 120 

Inv #: P 92.17 

Location: House 3, room 11, deposit 2. 

Preservation: This is a complete letter, written in Coptic on papyrus, and recovered in 

one piece. The dimensions are 176 x 56 mm. The hand is regular and clear to read. The 

text is almost entirely complete; despite some erosion of the papyrus down the right-hand 

edge, and a number of small holes in the fabric. Nevertheless, a few words (although 

clear to read) remain problematic. 

Content: There is a particular interest in the reference to various Christian or 

Manichaean books at the start of the letter. Unfortunately, the context of the document is 

most uncertain. Most obviously, one wonders if this is another letter by Pegosh to his 

brother Pamour; but the spelling of the author’s name as ‘Pekos’ makes this debateable. 

Somehow, the style of the letter is rather different from the majority of House 3 letters in 

Coptic. There are strange spellings and oddities, but it is difficult to speculate about the 

cause on such meagre evidence. 

Address: 

verso 

a..Tapotp X Texas 

(Deliver to?) Pamour. X (From) Pekos. 

Names: Lamon; Pabo; Pamour; Pebo; Pekos; Psemnouthes; Tagoshe; 
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Text: 

1 TWINGE APAK TONOY 

2 MXWM GTNTOTC N 

3 AAMON TAPE NIIPA 

4 3EIC 2ply NTA Ney 

5 dP TEAION TPOYN 

6 Tq NHI NTOTY MM 

Ht WT vac IIABO 

8 tte MM&Axe NKN 

9 TE O7 lato y & [Malte 

10 KTPOYNTC NHI NKA 

cy KEYE NE AAAK APAK 

12 Wxt2xqgoY NEK 

13 eEqune EMnxi te 

14 MCTOvacAH TTAB XAY & 

15 MHi MMwWT MERON 

16 CWC C261 NHI N 

17 OYW2 NIM MMIOOY 

18 CNO NIMOY OYAN 

19 TOYHIT NTNE Cl 

20 TOY AN AMMITN Kay N 

21 JSOYNTPIE MMP 

22 SW AMTMIKWE 

23 ATIWTO ANOY ATIPW 

24 ME XE DAYBOK N 

25 Ca MOT NYEMNOYy 

26 HC AG EKWANCWTM 

27 KGL KNO APac| dpl 

28 MEP NHI AMWT NE 

29 BO ETRE MTOYO 

30 XE QVAIROC Apad 
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31 MAPE TASOWE 

32 + Me NEK N6N 

33 sp KTPOYNTOY 

34 Nui 

v35 XOY MHT AN MITKOy! 

2 XWM: read XWM<E> 13 EMITXI- sic, read EMMI<K>XI- 15 MMT: M- ex d- corr. 17 read 

OYW NIM 18 NIMOY: -Y ex corr? 30 ApaAd;: -P- ex corr. 33 NOY: final -Y- very poorly 

formed 

I greet you warmly. (About) this book that Lamon has: Let the Acts be copied. But the (5) Gospel: Let 

them bring it to me from father Pabo. 

These 5 maje of figs ... (10) you let them bring it to me. (As for) the other ones: Wait until I send them to 

you. If <you> did not receive this letter, make him give (it ) and send (it) to (15) the house of father Pebo. 

Next, write to me any news of these two days. These ... above: Take (20) them down again (and) put them 

inside the cell. Do not delay to go to the place for convalescence (?) to see the man, for they have gone 

(25) after the father. But, (as for) Psemnouthes: If you should hear (about him), you come (and) see him. 

Do remind father Pebo for me about the repayment (?); (30) for I said to him: “Let Tagoshe give you the 

100 talents (and) you have them brought to me”. (v35) Also, send 10 to the boy. 

Commentary: 

Address: The traces preceding Pamour’s name are not very convincing for the expected 

° 

Gm(650c¢) ‘Deliver to ..’.. There may also be some ink traces after the central cross 

preceding ‘Pekos’. 

3,5 The causative conjunctive (I. 3) and the causative infinitive (1. 5) both seem to be 

used here as imperatives; i.e. instead of Mape-. 

3-5 The ‘Acts’ and the ‘Gospel’ could obviously be Christian works, but are more 

likely in this context to be Manichaean. The ‘great’ or ‘living’ Gospel was one of Mani’s 

chief works, but is now not extant. The opening is preserved in both Greek and Middle 

Iranian (see I. Gardner, S.N.C. Lieu, Manichaean Texts from the Roman Empire, 

Cambridge, 2004: 156-159). The Manichaean community also circulated copies of the 
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so-called “Leucian’ Acts, and a text related to the Acts of John was found in House 3 (cf. 

P. Kellis VI Gr. 97). On this see now also O. Zwierlein, ‘Die Datierung der Acta 

Iohannis und der Papyrus Kellis Gr. Fragm. A.I’, ZPE, 174, 2010: 65-84. 

4 2piq: We understand x1 opr ‘take a likeness’, i.e. ‘copy’; cf. CD 701b. 

9 We can make no sense of the text here. 

13-14 temcroan ‘this letter’: This can not be the letter that we are reading here. Given 

the clear reference to actual books in the opening lines, it is possible that it refers not to a 

personal letter but to Mani’s (book of) Epistles; or conceivably Paul. We know that both 

of these circulated in the community at ancient Kellis, because remnants of such codices 

were found in House 3 (6, 53 and perhaps 54); and indeed they are referred to explicitly 

at 19, 82-83. 

14 TTAB: We have understood the verb Tro ‘make give’ or ‘require’, and thus read 

‘make him give (it)’. However, the -8 is strange (for -q), and one might prefer to 

understand eT(T)ase ‘which is sealed’. If royuorT in 1. 19 is understood as <€>TOYH2 

(see below), then one could well-argue that the scribe regularly omitted the initial e- of a 

relative construction. Thus here one could read ‘the sealed letter’. Although it would 

seem most unlikely, it should be noted that the last Epistle Mani wrote in prison was 

known as The Seal Letter. Fragments of this important text have been recovered from 

Central Asia, see e.g. C. Reck, ‘A Sogdian Version of Mani’s Letter of the Seal’, in J.D. 

BeDuhn (ed.), New Light on Manichaeism, Leiden-Boston 2009: 225-239. However, it 

can be supposed that it also circulated in fourth-century Egypt, and indeed the name is 

preserved on a leaf of the Kephalaia codex held at the Chester Beatty Library in Dublin 

(i.e. The Chapters of the Wisdom of my Lord Manichaios). There is currently a major 

project by I. Gardner, J. BeDuhn and P. Dilley working to edit the codex. It reads 

TEMICTOAH NTCpparic; and the passage can be viewed in the facsimile edition 

published by S. Giversen, The Manichaean Coptic Papyri in the Chester Beatty Library. 

Vol. I Kephalaia, Geneve 1986, pl. 326: 6. Coptic twee is the usual equivalent to 

oopayiCetv. 

ils) It may well be that this ‘father Pebo’ is the same as the ‘father Pabo’ of 1. 7; and 

see also I]. 28-29. 
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18-19 miwoy Oyan TOYH2T: This complex is incomprehensible to us as it stands. We 

have separated the elements corresponding to apparent divisions made by the scribe; but 

this may not be correct. One could try nwwoyoy an ToynoT: ‘Also, these woyoy (a 

plural noun) which are set above (i.e. understanding here <e>royuo with the final -T 

either as an error or an unattested form)’. The following clause suggests that the author is 

talking about some items that are hung or otherwise placed high up for some reason; e.g. 

wall-hangings or something put up to dry? But these are little more than guesses. 

ral As elsewhere in these texts, the precise implications of the pie ‘cell’ are 

impossible to gauge (‘monastic’ or ‘prison’ cell, ‘room’ in a house, ‘storeroom’?). Cf. 

CD 287b-288a for the range of meanings. 

eS nwto: ‘place for convalescence (?)’. For this interpretation, see 115, 14-17 note 

ad loc.; but perhaps one should just read ‘Pshto’. See also perhaps the end of 41, 16 

(where it may be that the same should be read or restored); and perhaps 43, 5 (destroyed 

context). 

24-25 There is no way to know who has ‘gone after’ the father, or what the implication 

might have been. 

25-26 The use of the Greek form of the name Psemnouthes (rather than Pshemnoute) is 

surprising. One wonders if the author or scribe was not a native speaker of Egyptian. It 

is possible that this is intended as a vocative: ‘But, Psemnouthes, if you should hear ...’. 

29 mtoyo: We have supposed in the translation that this is for Toyio ‘repayment’; 

but that is a guess based on the sense of the passage. It is possible that further letters 

were originally written; but the following lines suggest that from here on the scribe 

finished his lines rather earlier than he had done previously. Perhaps the fragment of 

papyrus that is now lost was already deteriorated at the time of writing. 

P. Kellis Copt. 121 

Inv #: P92.20 

Location: House 3, room 14, deposit 3. 
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Preservation: A fragment of what is almost certainly a letter written in Coptic on 

papyrus. This is another example of a very tiny script (cf. e.g. 105, 118). The right hand 

margin is probably preserved; but otherwise we can not know the dimensions of the letter 

or the length of the lines. The line lengths given are only illustrative. The reading of 

eqxw at |. 2 suggests that a further fragment of papyrus must have been lost when the 

digital photograph was taken in early 2009. 

Content: Nothing can be determined about the content. The dialect is typical of these 

pieces, and the main interest of the piece is the reading preserved at l. 5. 

Address: None preserved (the verso is blank). 

Names: None preserved. 

Text 

(SE )IVY (eee nee cae ee, ]. vac ANAK MEN NMMGK NG AN. 

2 a Ren ene aE a ]. €UXW MMAC XE...a 

3 ee er meee ]. OYWMHPE Mwap... xe 

4 lee ioc 1 MOYN 3 eB eee WAN .OYE..AIOY..°MM.. 

5 Ey eee IMAHA QATHK MMPTIPONOYIM[.]...X%..... 

6 terres Ie es CENIND AGN OV eae eee ae ] 

As for me and you (masc. sg.), we have ... with him saying: ... their (?) son(s?). ... (5) ... pray (?) for you. 

Do not make ... worthy (?) ... 

Commentary: 

5 MiipT2ponoyerit : This is the most interesting feature of an otherwise poorly 

preserved fragment. One must read a negative imperative with a previously unattested 

causative verb. The reading is mostly secure. From which root base this causative may 

actually be derived remains unclear for the time being. Apart from any of the known or 

unknown consonantal stems containing /hr/ or /rh/, one might perhaps think of simply 
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another variant form for tpo L4 (‘cause', 'force’, 'constrain’), for which the archive 

already presents the unusual variant rapo- (at 115, 14). In this case one would be 

tempted to read noyou[t for what follows (cf. 115, 14 Anp-Trapo-neonr, probably not 

T2po-); but r is not particularly likely. On the whole, it is more probable that Topo is the 

causative of a base that in fact contained some fricative /h/, and that we have to wait for 

new attestation to see it more clearly. 

LIST OF OTHER (NOT EDITED) COPTIC FRAGMENTS FROM HOUSE 3 

This concludes the edition of Coptic documentary texts from House 3 at Ismant el- 

Kharab. However, the excavations there during the 1990-91 and 1991-92 archaeological 

seasons, directed by C.A. Hope, also recovered many other small fragments (mostly 

inscribed papyrus) with Coptic text. As far as can be known, almost all of these were 

from personal and business letters, similar to the many such documents edited in CDTI 

and II. Here follows a brief record of these fragments, which may be useful in any 

attempt to calculate the original number of discrete documents found at the site, and 

perhaps the proportions of Coptic material or different genres of texts within the total 

find. Apart from such purposes, the decision of the present editors is that the following 

fragments are too small for useful publication at this time. 

In the following list, the inventory numbers refer to glass frames, some of which contain 

a good number of different pieces (on occasion both Greek and Coptic). Some 

description and occasional Coptic text is recorded, but these have not been systematically 

checked and their inclusion here is only to aid in any future attempt to identify the 

fragments in storage. It is probable that the list is not complete. There are a great many 

small scraps of papyrus, some of which may belong together and some of which continue 

to break apart. For the smallest and worst preserved pieces it is not always clear even 

whether they were written in Coptic. Consequently, it has proved impossible to record an 

absolute total. 
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A/5/217 

P4 

P12 

P17DD 

P17Zi 

P26 

P35D 

P38 

P39 

P43 

p44 

P47 

p4g 

PSO 

P51B(a)iv 

P51C(b) 

P52B 

P52Ci1 

P53 

P54 

P55 

P56B(a) 

P56C(a)iv 

P56C(a)v 

P56Ci 

PS6F 

Coptic documentary texts from Kellis, IT 

Small frg. Coptic. 

At least two other Coptic frgs. apart from those published as 62. Read: 

ME]KTINA. 

Small frg. Coptic? 

Small frg. Coptic. 

Three small frgs. Coptic; at least two from the same text. 

Small frg. Coptic. 

Small frg. Coptic. 

Small frg. of Coptic letter. 

Very small frg. of Coptic letter. 

Small frg. of Coptic letter. 

Small frg. of Coptic letter, tiny script. 5 lines. Starts: }]yxw Mac NIT. 

Small frg. Coptic. 

Small frg. Coptic. 

Top left-hand corner. Start of Coptic letter with first 2 lines in Greek. 

Frg. with tr. text. 

Three poorly preserved frgs. of a single (?) Coptic letter, with first 2 lines 

in Greek. 

Poor frg. of Coptic letter. 

Two frgs. of Coptic letter. Also three frgs. of another Coptic letter, written 

on both sides. 

Small frg. of Coptic letter. [ne]sww? 

Small frg. Coptic? 

Small frg. Coptic? 

Three small frgs. from Coptic letters. 

Small scrap: Jnaca[n? 

Thin vertical strip from 11 lines, Coptic. 

In addition to the twenty-one frgs. of the letter published as 105, a small 

frg. from the top of a Coptic letter. Also here, a Coptic frg. with 5 line 

starts and 2 of tr. text. 

Tiny frg. of Coptic letter and perhaps others. 



P56H 

P57B 

PS59B 

PS9C 

P61V 

P77B 

P78A 

P78G 

P81D 

P82B 

P85D 

P89B 

P92B 

Poo 

P92. 1 

P92.4(a) 

P92.6 

P92.9 
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Small frg. of Coptic letter. 

Two small frgs. from Coptic letters. 

Small frg. of Coptic letter. 

Small frg. of Coptic letter. Read: MN Tease; araeon. 

Two small frgs. of Coptic. 

Two small frgs. of Coptic. 

Small frg. Coptic. 

Small frg. of Coptic letter, ramMo xapic on r. and Greek address on v. 

Pieces from multiple documents. Three frgs. from one Coptic letter 

including AAMMaN; wT wai. Four frgs. from various other letters 

inscribed on both sides, including names: e@ornwcToc; xMNMNoy[Te; 

mwai. Perhaps more Coptic here also. 

Frgs. of Coptic. 

Two frgs. of Coptic letters? Read: kaprioc. Not dissimilar to 22 and 23 

(also from P85). 

Small frg. Coptic. 

Small frg. of Coptic letter. 

Various small frgs. Coptic? 

Four frgs. of Coptic letters all written in very tiny script. Three have been 

taken from P92.5 and one from P92.37. They are glassed here together 

with 118 in order to compare with it; but they probably derive from other 

documents. It is difficult to determine how many different texts are 

represented in total. 

Two small frgs. of one letter, written in Coptic on both sides. The script is 

similar to 32, 33, and 84; but probably not the same. Read the name 

TIwEPL; also TCERAY, KOCMOC, NOHNE. 

One frg. of a letter, very poor preservation and difficult to determine if 

written in Greek or Coptic. The address is the same as 74 (II]exvoug 

Vdc 0 ddEA\b0c). 

Small frg. Coptic. 
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eee ARS, 

POZ.1SA 

P9216 

P92.17(a) 

P92.18 

P92.29 

P92.35Gi(a) 

P92.42 

P92.46 

P92.48 

P92.50 

Coptic documentary texts from Kellis, IT 

One frg. of a Coptic letter, written in a crude hand (and spelling). Text 

from 20 lines. Read from near the start (lines x+3-8): jwnpe Mi 

[MAMHP]E MMEPUT ANAJPEAC OM [MXAT]C XEPEIN DXOH NOW[B NIM] 

‘{Purupe etc. Different hand on v (not sure if Greek or Coptic). Also 

other frgs. of Coptic letters here. 

One small edge frg. with Coptic script. 

Three frgs. from different Coptic letters. One reads wupleé ANA[PEAC; 

another mKoyxei[Te; another 9XA6. 

Very faded frgs., difficult to determine if Greek or Coptic. 

Small frg. Coptic. 

Two frgs. with Coptic text on both sides. 

Two small frgs. join, and perhaps Coptic, from top centre of a letter. 

One small frg. Coptic in a plastic bag. Read: xe tnNHy apaa. 

Two small frgs. Coptic. 

Small frg. Coptic. 

One frg. Coptic. Read twana. 



HOUSE 4 

The archaeological excavations in House 4 took place during the 1992-93 field-season, 

and these texts were all found early in 1993. The excavation of the structure was never 

completed, as the site came to be considered unsafe and likely to collapse. The principal 

interest, as regards the study of Coptic documents from ancient Kellis, is that this 

material provides an important contrast to the much greater quantity of such recovered 

from House 3. Indeed, Houses 1, 2 and the ‘North Building’ are all contiguous with 

House 3 on the northern side of Area A at Ismant el-Kharab; and, whilst all the inscribed 

material from those structures can not properly be termed a single archive, it does (with 

minor exceptions) evidence a certain homogeneity in terms of Coptic dialect, styles of 

writing, socio-economic factors and so on. A great many of the texts published in CDT | 

and II belonged to the one extended family group and their associates from the second 

half of the fourth century. 

In contrast, House 4 was in good part selected for excavation as it is architecturally 

somewhat different (it is on two levels for a start), and several hundred metres away to 

the south-west (more precisely WSW). Nevertheless, it was also a domestic structure 

inhabited during the fourth century. Although there was nothing like the same quantity 

of inscribed material recovered here as in House 3, there are a number of important 

Coptic texts edited and published here as 122-126. Mention must also be made of the 

previously published Coptic literary text from House 4 (T. Kellis I] Copt. 7), if only 

because it was a Manichaean psalm written in dialect L4 (the same as the Medinet Madi 

Manichaean codices). This is especially interesting because it demonstrates that two of 

the characteristic features of the Coptic texts from House 3 and contiguous structures, 

Manichaean belief and use of this dialect family, were not somehow specific to one 

corner of the village or one small group of its inhabitants. However, the wooden board 

with the psalm was found near the surface of House 4, and may not have belonged to the 

inhabitants of the building. 
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As regards the Coptic documents edited here, none of them provides any evidence of 

Manichaean belief. In fact, the letter 124 and the invocation 126 are probably the first 

Coptic texts recovered by the excavations at Ismant el-Kharab that should be classified as 

clearly Christian and certainly not Manichaean. Of course, there are a number of pieces 

that could be either; and this is particularly true of many of the personal and business 

letters from House 3. It is also true of 122 and 123. But here in House 4, with 124 and 

126, we find unambiguous evidence of Christian belief and practice. 

As regards dialect the inscribed material in Coptic from House 4 may be less 

homogenous than that in House 3 (although the small numbers of texts make this dubious 

statistically). Whilst the Manichaean psalm, and the letter 122 (on which see further 

below), belong to the dialect family ZL; document 123 and the Christian letter 124 are 

typical examples of ‘southern’ (regional, modified) Sahidic. Whether there is any link 

between social-cultural group and dialect choice is impossible to state on this evidence; 

but there is reason to think that the Christian community promoted Sahidic whilst all 

Manichaean texts ever yet found in Egypt can be grouped in (the admittedly somewhat 

artificial) dialect family L. 

Finally, there is the important but unresolved question of dating. None of the Coptic 

documents from House 4 provide any evidence by which we could attempt to date them, 

beyond the general parameters of the fourth century, and probably from the second half. 

This can be said due to the archaeological record, and on general principles regarding the 

spread and use of Coptic. But it is not specific. This is unfortunate, as one would like to 

know more about the spread of new religions (i.e. Christianity and Manichaeism) in the 

village, and the development of Coptic and its dialects. Also, 123 provides a very 

interesting reference to ‘father Shoi from the monastery’; and one would certainly like to 

know more about the nature and development of monasticism in the Oasis. 
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LETTERS 

P. Kellis Copt. 122 

Inv #: P 93.44 + 93.40A 

Location: House 4, room 1B, deposit 2. 

Preservation: This is a complete letter written in Coptic on papyrus. It was found in 3 

portions, where it had broken along the folds; but these can easily be joined and virtually 

all the text is preserved (apart from a little abrasion on the upper left-side of the recto). 

The restored document has dimensions of 134 x 107 mm. The papyrus has been reused, 

as clear ink-traces (and even the occasional letter) of an earlier text can easily be seen. 

The hand is strong, distinctive and professional. 

Somewhat surprisingly, this professional writing ductus goes along with a certain 

looseness of dictional style (of which the lack of consistency in the use of grammatical 

persons is only one example) as well as a number of linguistic forms which are highly 

unusual. While the language of this piece can not be expected to be in agreement with 

any of the known /iterary dialects of Coptic, it is also seen to be only in partial agreement 

with what is known from the majority of the letters found in Houses 2 and 3 (the variety 

of southern Coptic that we preliminarily dubbed L*). The tendency to spell & instead of 

© here goes much farther than anywhere else: a- and ata- for e- and eTe- (the 

circumstantial and relative converters), ATRA- for ETRE-, ETApA- and ATATN- for 

erepe- and etTetii- (converted Present), MNTATN- for MNTETN-, Ewanta- for 

GWANTE-, Xd for xe, etc. It is difficult to determine whether this is merely a matter of 

spelling and orthography; or whether actual phonological (and thus ‘dialectal’) 

peculiarities are behind this phenomenon, and if so, which. The brevity and uniqueness 

of this piece of writing will probably preclude any such determinations even for some 

time in the future, especially since there are only few distinct morphosyntactic features to 

be found here. One such feature is the use, exclusive as it seems, of the base 9// for the 
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Affirm. Perfect (91- 1. 30 and an implicit ok- 1. 20), which links this piece with the more 

distinctly ‘local’ documents 44-48 (and / or with the very peculiar no. 50). Another 

characteristic trait, clearly limited to the level of orthography but in stark contrast to the 

normal usage in the L* corpus as well as the local documents, is the spelling of e1 for the 

front glide in postvocalic position (normally spelt i), which is quite consistent, as it 

seems, in cocel and oyxeeire (but Koyi and paic), cf. also Ael- (for ei- / ai- Sec. 

Pres.), oe1 (stative of e1pe). The morphology of this latter form (no matter whether oe1 

or oi) would also appear unusual for L*, where it is normally o. 

Content: On the recto Pshai and Masi have written a rather formal letter of filial piety to 

their father (and mother). One might suppose that this is complete in itself; but on the 

verso we find a rather more interesting, plaintive and personal set of appeals to the 

parents. The brothers are friendless and eager for news and a visit. They send a number 

of small gifts. See further the commentary on the problematic lines at the bottom of the 

recto and the top of the verso, and the issue of how to connect the two sides of the letter. 

Address: None. Both recto and verso are covered in text. 

Names: Chares; Lammon; Masi; Pakous; Papnoute; Philammon; Pshai; Sarapa; Sarapi; 

Text: 

1 MAIWT MAMEPIT MAMPEN GOAAG 

2 ON pwi NNO NIM MAIMWT NArAMHTOC 

3 Capana ANAK MAT MN MACINEK 

4 (QHPE ANCIEEL NEK ON MXAIC XAIPEIN 

5 (WWaph NOWB NIN TNOING ATKMNT 

6 WT ETNANOYC TATAMNOYAN NTCIE 

7 JANWAHA NIINOYTE 24 MKOYXEEITE 

8 XACUNAPAIC APAK NEN NOYNAG NOY 

9 a<DW MN TAMEY TAXAIC ATATNWON 

10 NEN NCABT NNAWTE ANOAPPE NMMA 



14 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

7 

tr18 

v19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

B2 

a) 

34 

OS 

36 
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NMA NIM ATATHWMOM NonTq erre 

ON OYADA GITE ON KHME ANWAHA 

NMETE AMETNOYXEGITE MN NA 

CNHY NAXICAYE KATA MOYPEN KOYI NAG 

MAAICTA MAMEPIT NCAN CAparll MA TA 

KOYI NWEPE TETAPA MNOYTE NAPAIC A4PAC 

vac X26 MN MAMEPIT 

Wel THPC vac ANI KOYC CNO NHO 

MNTATNAIGW IAPETC NMBAPRAPAC TMING TONOY 

AMAMGEPIT NCAN MAMNOYTE TPOXLYMAZH *XNOK 

KNTN ABA NMKCIEE! NEN ATRA MKOYXEEITE OYTE OK 

XOC AN XA TNAN NIKOYT SBA NMMHT NIMIKEIPE 

TNPEWE TONOY TNEIAPM SBA QHTTHNE XX THOEL NAT 

PWME NNIMA El MEN MNTATHNHY COGEL NEN HME 

TNOYXEGITE EMANTA NIBAPAIL OYAWBET ALCL OYAAYE 

TNATNNAYC 6N OYTAOYA ANANOYY TANTY NHT TAMO 

ANAK MACI TCIEEL NE MN OYE NMOYWHPE Capallra 

XX MACKIM AGXW TOYIHMH NE Xl TROY! NBEPE 

NHTN TOTU NMAKOYC APaAMITN NHTN TONOY 271 

MAOHT MNTPATNXOC XA VIPAMEAL XEIXW MAC 

XA MH CENATAQWTN NQOYN MNTPATNGN SPIKE 

Xl TXASE NE TO TAMO NTOTY NAAMMYWN ACMHA HAP 

WIN OYN WMOYNE WATE TBT NQHTC MN OYKAOA 

PON XA MAMAKOYC MN XAPHC OYAWMBET ACI AAXYE 

APA XI TXASE TOT MAKOYC KA MAPIAdMMOH 

ADAE 

4 NGK: N- ex corr. 24 MNTATNNHY sic! 27 NMOY- sic, read NNOY- 28 X4%*%W TOY2HMH, 

i.e. EUXO NTOY2HMH 33 ie. OYN MMOYNE NwatTe NreT 35 ie. (MW)TOTY 

NMAKOYC; read MAPIAAMMWN <1e>? 
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(To) my father, my loved one, he of the name that is sweet in my mouth at all times; my beloved father 

Sarapa. I, Pshai, and Masi, your sons; we are writing to you in the Lord, - greetings. 

(5) First of everything: We salute your good fatherhood, which is without equal. We have prayed to God 

for your well-being: That he will guard you (sing.) for us a long time - and my mother, my lady - as you 

(pl.) are (10) for us a wall of protection; (and) we are confident with you (fem. sg.) (?), wherever you (pl.) 

are, whether in the Oasis or in Egypt. We are praying only for your (pl.) well-being; and (that of) my 

brothers, my masters, each by name, young and old, (15) especially my loved brother Sarapi and my little 

daughter, the one whom God will guard. Stay with my beloved (brother?). 

(tr) Receive all <the ...> (?). Bring 2 choes of oil. 

(v) You (pl.) can not remain under the foreigner. I greet warmly (20) my loved brother Papnoute. I am 

amazed that, since you (sg.) moved away, you have not written to us about your health. And nor have you 

told us: “I will bring the little ones with me”. You did not do (that). (Nevertheless?), we are overjoyed and 

looking out for you (pl.); for we know noone here. Even if you can not come, write to us of (25) your 

health. When those pack-animals (i.e. the caravan) answer me (and) carry something, I will send it. (Can 

you please) find a good pair of shoes and bring (them) for me, my mother. 

(It is) I, Masi, who writes to you (fem.), together with one of your (?) sons, Sarapa, for he can not move. 

He sends your (?) fare to you (fem.). Receive this small basket (?) for you (pl.) from Pakous. I am yours 

from the bottom of (30) my heart. Do not say that I have been neglectful. I am asking: “Will they reach 

you at home?”. Do not find fault. Receive this cloth bag for yourself, my mother, from Lammon. It is full 

of lentils. There are eight portions of fish in it and some fine white bread; for Pakous and Chares did not 

answer me to (say that they would?) carry something. (35) So, receive this cloth bag from Pakous; for that 

of Philammon is wanting (?). 

Commentary: 

3 The name ‘Masi’ only occurs in this one letter amongst all the Kellis documents; 

but it is known from elsewhere. It is derived from the word for a young animal; cf. CD 

186a. In contrast, various forms of the name Sarapa are found in a good number of 

Greek documents; but, again, nowhere else in the Coptic material. 

Ss) We have here translated wine ‘greet’ as ‘salute’, as you can not really greet an 

abstract quality. 
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10 aAN@Appe NMA: We have supposed that the construction of eappe (Oappetv) 

plus MN (NMMe//) ‘with’ must here mean that the writers feel themselves to be confident 

because of the parents’ care. This makes sense following the previous clause about the 

latter being ‘a wall of protection’. Still, the suffix to nume// must be fem. sg., applying 

therefore to the mother alone; and this is slightly odd. One might consider instead 

whether here is intended Mma//, the normal preposition after this verb; although in that 

case the vowel (Mma for HMO) is more unexpected than the spelling nima for NMMeE (i.e. 

2™ fem.). Another interpretation would be to suppose that the brothers feel confident 

about the parents’ protection, wherever they go, following their prayer to God to guard 

them. This would also make sense, but in this case N4Ma must be interpreted differently. 

One could conjecture some error here in view of the following word Nma. 

i] x26 MN MamMepit: The meaning of this final line is problematic. It appears to be 

(as here translated) a brief additional sentence, perhaps an injunction to the little girl to 

stay with her uncle Sarapa, termed namepit in 1. 15. Nevertheless, the use of sve (from 

w2e ‘stand’) strikes one as rather odd; and then there is the question of who is being 

addressed and why ‘the beloved’ is not named. On the latter question, there is evident 

some ink-traces below. One partial solution would be to suppose that some following 

text was written, perhaps a name; though if one compares the verso it is hard to imagine 

that papyrus has been lost at this point. Is it conceivable that the scribe wrote an extra 

line, not noticing that the surface for this document had finished? If so, is the strange 

beginning of the transverse text (1. 18) somehow related to this? 

18 wef THpC: The meaning of this, which seems to stand alone at the start of the 

marginal text, is obscure. One solution might be to connect it somehow to the ending of 

1. 17 (surely not the name of ‘the beloved’?); on which see the note above. However, as 

it stands, it looks like the verb wan ‘receive’ or ‘accept’, with THp// ‘all’. This is how it 

has been translated, though it is entirely unclear as to what it would refer (perhaps a 

feminine definite noun has been omitted by mistake’?). 

io The start of the text on the verso appears very strange. However, it may be best to 

read this as a continuation of what was being said in |. 17: ‘Stay with my beloved N.N. - 

you can not remain with the foreigner’. If this is correct, then the injunction of Ral 

(‘stay’) has been made not just to the daughter, but to the family members (plural) to 
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whom the letter has been written. Of course, the way that the scribe keeps switching 

between persons, singular to plural and male to female, is confusing; and a real feature of 

the text. But at least this makes some sense and helps to connect the text on the verso to 

the recto, which can now be read as one continuous letter. Admittedly, it would mean 

that the margin text (1. 18) must have been added after the verso was completed. Finally, 

there is the problem, probably unanswerable, about what or who is actually meant by the 

BapBapos; here translated rather neutrally as ‘foreigner’. Obviously, the author is writing 

in Coptic rather than Greek; and one would therefore suppose that the term refers to a 

true outsider, such as the Libyan of 50, 27-28 or perhaps a Nubian. Alternatively, 

although the date may be rather early for this, perhaps the term is being used summarily 

and without ethnic meaning? Already in Shenoute (only a few years later) it has currency 

with a very pejorative connotation for all kinds of misbehaving contemporaries. 

d26W: Perhaps a compound expression (not hitherto attested to our knowledge), 

made as a construct of a2(e) and sw; although such a compound may be of doubtful 

standing, since quasi-synonyms are not usually compounded (as are antonyms, 

reversatives, consecutives and the like), but rather pleonastically coupled in 

circumstantial constructions (as are sometimes sw and MHN eERoA). It might be 

conceivable as a means of intensification, such as ‘stay forever’; or perhaps it is a kind of 

‘hesitation duplicate’. At any rate, 49- can not be the participial prefix since this would 

need a pronominal determiner after MNTATN-. Thus, we seem to have an instance of an 

‘autonomous’ MNTa// followed by an infinitive. This is attested otherwise only with the 

prenominal uNte- (plus Axay N-) or a generic MNTOY- (Pistis Sophia 268: 19; 269: 17 

etc.); in which case the meaning is always ‘can not’ or ‘it is impossible for ... to’. 

24 The combination of uitath-, if this is a variant spelling of uNtTeTH- (as it 

seems), with the stative nny, appears to be incompatible with anything we know about 

Coptic syntax. However, the use of the negative existential uN- in front of a definite 

Present preformative Teti- (where nny belongs) would be no less unusual. 

25 On the nature of the pack-animals, cf. 20, 54 note ad loc; but here one might 

better understand reference to the drivers themselves. We assume that the Conditional 

(GwWanTa-) is used with the common function of a future temporal. Alternatively, the 

writer may have had real doubts about their ever answering, in which case: ‘If...’. 
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26 ‘I will send it’: It is not at all clear to what this refers. 

Taoya: Our best suggestion is to understand tooye, (pair of) shoes; cf. CD 

443b. Alternatively, one might try Toya ‘door-post’; but it seems less-likely for sense. 

27 When Masi writes MN ‘(together) with’ it is uncertain whether the sender or 

recipient is intended; but we think the latter. One should note that Pshai has already 

addressed the father Sarapa in |. 3 and a brother Sarapi in 1. 15; and it is most economical 

to suppose that Masi now refers again to the second of these. 

27-28 noywupe / Toyanmn: In the context of most other documents from Kellis this 

would certainly be ‘their’, but the idiolect of 122 remains to be explored. For these two 

occurrences of a possessive article with -oy the text makes easier reading if they are 

understood as referring to 2" person fem., as they would be in Sahidic and the Middle- 

Egyptian dialects. Of course, there is also the problem of the inappropriate singular 

(surely one should read Noywupe?). 

28 +tkKoyi NBepe: ‘this small basket (?)’. We understand rip (CD 41b-42a); though 

one might consider sppe ‘young’ and thus translate ‘this young girl’, or espa “seed’ and 

translate ‘this small amount of seed’. The last is least likely, because it should be 

masculine. Gender would favour the second interpretation; but we prefer the first for 

sense, noting that Crum gives examples of the noun as fem. 

29-30 This is a tentative free translation of a rather unusual and difficult sentence. 

Apparently, the dative nut functions as an adverbial predicate, which resembles the 

structure of ‘cheer formulas’ in which a verbal element like eqewwne or eqnamane, 

preceding the dative, is most often omitted. Thus, apa- is read as Second Present, and a 

good literal rendering of the sentence might be: ‘The ground be to you very much in my 

heart’. Otherwise, an entirely different interpretation of mtn NHTN might be that of a 

verbal form of + (the ‘pre-dative’ tn-); in which case apa would be one of the Greek 

particles and m- would have to stand for Mr- Neg. Perf.: ‘Have I not given you very 

much in my heart?’. However, we consider it very unlikely that the sentimental 

reinforcer adverb TONOY would ever be used with an actional predicate such as ‘give’; 

even when it is somehow connected with the ‘heart’. 
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31 Perhaps the ‘they’ refers to the messengers; or otherwise understand: ‘Will you be 

reached at home?’. We have glossed the adverb Ngo0yn as ‘at home’, but it could just be 

a phrasal reinforcer rather like the colloquial English: *Will they catch you in?’. 

32 Ne TO: presumably for Ne Nro, with the augens reinforcing personal reference. 

33-34 kAeapon: ‘(fine) white bread’; cf LSJ 850b. Thus e.g. a kaBapoupydc is a baker 

of fine bread. 

6 AQA6: apparently an adverbial predicate, but unknown as such. Although it tad 

seems to contain a form of 2a6 ‘last’, it can hardly be a nominal construction. In this 

context (replacement of one thing for another?), and because of its predicate function, it 

can not fail to remind one of the pandialectal verb P-2Ae ‘be wanting’ (CD 636a), for 

which it may be an adverbial Present equivalent. 

P. Kellis Copt. 123 

Location: House 4, room 6, deposit 14. 

Preservation: This is a mostly complete document, written in Coptic on a narrow strip of 

papyrus, and with dimensions of 270 x 65 mm. It is now broken into three pieces at the 

upper and lower horizontal folds; and there has been some loss of the basic fabric. It was 

rather coarsely written, with thick strokes and a large script. The dialect is a variety of 

southern regional Sahidic. 

Content: This is essentially a loan receipt and an agreement to repay in kind (sometimes 

called a ‘sale in advance’); although it is written in epistolary form. As such it makes a 

useful addition to the mass of personal letters that dominate the Coptic documents from 

Kellis. According to the terms of the loan agreement the Aolokottinos / solidus will be 

repaid not in cash but by its value in oil. Oil was typically 40 sextarii to the solidus, 

perhaps even cheaper in Dakhleh than the Nile valley. Since 20 choes are 120 sextarii. 

the amount to be repaid is very high, ie. about triple the value of the loan. 
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The religious context for the document can not be known for certain, but is most likely to 

be Christian. The following letter (124) also features a Besas, and thus the two pieces 

could conceivably be associated. That text is certainly Christian. 

Address: 

verso 

To my master... X (From)... 

Names: Ioseph son of Besas; Louioros; Shoei; 

Text: 

1 t[@u. aya)|mntar a- 

2 Se[AGd]t’ loono 

3 Bynoatoc A[ov]tm@poc 

4 EV K(VPL)@ YALPELV 

5 t[P]2OMOAOCTI 

6 XE 2X! NTO 

7. [TK] NMIOAO 

8 rOTINOC ETE 

9 XPld AYW E 

10 NECMNWA XE 

il NKAAC EGEl 

sp NAT NAK M 

13 MxOoYwT N 

14 KOLYIC NNHO 

15 MMIKOYC NN 

16 MAEIWT WOE 

17. NOANETA 

18 GUNTOY AXYE 
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19 NANTIAO“IA 

20 TTANO NAK N 

Zi TEMICTOAH CY 

22 WPxX* OYXAEl 

23 ON TIXOGIC . E 

24 SPAMHTOC N 

25 CON 6TTA.\. /H 

26 OY AYW ETCOE! 

9 punctuation mark after XplX? 11 punctuation mark after KAXC? 

To my loved brother Ioseph son of Besas. (From) Louioros; in the Lord, - greetings. 

(5) I acknowledge that I have received from [you] this holokottinos for my need and (10) its worth, so that I 

will pay you these twenty choes of oil (15) per the chous (-measure) of my father Shoei of the monastery; 

for they are not disputed. (20) I am drawing up this letter for you as a deed of security. 

Be well in the Lord my (?) beloved (25) brother, who is honoured (?) and ... 

Commentary: 

Address: The traces are faint and any reading is very uncertain. 

2-3. If we have understood the sequence of names correctly, the letter is written from a 

loseph son of Besas to a Louioros; the latter name rendering what would be in Coptic 

‘Louihor’. Compare Awiwp, which is common in the KAB. 

10-11 xeNkaac: an unusual variant for xekaac ‘in order that’. 

13 The letter evidently accompanies the payment (‘.. these twenty’), which therefore 

is thought to be present in the situation of both sender and receiver. 

17 @aneTa: This is most obviously the word for ‘monastery’, i.e. 9eneTe (with 

fem. article). The word is also found at 12, 6 (connected to a ‘father Pebok’). The 

modern village of Teneida, at the eastern entrance to the Dakhleh Oasis, may be supposed 

to derive its name from the same. The question arises as to whether these occurrences 

refer to a functioning monastery in the vicinity of Kellis, or to a village with the same 
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etymology. It is worth noting that in both instances (i.e. in 12 and 123) the word is 

associated with a ‘father N.N.’; and we suppose that an actual monastery is meant. The 

term Ovaotnptov is found in two Greek texts from Kellis: P. Kellis I Gr. 12, 18-19; and 

an unpublished piece from the Temple Area (P 96.31, 9). 

18-19 eEMNTOY Aaye Nantuoria: ‘.. for they are not disputed’. We understand the 

meaning to be that father Shoei’s measure is a commonly accepted standard, beyond 

dispute. However, alternatively, in Greek contracts of this period the term OVTLAOYta is 

commonly used to assert that the loan will be returned at a certain date ‘without protest’; 

compare e.g. P. Kellis I Gr. 45, 17, a loan of money from 386 C.E. and referring to the 

chous-measure of Hibis. In this case one might simply translate ‘.. without any dispute’. 

24 Whilst the reading of ArannToc is certain, the text around it is most unclear. 

Most obviously, one would imagine that it was preceded by ne- ‘my’ (for ma-); but the 

reading is not very satisfactory. 

25-26 ETTa . \ . /Hoy: This looks like the scribe intended to write eTracinoy 

‘honoured’. There appears to have been a correction. We do not understand the 

conclusion to |. 26. 

P. Kellis Copt. 124 

Inv #: P 93.89 + P93.54 + P93.77 + P93.109 

Location: House 4, room 6, deposit 14; room 4, deposits 1A and 6. 

Preservation: Here are fragments of a letter, written in Coptic on papyrus, which has 

broken at the centre fold and is in the process of disintegration. Much of the lower half 

can be joined together, and portions of the upper half, to reconstruct (an original) 

document of approximately 270 x 85 mm. The script is rather square and not particularly 

fluent. There is one fragment glassed here (visible only on the photograph of the verso 

and placed separate to the others) which probably does not belong. 
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The dialect is a form of southern regional Sahidic (similarly see 123). It is comparable to 

the language of NHC II, both with regard to its use of some local non-Sahidic 

vocalisations (especially in everyday expressions) and the occasional ‘hyper-Sahidicism’. 

As such, it contrasts strongly with the language of the great majority of Coptic documents 

recovered from Ismant el-Kharab, certainly those from House 3 and associated structures. 

Content: The author was certainly a Christian; as evidenced by the rather florid style and 

biblical references typical of Coptic literature, as well as the postscript by Hor the 

vmodiaKovos (surely here as an ecclesiastical role) and the naming of the sender(s?) as 

priest(s) on the address. Unfortunately, there is no way to date the piece with any 

exactitude; but one may presume that it is contemporary with the many Manichaean- 

styled documents of House 3. This makes 124 an important addition to our 

understanding of the religious situation in Kellis during the second half of the [Vth 

century C.E. An unpublished Greek document from House 4 (P 93.38) refers to an 

OpYLStaKovos. 

Address: 

verso 

TAAC NENAPANH[TOC] x OITN AMA BHCAC.[...] MN 

CTEPANOC 6 6[.. ] SPAOCHMEPOC TIp/ 

Give it to our beloved Stephanos. ... X From Apa Besas ... and Agathemeros, presbyters. 

Names: Agathemeros; Besas; Hor; Stephanos; 

Text: 

1 BHCA[C MM]PECRy[TEPOC] 

2 MN APAOHMEPO[C . . ] 

3 neTcvel N[EeqjJeElwT C...[.] 

4 9M MIXOGE[IC XAIPEIN 

5 DXOH NO[W]B NIN TNO 

6 NE GPOK TNWING ENETN 



NMMAK THPOY KATA 

MOYPAN NETNNMMON 

THPOY W[ING EPOK TN] 

PAYMIH ET[BE .... Wa] 

Me TNCOO[YN...... ] 

SEXOOCM oor 2a: ] 

TEKMN[T....... MN] 

KN INDIE ae, eae ] 

olay. MeL™ | MsPpon 

TNWMHPE MOK XE M 

MEKEL WMAPON Wad 

MOOYE NIOOY ENGW 

WT NEE NOYKAI EKAal 

BE GUSAWTU EBOA 

MMIM[O]y NIWOY AYW 

NEE NO[Y]JArTEAOC 

[e]q[.].. efNoyTe net 

SWUTY \EBOA/ DHT Wape 

OYWWC ENANOYY 

WN ITHY 2ANEY\E/COOY 

[...] 66 W MMAKA 

[PlOo]C NIWT GN 

[2TH]K WAPON NKE 

Ki ae eee ]2WB EKOY 

wy .. G2er... TNA 

Ciel (ees OY SEITE 
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tr39 QMTIXOGIOMENOY( Gi. eee ere ROY 

v40 ANAK QJWP M2YMOAIAKONOC 

41 NSEAH TING GPOK vac... W. 

42 WING EPOK MAranlwTOC 

Address read <M>MGENAFAMH[TOC (?) 3 the entire line has been squeezed in after the 

following had been written; read <M>N[Eq]ElWT (?) 21 read TN<P>MNHPE 24-25 EY4aReE 

sic? read EYA2RE 25 EYCAWTY sic? read EUSAWT 29 SWUWTY sic? read SWWT 31 WN ex 

corr. 

Besas the presbyter, and Agathemeros [presbyter (?)], the one who writes to [his] father Stephanos; in the 

Lord, - greetings. 

(5) Before everything: We greet you (and) we greet all they who are with you by their name. All who are 

with us [greet you. We are] (10) distressed about [what has] happened. We know your good[ness] and 

your ...-ness and your love ... (15) ... (20) ... to us. We are astonished at you (sing.), that you did not come 

to us until today. We do look (forward to your visit) just as parched earth (25) looks forward to rain, and 

like an angel who is [close to] God looks forward to him. (30) A good shepherd has pity for his sheep. So, 

[now], o blessed father, have pity towards us for another (35) ... Anything you want, write ... and I will 

[gladly] do it. Be well (tr) in the Lord, our God ... 

(v40) (It is) I, Hor, the sub-deacon of Kellis (?). I greet you. ... greets you, the beloved one. 

Commentary: 

Address: © after the name of Stephanos might be understood as a date, 1.e. e[w)}e 

followed by a number (now lost). However, there is scant room for any (lost) -w-, and 

perhaps one should consider instead a Christian symbol. 

We take the final mp/ (the abbreviation mark appears struck through both letters) 

to indicate that the senders were priests; i.e. for np(eoBvtepoc). This itself might well 

only refer to Agathemeros; but we note that there is also some (lost) text after the name 

of Besas, and that 1. 1 in the letter can well be restored to read “Besas the presbyter’. The 

latter is titled ‘Apa’ on the address. 
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There is an ink trace above and to the right of the final -n on the upper line, which 

may indicate that there was further text above. 

2 There may be room for mp/ at the end of the line (as on the address). 

3 <M>M[EC]ElwWT (?): or otherwise n[eEn]-, M[ey]- or Mfoy]-. We have supposed that 

both here and in the address f- has been omitted, noting that this scribe shows a certain 

lack of carefulness elsewhere (cf. <p>wnnpe in 1. 21 or the redundant -q in 1. DS): 

However, it is true that the syllabic entity of this preposition can be totally assimilated to 

a following m-, as can be observed elsewhere especially in non-literary documents. A 

similar “economic’ spelling of the initial can be observed in Mok (for fimok) in 1. 21, 

which may indicate that it is not in fact an error. 

The name at the end of the line is presumably Stephanos. Whilst there appears to 

be scant space, the entire 1. 3 has in fact been added into the document and squeezed 

between Il. 2 and 4. Probably one should read CTEPa[NOc]. 

6-7. There is no need to emend the double-n in nnfimak, nor to assume dittography. 

The repeated occurrence in |. 8 suggests that the double spelling is a regular feature of the 

writer’s dialect. Although the same is exceptionally also found in Biblical Sahidic 

manuscripts (but mainly after eT-, where it may be purely phonetic), our best witness for 

this as a grammatical phenomenon is NHC II. In that codex, all occurrences of NimMa// 

are spelt with initial syllabic ' when used as predicate in the Bipartite Pattern (and not 

only after eT-), whereas outside this predicative usage it never has the additional 

syllable. 

10 ET[RE .... ww)]|me: A nominalised Perfect relative must be restored, but we do 

not know the form that the scribe would have used (neéTaq-, NENTAU-, or even with one 

of the participial prefixes ep- and a9-). 

dt TN-: The notation here above the -n- (and indeed elsewhere in this letter) is not 

really a superlinear stroke but rather a simple dot. Unfortunately, the font being used for 

the edition does not render the different signs very satisfactorily, so they have all been 

indicated in a uniform way. See further 127, 2 ad loc. 

22-23 wa nooye N2o00y: expressed with the insisting formula (‘today’s day’), i.e. “this 

very day’. 
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24-26 The same image is found elsewhere in Coptic documents (perhaps cf. Job 29:23); 

e.g. W.E. Crum, Varia Coptica, Aberdeen, 1939 no. 54: ‘God knoweth, like a thirsty land 

that longeth for water, even so have I thirsted for thy holiness ..’. 

29 swuty: It ‘is true that the final letter (-q) is uncertain and (given that it is 

impossible) might better be transcribed as swwT{ . } (= unidentifiable trace). However, it 

is the most likely reading and the same oddity is certainly found in 1. 25. 

32 Perhaps [TOTE] se. 

36-38 The text is badly destroyed, but enough remains to identify the familiar promise: 

‘... anything you wish I will do it joyfully’ (vel sim.). Cf. 35, 48; 36, 37-39; 128, 46-47. 

The shift to the sing. (‘I’) from pl. (‘we’) is surprising, and may indicate that this has 

been added in a rather formulaic manner. 

39 nenoyTe: for NEN-NOoyTE. 

4] N6EAH: The reading is very uncertain. Another possibility is simply Kean. 

42 This final line is very uncertain. If we have understood it correctly there should 

be another name at the end of |. 41. 

INVENTORY 

P. Kellis Copt. 125 

Inv #: A/6/34 

SCA #: 2326 

Location: House 4, room 1B, deposit 2. Excavated 11/1/93. 

Preservation: This is a wooden board inscribed in Coptic. It is probably complete, but 

the board may well have been cut down from previous usage (the lower edge is markedly 

coarser). The drill-hole, and possible ‘ordering’ mark on the right side of side A, suggest 

that the board was originally part of a primitive codex. But the fabric has deteriorated 
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and cracked, and this piece has finally been used for a rather basic list. The text is badly 

abraded in places. The dimensions are 127 x 71-81 (x 1.5-3 mm. thick). 

Content: A list of commodities, with many ‘ticked’ (as e.g. in the KAB). There are no 

recognisable prices, dates or persons; but 1. 4 may well refer to Trimithis. 

Text: 

(Ai)1 

2 

3 

GO St ON 

(B)38 

39 

40 

41 

/ NOBAC 

/ TIP. 

NIG OY 

/...H.. NTPIMNT/ 

// NKOYI NELAOC 

foc o WN 

traces 

/ traces 

PR ok nMe 

6A... EU 

traces 

/T.HPE.* REpE 

I MTOOYe Nes Tt 

NEC2HACE 

Rte es 

traces 

NIAKON NNHQ 

NET 

vac 

TCOYCHMH 

(11)18 

is 

20 

20 

22 

8) 

24 

25 

26 

Pay 

28 

29 

30 

31 

OZ 

39 

34 

35 

36 

37 

/ NOBC 

/ SAAR 

[ie She 

TERT aK eee 

/ MYQOYM 

/...NBEPE 

/KNTE Wwoy 

/ OYAPA. 

/BN X2e 

/2.HNE. 

JAAWM> 

/ NINOG NOAMT™ 

TS. Nw NTOTA 

/M...€ 

GMI .. 
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42 TKOYI NOHPE 

43 NIZOP~ 

44 TCIPA 

45 MIMEAX 

21 K- ex corr. 26 B- ex corr. 

(Ai)l The garments (ii)18  Jujubes. 

2 19 Grapes. 

3 20 ... Olives. 

4 ... of Trimith(is) 21 Black (?) olives. 

5 a 22 Dried (olives?). 

6 These small items 2S Fresh (?) ... 

i 24 Dried figs. 

8 23 

9 26 ... dates (7). 

10 Zi 

11 es 28 Cheese. 

12 9 20 

13 Fresh (?) ... 30 

14 These shoes (?) of ... 31 

{Ss His sweet (ones)? 32 These large coppers (?). 

16 bs 33 ... from him (?). 

17 ae 34 

35 

36 

37 

(B)38 

39 These akon of oil. 

40 These silver (vessels?). 

vac 

4] The sesame. 

42 The small quail. 

43 These keys (?). 
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44 The butter. 

45 

Commentary: 

1 It is difficult to know whether to read orwc, vac, oBcw (et al.); the traces are 

very faint. The first looks to be the easiest, but the latter two are preferable for dialect. 

In any case, the meaning is much the same in all instances, ‘linen’ or ‘garments’; cf. CD 

659b-660a. 

4 The raised final -T surely indicates an abbreviation for Trimith(is). Compare the 

KAB Il. 1215, 1407 (though with a -0) and 50, 19. At the start of the line one could 

possibly read nprw “mat’; but the letters would be rather spread out and it is not very 

convincing. 

5 This looks at first like a long horizontal line and we wondered whether it was an 

erasure (or even a foreign script). But we think that this is something of an illusion, and 

that there is Coptic text here beginning ni- ‘these’ or x1 ‘receive’. 

7 Perhaps THN ‘garment’ or ‘tunic’. 

13-15 The script is reasonably clear in this section, and it is frustrating not to be able to 

make more sense. sepe is either ‘new’ (probably as an adjective) or for espa ‘seed’. 

aHA6Ee looks like the word for ‘sweetness’ (CD 673b); but its meaning here escapes us, 

unless it be for ‘sweet wine’ (cf. yAetd«oc, also in the KAB). 

19 drsrra: If the reading is correct, this must be for erare (cf. CD 54b). This 

would indicate that we are dealing with a rather extreme alpha-vocalisation, as found in a 

good number of the Kellis documents. 

20-21 These must be different kinds of olives or olive products (cf. CD 790b-791a). It is 

very tempting to think of ‘black olives’ at 1. 21, which could be xtT kane vel sim. 

(compare Ctkeme ‘black cumin’). 

pe We oppose a partly misspelt abbreviation for (eq)woywoy ‘dried’ or another 

form of woyo ‘dry’. See also |. 24. The word sepe (ll. 13, 23?) may well be the 

opposite, i.e. ‘new’ or ‘fresh’. 

24 KNTE jwoy(e): ‘dried figs’, cf. CD 40b snwooye ‘dried dates’; also toyadtov in 

the KAB. 
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32 2anT>: If the reading is correct, it is still unclear what is meant. The term may be 

used of money (copper coins); but here is more likely to be some kind of vessel. 

Compare I. 40. 

39 KON: probably for dyyetov; see also 15, 14; 17, 10, 19; 22, 12. 

40 ni2eT ‘these silvers’: Presumably for silver vessels rather than money; there is a 

similar issue at 1. 32. 

41 We believe that this must be for onoopij. If this is correct, then it is a good 

illustration of the problems involved in reading this list. 

42 The reading is clear enough, though mtipe ‘quail’ is supposed to be masc. 

43 30p’: This must be for soyp ‘ring’ or ‘key’. The apparent superlinear, which we 

have rendered as (*), could be for the -y-; but it would be oddly placed. 

44 Again, the reading is clear enough, but ceipe ‘butter’ (CD 353a) is also supposed 

to be masc. 

45 MeAd: Obviously, there are all sorts of possibilities, including words formed with 

the Greek péAac ‘black’ or ‘dark’. One should also consider uéA1 ‘honey’; and Coptic 

words such as Ne AQ ‘salt’. However, there are too many variables (especially in what we 

do and do not know about the scribe’s spelling) to make a reasonable decision about what 

is most likely. 

INVOCATION 

P. Kellis Copt. 126 

Inv #: P93.13A + P93.19 

Location: House 4, room 1, deposit 1; room 1B, deposit 1. 

Preservation: Here are found multiple small fragments of papyrus, which can be partly 

arranged to show the remains of two texts. The first to have been written is presumed to 

be the large and impressive official document in Latin, some of which is visible on what 

is here termed the ‘verso’. No attempt has been made to edit this text, which is only 
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partially preserved. On the ‘recto’ there are columns of a Coptic invocation. We have 

ordered the two sides in this way under the presumption that the original Latin document 

has been reused to write the Coptic text. On the ‘verso’ there are the remains of two 

further columns of the Coptic invocation. 

Nevertheless, it is difficult to know the sequence in which the columns of Coptic should 

be read; and the placing of some fragments remains uncertain. Here they are edited 

beginning at the upper left of the ‘recto’; but noting that these terms should not be 

accorded any absolute value. In the translation each column is treated separately and 

numbered r(ecto)i, ii, etc. Line numbers are purely for reference purposes, as it is 

impossible to know the extent of the original Coptic text. Thus, ‘ri’ is a narrow column 

of text marked by repetition of the phrase: ‘Have mercy on me!’ (Naa NHi). Beside it is 

found ‘rii’, which (quoting from Psalm 145) is rather more expansive in both format and 

style. The relationship of ‘riii’ (calling on the name of the saviour) and ‘riv’ (where is 

found a repetitive design) to the previous two columns is unknown. In ‘vi’ the author 

calls upon the name of the Lord God (parallel to riii); whilst beside it there are minimal 

traces of column ‘vii’. 

Content: This Coptic invocation is presumed to be Christian, calling upon the ‘name’ of 

the Lord God and of the saviour. The hand is fluent and practised. The dialect is 

southern regional Sahidic (remarkably involving a few local forms that are mainly known 

from A and / dialects, such as wapeq- Affirm. Aorist, uo ‘there’ and 2woy “day’). 

Text: 

eit 31.2 SP 

2 NAMA 

3 .. GINA 

4 baal es NAM 

5 [NHi] NA&& NHI 

6 [...]N&a& NHI 

7 [M]EKSAYAN 
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8 [T1]MHPpe N 

9 Eo eel 

and probably more 

(rii)10 WApeEqkaTY 

i N<qg>Coywnr an] 

12 KA2/ EPWOY 

13 ETMMO CENATA 

14 KO N6l NO<~oMEYE 

15 [T]JHPOY/ NAIATY 

16 NneTepe neq 

and more 

(riii)17 AYO TIPAN [NT] 

18 CWTHP TA 

19 EMKAAL MM[AC] 

20 NHt MXO[EIC] 

21 MANOYTA 

22 XE ANOK ME] 

23 ANAK ME MM... J 

24 TA MEKGAY[AN N] 

25 TORK: HXOGNG. I 

26 vac PSU INE o 3-6] 

and more? 

(riv)27 nNeTa.[ 

28 design 

(vi)29  Mpan 

30 NMIxXO 

31 GIC MA 

32 NOYTE 

33 TAGL N[TA] 
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34 MOYTE 

35 [MJMAC, drawing 

(ie? .€.¢ 

32 NOYTE: -& ex -& corr. 

(ri) ... Have mercy (5) [on me]! Have mercy on me! ... Have mercy on me! Your servant, the son of ... 

(riil10) He shall return and know you on his earth. On that day all their thoughts (or: ‘plans’) will perish. 

(15) Blessed is he whose [helper] ... 

(riii) And the name [of the] saviour, let me invoke it (20) o Lord my God: “I am”. I am ... your servant. 

(25) You are (?) the Lord ... 

(riv) The one who ... 

(vi) The name (30) of the Lord my God, let me come and invoke it. 

(Vil) ... 

Commentary: 

1 It is unclear whether there is here really text or some design element. Notably the 

ink begins to the left of the column edge apparent in Il. 2-3; and also does not continue 

across to the right. At the same time, it is difficult to understand how the text can 

properly start in |. 2, or what is the meaning of these initial lines. 

4 It is not certain whether this is really a superlinear above the N. Possibly one 

should read, preceding it and starting in |. 3, na|[a nnji. Thus the call for mercy would 

be made four times. 

8 Either the ‘son’ refers to the author (i.e. God’s ‘servant’) or to the saviour. 

9 xG: It is very uncertain whether this is really an abbreviation for x(oe1)C ‘Lord’. 
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10-16 This part of the text (‘rii’) quotes Psalm 145:4f. LXX from the end of verse 4a to 

at least the beginning of verse 5. Compare the Sahidic of 4b ed. Budge: 2 ne2v00y 

ETMMAY CENATAKO N6I NEYMEEYEe THPoy. A division of stichoi is made visible by 

diagonal strokes in the manuscript (this device is not found in other parts of 126). 

11 Ncoywnr obviously intrudes between wapeqkaTy and what must be anqkao ‘he 

shall return to his earth’; it has no place in the Psalms quotation. The easiest way to 

construct it, following the Affirm. Aorist, would be a conjunctive; but this necessitates 

assuming the omission of <q> after n. This is what we have recorded. Less likely is an 

interpretation as n-inf. ‘to know you’, since infinitives after reflexive KwTe are 

constructed with e- / a- and used only after a negated kat//, not in the Affirmative. 

Either way, the original destination of return (anqkag ‘to his earth’) is irretrievably 

obfuscated by this intrusion and altered into a simple locative. 

16 If this reading of eTepe- is correct, the presumed continuation of the quote must 

once again have deviated from the standard Psalms text, where the phrase ‘whose helper 

is the God of Jacob’ necessitates a Nominal Sentence in Coptic and would be converted 

by the simple etTe-; not a Relative Present or Future. 

iy The initial a- is stylised to indicate the start of a new section. 

18,33 The verb form ta- is a 1" person Conjunctive without antecedent, which 

expresses a kind of auto-induced action of the speaker, self-encouragement or promise. 

21-22 There could be space for further letters at the end of these two lines, but we have 

assumed not in our transcription and understanding of the text. 

MaANOYTA: The final -a is especially notable, and compare |. 32 where the same 

seems to have been corrected. In the following II. 22-23 the scribe writes first aNoK, and 

then anak. These details give the impression that it is a struggle to achieve something 

close to standard Sahidic orthography, and that the scribe tends naturally to the 

characteristic alpha-vocalisation of many other Kellis documents. 

We suppose that the first anok me, which after xe gives the impression of 

actually being the called-for name, may well be an allusion to the famous “I-am-who-I- 

am’ name of Ex. 3:14. 
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23-26 This small fragment is slightly mis-aligned on the photograph. It should be 

shifted the width of one full letter to the left. 

28 This looks like a closing design, but may be a succession of vowels (6 or 7 x € 

followed by the same of y?) as is common in many ‘magical’ texts. 

35 This looks like a drawing of a bird. 

LIST OF OTHER (NOT EDITED) COPTIC FRAGMENTS FROM HOUSE 4 

We can find no records of further Coptic fragments recovered from House 4 (1993 

season), other than the one scrap glassed together with those published as 124. However, 

there probably were some other small pieces. One would need to search all the frames in 

the P93 sequence. 



TEMPLE ENCLOSURE 

The final texts published in this volume were all recovered in early 1996 or early 1997, 

during two seasons of excavation in the Temple area, It is not surprising that no Coptic 

texts have been found that can be associated with the Temple itself; but it appears that the 

pagan cult ceased about 335 C.E. (cf. P. Kellis | Gr. 13, 14 and comm. ad loc.) and some 

of the area was then used for domestic purposes, storage and indeed rubbish. It is with 

this final half-century of occupation and reuse that the following documents (other than 

129) should be associated. We may suppose, although there are no specific dating 

criteria, that they were all written in the second half of the [Vth century, contemporary 

with the other documents published in CDTI and II. Apart than this, we have no real 

context for these pieces and each should be treated as a discrete find. 127, 128 and 131 

were recovered from D/8, a domestic unit built after the outer femenos of the Tutu 

Temple had been removed. 130 was found in D/2 (Shrine 1). 

The one exception to the above summary is the ostracon 129, This fascinating find 

provides the only clear evidence from Ismant el-Kharab for the development and use of 

Coptic prior to its maturity as a script, as evident from the many documents published 

here and dating to the later [Vth century, The ostracon has been the subject of especial 

interest, and may best be dated to the second half of the IIrd century. It was recovered in 

the area of wells and storage chambers at the north-west corner of the inner femenos of 

the Tutu Temple. 
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LETTERS 

P. Kellis Copt. 127 

Inv #: P 96.2(1) + P 96.4 + P 96.16 + P 96.24 

Location; Temple area, room 1, deposits 2 west and south + 5: room 3, deposit 4; 

recovered 1996, 

Preservation: Here are found many small fragments of papyrus that can be joined or 

arranged to reconstruct remains from the lower half of a document written in Coptic. 

This is presumed to be a letter from the second half of the fourth century. Twenty-one 

fragments are from P 96,2, four from P 96.4, and one from P 96.24. The unplaced edge 

fragment, which appears to come from the upper half of the same letter, is from P 96.16, 

The hand is rather square and awkward. The scribe uses a greater range of diacritical 

marks than are commonly found in the Coptic texts recovered from Ismant el-Kharab; see 

comm. ad |. 2. It may be that a new scribe began at |. 34, or at the very least the scribe 

utilised a new pen. N.B. A number of readings in the transcript are based on small 

fragments that seem to have disintegrated or been lost by the time the digital photograph 

was taken in 2009; see e.g. comm. ad I. 25. 

Content: It is very difficult to make any sense of the overall content or purpose of the 

text. Nevertheless, there is some interesting terminology. The dialect is again Sahidic, as 

with a number of the pieces from House 4; and this encourages one to suppose a 

Christian context. Some passages might well imply religious instruction, perhaps from a 

superior. 

Address: None preserved, although - if it existed - it may have been written on the (lost) 

upper half of the letter. 

Names: -shampe (7); 
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Text: 

r(x) | ee ee ]. 2H 

2 Les san ae TJE21n 

3 erat ees ].¢€ 

4 rete erty cr ah ]¢ 

5 [ihe «cated eae oe ae ] 

6 Mere re jet 

bee AAC ey, Sere Sate ] 

8 (ate cee Stee ]H Gak 

9 WMoOne NOYCWX[N] NTreE 

10 NEA NTE NEK.[..... ] 

i GYNAAl a WeMAZe lee i 

be: NNGRe Te oti (eee 

13 SVO Nis THPOY. |e] 

14 MMeGooy NN. TEY[.... ] 

15 XEKAG NI. JGCOL. | 

16 OT oar Des Lene tae JEN [eee | 

17 GICAY Wie se UM 

18 NNOMO[C] NTE NE[.... ] 

19 Ka. GOON ell. . | 

20 ne apl TArANH N.[... ] 

zi ATIOCTOA[OC] NAN NE... ] 

DD: NEIKOYE! [TH]POY AY[TN] 

25 NAYC M[.]..MMON[.. ] 

24 ITOMH MM[O]N MN T[... ] 

25 oe DEOL SNe ] 

(v)26) » Piao. ely een nae een hay; 

27 [Foon ae atte a er ] 

28 ee RR errr Ole co Mea oom cio ote ] 
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30 [...]. Me TNwINe .[. ]MaMne MN MEqne[l] 

31 MMEPAMEAL GE ETR<E> MOYA NNXW 

82 WHE ETNNAYC[....- INTEse (lets OC 

33 SVOILee | NAN. cc. INES SIE ell 

SS ae Resulies ON 3-22 ac ]Ma 

35 PON 2WC ENTAYTI[NPAZE MMO 21 TE 

36 21H [[ . ]] KEKA[C] bE [EY]NASWWT EpoY 

oF 2INAC XE NNE NEMPEMOC! EP Adr(YY MN 

38 ME@OOY NAd 

35 ENTAYTI[IPAZE: initial G- ex corr. 37 XE: X- ex corr. 

... the road ... (5) ... since (?) you (masc. sg.) came to be a remainder from the generation (10) of your ..., as 

they will be ... your ... and all the ... of glory ... (15) so that ... the laws of ... (20) Be good enough to [send 

(2) the] Apostolos for us ... all these little ones. They have sent it ... us ... us ... (25) ... Be well (and live for 

a long time?). 

(v) ... (30) ... We (?) greet -shampe (?) and his household. Now, do not neglect about (this particular) one 

of the books, to send it ... and ... to (35) us. Since he has (already) been attacked on the road, (let us make 

sure) now that he will be looked after, lest the commander do any evil to him. 

Commentary: 

2, oi: The notation above the -h resembles a djinkim point, and close examination 

of the text throughout shows that the scribe uses a sophisticated system of diacritics quite 

unlike anything found in the majority of L texts recovered from Ismant el-Kharab. 

Compare again the final - and the following m- at |. 24, or the nn- at 1. 31. 

Unfortunately, the font being used here for the edition does not render the different signs 

very satisfactorily, so they have all been indicated with a uniform superlinear stroke 

(although clearly there are a number of very different functions that deserve careful 

study). 

iB It is difficult to read e.g. aTIMAZE (ATLACELV). 
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21 The Apostolos here is probably the Pauline letters, or used in the general sense (as 

opposed to the Gospe/); but Mani can not be entirely excluded. The same work may very 

well be ‘the (particular) one of the books’ that the recipient is reminded to send in ll. 31- 

32. Thus we are inclined to restore the verb ‘send’ at the end of 1. 20, though it could 

equally be ‘copy’ or similar. 

23-24 Naturally, one thinks of a word like énitoun; but the sense of the text escapes us. 

25 ofy]xail[ : This is found on earlier photographs (and in our notes), but the relevant 

fragment of text must have been lost by the time the digital photograph was taken in 

2009. It strongly suggests the standard farewell formula at the close of the recto, before 

the author has continued with further messages on the verso. 

30 Here one understands the familiar epistolary greetings to -shampe and his 

household; in which case one should probably restore Tuwine e[m]Manne (Pshampe, lit. 

‘son of heaven’?). Normally, one would expect neque] to be followed by tTupdq, but 

there is no room. 

35-36 Teoh: the ‘way’ or ‘road’. The reference at |. 2 may refer to the same episode, 

but has no surviving context. Concerning the translation of mpaze, although LSJ 1354b 

has only one reference for the meaning ‘attack’, nme.pdCeiv was almost a technical term 

in Hellenistic military language as can be seen e.g. from the entry in the Polybios- 

Lexicon. This was obviously a serious matter and required renewed caution. 

oT nenpenoci: ‘the npaimdc.tos (Latin praepositus)’. On this military title see also 

the comments of K. A. Worp at P. Kellis I Gr. 27, 3; but here there is not sufficient detail 

to know his exact function or the territory under command, nor indeed why exactly he 

should be feared. 
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P. Kellis Copt. 128 

Inv #: P 97.15 + P96.98 + P96, 108 

Location: Temple area, room 7, deposit 2; room &, deposit 3 on 4; recovered 1996 and 

1997, 

Preservation: Here are many fragments from a substantial letter written in Coptic on 

papyrus. In 1996 there was found a strip from the upper left-hand edge of the document 

(P 96.108); this is all that remains of the upper quarter (Il, 1-11). There were also found a 

series of strips from the lowest quarter (P 96.98), evidencing parts of the final four lines 

(II. 46-49) and a substantial body of blank papyrus below. Then in 1997 (P 97,15) many 

fragments from the central part of the letter (ie. the second and third quarters) were 

recovered from the adjacent room 8, level 3 on 4, It is clear that these all belong to the 

same document as one can read across |. 46 by combining the lowest line of P 97,15 with 

the uppermost of P 96.8. However, it must be noted that this has only been done on the 

basis of the photographs. The join became apparent to us during editorial work, but we 

have subsequently been unable to find the glass frame containing P 96,98 and P 96,108, 

Therefore, the upper and lower quarter of the document do not appear in the digital 

photograph taken in 2009, and can only be viewed on the much earlier photograph 

reproduced in the plates. Indeed, the fragments from 1996 and 1997 have never been 

physically joined in a single frame. 

The letter is written in virtually standard Sahidic with a distinctive square seript. The 

language is also marked by a large number of Greek loan words, As with 124 and 127 

there may be a greater range of diacritical marks than found in any of the documents from 

House 3, see comm. ad |. 26 and 127, 2. Our supposition is that the author was a 

Christian of substantial education. Without any specific dating criteria (beyond the 

general archaeological context) we presume that the piece was written in the second half 

of the fourth century. 
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The papyrus is very brittle, and shows a marked deterioration since it was first recovered 

(it is now breaking into ever smaller fragments). The width of the document is 65 mm. 

The second and third ‘quarters’ are each 80 mm. in length; but the total may have been 

less than 4 x 80 = 320 mm., if the uppermost and lowest ‘quarters’ were in fact rather 

shorter than the others (as appears from the extant remains). The original document has 

broken along both vertical and horizontal folds. 

Content: It is difficult to gain a proper sense of the purpose and content of this letter. 

However, it is marked by an educated style and frequent pious phrases. The probable 

Christian context is in marked contrast to the great mass of letters from House 3. 

Address: 

verso 

Cae ] X wai 

[To ...] X (From) Shai. 

Names: Ammon; Shai; 

Text: 

1 sige leet ay: epee | See es ] 

2 ce is Ct 8 HS Soe ] 

3 vac [XAIPEIN] 

4 NT his) ogee ceperis crag ation ] 

5 PEN oe 1 ae Oe eee ] 

6 ern Reema Oyen re oe ] 

7 TET 55 eee ee ] 

8 PIMOS 2. Giclapnden ee ee ] 

9 ONXG | face ee eee ] 

10 POYGE foie ee eee ees ] 

11 ee is er ] 

12 Bea en oroee Wreat Gs ern oe els 

13 MAAICTA EMN....[.. PIMME 



14 

LS 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22. 

US 

24 

2S 

26 

Za 

28 

29 

30 

ol 

32 

B35 

34 

30 

36 

BY 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

Temple enclosure 

GUO NAslOC MNE[...].... 

ENE NTAKCIAI E[poi Njoyen 

CTOA[H] NEEINAPM[WE ..].. P\./.. 

MAALON XE THEM OM[OT NITN 

MNOLYITE . [. E]TXOPHIA . ]. CEN 

METEWP[O]C XI MKA2 . [ . JENTAC 

XAPINZE NAN [. JErXopHia M 

Ml. [. Jens 6[..]. oY Nai eTt oy 

OEl 2[. ]. OYTENEA [NJETIM[T]N Eney 

dPH[Y MIN NETMLINE NCw[q] Hney 

9HT [.].q.. N2YTIOKPI[CIIC xe 

EBOA [OJN QITN TEEIMPOPACIC 

AYUTALAIC NAN ENTPENACMAZE 

NNEN[A]PHY 2M METIHT MEN 

SITN [.... JYMM. MLAIA[CT]HMA 

ETOY[T]ON MN NENeEpu[y] MIs 

WATIAGBOX foc oc 4 liga ea 

OYO N[.].N G2Q0YN A. [.. NJE[NE] 

PHY @[..].. © AG EEINO[YTE E]poc 

EPW[B EROA] QITN MMAKAPLOC 

NIWOT [EMA]YTAEGIOY NETMICKO 

Moc N[TOY NJTAYCIAT NAC ETMTPE 

AdAY . [.. . AE CENATAMO[C] 

ee ie eG ON a lees nl 

tie oer JN SPOK [..] Tc2ai 

se Ep[OK Xe TEIMJe E[TEK]MNT 

MAIC[ON ..... [ee Ce de le 2VitO 

KPICUG 2 ...4. ].. 20N] TEKMNT 

EYElPIFE[THC] THING ENETNNIL. J] 

MAK THPOY KATA NEYPAN TF 

WINE EPOK ANOK ANMOON 

MEK lt cc Gtge Leet. 2 

207 
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46 [2]wB [E]KOYAwM[d] Codi Nai F 

47 NAAdXG CEIPAW[E OYXAI 2M] 

48 MXOEIC MMEPIT NCON ET 

49 Elpe NNETP ANAXC vac 

16 TIAAION, Le. MAAIN ON 29-30 the line break in MM16|WAM is very unusual; AGROA, i.e. 

AGE GROA 42 traces at end of the line may be an erasure; a possible reading is 

ENETMN|MAK (writing MNNMAK for NYMAk) 

..., - [greetings]. 

... (5) ... (10) ... especially if there is no ... person who is worthy ... (15) If you had written [me] a letter, I 

would have been content ... 

Something ‘else: I give thanks to God [for the] possibility (that he can make?) these haughty ones suffer ... 

he has (20) gracefully accorded us [the] possibility of ... This one (i.e. God) who searches [through (?)] a 

generation (for?) they who are reconciled to one another, and they who seek after [him] in their heart 

(without any?) hypocrisy. For (25) also from this motive he has given us cause to cordially greet one 

another. On the one hand, in a hidden way, from ... they understand (?) the difference which is between us 

and our comrades; on the other hand in (30) openness ... one another. As for ... (fem.), when I spoke to her 

about the matter by way of the blessed [and] honoured father, the bishop (35) [himself] wrote to her to 

make sure that no one ... Thus she will be informed about the ... Nonetheless, I am writing to [you, in that 

I know your] (40) brotherly love ... (without) hypocrisy ... in your beneficence. 

I greet all they who are with you according to their names. I greet you, I Ammon, (45) your ... Anything 

that you want: Write to me, I will gladly do it. [Farewell in] the Lord, the loved brother who (should) do 

what he pleases. 

Commentary: 

18, 20 eyxopta: the term is fairly ambiguous (and rarely used in Coptic). We suppose 

‘possibility’ or perhaps ‘permission’; but some talk of ‘custom’ or ‘tradition’ can not be 

excluded in this lacunous context. 

19 wetéwpoc: cf. LSJ 1120b, 2Kings 22:28 and Isaiah 2:12 LXX. 
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26 NAN: ink above final -N could be accidental as this notation is not generally 

apparent in the document, unless the same in |. 20? Compare 127 and note the comments 

there at |. 2. 

27,31 Since the scribe certainly writes Apuy in |. 23, and probably epny in |. 29, it can 

not be determined which spelling he used in these lacunas. A similar ambivalence is 

apparent elsewhere, perhaps Apok in 1. 38 and 6P[OK in |. 39. 

a2 @[..].. ©: Perhaps a woman’s name (possibly read 9 . . ] . pe?). 

43ff This may be a postscript written by Ammon (starting twine from the very end of 

1. 43), as the author of the letter itself, according to the address, is Shai. 

46-47 ‘Anything you wish ... I will do it rejoicing’: cf. 35, 48; 36, 37-39; 124, 36-38. 

VARIA 

P. Kellis Copt. 129 

Inv #: D/1/234 (drawing sheet no. 97/79a) 

SCA #: 2547 

Location: Temple area, zone 20, deposit 12 surface (recovered 22/01 / 1997). 

Preservation: Here is found an ostracon inscribed with an early form of Coptic script on 

the concave side. The text is probably to be dated to the second half of the third century 

C.E. (based on the decoration on the exterior, the jar type, and the archaeological 

context); and the piece was then used as a chinking sherd during the construction of the 

vault of a storage chamber. The dimensions are 148 x 80 mm., with the lower 25 mm. 

blank. There is a break at the top which could indicate that the start of the text has been 

lost; but this is uncertain as the first line as preserved would make a coherent start to the 

message. Some letters are rather faint and can not be read with certainty. 
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Content: This piece was first published by I. Gardner, ‘An Old Coptic Ostracon from 

Ismant el-Kharab?’, ZPE, 125, 1999: 195 - 200. It has attracted substantial interest, and 

in particular R. S. Bagnall challenged the designation ‘Old Coptic’ in his ‘Linguistic 

Change and Religious Change: Thinking about the Temples of the Fayoum in the Roman 

Period’, Christianity and Monasticism in the Fayoum Oasis, ed. G. Gabra, Cairo / New 

York, 2005: 11-19. The importance of the piece lies in the fact that the text evidences a 

writing system that differs from that which came to prevail in standard forms of Coptic. 

In particular, the letters derived from Demotic are closer to their earlier shapes than in 

later orthography. Further, there is evidence of differences in the lexicon compared to the 

mass of fourth century Coptic texts recovered from Ismant el-Kharab (noting especially 

the word spwt ‘child’ at Il. 3 and 5, see CD 63lab). Given the probable later third 

century date, and thus approximately seventy-plus years prior to the great majority of 

Coptic documents from the site, the piece clearly is important for an understanding of the 

development of Coptic as a writing system. For further discussion see the papers by 

Gardner and Bagnall. Note that the non-Greek characters are represented by their 

corresponding equivalents in a standard Coptic typeface (the photograph and the ed. 

princ. by Gardner should be consulted). 

Names: Hout; Imouthes; Moni; Ps-; 

Text: 

vf TIMINA ATE 

2 .. MN NQ 

. SPwWT 

4 MN 90YT 

5 MN NQSPwrT 

6 TIOINA & 

7 MONI MN NC 

8 SBANG & 

9 IMOY-CHC 

10 TCSAEl 

17 NETN XA 
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12 XNTNMI... 

8 GBANG: 6- ex corr? 1] NETH: -T- ex corr. 

I greet Pse- and his children, and Hout (5) and his children. I greet Moni and his servants (?). (I greet) 

Imouthes (10). I am writing to you because ... 

Commentary: 

1 Tiina: The writing system appears to lack any single character for the sequence 

tau + iota. Of course, whilst this feature has sometimes been seen as a mark of early 

Coptic, many texts even several centuries later and especially from the south do not use - 

+-. For some tentative comments on ‘dialect’ see Gardner 1999: 198f. 

3,5 spurt: This term for ‘child’ is never used in L or Sahidic, where one always finds 

mupe (or Awoy). Note also that, whilst L and Sahidic resolve various Egyptian 

consonants as -2-, this writing system utilises at least two distinct letters (as does 

Bohairic and some other dialects). See further Gardner 1999: 198. 

af Moni: One might prefer to read <A>moni; or it is even possible that there is an 

additional (very faint) a- at the end of |. 6. 

8 sbane: The initial and somewhat unclear character has been resolved as 6-, in 

order to render some sense to the text by reading here a form of sayone ‘servant’ (pl.), 

see CD 835b. However, one should note that the letter may have been corrected and that 

its intended shape is uncertain. One might also consider k- (but still rendering the same 

meaning). 

10 tosacei In the ed. princ. this was resolved as T<N>Csaeci ‘we’; but after 

discussion the editors have agreed that the emendation is not sufficiently justified to be 

included here. 

11-12 xalxfitnn...: We can not resolve this sequence, but presumably it is here that 

the author sends some kind of message (i.e. the purpose of the piece, which otherwise is 

only greetings). Various possibilities may be considered. In the ed. princ. it was 

supposed that xa stood for xe; but (for instance) could there be a further faint letter such 
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as tat the end of I, 11, to read x(6)- + At-? Or else might one understand x(6)- + AxXN- 

(prep.)? These possibilities could yield meaning such as: ‘I am writing to you because I 

have done ,.’; or ‘Lam writing to you because (I have been?) without our / your ..”. 

The latter part of 1. 12 (1...) looks rather like me . , with the final letter as ~f or 

-9. We can make no sense of these readings, 

P. Kellis Copt. 130 

Inv #: D/2/4 

SCA #: 2446 

Location: Temple area, Shrine I (the mammisi), room 1, deposit 6. 

Preservation: Here is found an ostracon inscribed with Coptic text on the concave side. 

It was recovered in a single piece, but has now broken into three fragments during 

Storage, The script is rather coarse and some parts are very faint. It is not certain 

whether the text is complete. 

Content: The interpretation is problematic, but it may be an agreement to pay for the use 

of land. The date of the text is unknown, but presumed to be fourth century. N.b. solidi 

are not found in the papyri until the reign of Constantine. 

Text: 

l YA NOYAIG P 

2 SCTATOY FXWPA 

3 GUGI AOYIA GY 

Oo 

4 WWITR NO AG 

5 ATYPHT A... 
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3 OYA: understand OYAIA 

The cultivators have made an agreement for this place (?). When he comes to the Oasis he will demand 

from him 35 nomismatia (5) for ... 

Commentary: 

1-2 ‘The interpretation of the first two lines is very uncertain. We have presumed that 

(e)p at the end of |. 1 is for Pp plus a Greek verb. In this case the initial 9X- would be the 

Affirmative Perfect base, and ecraroy could represent a form of totnut. Alternatively, 

the verb may be a form of (T)cTo ‘pay back’. Whilst this might make grammatical 

sense, the use of yopa strikes one as oddly vague for some kind of agreement of this sort. 

One would also expect the subject of I. 3, the owner, to be named somewhere. 

5-6 We can make no sense of these lines. 

P. Kellis Copt. 131 

Inv #: D/8/111 

Location: Temple area, room 8, deposit 3; recovered 22/01 / 1997. 

Preservation: This is a fragment of a wooden board inscribed with Coptic text. The 

hand is fluent and practised. On side A is found the starts of eighteen lines, the third of 

which seems to be indented. The left hand margin is 9 mm. On side B only the upper 

portion is inscribed; there are traces from probably five lines. The dimensions of the 

extant portion are 135 x 34 x 3 mm. The straight cut at the bottom suggests that this may 

be the lower part of the original board. Whilst it is impossible to know the dimensions of 

that, one can compare e.g. T. Kellis Copt 2 (approx. 195 x 70 mm.) or the KAB (335 x 

107 mm.). Thus the width of the lines may have been in the region of 2-3 times what 
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survives. Line lengths in the edition below are purely indicative of this sort of range and 

have no absolute value. 

Content: The genre of this text is unknown. It is not obviously a letter, nor any kind of 

list or financial document. It may in fact be a literary or sub-literary text; but we are not 

able to suggest any identification. The dialect is non-Sahidic, in so far as one can tell 

from the scant remains. We have not attempted a translation, as there are simply too 

many uncertainties. 

Text: 

A(x +)1 IP SEPM ies Sere eas FF) ] 

2 leer OCS (Gn eae ee ] 

3 nl LO OV Er lhe gaan ene ] 

4 Nit O36 | ee MNN] 

5 ; COG TIEPS | yee ee ] 

6 IN EG ICES Come as Seen Be ok eon ] 

7 TAT UNG eee eee ee ] 

8 DOPAY Nese ee ae ee ] 

9 SOPH ILON | eee ees d] 

10 OPC. 112 Pol nee. hater olen ] 

11 NUGING Nite cc eee ee ene ] 

12 NGABAASAI Gee eee ] 

13 Te GNGIe ai eee ] 

14 SUEDE Taek ees ] 

15 CCR siea sey. Ste ee ets. ] 

16 DAVIE AE? Aa ee ee ] 

17 <eO.0) Slt. vi aeeeeee oe eee ] 

18 eT ee ee ] 

B(x +)19 [pepe nel te dg A Lele eters ] 

20 [is See foe ee Ee (ieee Ui as | 

Zi [ Men soe Ye eee ae ae L- NIOltes. 

22 eee Antex |e: 
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23 [suote tutor ake imu eae sEe | 

Commentary: 

3 The start appears to be indented, and one imagines that the initial letter was writ 

large. It could be a t-; but unfortunately what follows is most uncertain. It is not clear 

whether one should read... t Teoye . , or perhaps... reTeoye . ? 

6 Probably a causative precedes the verb +. 
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LIST OF OTHER (NOT EDITED) COPTIC FRAGMENTS FROM THE TEMPLE 

ENCLOSURE 

Here are listed those other pieces of inscribed material in Coptic that were recovered 

from the Temple Enclosure by the archaeological excavations of 1996 and 1997. All are 

on papyrus except D/8/75. Their preservation is poor and they have not been edited. 

Nevertheless, they are recorded here in order to complete the publication of the Coptic 

texts from Ismant el-Kharab (i.e. in the four volumes KLTI and II, CDTI and tl). There 

may have been other small frgs.; but this exhausts our records. 

D/8/75 Vertical strip from the middle of a wooden board. Coated and inscribed 

on both sides. Side A: perhaps letters or traces from 10 lines? Side B: 

perhaps letters or traces from 13 lines? The genre of the text is unknown. 

Read on B: p]wx5. 

P96.10 Remnants from the middle of perhaps 9 lines of Coptic. No margins. 

Curious punctuation signs (or decoration?) seem to divide some clauses. 

The text could be literary, but uncertain. At 1. 4 read: JABE NENTADAC . [. 

P9620 Three Coptic frgs.; two with margins. 

P96.29 One Coptic frg.? 

P96.48 One edge frg. from a Coptic letter with margin. Read: MNKp ameae. 

P96, 1109 Two poorly preserved Coptic frgs. 

P96.114 One frg. inscribed on both sides in Coptic. 

P96.116 One Coptic frg. 

P96.146 The start of a letter written in Coptic. Read (Il. 1-3): naxaic [........ ]| 

MEPIT ET[TAIAIT N]|TOT TON[OY...... 13 

POTAG Three or four frgs. of Coptic; very poor preservation. 

P9753: Corner from a personal letter written in Coptic. Read on v: Tiwoefeoc. 



INDICES 

Native words* 

Meee apace Prep. A= 5/.14, $814,22,30/32,33,36,37: 60.32.62.7) 64.18,20,26: 

65.8,28,29,37,39,41,43,44,45,47; 66.11,22,31,35,39,42,43; 67.2,4,6,16,33,34, 

40; 68.8,10,13,29,37,47; 69.3; 70.11,12,41,43,45; 71.2,5,12,27,28,31,31; 

P2430 1952 5,24.247 5.30, 325398 1 73.5,17,2024)04" 75.2/433:41: 762.3947: 

Wiad. 0, 10,3590 78.0, 1250811 9.9)27,39.45; 9 80271 1821, 22.98.99:33 38.38. “81.13, 

17,26,27,35,37,49,49,50,51,54;  82.7,11,18,25,26,29,30,36,41;  $4.10,26,34; 

$5.8; 86.4,21; 88.6,9; 89.2,11,18,26; 90.7,29,34,37,39,43; 91.1,6; 92.29; 

93.5,10,19; 94.37,43,45; 95.6,10,17; 96.26,27,35; 98.26,27; 99.19.22; 102.19; 

103.5,18,19,37,38; 105.37,44,68,77,82; 106.20,21,33,34,37; 107.5; 

108.7,27,30,33; 110.17,50; 111.15,32,33,35,36,39,40; 112.6,19,21; 114.1; 

1531 0516,24,26/37- 9 116.2,7,9,1 15125133137 117.25) 118.75 119.52, 120,14,23, 

23928 -012225-13,205) 126.11) 12931,6,83 130.3 E- 72.8 

see also adverbs s.v. BAA, MA, MEY, TIAZOY, PHC, PET’, CATT, 2AE, QOYN, 

2PHI; compound prepositions APN-, ATN-, AXN- 

apa?: apai 58.27; 66.29; 69.3; 70.40; 82.12; 83.13; 92.9; 93.12; 94.12.21; 

99.23,54; 105.15; 109.8; 114.2 apak 57.4; 62.10; 64.30; 66.4; 68.7; 

0230 2250s. le 476.4407 7.5;" 79.057, 79102 $0.5:6,32,33; 

81.4,5; 82.5,6; 84.3; 86.3; 94.3,6,9; 99.8,20; 102.9; 103.2; 105.37; 106.5; 

107.10,30; 108.31,36; 111.3,19; 112.4,6,10,17; 115.44; 118.3; 120.1,11; 

122.8 apo 66.30; 75.39; 76.34; 83.2; 92.3,4,19,20,33,36; 93.3; 95.2; 

109.17 apagq 58.31,34; 66.39; 71.11,14; 79.39; 80.39; 81.20,39; 92.25; 

103.49; 105.50; 107.28; 108.22; 110.29; 111.14; 120.27,30 apac 72.20; 

122.16 apan 116.7,8 APWTN 58.23; 61.11; 65.5; 67.5,50; 70.7; 

71.3,24,25,26; 72.3,9,10,15,16,17,31; 75.36; 76.6,8; 78.49; 79.7; 82.32; 83.6; 

$8725-6 0890224451 90:4- (9151-89287 7 93.2179 9522: 49781459 102512: 

105.7,10,78; 115.34; 116.11,16,17; 119.62 APWTNE 66.37; 77.35 

apay 64.8; 65.35; 71.18; 75.26; 81.53; 92.37; 105.78; 107.13 

paz: par 110.27 paowtTne 66.34 pay 70.43 

(Sah.:) €- 123.8,9,21; 124.6,28; 126.12; 128.22,26,33,37,39,42 

epoz: epor 128.15 epok 124.6,41,42; 128.39,44 apok 128.38 

epog 127.36 epoc 128.32 

a- preceding infinitive 58.22,23,26; 64.28; 65.35; 67.48; 70.41,43; 7115 ,20,30; 

72.18.21; 73.16; 76.52; 77.15,27; 78.46; 80.10,12; $1.8,34; 84.6; 

* The alphabetical order of entries is that of Westendorf 1965/1977. The grammatical gender of nouns is 

indicated only when attested in the corpus. The occasional indicator “(Sah.:)” refers to the group of 

(quasi-)Sahidic texts, not necessarily to the particular forms. 
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90.12,25,26, 91.3,4,4; 92.11; 94.33,33,55; 99.19; 103.4,11,12,23,45,45; 
105.17,24,26; 106.25; 107.29; 111.10,12; 113.10; 114.1; 115.4,15,26; 

120.23; 122.25,34 e- 107.9,26; 127.32 

with caus inf.: a- 58.22; 59.8; 76.52; 79.9; 81.16; 84.18; 86.16; 94.38; 99.24: 
106.22; 107.21; 110.24; 114.6 e- 128.35 

a- about (with quantifiers) 65.26 e- 102.11 

(aio ) verily, come ael 126.26 ai 71.36 

(aley) be great: 

stat. at 63.2; 65.1; 73.1,23; 85.1,6; [88.1]; 89.3; 90.1; 93.1 

(AKE) sesame AKA 65.27 

AMOY imp. come 72.28; 81.13,34; 94.56; 105.56 

f. AMH 71.29; 95.10; 116.6 

AMA2TE seize, restrain 79.16; 83.10; 105.14 

AN again, also 58.14,20,24,26; 64.10,14,18,31; 67.60; 68.32; 72.20; 75.32,43: 
76.28,29,30,37; 79.12; 80.14,16,16,39; 81.45,48; 84.12.33; 89.32; 92.17.26; 
93.9; 94.24,33,49,52,53,56,58,58,59; 95.8,9,13; 99.4050; 102.24; 104.3; 
110.11; 111.12; 112.14; 115.23,30; 116.2; 118.7; 120.20,35; 122.22 

(Sah.:) ON 128.17,25 

(ANE) be pleasant, good : 

stat. ENIT 86.5 

ANAK etc. (augens, independent pronoun) ANAK 57.2; 65.39; 66.21; 71.1; Fue 

76.44; 78.48; 80.4,38; 81.37; 82.41; 83.2; 86.2; 92.2,35; 93.22; 99.45: 
105.43; 109.2; 110.13; 111.2; 112.4; 115.26; 122.3 NTAK 64.25; 65.51; 
67.28,29; 72.21; 78.47; 79.30,42; 81.38; 84.20; 103.6,30; 105.62; 110.5; 
111.29; 115.20; 116.16 NTO 64.28; 71.29; 92.22.25 TOM 122.32 
NTAG 79.45 ANAN 119.29 NTUTN 58.24; 61.12,27; 75.25 

(Sah.:) ANOK 128.44 anak 124.40 NTOK 126.24 NTOq 128.35 
functioning as predicate: ANAK 60.1; 64.19; 65.4; 66.3,42; 67.1; 69.1; 70.3; 

71.26,27; 73.2; 76.1,9; 79.6; 81.2; 82.4; 89.7; 90.4; 93.3; 99.5: 103.32; 
105.5; 107.12; 108.3; 111.15; 115.6; 121.1; 122.27 NTAQ 63.31; 72.8 
NTAC 115.28 NTWTN 64.15; 80.11 NTwWTNE 90.35 

(Sah.:) ANOK 126.22 ANAK 126.23 

ANA) oath: 

P-ANAd) pledge 107.24 

ANH2E eternity : 

adv. GA-ANHZE for ever 73.23 

adv. ANH2E ever (adneg.) 58.34; 61.16; 85.5; 90.10,38; 94.21; 105.48 
apike blame 86.20 

ON-apike find fault, blame 70.40; 82.12; 86.20; 94.12; 105.15; 122.31 
APN-, Apc? prep.: apwoy 81.54 

APYIN lentil 122.32 

ace loss, damage 81.37,41; 82.25 

t-ace suffer loss 82.35 
ACKAYAE (a container, Ascalonion jar ?) 81.52 (see comm. ad loc.) 
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AT™ priv, prefix; with infinitive, see AAGe, TICONe, cine 
with noun, see PCOME . 

ATN=, ATO(O)T’ prep. ATOT 94,41 eToT 107.28 ATOTK 69.10 (comm.); 
72.13) ATOTTHNG 70.16 

ETN~ 72.11 (for AXN@?) 

(AOYW) f. pledge, surety; COYW 105,26 

93.6; 94.20; 103.3,15; 106.17,22,26; 111.39; 123.9,26; 124.26; 126.17; 
127.13,33 

A2~ perfect participle : 

ETA2~ 80.8; 92.14; 105.31; 111.27 

Aa2pa?r why..?: AQPAN TILIO agpay 131.8 apo (2nd fem.) 92,31 

AXN=, AXW* prep. (upjon etc, : 

aAxwe; axci 105.22,79 axagy 80.13 Aaxwe 105.80 

BEKE m. wage, reward 77.32; 81.42; 110.9 

BEKE-CW2E im. weaving wage 58.27 

BOK go 58.22; 69.3; 70.36; 71.23; 72.16,16; 78.24; 81.50; 90.34; 94,46; 102.10; 

106.10; 109.28; 111.30; 116.7,11; 118.7; 120.24 

BAA outside : 

adv. ABAA 58.2; 62.15; 63.20; 64.5,30; 65.36,51; 66.7,27,41; 68.33; 70.20; 

71.8,15,19,22,29,30,34; 72.8,14,28,29; 73.19; 77.11; 78.12,44; 79,19,26; 

80.14,27,36; 81.25; 82.8: 88.29: 90,24,26,28; 91.2; 92.22; 93.9; 95.3,14; 

98.2; 99.43; 102.24; 103.4,26; 105.17,20,47,55; 110.14; 111.24,27; 115.6,15; 

116.3,5; 122.21,22,23 epaa 105.43 

(Sah.:) EBOA 124.25,29; 128.25,30 

adv. NBAA 92.38 

-BAA (in compound, for ABAA or NBAA):; EIBAA 67.19 75.27 81.7 NHY BAA 

78.36 cITEBAA 113.11 WeBaad 94.43 OYVEBAA 58,26 

adv. NCABAA 131.12 

.., JBAA 65.12 (possibly p-BAA escape) 

(BWA) loosen, free up : 

BAA~ 105.42 

BWAK be wroth 71.24 

(BIWCON) had (adjunct): Boone 71.9 

(BNNE) (fruit of) date palm : 

BN~ 125.26 (uncertain) 

BANITTE iron 65.24 

(Beep) basket (7), scoop (7): BEepe 122.2% 

Bppe new, young 80.25 Bepe 125.13,23 

adv. 2aBppe anew 105.45 

Bapwe m. caravan (driver) 71.16, 92.14 Bapwee TL.AS,{{[16]| 

pl. Bapaze 90.12 Bapagi 122,25 
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€- circumstantial converter 

with nominal sentence: 127.19 

with adjective verbs: 58.1,15; 71.6; 75.15; 95.7; 103.9,14; 107.31; 124.30 a= 

122226 

with existential expressions: 79.20; 81.37; 84.15,22; 106.30; 123.18; 128.13 
see also conjugations (A- see Circumst. Present, Affirm. Perfect, Neg. Perfect) 
converter as focus marker, outside conjugation: €- 84.18 epe- 81.45; 115.28 

(negated by MN-) a- 103.35 ape- 102.13 

E€BAT month 72.33; 82.14; 86.13 

El€ see EIE€ 

(EAAAE) grape: AAAAA 125.19 

€N negative particle 58.29; 64.6; 71.20; 72.10,18; 78.31; 79.14,28,34; 80.22; 
81.16,33; 82.36,41; 90.27; 92.14,25,32; 94.54; 103.14,46,47; 105.60; 107.11; 
111.9; 116.3,15,16; 119.46 131.13 

N-... EN 79,33 

(ENE-) interrogative: NNE- 93.18; 110.6 Ne- 105.38 N- 58.15,17; 70.44; 

78.50; 84.32; 94.15,46 NN- 78.33 

€NE- remote condition 128.15 

ENE? (be) pleasant to: 

P-ENE7: P-ENE 77.24 (2nd fem.) p-ENeq 79.39 

P-ANE* : P-ANHi 107.7 p-aNnagq 128.49 

€PHY fellows (reciprocity) 62.13,17, frg; 64.4; 69.6; 80.21; 84.26,26; 90.27,34; 
103.33,37; 109.9; 110.12,17; 128.29,31 eEpHoy 77.26 apHy 128.23,27 

(ECAY) sheep: 

(Sah.:) Ecooy 124.31 

€T€- relative converter (see also conjugations) 

with nominal sentence: 64.9; 79.39; 80.26 

with existentials: 72.5; 90.14 atrTa- 122.6 

E€T- 91.5 (-cwe) with adjective verbs: 115.10; 122.6 
€TBE-, ETBHT” prep. about, because of etc. 

ETBE- 58.13; 64.15; 65.25,31,32; 68.36; 70.20; 73.22; 75.43; 76.40; 
77.13,17,20; 78.17,32,47; 79.13; 80.8,31; 83.2,10; 84.8; 86.7; 89.43; 90.15; 
94.13; 95.8,9; 98.1; 105.18,41; 108.22,24; 109.19,30; 110.30; 111.20; 112.9: 
115.44; 116.6; 120.29; 124.10; 127.31 e1leTBeE- (in ElETBE-EY) 77.12,16 
E€TBaA>. 80.27 | ATBA= 12221 

€TBHT’?: €TBHT 75.28  ETBHTK 106.89  ETBHTG 64.2; 71.10; 72.21; 
81.15; 83.13; 107.19; 111.13,29 ETBHTC 63.25; 80.16 E€TBHTN 
116.6 ETBHTOY 69.11 

€Y what? 65.31; 71.24; 77.12,16; 80.7; 89.43; 94.13; 109.19: 114.2; 115.28 o 
72.22; 83.6; 92.16; 94.15 oy 78.47 

X€E-O what for? why? 77.19,20 

Eay m. glory: 

T-eay glorify 58.33 

(Sah.:) €OOy 127.14 
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(EOYEN) m. colour AOYEN 58.17 

€d) what (kind of ...)? 60.7; 73.7; 79.44; 81.12,14,36; 84.9; 106.24 

eqwte if (it happens that) 58.11; 64.31; 65.51;  70.21,31; 72.18,19,28: 

79.28,31,42,42; 76.21,27,28; 77.15,24; 78.37,48; 79.42; 81.46,48; 83.8; 

84.15,22,29; 90.33; 94.48,52,55,58; 95.13; 101.2; 102.17,24; 103.21; 106.30; 

107.26; 115.35; 116.8,14; 120.13; 127.19 ecwwire 86.19; 95.11 

aqgoume 58.2,28; 72.26 

EG)XE see EIU)DXE 

E€2e yes, indeed 64.5; 71.12; 76.36; 92.15 age 83.11; 105.46; 108.26 

Hi m. house 60.4; 66.33; 67.42; 77.11; 83.3; 92.38; 105.75; 120.15 Hel 127.30 

Hi m. pair, couple 106.42  €1 76.31 (read <H>€l) 

El come 59.8; 65.34; 71.14; 72.19; 77.15; 80.13,19,20,21; 8$1.9,15,16,17,19,26, 

DG 28190,491045 eoaek7,57;  +85.0,15; 84.19,28:" | 9055 7337/39" 9227; 

94.37,49,57,58,59,60; 95.9,14,16; 99.19,22; 102.4,7; 103.4; 105.29,44,64; 

108.26,30; 111.7; 115.15,19,26; 116.9,10,17,19; 119.52; 120.27; 124.22; 

126.33; 130.3 t 58.21,22; 71.13; 72.21; 99.42; 106.32 

e€l Ne?” refl. 82.38 

El A2PHI come up 84.32; 94.55 

El ABAA come forth, come out 64.30; 71.22; 72.28; 80.14; 111.27; 116.5 

El AQOYN come in, enter 61.15; 69.3; 94.38,39 

as compounds: €IBAA come forth, depart 67.19; 75.27; 81.7 

EIZOYN enter, come here 69.11; 94.57 

Ele, NIE, 2I€ etc. (various particles) 

apodotic: elé 71.13; 75.31; 77.16,24; 79.43; 84.30 elie 72.21,27 ale 

64.8 Nie 70.32; 73.18; 75.32; 76.28; 84.21; 94.52,56,59; 95.13; 

102.23,24; 116.14 Nia 78.39 

interrogative: ele 72.13; 79.33 

(E1Be) be thirsty 

stat. af{t}Be 124.24 

(tAABE pus, decay) 

p-taBe develop pus 115.18 

(EINE) bring, lead : 

N- 73.18; 76.30; 84.38; 90.40; 94.51; 103.7; 116.5; 122.22 

NTZ#; NTE 71.15 NTQ 58.7; 76.15; 91.4; 95.12; 102.23; 103.48; 109.12; 

111.23; 116.14; 120.5; 122.26 NTC 64.28; 73.19; 76.38; 81.8; 94.38,53; 

103.17; 120.10 NToy 90.42; 92.11,17; 108.27; 111.31; 120.33 

imp.: ANI- 67.58; 71.22; 80.23,25; 111.5; 122.18 anNne- T1268 

ANI: ANIG 67.31 

eipe do [61.7]; 66.16; 76.62; 78.42; 82.35; 94.19; 105.81; 122.22; 128.49 ipe 

58.32 pe 82.33; 114.5 

p- 57.17; 58.28; 73.16; 76.25; 78.47; 81.46; 82.23,34; 83.6; 84.19,24; 99.22; 

102.6; 103.37; 111.44  ep- 127.37 
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P-Ncw, be after, take care of (?) 77.19 

for compounds and phraseologies see ANAG), ENE%, TAABE, MAIZE, MNTPE, 
MEYE, WB), GTTHPE, WEY, 2WB, 2ATT, 2ATE 

P- with Greek verbs: 57.18; 58.14,30; 67.7,58; 68.36; 70.34; 75.19; 76.52; 
78.18; 79.14,39; 81.6,10,14,20,38; 83.4; 86.5; 90.27; 92.25: 99.19: 103.36: 
107.13; 108.36; 110.24; 111.14,36,41,43; 113.2,9; 122.20,30; 124.10; 130.1 

E(€)7: €q 76.46 Ec 73.16; 106.25 ey 71.25 eEoy 58.10; 76.17 
(Sah.:) aaq 128.47 ag 124.38 

imp. api 67.8; 103.38; 105.76; 111.29; 112.7,14; 120.27: 127.20 Epi- 
98.24 

stat. O 69.8; 81.12; 84.9; 90.33,43; 116.18; 128.14 oe1 122.23 
(1PM) gaze: 

stat. €IAPM 122.23 

(I1COp2) see, perceive : 

iap27: tap2q 102.10 

€IC- deictic existential 58.16; 64.26; 72.33; 80.19; 81.24; 82.14; 86.13; 90.37: 
91.3; 95.3 IC- 67.46; 109.34 

EIC2HTIE behold! 72.27 

EIC2HTE behold! 64.11 EICHTE 77.25 

ElcTe behold! 82.16; 92.17; 94.25; 105.46 
see also 2HTE 

(oT m. father 57.1; 60.4; 64.2,7,27,32; 65.8,28,45; 66.17,32,35,42,43: 69.6; 
70.14,33; 71.5,17,31,37; 72.4,23; 73.14,24,26; 75.2,41; 7644; 077Qs 
78.35; 79.1,3,21,45; 80.17; 82.21; 83.10; 87.5; 90.1,2,13; 93.5; 94.6,8,19; 
95.3; 99.1,4; 105.32,79; 112.21; 114.2,7; 116.7,13; 118.3,6; 120.6, 15,25,28; 
122.1,2; 124.33; 128.34 emt 123.16; 124.3 

MNTIWT f. fatherhood 122.5/6 

QHPIWT m. half-brother 70.12 

tT m. barley 78.47 

(CITN) m. ground, bottom: ITN (in uncertain phraseology) 122.29 
adv. ATIITN down 120.20 

(EldjE) hang, suspend : 

EWT’: EUWTY 76.41 

EIWTIE see EIWXE 

ElIMXE if (it is true that) 83.11; 90.23,29; 102.23 iwxe 73.14,18 EWXE 
80.18 

EelayTre 76.36 aptTre 64.6,13; 65.26 

(KE) other: KE- 58.12,15; 64.9; 65.4; 70.7; 76.30; 77.15; 79.17,25332445 
86.12,13; 91.3; 94.21,28,32; 99.27; 103.8,34; 105.32,38,77; 107.26; 108.25; 
110.30; 113.8; 115.29; 118.4; 119.25 Oe- 78.24; 81.45; 94.40 

pl kaye 80.16 KeKaye 80.26; 111.21 Kkakeye 61.4,28: 120.10 
(KO) put, let, leave KA- 71.21; 73.8; 78.24; 80.23; 90.40; 92.22: 94.40; 103.22 
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Ka(a)?: KAT 115.23 Kae 71.13 kac 58.3; 73.10 Kay 71.20; 104.3; 

120.20 kKaoy 81.53 

stat. KH 116.9 

+ 2nd vb let, permit Kae 71.29 Kag 79.39 Kac 72.21; 103.11 

KW ABAA remove, release Kay 71.19 

KBO be cool, recover 84.36 

KBAB (unclear) 105.42 

(KWBE) compel, force 

stat. (?) Kaq be due (?) 94.32 

KOY!I small, little 64.31; 65.52; 70.7; 71.18; 73.7,22; 77.15; 78.14; 81.51,52; 83.3; 

84.5; 86.12; 102.2; 105.77; 115.26; 116.5,6; 118.4; 119.66; 120.35; 

122216,22,28; 125.6,42 KOYi NAO young and old 122.14 KOYElI 

127.22 O6oyi 89.31 

adv. KOYI KOYiI little by little 94.26 

KAEYT f. hood, cowl 58.1,21 

Kame black 125.21 

KIM move: (neg. + Circ. Pres. not cease to) 78.22; 122.28 

(KMHME) (very) dark KMEIM 72.11 

KN-, KNT? ABAA (vb of uncertain meaning:) leave (?): KNTY 116.3. KNTN 122.21 

KN-THNE 77.11 

KNTE fig 120.8; 125.24 

Kpagq guile 72.5 

(s0YP) (finger-)ring : Op (pl.?) 125.43 

KAT m. motion, direction, course 115.44 

KWTE turn, return 105.25 

KAT*: KATq 126.10 

KWTE NCA- go after, seek 58.19; 102.12 

KWTE nn. m. surroundings, region 66.16; 99.50 

Ka2 m. land, earth 124.24; 126.12 

AO cease, be healed etc. 72.34 

imp. AAAK 120.11 

Aak bowl, cup 90.26 

AEKme f. piece, fragment 64.9 

AlAOoY youth, child 110.25 

pl. aAlaaye 80.30; 92.1933 Aaye 84.3 NAAYE 94.4: 102.19; 108.30 

aeYe small portion 66.14; 70.31(m.),38(m.); 78.41(f.); 108.37 AETICE 

71.34(f.); 77.27; 79.43(£.),44(¢) 

Aaye little bit 71.39; 76.50; 90.11; 105.48; 122.25 aAaove 105.16 

aAaye indef. pronoun 58.29,33; 63.23; 64.8; 72.6159 W721 7281933. 2834; 

102.6; 105.24 106.21; 107.20; 116.15; 122.34; 123.18 Aaay 128.36 

Jory AWA PSY 

(AAOE) cease: 

AT-AAKE unceasing, endless (?) 71.26 
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Ma m. place 71.30; 72.26,29; 83.7,7; 94.41; 95.10,14; 103.18; 105.17,20,21,61; 
109.15 110.21,26; 116.7; 122.11 

MAN- 71.9 see also PHC 

MA Md every place 72.16 

demonstr. adverbials here: AtTtIMA 71.14 MTTIMA 58.20,26; 70.6; 79.28,34,38; 

93.21; 109.29 NNIMA 64.11; 70.18; 71.11; 75.35; 84.20; 89.37; 94.54; 
95.5; 102.22; 103.11; 115.22; 122.24 Nima 72.31 

MHE f. truth 62.8; 65.8; 71.5; 72.4; 78.33; 107.29 

PMMM[IJe€ truthful, honest 58.30 

adv. NAMHE truly 64.13; 71.12; 72.19; 76.35; 78.32; 84.15,29: 93.16 
(MO) take! MMO 90.41,42 

MOY die 73.8; 115.18,30 

MOY nn. m. death 115.27 

(MAABE) thirty MAB 78.41; 79.38; 96.33 

MaB- 95.4 

A (in Ae 35 for money) 130.4 

Mere love 80.2; 90.24 

Mere nn. m. love 72.8 

Woy-MeEie lovable, endearing 80.1/2; [88.2]; 90.1/[2],33/[34] daoymer 89.4 

p.c. MAI- : MAICON 128.40; see also PME 

MAIT m. road, way 84.27,35 

MAI2€ wonder : 

P-Maize be astonished 67.18,26; 68.9; <73.15>; 81.23 

(MAKMEK) consider, intend: AMKEMEK 77.31 (here?) 

MKa2 be in pain, grieved 80.15 

stat. MAX 80.23 Max2 110.26 

MKA2 nn.m. pain 128.19 

(MOYK2) cause pain: MA2K- 72.14 

MAAIMME im. (meaning unknown) 78.45 

MME know, understand 72.18; 77.9; 78.31; 103.7,31,37; 111.39; 116.2 

(Sah.:) eime [128.39] 

MMAN 70, otherwise 58.28; 75.32,32; 78.18,35; 81.48; 84.27; 86.19; 90.33; 95.13: 
99.25; 102.24; 111.9; 118.6 

MMAN various particles : 

MMAN indeed; for 64.4,6,29; 80.12; 81.54 

in HMMAN orelse 58.3 

in age/E2E O€ MMAN well then (?) 64.6; 92.16; 105.46; 108.26 
(unclear) 105.38 

MMHNE adv. daily 82.32; 94.20 

MMETE adv. only 64.9; 105.28; 107.23 NMeTE 122.13 
MN- neg. existential 58.8,10,31; 72.5,5; 75.43; 84.12,16,22; 90.25,25: 102.13,13; 

107.19; 122.6 

preceding €pe- + Nominal Sentence 115.28 
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MN-, NEME? prep. with, and 

MN- 58.21,24,25,27,32,36; 60.4; 61.1,4,4,8,28; 63.6,30; 64.4,19,21,21,21,22,22, 

23,23,23,24,26,32; 65.2,2,4,13,28,38,38,40,42,43,44,45,46,48; 66.12,14,18,23, 

32,35,37,42,42,43,44;  67.7,17,18,28,35,38,39,41,47; 68.21,22,28,30; 69.6; 

70.5,6,7,10,11,14,15,34; T12.6.9527; 72.24,25,30,35; 75.3,5,10,41,41; 

1Os5324 lg 34 eed 723,450,050, 151 0,26,35,39;39; 78.9,13,14)14515,42,43,43; 79.4. 

5,5,11,22,24,24,28,29,40,41,45; 80.3,9,25,28,29,30,34,34,34,35,35,35; 81.6,20; 

$2.1.1519527,28,28,29,29 315. $3.3; 84.3,5,25; $5.7; 86.7,22; 88.16,17,18; 

UO 26:2 128929 89. 1291314 514015516519:20,20,285 2 90.233,10,27,345 5 91.1: 

92.2,3,4,5,5,21,28;  93.11,19,20,20; 94.4,7,7,9,10,29; 95.2,18; 96.26,28; 

L022 103,235,252  105.2,4,5,10,23,25,753;79,15,7 95,77, 17519,815 108.20,34, 

50) 50a L093 eel 10.27 3512513 111254 15 112.18 ,21,21222,22.02, 114307: 

115.11,12/26538,38,39,40,44;  116.12,12,13,18;° ~117.1;2,2; —118.3;3,5,5,5; 

119.59,59,60,60,61; 122539513 15s 27,353,354; 124.address,2; 127.30; 

128.23,29; 129.2,4,5,7 

NeMe’?: NeEMEeg 80.19,21 Nemec 90.35 

NMMEe*: NMMHi 61.1; 105.23; 122.22 NemmHi 114.5 NMMEK 73.22; 

94.57; 121.1 NMME 71.22 NMMEg 86.15; 116.2 NMMEec 94.44 

NMMEY 116.17 

(Sah.:) as predicate in Bipartite Pattern: 

NNMMa2: NNMMAK 124.6 NNMMON 124.8 

MNMAK 128.42 

MOYN aBaa remain, last 66.40 

MNNCA-, MNNCW? prep. after 

MNNCA- 79.12; 86.11,17 

MNNCWCc thereafter, next 60.5; 76.34; 86.5; 92.8; 111.20; 131.4 

MNT- nominal abstract 124.13; and see 1wWT, (MAI)PCOME, CAN, GBHP, QHPE, 

2AGOHT; cipyvn, EvepyeTns 

MNTE-, MNTE? not have: MNTE- 80.10 

MNTE~: (only construct forms:) MNT- 81.45; 105.20,47 MNTETN- 58.5 

MNTATNZ- (sic) 122.24 MNTOY- 76.42; 123.18 

MNT€2 + vb cannot: MNTE- (2nd fem.) 94.53 MNTATN- 122.19 

MNTPE witness : 

P-MNTPpE bear witness 82.13; 83.5; [98.10]; 105.22,79,; 115.44 

MITE no, not 77.18,22; 78.50; 83.12; 84.11; 93.18; 94.52 

MTTowp no, don’t 71.20 

MTTG)xA be worthy 121.6 

MiTTqdja nn. m. 123.10 

mMepiT beloved 57.1; 60.1; 63.1,4,[50]; 64.20; 65.1; 66.1,19,22; 70.[1],43; 71.1; 

73.1,6; 76.2; 79.4; 80.1; 82.1; 86.15; 88.[1],8; 89.3; 90.3; 92.1; 93.2; 94.4; 

99.1,16,41; 108.1; 111.1,16; 112.1; 115.1; 122.1,15,17,20; 128.48 

pl. MepeTe 61.3; 85.6; 91.1; 92.8; 110.1 

Mpwaye clay pot (?) 81.52 

MHCE offspring, generation 117.1 (? - unclear) 
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MHCE usury, interest 108.25 

MHT ten 99.27; 65.26; 75.10; 78.26.44; 79.38; 81.47; 95.8; 102.11; 103.22: 
109.35; 120.35 

f. MHTE 68.46; 111.6 

MNT- 58.3,7,25; 76.27; 78.21,26,28; 94.32; 95.7; 110.10 
MHTE f. middle 90.25; 107.15 

MOYTE call 94.30; 126.34; 128.32 

MTAN rest 79.18; 93.18 

MTAN nn.m. rest 61.27 

MTAN N2HT nn. m. satisfaction 80.26 

T-MTAN set at ease 115.40 
MOYTNE set at rest: 

stat. MATN 72.26 MATNE 77.36 

(MAY) m. water: 

MOYN2WOY rain water 124.26 

Mey f. mother 65.39; 71.27; 122.9 MO 60.1; 64.20,23,26,29; 65.48; 68.19, 
23,23,29,[30]; 76.47; 77.35; 78.15; 82.27; 83.2; 88.9,13,15,19,22,26; 
89.11,12,13,20,33; 92.5; 93.19; 94.10,24,37; 95.10; 102.20; 111.24; 112.21: 
[116.12]; 117.2; 122.26,32 Mma (sic) 70.14 

MEY that place : 

adv. amey 58.22 

adv. MME€Y 71.23; 102.7,17 MMO 58.5; 100.3; 110.34; 126.13 
MEYE think 92.9 

MEYE nn. m. thought 105.62; 126.14 

PTIMEYE remember 70.23 

imp. apitMeye 86.10; 111.22 (ma-); 112.14 
PTIMEYE nn. m. remembrance, memory 61.7; 83.5: 85.2; 105.81 

MaqWwe go! 61.14 

MIGE fight 71.23; 77.25; 90.25,27 
MIWe nn. m. fight, quarrel 90.13 

MOY? fill, pay: 

MaA2*: Ma2q 75.17; 79.38; 96.34; 103.41; 109.14 mage 64.27 MA27? 68.33 
stat. MH2 76.12; 77.18; 88.21; 122.32 
P-C.QMA2" 97751 

MAXE€ (measure of capacity) 95.7; 112.9; 113.6; 120.8 
MOYXT mix 95.11; 110.18,29 

N- negation: see EN 

as sole negator (?) 79.33 

N- attributive 57.15; 58.4,4,8,25,25,25,33; 64.10,10; 65.9,26: 66.14,24,44.44 45; 
67.6; 68.46; 69.2,7; 70.8,17,31; 71.6,24,34,35; 72.11,34; 73.8,23; 75.020 
114159 76.22,3.175315315037 a7 eG: 78.21,21,26,27,28,28,40,41,42,43,44,48- 
79.10,24,29,32,37,38,38,41,41,43,44; 80.1,24,24,24,25,37; $1.12,14,18,18,21, 
21,24,29,30,31,36,37,39,40,42,42:44,45,47,47,51,51,51,51,52; 82.9,14,18,20,25; 
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83.14; 84.10,13,28; 85.4.6; 86.8,12; 89.31; 90.26,28,30,32,37,39,40,41; 

94.22,32,45,47; 95.4,4,6,8,8; 96.30,33,33,35,36; 99.27; 102.6,11; 103.8,8; 

105.33,33,34,34,35,35,67; 106.21,34; 107.25; 108.28,37; 109.33; 

110.10,10,21,28,49,49; 111.6,12; 112.9; 115.42,44; 116.5; 119.50; 120.8,32; 

122.2,8,10,15,16,18,20,28; 123.13,14,19,24; 124.23,33 125.6,32,39,42; 

128.34,48 NN- 72.33; 109.35 M- 57.1; 63.1,4,50; 64.20; 65.1,24; 

66.1,19,22; 70.1,43; 71.1; 73.1,6; 76.2; 79.4; 80.13; 82.1; 85.6; 89.3; 90.3; 

91.1; 92.1; 93.2; 99.1; 94.4; 95.7; 105.23; 108.1,25; 110.1; 111.1,16; 112.1; 

113.6; 115.1; 120.8; 127.37  Nm- 78.41 

N- with infinitive 64.14; 71.34; 79.35; 82.15; 94.16; 103.49; 115.19; 116.14 Mm- 

115.34 

N- identity 58.23; 66.46; 75.14,41; 78.41; 79.38; 89.40; 90.33,43; 94.27,29; 113.7; 

115.31; 120.2; 122.10,19,23,29,32; 126.16; 127.9; 128.14 M- 66.45 

69.8; 75.13,42; 76.45; 77.12; 91.3; 120.6 

N-, MM? prep. of object (trans. verbs) N- 57.13; 66.7,44; 73.11; 78.42; $1.16; 

82.9; 84.37; 89.44; 90.13; 94.19; 98.22; 99.28; 107.10; 110.20; 111.7; 

120.16; 122.24; 123.7,20 128.49 M- 62.15; 76.45; 82.33,41; 102.18,22; 

105.81; 106.15; 115.22; 116.6; 123.12 MN- 77.19 

MMA’: MMaK 73.6; 79.13 mMMaq 78.34; 80.2; 81.52; 82.35 MMAC 

7M 57182205979.17; 10712; (121.2 Mac 122.30 MMWTN 70.19 

MMaAy 64.14; 76.62; 79.18; 94.19; 105.31 

N-, MMaz other kinds of relationship N- 58.1,9,18; 60.3,7;  61.6,7,8,9; 

65.7,12,32,33,34; 66.32; 67.4,5; 68.6; 70.14,23,24; 71.4,5,8,9,10,35; 72.3,14; 

73.4,12,12,12,17; 75.18,19; 76.6,62; 77.3,17,18,19,20,30; 78.4,8,36,36,41; 

79.3,8,10,13,16,19,38,44; 80.6, 15,37; 81.5,12,14,18,23,27,29,33,41,43,43; 

§2.3,6,13,41; 83.6; 84.9,18; 85.2,4; 86.15; 88.3; 89.1,5,23,24; 90.2,26; 91.2; 

92.24; 93.4; 94.34,37,49; 95.6; 96.34; 99.3,7; 102.11; 103.9,21,24,30,34,41; 

105.26,27,36,42,44,45,82; 106.16; 107.4,15; 108.8; 109.5; 110.5,20,21,44; 

111.6,18,22; 112.5; 115.3,9,17,30,32,41,44; 116.15; 118.2; 119.50; 

122.0.5,6.8,11,27,32> 1231517 124.5,24,27,4152 9126.30; 9 127.31;6 128.27 

NN- 66.41; 72.34; 79.36 M- 58.4,15,17; 61.8; 66.16; 67.46; 70.35,38; 

76.36; 77.10,14,17; 78.44; 80.30,38,38,38,39,39; 83.5; 86.8,17; 89.6,7; 91.2; 

92.15,38; 94.33,56; 95.6,9,11; 102.7; 103.14,16,47; 109.34; 110.9,25,30,50; 

120.15,17; 123.15; 127.14; 128.14,29 Mmn- 116.4 

MMa?: MMai 72.10; 82.26; 85.3 MMAK 86.6; 108.37; 111.30 MMaAq 

58.10,30; 79.39; 81.15; 83.11,13; 84.22; 92.30; 102.5; 105.14; 109.17; 

116.3; 126.19,35 mMMac 84.13,16,23; 115.44 MMWTN 58.14,34; 59.4,6; 

67.8; 84.21; 111.42 mmay 94.26; 111.21 

(Sah.:) MOK 124.21 MMOg 127.35 

N-, NE~ prep. of dative N- 58.5,19,19; 64.32; 65.36; 66.46; 75.38; 76.29,32; 77.29; 

79,38; 105.31; 111.28; 115.13; 117.1; 122.7; 127.9 M- 64.27; 66.15; 

69.1,10; 71.21,32,36; 73.13; 76.13; 80.16; 82.16; 83.10; 89.9; 92.11; 94.19; 

96.23, 106.43; 110.25; 116.15; 118.6; 120.35 
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Nev: NHi 57.11,15; 58.2,6,11,32; 60.6; 61.11; 64.3,11,12,17,29,31; 65.16,34: 
66.11,31,43; 67.20,60; 70.17,19,33,39; 71.5,10,18,29,33,35; 72.22; 0n aa 
32,34; 73.10,19,19;°975317,22,42,43; 876,14, 19 2340505) 77.4,6,13,14,17, 
21,36; 78.12,17,25,27,29,45,46,47; 79.31,32,38; 80.25: $1.9,11,16,19,23, 
31,40,47,48,48; 82.19; 84.6,14,31,36; 85.8; 86.11,16,21; 89.26,44: 90.43,43; 
92.10,31,31; 93.10,14,19,24; 94.22.49; 95.8,17; 96.27,37: 98.22,26,27; 
99.25,33,54; 102.5,8,18,22; 103.9,20,30,40,48; 105.76,76,78,81: 106.15,23,37; 
107.19; 108.24,37; 110.30,32,45; 111.32,34,44; 112.9: 114.3: 115.13,23,37; 
120.6,10,16,28; 120.34; 122.26; 126.5,6,20; 131.4 NEK 58.3,7; 65.31; 
66.9,20,44; 67.27; 69.4,9; 71.21; 72.11,23,28: 76.28,305) WYSA47; 
79.12,15,15,21,36; 81.47; 82.12; 89.38; 94.17; 95.5: 99.6: 103.15,20,29; 
105.57; 106.13; 108.5; 110.8; 111.5,13,23,25; 113.4; 114.1: 115.8,41,44; 
120.12,32; 122.4 -NK- (in TNK-) 76.50 Ne 60.2: 66.24: T1345 S40 
90.11; 92.8; 94.22,51,53; 95.15; 109.34; 122.27,28,32 NeEq 64.12; 71.16; 
73.9,13; 77.18; 79.39; 81.8,18; 82.18; 90.42; 92.18.27: 94.38.45; 108.21; 
110.9; 119.26 NEC 76.36; 77.23; 94.17; 95.10; 115.25 NEN 58.20; 
65.25,33; 68.39; 69.5; 82.38; 108.32; 122.8.10,21,24 NHTN 
58.4,6,13,16,26,28,33; 64.18,28; 70.24,30,32; 75.30; 76.10; 78.35; 80.8; 
81.13 (but read NHi); 82.20,41; 83.5; 84.38: 91.4; 94.31; 105.6,16,25; 
110.11,18,35,44,49; 116.9; 116.19; 122.29,29 NHTNE 73.10; 90.9,10 
NeETN 129.11 Ney 64.13; 71.12; 76.49; 83.11; 105.36 

(Sah.:) NAK 123.12,20 Naq 127.38 Nac 128.35 NaN 127.21; 128.26 
(NA) be going: Nae 111.33 

NA- instans, after nominal subject : 86.20; 110.48: 115.44; 116.3,10; 122.16 NE- 
71.20; 78.44 

for pronominal subjects, see conjugations 
(NAE) have mercy: NAA 126.4,5,6 

N€~- preterite converter 71.17 (possibly Imperfect); 90.6,6 
for Imperfect forms, see conjugations 

NOYE be about to 91.5; 93.8 

NOYB m. gold 70.29; 75.43; 78.32 

NOYBC jujube 77.36 NOBC 125.18 

NIE see E1E€ 

(NEIET2) be blessed: 

(Sah.:) NAIATq 126.15 

NKE thing 81.24; 92.10 

NIM each, every 58.9,11,35; 60.3; 61.9,12; 62.6,9; 63.10,27: 64.17; 67.4; 68.6; 
69.5; 71.4)14,15; 723; 73.421: 9766128778 13: 78.4,8; 79.3,9; 80.6,25; 
81.5; 82.3,6,35; 83.6; 84.37; 85.3; 86.15: 90.13; 91.2; 92.24; 93.5: 97.5; 
99.4; 102.8; 105.4,7,9,82; 106.16; 107.4; 108.6,8: 109.25; 110.5,31; 
111.13,19;  115.4,9,40,44; 118.2; 120.17; 122.2,5,11; 124.5 MIN 
89.1,35 

(NANOY-,) NANOY? be good NANOYY 75.15; 95.7; 103.9,14,47; 107.31; 122.26; 
124.30 Nanoyc 115.10; 122.6 Nanoyoy 58.15 NANOY 58.1 
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NCa-, NCQ? prep. behind etc. NCA- 64.4,6,9; 80.17; 83.15: 95.10: 103.13; 120.24 

Nce- 58.20; 71.11; 102.16 

NCW*: Ncw! 77.19 (in P-NCW7 be after ...) NCwK 115.23; 119.51 

Ncwq 102.12; 128.23 Ncwc 120.15 

NCa- except 77.12; 102.6 

(NCABAAE-,) NCABAAE? prep. except NCEBAAEK 81.45 

NiG-, NTE’ prep.: NTE- 70.42; 71.5,9; 72.4; 111,26; 127.10,18 

NTe*: NTEK 103.45 NTEq [90.32]; 120.4 NTEN 69.7 

(with 2nd suffix:) NTAKCE 90.14 

NAHT merciful 99.29 

NOYTE m. god 62.8; [65.8]; 66.5; 67.4; 71.4,5,36; 72.4,7,33; 76.7; 78.6; 79.8,9; 

80.10; $1.48; 82.7,13,16; 83.5,5; 91.1; 94.18; 97.8; [98.9]; 105.21,79,[82]; 

[108.8]; [109.6]; [112.6]; 116.10,15; 122.7,16; 124.28,39; 126.32; 128.18 

NOYTA 126.21 

NTN-, NTO(O)T? prep.: NTN- 61.12; 70.26; 78.29.40; 80.18; 84.7,7,37; 85.7; 

96.34; 106.28; 113.8 128.17 

MEO) na NTO of - 63.227 06.23 S71 76.339079.13 81 lee 82.25.8531; 

88.1,11; 89.4; 90.1; 93.1; 99.2; 105.9,24; 107.6; 108.2; 110.2; 111.2,17; 

Peet isla 28 NTOOT 65.1 NTOTK 67.28; 80.24; 111.32; 123.6 

NTOTYQ 58.8; 66.25,45,46; 71.[[16]],32,33; 75.42; 76.21.44; 77.12; 78.41; 

79.38; 81.21,24; 83.1,10; 89.40; 91.3; 92.29; 94.27,28; 102.13,14; 115.31; 

2026 122527 9125353 TOTG 75.12; 122.29;35 NTOTC: 77.21; 

I 3372 113.7 NTOTTHNE 76.35 NTOTOY 75.22 

NTAq (invariable) 58.17; 64.7; 90.31 (see also ANAK) 

(NTHO) herb, weed NTO 81.53 

Ney see 66.38; 71.23; 72.9,10; 80.21; 97.10; 103.49 NO 58.23; 64.30; 

75.26,33; 78.10,22; 83.6; 84.31; 91.6; 92.29; 94.46; 102.9,15; 116.17; 

120.27. Noy 120.23 

imp. ANE€Y 77.30 aANo 58.15; 71.18 

NEY hour, time 63.10; 85.2; 91.2; 99.4; 105.4,82; 108.8 NO 82.3; 83.6; 94.58; 

£1573 9122:0 

relative adverbials when TINEY 71.33. TINO 79.35  MTINO 81.50 

NHY stat. be coming 65.51; 71.29; 72.13; 78.36; 80.24; 81.14; 82.17,19,36; 86.18; 

94.50; 102.23; 111.34; 122.24 (after MNTATN-) NHOY 93.9 €NHY 66.27 

(NAWE-), NAdjCD* be numerous: NAaddd 71.6 

NAYJTE protection, defence 122.10 

NOYYE good (adjunct) see CTAI 

NH2 m. oil 70.17,17,21; 86.9; 109.37; 122.18; 123.14; 125.39 

(NAQPN-, NA2PE’) prep. in the face of: Nagpak 105.21 

NA2TeE trust, believe : 

NA2TE nn.m. faith 61.9; 63.20,30 

(NXI-) subject marker : 

(Sah.:) NOI“ 126.14 

(NOYXE ) throw: 
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NAX- 81.36 

stat. NHX 70.20 

NAO great 57.14; 58.25; 63.34; [65.9]; 66.41; 67.6; 71.6,24,35; 72.34; 79.10,36; 
80.8,13,37; 81.43; 82.18,25; 84.4,12; 96.30; 105.22,23; 107.25: 115.42; 
118.4; 119.50; 122.8 KOYI NAO young and old 122.14 

(Sah.:) NOO 125.32 

Tre textual marker (background) 81.19; 84.12; 111.11 

for the subject (copular) pronoun see Triadic pronominals 

TAGE torn cloth, rag 109.32 
TIWAO settle 103.32; 110.12,16  tTAG6- 58.34; 78.44; $1.25 

TIWAO ABAA a- inf. decide to (do) 103.4 

TINE change, displace : 

ATTTCONE unchanging, immutable 85.6 

TAATIE (name of 2nd month) 86.17 

TrHpe f. quail 125.42 

(Tcwpc) extend, apply: tpc- 72.17 

TIPHY) m. mat, blanket 76.52; 79.28; 105.39 

(TCpX) separate : 

stat. TAPX 66.45 
TET- (invariable) 67.30 

see also s.v. 2AY 

(TOT) run, flee : 

stat. THT 105.46 

(TaWweE) divide: Taa)- 110.11 

Td) N2HT nn. m. heartbreak, distress [100.2]; 105.23 

TAZOY hinder part, back : 

adv. amazgoy 92.15 

Tmwe reach 105.45; 115.34 tme- 73.23 

TAQ*: TIAQN 110.48 

TAXE-, TAXE? said: 

TAXE- 77.22; 94.39; 108.36 

TAKE? : TWaAXel 58.8; 94.42; 102.8; 111.9 taxeq 58.31; 75.36; 78.30; 
80.17; 84.12; 90.11,43; 94.49; 95.8; 108.23,27; 110.25; 111.8 TAXEC 
90.41,42; 101.23 tTaxen 108.29 tTaXeETHNE 77.23 Maxey 57.11; 
64.5; 93.8; 94.30,36,44; 105.29,36 

Maxe- 70.32; 114.2 Maxi- 77.14 
MAXE*: Maxed 73.9,11; 81.9,26,54; 82.39 

Pa state, matter : 

adv. 2ATIpa (N-) on the matter (of), concerning 71.10 
pt f. cell, room 81.27 pie 110.21; 120.21 
PO m. door 81.27 



Indices: Native words S21 

Pw? mouth: pot 63.3; [70.2]; 82.3; 88.11; [93.2]; 99.3; 112.3; 122.2 
pag 109.31 

pw particle 70.44; 71.24; 76.63; 82.38; 83.12; 92.24; 94.12; 96.37; 102.14; 

105.37,43,44; 110.8; 118.7 

paic watch, guard 62.10; 67.5; 76.8; 78.7; 79.10; [91.2]; 109.7; 122.8,16 

pimMe weep 67.15 

pwmMe man, human 58.29; 63.22; 66.15; 67.47; 75.20,42; 76.45; 80.10; 81.46; 

82.41; 84.32; 91.3; 94.35.60; 95.11; 96.23; 102.16,23; 103.35; 105.28,79; 

106.19,28; 110.7; 110.13,22; 120.23; 128.13 

(with poss.) relative 92.3 

ATPWME without people 122.23/24 

MAiIPWME loving people, benevolent 57.13(MNT—); 85.5 

PM(N)- 128.5; see also s.v. MHE, PEOYH, CAYNE; KHME, MOOT, MONO, CIAYT, 

TANAIETOY 

(PMIH) tear, weeping : 

pl. pmMiaye 105.80 

pamtTre f. year 70.18; 77.22,23; 90.37; 116.8 

PEN m. name 60.5; 61.5; 63.2; 64.24; 65.30,47; 66.13; 70.1,10,34,45; 71.2,32; 

72.32; 75.7; 76.4,44; 78.16; 79.2; 80.29,30,38,38,39; 82.2; 84.4; 88.10; 

92.28; 93.1,25; 94.5,11; 96.29; 99.3; 102.20; 105.3,60,76; 112.2,[19]; 115.3; 

116.6; 122.1,14 

(Sah.:) PAN 124.8; 126.17,29; 128.43 

PHC south : 

adv. APHC southward 111.7 

MAPHC southern country, Upper Egypt 79.27,34 

PECTE morrow: 

adv. NPECTE tomorrow 102.9 NpecTa 94.22.50 

PET’ foot: (compound prepositions) 

apeTz: apeTc 90.31 (W2E ~) 

2apeT?: 2apeTq 122.19 

2IpeT?: 2IpeTc 77.15 

PHTE m. manner 82.15 

pTAB m. artaba 77.36; 106.33 

PEOYH f. quarter, neighbourhood 77.4; 96.28 PAOYH 85.8 

PM-PEOYHTOY (sic? involving correction) people of neighbourhood 71.31 

payYydg m. care (in phraseology with ql) 73.11; 110.44,44; 115.22 

gi-paydy take care 84.14 

pewe be glad, rejoice 76.46; 77.9; 90.5; 122.23 

(Sah.:) paqwe 128.47 

peqwe nn.m. gladness, joy 78.11; 81.49; 82.8; 97.12; 115.5 

pwayje be sufficient (for) 128.16 

take charge, be responsible 58.9; 90.24 

(+ MN-) deal with 86.7,14 

PWN m. cloak, covering 58.24,24,25; 94.25 
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p2e bewilling 94.21 

POY2ZE evening: 

adv. NPOY2E 94,39 

adv. 2IPOYzeE 102.6 

CA m. side, part: CAN- see BAA, EITN 

ce yes 94.48; 102.23 ece 58.11 ace 102.17 
CaBT wall 122.10 

CaBTE make ready 71.20 

CBTE- 106.17 

CBTWT’: CBTWTC 116.10 cBTWwTOY 86.16 
CEINE physician: CHIN m. 82.25 

(ceipe) butter: cipa f. 125.44 

CaiT m. fame, report 78.33 

Caid) m. pair, twofold 78.25,40,47; 79.20; 81.31,40 
(CAACA) comfort, encourage: CACA- §80.9,15,30 

CACWA’: CACWAW 80.12 
CAAQAE (meaning uncertain) neglect (?) 92.23 

stat. CAAQAA2T 106.29 
(CMINE) fix, set right, repair: CMN- 103.39 

CMNT*: CMNTQq 103.43. CMNTC 90.30 cCMNTOY 58.23 
Stat. CMANT 115.36 CMNT 75.43 

CMAT sort, kind: 

adv. MIICMAT of such kind 107.22 

CAN m. brother 58.21; 64.25,26,30; 65.1,3,4,37,41; 66.1,2,3,8,39; 67.2,6,7,17, 
[34],40,46; 68.7,8,38; 69.2; 70.1,5,11,15,15,45; 71.12,17,21; 72.12,25,35,36; 
73155,16];20,20;  -76:2,255 9 77:5: 578131440, 49: 79.4,5,5, 6,30,42,45; 
80.1,4,7,17,19,28,29,31,38,38; 81.1,6,10,38; $2.1,3,11,29,30; 84.33; 86.1,6,21; 
88.1; 89.2,9,18,24,27,28,39; 90.3,5,39; 91.2; 92.26; 94.3,7; 98.28: 99.14,54: 
103.2,5,7,31,44; 105.5,77; 106.37,43; 108.1,[4,7]; 111.1,3,16,26,34,40; 112.1; 
114.1; 115.1,6,20,43; 116.11,16; 122.15,20 

pl. CNHY 58.5; 61.1; 67.57; 70.8; 72.32; 75.3,41: 78.15; 80.28; 85.1,6; 91.1; 
92.5; 94.10; <105.43>; 110.44; 111.42; 118.4; 122.14 
93.25; 105.1,[26)-811221 

MNTCAN f. brotherhood, fraternity 70.23; 72.5; 86.4; 115.10 
(Sah.:) CON 123.25; 128.40 (Mai-),48 

CINE pass by: CN- 105.17,20 

CEN’: CNET (for CENT) 103.42 

CNHOY 82.41; 

CWNE f. sister 64.21; 65.42; 66.22,31; 68.22,37; 70.[9],43; 71.1,2,28: 72.15; 
73.8; 80.29; 82.27; 83.3; 88.29; 89.16,21; 92.1,20; 93.1,2,19; 102.21; 109.1: 
114.4; 115.7,24,37,38 117.2,3 

CNEY two 72.36; 73.12; 78.43,43,48; 81.29; 86.8,14,18; 109.13 
77.36; 79.32.41; 84.24; 94.33,56; 120.18; 122.18 

CNO 58.24; 

f. CNTE 58.15; 65.53; 66.45; 73.8: 96.19; 105.76; 110.20; [112.9]; 113.8 



Indices: Native words 823 

-CNAYC 58.8; 78.21; 95.7; 105.35; 110.10 

adv. MTTCNO 71.21 

cnaq blood 90.26 

call m. occasion, time 73.12; 82.20; 102.11,14; 105.19 

relative adverbial: Tcatt 75.23 

indefinite adverbials: AyCatt 77.4; 84.4; 92.19 eycatt 76.4; 78.15; 94.4,10; 

102.19; 108.31 

21oycatTt 61.28; 94.47 (+ NOYWT) 

NKECcATT 76.8; 78.11; 82.8; 90.7; 93.10; 97.11 

cwp spread, scatter 78.34 

CwpMe lead astray 64.29 

capT f. wool 58.17,20; 71.34; 75.9,41; 76.21,23,26; 78.41,42; 79.31,33,38; 96.33; 

105.28; 109.31 

(cpqe) be at leisure 

stat. CpaqT 84.17 

CITE throw, sow: CITEBAA 113.11 

CWT return, repeat: CWT AZOYN relapse 84.34 

(CTAI) smell: CT-NOYYE good smell, fragrance 61.11 

CTHM antimony 103.8 

cwTmMe hear 71.11; 73.7,9,25; 80.14; 93.7 CWTM 81.50; 89.29,32; 97.15; 

106.9; 120.26 

(CWTTT) choose : 

GATMa,CATTOY 76.25; 79.39 

CATEPpE stater 58.25 

Cay six 66.24; 75.8; 90.30,32,39,40,41 

-ece 75.10; 78.26; 79.24 

CHY time, season 61.9; [62.9]; 78.8 

coy- day (of month): coye dayone 86.17 

COYN’ price, value: COYNTYd 103.41 COYNTC 58.6; 64.18 

cayne be acquainted with, know 57.12; 64.15; 72.6,8,20; 79.33; $0.11,12,22; 

$1.40,45,46,49; 82.9,41; 83.12; 90.12; 94.18,53; 99.24,28; 105.59,60; 116.2 

CAYNE nn. m. knowledge [63.30] 

PMN-CayNe knowledgeable 81.34 

(Sah.:) COOYN 124.11 

cOYuwNn’: coyoonr 126.11 

cay2e f. egg 80.25; 96.36 caoyze 81.51 

cwe it behoves [67.30 comm.]; 91.5 

(CACY) seven: 

f. cagge 76.22; 94.32 cade 66.44; 78.42 

ca2 m. teacher 61.1 

CwW2E weave 58.27 (in BEKE-CW2E weaving wage) 

c2ei write 58.2,4,20,22; 60.2; 64.20; 65.[5],25,33,36; 66.9; 67.1,60; 69.1,4; 

WOlale8.445 © 471126,28)29;, 9 172310,22,26,27,28.85 73.9713; 75.38,42,43; 

76.1,10,23,40; 77.13,17,21; 78.5,16,23,27,34,49; 79.7,12,30; 80.17,18,33; 
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81.3,11,13,47,48; 82.4,12,15,20,36,41; 83.11; 84.6,14; 89.1,9,17; 90.9, 16; 
92.8,31,31; 93.3; 94.60; 95.8; 98.22; 99.5; 102.18,22; 105.6,64: 106.14,23; 
107.18; 108.4; 110.8,29,32,35; 111.28; 115.7; 119.53; 120.16; 124.3,37 
c2ee! 122.4,21,24,27 

(Sah.:) cgat 128.15,35,38,46 

chael 129.10 

c2ei- 105.80; 111.12 cei-(4+dat.) 89.44 
Ca27: ca2q 80.7; 119.27. cazoy 71.10 
c2ei nn. m. letter, document 72.11; 107.12; 108.21 

C2ime f. woman, female [70.9]; 75.5; 77.5; 78.38; 84.8; 90.35; 108.34,36; 119.60 
C2eiIMe 72.25,30 

2ime f. wife 65.38,[46]; 66.12,42,43; 67.17,38; 70.11,13; 72.24; 74.2; 77.35; 
$2.29;31; 109:32% 11222 with art. eiMe 113.7 

CZONE woman, female (?) 58.19 (precise meaning unknown, cf. P. Kell. V, p. 171, note 
ad 20.50) 

CExXeE speak 73.21 

CEXE nn.m. word 58.8; 71.10; 75.43; 79.13; 82.9; 86.8; 90.15; 94.34; 95.15; 
102.4,13; 103.34; 107.16,22; 110.30; 116.2,4,5 wexe 70.38 

CwWXTI leave over, behind 

CAXTI7: CAXTIOY 92.15 

CWXT nn. m. remainder 127.9 

cwo be paralysed 70.37 

T give 64.14; 78.30,31; 79.18; 84.10; 103.45; [105.31] 
pre-dat.: ~- 58.11; 92.27; 110.9; 123.12 tTe- 81.15 T(N)- 76.50 (TNK-) 
prenom.: ~T- 58.6; 60.6; 64.32; 70.31; 71.15,21; 72.22;. 77.15; 78.239 

81.8,17,19,35; 82.18,21; 83.5; 90.30,32; 95.4; 97.9; 102.23: 106.42: 110.33; 
120.8,32; 128.21; 131.6 TI- 79.17 

TEEy: TEq 58.28; 70.32,39; 75.30; 77.18; 95.6; 103.24; 106.34; 111.25: 
119.26 TeEeq 72.21; 90.34 Tec 57.11; 58.31; 64.12,13,27; 69.10; 
76.29,30,32,36; 77.16,33; 94.38,48; 96.23 Teec 58.5 TEOyY 58.12; 
66.26; 76.12,13; 79.26; 81.22,41; 82.22.24; 92.10,17 TEY 66.46; 69.10; 
72.13; 94.22,23,31,33,47; 95.7 but TEeTOY 109.36 TEITOY 64.5; 
65.33,34,36; 78.29; 105.29 

T- and p.c. Tai-: for compounds see EIPHNH, ACE, EAY, MTAN, OTT, 2A7 
(Sah.:) Taac 124.address; 128.26 

TBa myriad, ten thousand 81.20,29; 105.33; 108.28 
QaMNTBA thirty thousand 81.17,36 

TOBE seal, stamp 81.54 

TBBE- 81.27 

TaBe’: TaBegd 106.35 

stat. TABE 85.2 

TBT fish 66.44; 76.31; 79.41; 110.49; 122.33 THBT 78.43 
TOB2 entreat, implore 67.4 



Indices: Native words 325 

TAB2?: TaB2k 111.21 

(Taio) honour, praise : 

Taia’z: Taiai 84.6 

Maer AsAIT 5S7.15°6L.12; 62.1; [63.37]; 71.1: 76.2; $1.1; 108.2; 110:1; 112.1: 

115.2 inrel ETAIAIT [66.1]; 79.1; 105.1; 107.6 TAIseIT 82.1; 

111.1,16 tTesir 99.2 

(Sah.:) Taeiog 128.34 stat. TAEIHOY (? uncertain, scribal correction) 123.25 

Tei adv. here 82.40; 105.67 

(TOYIO) repay, reward: TOYO 120.29 

TEKO ruin, destroy 65.35; 106.41; 110.19 

Texo- 111.10 

(Sah.:) TAKO 126.13 

(TEAO) set up (on loom), weave : 

TEAaz: TEeaay 103.28 

TAAHA be glad, rejoice 65.11; 71.7; 79.11 

TAAHA nn. m. gladness, joy [88.3]; 89.6 

TM- (negation of infinitive) 69.8; 83.14; 101.3; 128.35 Tmn- 103.42 

TAMO inform, instruct 79.13 

TAMa’: Tamai 64.14; 105.63 Tamak 119.53 Tamag 103.40 

(Sah.:) TAMOC 128.36 

tme village, town 99.22; 105.45 

(TOM) shut: 

stat. THM 81.55 

(TOME) join: 

stat. Tame be fitting 107.29 

TANO make, create 123.20 

Tene- 108.23 

Tana’: Tanac 111.38 Tanay 58.19 

-THNEe (suffix pronoun) 70.16; 72.9; 75.27; 76.35; 77.11,23; 78.46; 90.6,28; 

105.41: 110.19,32,47; 119.45; 122.23 

NOY now 58.9; 64.15; 65.33.36; 67.37; 69.4; 71.10.14: 72.12,17,27; 73.6; 79.16; 

80.19.23: $1.19,30,45,50; 82.23.37; 83.7; 84.15; 86.13; 99.23; 100.5; 

103.10: 105.15: 106.13; 107.16; 110.22; 111.11; 112.11,13; 116.7; 

119.48,51 

q@atNoy until now 94.35 

TONOY very much 57.2.4; 58.18; 63.2,33; 66.2,11,30; 67.2.8;  68.9,29; 

70.1.4,18,44; 71.1; 72.3,32,35; 73.3,5,19; 76.3,6,47; 77.3,4,9; 78.549; 

79.2.39,40.45: 80.5,6,38; 81.2,5,11; 82.2,6,11,2741; 83.3,4,13; $4.3,5,30; 

$5.1- 86.4,9,21: 88.2,25; 89.4,23,26; 90.1,6; 91.1; 93.1,10; 94.3,7,9; 95.2,17; 

96.24.27: 97.6,14.47; 98.26,27; 99.2.8; 102.1,3; 103.2,10; 105.2,77,78; 

106.6. 107.6; 108.3,7.32,33,36;  109.2.6; 110.2; 111.2,4,17,19,41; 

112.1.4,6,21; 115.2,9,24,37; 116.4; 118.3; 120.1; 122.19,23,29 TONE 

65.2.28,37.40 

TONOY TONOY 58.22: 86.11 
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TNNAY send 58.13; 64.12; 65.15; 70.19; 94.25; 96.21,22; 99.11: 105.24 
TNNAY- 58.35; 64.17,29,31; 65.31; 66.20,28; 69.9; 70.17; 73.9; 75.21: 76.52; 

77.27; 78.46; 79.31,43; 81.30,39,47; 91.3; 94.26; 105.16,61,76: 106.26,39; 
108.37; 109.10 

TNNAY*: TNNAYQ 58.16; 64.2; 65.27; 70.22,24; 72.22; 75.16,41,41; 
716.50,53; 83:11; 95:5; 115.32-) 122226) 12792) 30 TNNAYC 58.2,26; 
64.10,17,32; 68.15; 76.26,29,38; 78.39; 79.35.44; [100.1]; 103.10,20,28 
TNNAYC{eE} 91.2,2 TNNAYCE 67.47; 76.24; 78.46,48; 79.14,15,21; 
83.[0/1];  94.14,15,16,23; 99.45: 106.35; 110.24 TNNAYCOY 77.36; 
81.22.48; 90.9 TNaycoy 71.33 TeENaycoy 82.22.24 

TIE upper part : 

adv. NTTIE above 120.19 

TatTpo f. mouth 79.3; 115.3 

TPO force, constrain: Tapo- 115.14 

TPe)7e TPG $1.55: @) 

TP(€)* (in conjugation) cause to (do): TPpOY- 58.18; 71.34; 76.30,38: 103.28; 
111.38; 120.5,10,33 

THp* (augens): THPq 69.8; 77.11; 80.3; 105.61; 115.33 THpCc 77.4; 80.3; 
96.28; 115.44; 122.18 THpNE 68.32 THPTN 89.44; 105.78 THPTNE 
67.50 THPOY 60.4; 61.2,4; 65.30; 66.33; 67.42; 70.45; 71.8,10; 
80.28,32,36; 81.53; 83.3; 89.34; 92.3,22,37; 93.21,25: 94.36,47: 105.75; 
108.31; 111.9,11; 112.19; 124.7,9; 126.15; 127.13,22; 128.43 

adv. ATTITHPY in any way 106.31 

(Twpe) hand, spade : 

TOT’: TOT 79.16 

(TAPTP) thrust, penetrate : 

stat. TPTAPT 72.6 

TWwp2 be alert, sober 88.23 

TCEBO make wise, teach 87.6 

(TTO) make give, make pay, require : 

TAs) 72:16 

T(T)a7: TTaB 120.14 

(TRAY) buy 

Tay’: Tayc 79.19; 103.36 

TEOYO utter, proclaim, tell 107.16; 115.44; 116.4,6 tTaoyo 107.9 
TEOYO- 95.15; 107.29 Teyo- 73.21 TeEoya- 81.47 TEeoye- 102.4 
Teoya’: Teoyagd 71.17 Teoyay 71.11 

Toy five 72.33; 78.43; 79.41; 80.23; 81.30,39; 84.28; 91.3; 94.21; 105.27; 106.42 
f. Te 110.49; 120.8 

-(T)H (after tens) 76.27; 78.28; 81.42; 94.44: 95.6 

€ (inAe€ 35 for money) 130.4 

TOOYE shoe 125.14 

TAaOyYa pair of shoes (?) 122.26 

TWOYN raise 82.16 



Indices: Native words 

Tad) m. boundary, district 91.2; 92.15 

TWd) define, appoint 77.14; 103.27,44; 106.19,25 

stat. THO) 94.55; 115.25 

Td) nn. m. assignment 105.41 

TE2O reach, befall : 

(TEZA-) TEZATHNE 110.47 

TAZa*: TAQWTN 122.31 Tagaoy 80.36 

OOD. STUD: MIX : 

Ta2?: Tazoy 94.33 

stat. TH2 83.7,8 

T2poO (meaning unknown) 121.5 

(EPKO) quieten : 

epkaz: epKkay 90.14 

TAXpo fasten, strengthen : 

TAaXpo nn. m. strength, firmness 61.8 

(TWONE) push, repel : 

TAON- 107.26 (?) 

TWOc pierce, fasten, secure : 

(TaOc’): Taxsoy 106.32 

TWOc tread, pound (so dye ?) 

TWOc nn. m. dye (?) 58.30 

ByA) 

OY-, 2N- (indef. art.): OY- 58.25,27,30; 62.12; 63.34; 64.26,29,32; 66.13,14,28,41; 

Girerers mee Ol ee b5,0,59.59, 5 72.34; 73212512 ee S21 1 6.25,26,90; 

77.22,23,23,27; 78.33; 79.10,23,36; 80.37; 81.8,20,36,43; 83.7; 84.23; 86.20; 

90.11,26; 91.4; 92.13; 93.6; 94.47; 95.14; 96.30,37; 105.16,22,23,30,42,48, 

107.17,25; 108.23,28,37; 109.31; 110.28; 112.14; 115.42; 119.50; 

122.8,25,26,33; 124.24,27,30; 127.9; 128.15,22 -y> 57.14; 80.13; 106.34; 

123.21 

pl. 2nN- 58.23; 77.15; 82.24; 86.12; 89.30,34; 105.27 

Oye one 58.15,26; 59.4; 64.27; 71.21,21,22; 78.42; 79.38,41; 84.21; 102.14; 

105.38,67; 122.27 -yoyve 65.34 

(in COYE day one) 86.17 

f. oyie 73.10 oyt 76.30 

Toye TIOYE each one 61.17; 65.30,46; 70.22; 105.29; 110.13 

(Sah.:) OYA 127.31 

OYW finish, cease 83.14; 103.35 

as auxiliary of Affirm. Completive: 80.18; 105.30; 107.24; 116.2 

OYW m. news, report 58.6,11; 83.13; 84.37; 94.49; 98.22; 102.8,18,22; 106.15; 

115.44. oywe2 120.17 

OYBE- prep. against 69.9; 71.18; 91.5; 95.16; 98.21; 110.45 

(OYAl) rush, course : 

(Sah.:) f-oyoel search (?) 128.21 

(oyaie) husbandman, peasant: OYEIE (uncertain) 130.1 
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oyeie be distant 107.21 

stat. OYHOY 116.3,7. OYHY 61.6; 72.10; 85.3; 94.58 
OYyaid) m. time 61.6; 65.9; 67.6; 71.6,35; 72.34; 76.11; 79.10,37; 80.37; 

81.24,44,45; 96.30; 97.8; 105.44; 115.42; 116.9: 119.50 OYAEId) 63.26 
oyag) 122.8 

OYN- affirm. existential 64.31; 65.27; 71.39; 72.20; 76.30; 78.41,48; 81.46; 83.4; 
84.18; 86.19; 102.15; 105.22; 106.30; 122.33 oy- 79.20 

(OYNOY) hour: 

pl. (2) oyNoye (?) 108.22 

OYAN someone, something 76.21; 78.30,48; 92.29; 98.9; 102.16; 103.13,19: 122.6 

OYAN NIM 61.12; 64.16; 92.24; 115.40 

OYEN open 65.35 

OYNTE-, OYNTE? have: 

OYNTE- 109.30 

OYNTE*: OYNTeEr 81.20; 114.3. OYNTHE! 113.6 OoyNnTEeK 114.2 
(reduced form) OYNT- 76.26; 81.37 

OYON2 make known 71.12 

OYAN2?: OYAN2C 103.26 

OYHP how much? how many? 65.33; 70.27; 81.24,37,45; 82.20; 105.19 

OoywpTl send 78.38 

oyapt: oyapme 115.15 
OYPAT be fresh, ready, glad : 

stat. PAYT 71.7; 105.11 

OYPAT nn.m. gladness 89.5 

(OYWP2) set free : 

OYyap2?: Oyapec 111.24 

(OYTE-), OYTU” prep. between 

OYTW! 69.4,.11 OYTUN 69.5; 128.29 
OYAET? (augens) : 

NOYAET*: NOYAETY 72.7; 81.49; 94.18 Noyaetc 115.29 
OYHTE remit, waive (claim) 64.8 

OYWT single, same 94.47 

(OYWU)) gap : 
NOYWQ)N- prep. without 112.15 

Oyaawe desire 72.19; 107.9 Ooywa) 114.6; 124.36 
OYwa)-inf. 58.19,23; 64.12; 67.32; 72.9,28; 76.28; 78.38; 83.6; 84.27; 90.29: 

94.59; 105.43; 111.8 ovyag-inf. 79.39; 92.10 
OYady : OYAWY 58.7 76.46 89.36; 103.46; 105.63; 128.46 oyauc 58.3; 

63.5; 76.27 

in interlocutive phraseology, please do: OYWaye a-inf. 65.15 OYad)-inf. 67.60 
(OYWU)BE) answer: 

OYAQ)B(E)*: OYAGBET 122.25,34 
OYadype cease, fail 105.37; 111.11 

OYywajc make wide, broad: -ywajyc 99.16 
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stat. Oyadc 73.16 

OYEYJTE f. reverence, praise (be to...) : 

(in formula TOYEG)TE MTINOYTE God be praised) 71.36; 82.16; 116.15 
OYWU)T worship 72.12; 90.7 

OYAQT*?: OYAWTK 82.7 OyadwrTg 115.4 OvyauTNE 62.11 

OYAZE Oasis (without article, as if proper noun) 58.22,32; 65.37; 68.11; 81.13,23; 

105.36,44; 108.30; 110.20; 119.52 VAG S904 1 OYyazga 122.12 

oy2a 130.3 

OY? place, dwell 115.16 

oya2’?: oyaec 103.17 oyazoy 105.26 

stat. OYH2 94.16,34; 103.16 oye? <69.3> 

(OYWXE) cut, tailor: 

oyaxe- 58.26; 103.16 

ovyaxey: oyaxed 75.41 oyaxgq 75.14 OYAXEC 76.29,37; 103.29 

oYyaxoy 58.24; 78.45; 96.20; 103.20; 111.38 

oyxei(Te) be safe, healthy: Oyxet 67.43 OYXEITE [96.30]; [110.54]; 

71.35; 72.34; 76.43; 79.36; 80.37; 81.43; 90.45; [105.66]; 115.41; 124.38 

(Sah.:) OyxXael 123.22 Oyxai 127.25 

stat. OYAX 65.[10],11; 71.6,8; 78.7 

OYXEITE nn. m. health [62.8]; 72.5; 77.10,10; 81.50; 83.5; 84.10; 89.44; 

97.7; 105.8; 108.9 oyxeetTe 112.7; 122.7,13,21,25 

WBY) forget: 

p-m(AwBYd) 105.45; 115.20/21,33 

(WK N2HT) be pleased : 

stat. HK N2HT 73.14 

WN2 live 65.9; 66.40; 67.43; 71.5,35; 72.34; 76.43; 79.36; 80.37, 81.43; 90.45; 

96.29; 115.41 

CON2 nn. m. life 73.23; 115.44 

wt count, reckon 57.5; 81.42; 95.14 

HTI- (thus apparently) 91.4 

AMI2 AXTICe62163 75:25; 11138 

wT nn. m. account 95.6; 103.38; 114.5 

T-wir give account 67.46 

modal usage suppose (to do): amiz: amtT 70.41,43; 90.12; 91.4 

stat. HT 64.14; 72.18; 80.12; 103.48 

pK swear 107.25 

CwpxX fasten, ascertain : 

jwpxX nn. m. security 123.22 

wTtt load: 

atm: attmq 71.15,16 

joTTT nn. m. burden 73.17 

W2E stand, stay: age 73.13; 122.17 

stat. age 105.32; 124.28 
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WM2e apeT’ make a stand, be steadfast 90.31 

A2-OW 2apeT~? remain (?) 122.19 

q@- be able to: with inf. 58.10; 72.10; 105.17,20; 107.11; 110.31 
in modal OYN-/MN-d)-6aM : 84.18; 107.20 

Wa-, Wapaz prep.: 

Wa- 61.2,10; 62.16; 82.20; 86.16; 94.36; 124.22 

qaapaz: wapalt 78.39; 102.4 qgapak 80.20; 82.10 Wapan 90.5; 
103.4. GApwrTtn 72.7 

(Sah.) Gapon 124.20,22,34; 127.34 

Wwe go 67.48; 105.17; 120.22 

QEBAA go out 94.43 

Wwe hundred 58.4,8; 65.26; 76.22,63; 78.21,26,28; 79.20; $1.21,42; 94.22,27,32,45; 
95.4,6,8; 96.35; 105.34,35; 110.10; 120.32 

gyi measure 81.52 wi- 109.35 

QWIBE change : 

ATQ)JIBE unchanging, immutable 85.4 

QBOON cereals (?) 78.46; 79.29 

QJBHP companion, friend : 

pl. aBep 85.6 

MNTQ)BHp nn. f. friendship 116.3 

(QJWA) shed, make flow : 

daar: awaaq 90.26 

QAHA pray 61.9; 62.7; 65.7; 67.53; 71.4; 72.4; 76.7; 78.6; 79.9: 82.7; 91.1; 
97.6; 105.8,82; 108.7; [109.6]; 112.6; 115.4; 121.5; 122.7,12 

QAHA nn.m. prayer 63.11; 79.37; 80.37; 96.31 

(GQgMA) be fine, subtle : 

stat. GMAT 58.16,18 

QQHM small, little 75.41; 105.42; 110.28 

QMOYN eight 94.27,28 

f. d(MOYNE 122.33 

QWAMT three 76.31; 81.51; 82.14; 83.16; 105.33 
f. wamTe 58.4; 90.28; 95.4 

QAMNTBA thirty thousand 81.17,36 

QMYE serve, worship : 

QMYE nn. m. worship 73.16 

WINE ask, question 106.33; 111.7 o)n- 84.11 

QONT?: GUNTY 75.35 NTN 105.31 

WINE NCa- ask for, seek 64.4,6,8; 102.15,16; 103.12; 113.4; 128.23 
WINE a- visit, greet 57.4,7; 58.36,36,37; 60.3; 61.29; 62.6; 64.18,20; 

65.[5],28,29,37,39,41,43,43,45,47; 66.4,11,17,21,29,30,30,34,34,36,39,42,43; 
67.2,6,25,33,34,40,[42],50,56; 68.7,8,[12],16,37; 70.[4],6,10,12,33,43,45; 
71.2,3,26,28,31,31;  72.3,23,24,29,31,32,35;36; | 73.2;4,5,6,19:24,04-5 74a 
75.2,4,39,41; 76.1,6,34,39,44,47,63; 77.3,4,6,35,35; 78.5,12,49: 79.7,39,45: 
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80.4,6,7,28,29,32,33,38,38,39; 81.3,5,53;- 82.5,[6],10,26,28,30,32,41; 83.2; 
84.3; 85.8; 86.3,4,20; 88.5,[24,25]; 89.2,10,17,22,25,44; 90.4; 91.1: 
929 A101 9,20 2673336, 37 98 93.3, |5110,19,21, 27-93) 943,699 95.2 2.17/18: 
96225,27: DTS 27: 98.26,27; OOO: 102.1,2,19; 103.2,5; 
105.7,10,76,77,78,81; 106.536; 107.4; 108.6,31,32,36; [109.2,5]; 110.50; 

111.3,15,19,40; 112.4,5,17,18,19,21; 114.1; 115.9,23,36; 116.11,12,13,13; 

117.2; 118.2; 119.61,62 120.1; 122.5,19; 124.5,6,9,41,42; 127.30; 128.42,44 

QINA 129.1,6 

QINE nn. news, report 72.11,11 

awne beill 64.31; 71.39; 72.33; 81.10; 82.14; 83.4; 84.9,29; 93.13; 115.18 

gone nn. m. illness, disease 84.13,16,23,35 

(GON2HT) have mercy : 

(Sah.:) GJN2TH*: GON2THK 124.33 dGpneTHY 124.31 

(QJWNE) exclude, deprive : 

QaNe?: GWaneT 64.7,13 

QTE see ECIWXE 

qgite be ashamed : 

T-gime shame 81.41 

Gow receive, buy etc.: ayeti-) (unclear) 122.18 

(in phraseology with 2MAT give thanks) gw 76.45 qwet- 128.17 

stat. GQHTT 72.33 

qgcotTre be, become, happen 64.3; 77.16,24; 80.8,22,31; 83.7; 86.20; 92.13,16; 

106.12,39 124.10; 127.9 

stat. woTt 69.5; 70.44; 78.48; [105.30]; 107.28; 115.44; 122.9,11 

qoTt inunclear construction 90.44 

QJTIHPE wonder : 

p-wttHpe be astonished [60.5 comm.]; 70.16,25,44; 84.5; 89.42; 103.3; 110.5; 

116.4 124.21 

gmTiwpe be surety: 

adv. in XIT? agmTwpe 71.13 

q@epe f. daughter 63.1,4,50; 64.21,22,23; 65.40,43; 66.23,38; 67.40; 71.27; 

W328 41205-87736: 80.35;°82,28,592:2177 93.2020: 105.755 113.9; 115313; 

119.61; 122.16 

qHpe m. son, child 58.11; 60.1; 61.3; 63.51; 64.19,22,24; 65.29,38,42,44,46; 

66.12,29,32,36,42,44;  67.10,18,35,39;  68.27,31; 70.8,[10,34];  71.2,3; 

72.24,26,30,31; 73.4; 75.6; 76.3,34,39,41,44; 77.4,6,6,35; 80.36; 82.30; 

84.17; 88.15; 92.4,6,11,12; 93.10,11; 95.2; 96.26,28; 103.6; 105.11,75; 

107.30; [108.36]; 112.18,22; 115.11,17,29,38,39,44; 116.12,18; 119.59,61; 

121.3; 122.4,27; 126.8 

qyHp-IwT m. half-brother 70.12 

MNTOpHpE f. sonship 61.8; 107.5 

qgaptr first: 

adv. gaptt 92.7; 122.5 Nayaptt 58.35 

ajywe shepherd 124.30 
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GTA be in need, have defect 103.22 

gTa nn. m. fault, defect 105.47 

WaT m. pillow, cushion 79.42; 92.28; 103.17; 116.8 

q@ate f. portion (of fish, cf. also watc) 122.33 

(@ITE) demand, make give : 

QWET*: WET $1.29 QWeTK 70.35 qweTq 105.39 ITB (here?) 130.4 
qweToy 113.5,10 

QWOT cut (off) : 

stat. WAT be in need (of) 81.33; 116.15 

stat. (HT ABAA (unclear) cut off (?) 71.30 

prep. WATN- except, minus 78.42; 79.38 NwaTn- 88.29 
Q)THN f. tunic 81.43; 105.18 

(GWT) urge, hasten : 

WaT? refl. + circ. hasten to: WATIT 66.9 

QTapTp disturb, trouble 78.40; 97.17 

QTPTP-THNE 78.46 

qwatc f. portion (of fish, cf. also jAaTe) 66.44.45; 68.46; 110.49 
qwatTc f. cutting, ditch 111.6 

QTT m. warp 58.25; 109.33; 111.26 owtTIT 79.32 

woyo pour, flow 105.80 

WEY use, value : 

p-wey be useful, be well 67.45; 71.30; 75.33,37; 78.45; 82.33; 92.18,21; 
109.18 

Goy- see MEIE 

QEY m. measure, extent 105.27 

(weoye) be dry: uncertain readings (adjunct?) qjooyw 125.22 dawoy 125.24 
gad jar 64.29 

(Qycwbdy) make level, compare : 

stat. GJHd) 105.54 (here? - no context) 

Wwawate f. cushion (?) 82.18 

QWOYYT m. niche, alcove 81.53 

(qjwo6e) strike, wound : 

qwa6de-: awadeq 102.10 

ql take (off), carry 90.12; 95.14 

qi- 76.21; 78.23; 90.11,39; 91.4; 92.10; 103.45; 105.39; 116.8; 122.25,34 
qiT7: qITc 70.41,43; 76.28; 94.35,42,51,54; 103.16; 111.37; 115.27. qiToy 

76.63; 120.19 

in phraseology with pAYd) take care (of): qi M-TI7-p. 115.21. qi-11-p.._ 73.11 
qi-trp. N- 110.44 

compound qI-p. (+ X€) 84.14 (4 dat. refl.+2a-) 110.44 

qTA m. (apparently so, of unknown meaning) 71.25 
(TAY) four: 

f. qToe 113.6 
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qToOY- 84.19 

-EqTe 90.37 

2A-, QAPA prep. under etc.: 2a- 58.12; 62.8; 67.53; 69.6; 70.27; 71.17; 72.4; 

75.30; 78.26,30; 79.20; 81.22,27,42; 82.22; 105.8; 108.8; 109.37; 110.44; 
114.2; 118.8; 122.7; 124.31 

see also PA, PET%, 2H, 2A(2)TN- 

gapaz: 2gapar 90.23 2apaq 64.8 2apac 70.44; 72.22 

2a7 said: 2a 82.34 

2ae last: 

adv. (?) agae 122.36 

2aH f. end: (with art. AH) 62.16 

2€ f. manner 58.9; 79.44; 81.12,14; 83.14; 84.10; 86.15; 122.6 

(with art. e€) 73.7; 81.16; 94.16; 106.24; 107.11; 115.19,34,44; 116.14 

demonstrative adverbial: N[T2e€ 72.18 

relative adverbials: T2€ 79.39 ee 115.21; 116.10 Nee 58.1,18; 73.11; 

102.16; 103.14,47; 108.13; 124.24,.27 KaTAa TEE (sic) 67.23 

2H f. fore part, beginning : 

adv. 2ACH 65.7; 67.4; 68.6; 70.4; 71.4; 72.3; 73.4; 76.6; 77.3; 78.4; 79.8; 

80.6; 81.5; 82.6; 93.4; 107.4; 109.5; 111.18; 112.5; 124.5 

adv. 210H 78.20; 89.1; 99.7; 108.6; 115.9; 118.2 

prep. 2HT?: 2HT 81.42 @2HTK 80.27,36 2HTYq 105.47; 124.29 2HTTHNE 

72.8 122.23 

2I-, 21 prep. on 

21- 63.40; 68.34; 81.32,53; 83.6; 84.27; 94.13.47; 102.6; 127.35 

see also PET%, POY2E, CATT, 2H; ZITN- 

210(W) : 21g 90.25 eicc 76.27 eicwac 64.17 

Bom. jace 72.12;12; 90.7; 97.11; 104.3 

in phraseology 20...20 89.23 

(2W) suffice it: 2we 84.24 (uncertain) 

2w(w)% augens: 2WwT 64.14; 67.60; 73.15; 82.25; 92.12,35; 107.7; 108.24; 

115.19,34 20K 65.51; 81.38,40,45; 103.25,30,49 2we 64.28; 83.12; 

131.14 2wq 84.19,33; 93.9 2wc 94,24 20N 80.27; 105.31 

2WTTHNE [61.27]; 90.6; 105.41; 110.19 gwoy 80.16; 115.30 

2wgq (invariable) 94.12 

2B send 67.16; 78.40; 84.31,36; 93.17 

estr.: 2WB- 64.2 20q- 76.20 2aB- 66.13 78.47 2B- 99.54; 110.15 eT- 

110.14 

2aB: 2aBT [105.18] 2aBq 102.5 2asc 83.10 2aqoy 120.12 

2wB m. thing (done), matter, task 57.17, 58.13,28,33; 60.6; 67.44,60; 71.20; 

7314.23: 76.46: 81:46: °82.33,34; 83.2; 92.307 95.9,11; -99.51;" 102.6,13; 

105.18; 106.20,22; 107.15,18,26; [108.6]; 124.36; 128.46 with art. @WwB 

77.20; 82.23; 92.24; 128.33 

pl 2BHye 72.13; 111.44 2BHyoye 71.24 (ditt. at line break) 
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20B NIM everything 58.34; 60.3; 62.6; [65.7]; 67.4; 68.6; [70.4]; 71.4,14,15; 
72.3; 73.4,21; 76.6; 77.3,13; 78.4; 79.9; 80.6,25; 81.5; 82.6357) 89535; 
93.5; 97.5; 99.7; 105.7,9; 106.16; 107.4; 109.5,25; 110.5,31; 111.12,19; 
112.5;°115.95 1182122591245 

P-2@B work 72.18; [80.10] 

2Bac linen, clothes 75.30; 81.22,31,40; 82.22; 125.1 2Mac 78.48 

2IE see ElE 
2iH f. road, path 127.2,36 

2al_ trouble, endeavour : 

T-2ai MMa/ refl. take trouble, endeavour 84.22 

2e1 m. husband 64.32; 82.28 

2aite f. robe 58.35; 71.32; 79.29; 94.34; 97.34; 109.33 

2AAEK sing, disc [65.23] 

QAAZ% (meaning unknown, cf. ZAAKC 39.43) 106.18 

2AAO old person 68.47 

f. 2Aw 80.14 

ZAAWM cheese 125.28 

(2AAMAM) entangle : 

2AAMAEM nn. m. complication 64.3 

(QAATIAETI) be weary, despondent : 

Stat. 2AETIAATIT 83.12 

(2Aa0) be sweet: 

stat. 2AAO 63.3; 70.2; 79.2; 82.2; [88.10]; 93.2; 99.3; 105.3; 112.3: 115.3; 
122.1 (in rel. E@AAGO) 

2QHAGE (something) sweet (?) 125.15 

2AOHT gentle, kind 85.55 2€AG6HT 58.22 
MNT2EAOHT f. kindness 61.7 

2ME forty 76.26,31 

2ME- 76.22; 105.35 

2aM m. craftsman 103.39 

QHME f. fare, freight 58.30; 75.18; 79.38,39; 81.35; 92.29; 96.34 2HMH 122.28 
2IME see C2IME 
2aMal would (that...)! 90.6 

2MAC(T) sit, stay, remain: 2Mac 82.40 

stat. 2MACT 76.37 (of things); 111.38 

2MAT m. grace, gift 97.9; 111.39 

in phraseology with ajabTt / G)HTT give thanks: 72.33; 76.45 
(Sah.:) 2MOT [128.17] 

2AMT copper, bronze, money 58.12; 64.10; 69.7; 80.24; 81.51; 82.21; 94.13,51; 

95.9; 105.27,33; 108.29; 114.2,4; 125.32 

2N-, N2HT7 prep. in, by etc. 

QN- 61.11; 62.13,14,17; 63.3,20; 65.12,36; 68.11; 71.3,7,7,8; 72.6,11,15; 73.3; 
76.25; 79.3,7,11,42; 80.2,5,11,14,25; 81.45; 82.3,5; 83.14; 84.28: 85.2,3,4: 
86.3,12; 89.44; 90.4,7,25; 92.6; 93.4; 99.3; 105.2,30; 107.8,10,11,17,25; 
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109.24; 110.21; 111.4,17,27; 112.3,14; 115.3; 122.2,4,12,12,29; 123.23; 

128.41; 131.9 (in rel. €ON-) 105.75 2M- 57.3; 60.2.4; 63.15; 65.6; 

78.8; 81.4; 83.3; 90.8; 94.58; 95.15; 99.6; 105.6; 115.4,8; 124.4,39; 128.27 

N2HT*: N2HT 82.10 N2HTY 76.11; 79.29; 81.53; 122.11 N2HTC 72.5; 

76.32; 77.10; 78.43; 79.23,23,25; 122.33 N2HTOY 73.10; 106.42; 110.45 

2ne~* be willing: 2NEK 80.26 2NEq 79.39 

2NO m. vessel, thing 57.15; 64.10; 69.5,7; 75.42; 76.53; 80.24; 83.10,15; 90.9; 

91.4; 102.23; 106.35; 111.10,22 @2Nney 65.25; 72.20 

pl. 2NaYvE 64.4; 69.9; 79.25 e@naoy 69.2 2enay 81.45 

2HNeE f. cloth, fabric (2?) 58.15,21,23; 70.31 

2IN m. vessel, cup (liquid measure) 81.52 

ZOYN inside : 

EI-2OYN come in 69.11; 94.57 

adv. AZOYN 61.15; 69.4; 84.34; 94.31,38,39 E20yNn 128.31 

adv. N2OYN 120.20; 122.31 

(2QN) approach, be near : 

stat. 2HN 61.7; 63.16; 85.4; 116.8 

200N bid, order 70.16; 90.29,30 

(2ENETE) f. monastery : 

(with art.) EANETA 123.17 (here? see also at “Geographical names’) 

2eTT m. judgment 73.18 

(2c) hide : 

stat. QHTT 128.27 

2PHI upper part : 

adv. 2pHt above (but in verbal idioms) 94.34,39 

adv. A2QPH! 84.33; 86.18; 91.6; 94.55; 106.11; 116.9; 131.9 

2PKHT calm, quiet 62.2 

(2pwT) child, offspring : 

bpwT 129.3,5 

2piq take shape (?) 120.4 

2apH2 keep, guard [61.10]; 103.18,43 

2ec m. dung 72.17 

21ce weary, trouble 58.27; 70.[19],36,40; 90.10; 105.25 

2ice nn.m. trouble 89.31,34 

(ICE) spins 2gec- 103.19 

2ecT’: 2ecTc 103.11,28 2ecToy 58.18 

206) fear: 

p-2aTe beafraid 83.7 

2aTeE moment 79.3 

2ET silver 125.40 

2HT m. heart 63.6; 72.7,14; $0.2,9,11,15,15,23,30; 81.32,49; 83.6,12; 88.4; 89.7; 

92.22; 106.7; 107.10; 115.14; 122.30; 128.24 

XI-2HT take courage 84.26 

adv. N2HT see MTAN, TIWdQE, WK 
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2HT north : 

adv. N@HT 111.6 

2HTE (for EIC2HTE) 66.15 

2ITN m. (meaning unknown) 94.36 (cf.? 21T 46.2,6) 
2ITN-, 2ITOT? prep. by: 

2ITN- 58.29; 66.8; 124.address; 128.25,28,33 

2ITOT?: 2ITOT 72.14 2ITOTK 81.7 

2nd pl.: 2ITOTTHNE 75.27 2ITNTHNE 90.28 

2WTT attune, reconcile 105.19; 128.22 

(2WTpe) join, fix: WwTpe- 107.14 

20YO m. surplus 70.35 

indef. 20YO- more 84.16 

adv. N2O0YO 105.39; 119.24 iterated: 111.35 

2ay stat. be bad 76.24 

TETZAY nn. evil 80.8,13,31 TMEeeay 83.7 
(Sah.:) Tee@ooy 127.38 

(2HY) profit, advantage: 2HOY 83.14 

2o0oy m. day 58.5; 63.43; 75.26; 77.16,30; 78.37; 82.13; 84.18,24,28: 86.12,18: 
91.3,5; 94.33,56; 95.9; 102.7; 110.25,48; 120.17; 124.23 2woy (with art. 
@woy) 126.12 200yve 65.34; 79.17; 82.41: 99.27 

pl. 2pey 84.19 

adv. MMOOY today 78.20 tooy 110.26 tooye 124.23 
2WOY rain: 

MOYN2WOyY m. rain water 124.26 

2ayYT male 70.9 

2a2 (N-) much, many 69.2; 82.9; 119.28 

2a(2)TN-, 2A(2)TH* prep. by the side of, near: 

2ATHE 72.31; 82.32 2aTHK 65.29 (with rel. €@.) 71.21; 81.46; 103.3,13: 
110.44; 112.19; 118.4 (€e@.); 121.5 2aTH 102.15 2aTHN 80.32; 84.19 
2ZATHTN 58.36 2ATNTHNE 61.29 

X€ various conjunctions: 

causal: 57.11,19; 58.27; 63.17,21,31; 64.32; 67.18.26: 68.938; 70.17,44; 
71.24,39; 76.15,24; 77.9,14,15,19,22; 79.16,39; 80.18.21: $1.7,11,23,32,40; 
82.12,19,24,37,38,41; 83.6,13; 84.14; 86.9,18; 89.43; 90.13,33,44: 92:233373 
102.22; 103.3,11,46; 105.2443; 106.8,18; 107.22,23; 110.11,26: 114.3,4; 
116.6; 119.28; 120.24,30; 124.21; 126.22: 128.24 X= 12226 XA 
122.23128.34,35 

discourse introductory (and sim.) 57.11: 58.2,5,7,8,15,17,31; 64.5; 65.33,34,36; 
67.20; 69.5; 70.16,25,36,44; 71.13,13,18,19,20,23,25,29,32: 72.14,15,20,22, 
26; 73.8,9,13,15,25; 75.37; 76.23,50; 77.14,18,21,22.23.24: 78.18,20,22,27, 
31,33,50; 79.14,18,26,31,31,33; 80.13,14,17,17: 81.9,12,13,15,26,45,46,54; 
82.13,20,34,36,39; 83.4,5,10,11,12,15; 84.6,9,10,12,31; 86.10.11: $9.30,32: 
90.11,12,27,31,41,42,43; 92.9,9,29,32:  93.8,18: 94.14,30,36,40,43,44,46, 
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46,50,54; 95.8,13; 97.15; 101.2,3; 102.8,15; 103.7,16,31; 105.22,29,60,63,80; 

106.23; 107.13; 108.23,28,29,36; 110.23; 111.5,8,9,23,34; 113.6; 114.2; 

115.14,15,25; 121.2; 123.6; 128.17; 131.2 xa 122.22,30,31; 129.11 

purpose: 61.10; 63.13,46; 64.7; 73.23; 91.4; 103.12,35; 106.41; 111.43; 114.3; 
127.37 X(€)- in coalescence with initial e- 57.13; 61.21; 64.27; 65.8; 67.5; 

70.32; 71.5; 73.16; 76.7; 78.7; 80.36; 86.6; 91.1; 109.7; 110.29; 111.38; 

116.17; 122.8 

XI take, receive 66.44; 77.19; 95.13; 105.24; 110.38; 123.6 

EX teee5o.55.904./; 66.23.45; 970.30; 71.325 72.11; - 7537,24.42 76.2335,44: 

77.9,11,21; 78.28,40,41,50; 79.28,31,38,41,43; 80.26; 88.20; 89.30,34,37; 

90.[28],31,32; 91.2; 96.33.36; 108.21; 110.28; 114.4; 115.31; 120.13; 

228 32,35 

<ipeoe exit LI527 2xire 71.13 XITG 58.28; 71.15; 90.11; 105.64; 

111.23; 115.33 xe LI238 xiToy 58.13: 71333) 75.129) 7927: 

110.27,49; 111.31; 112.10 

for compounds see MKA2, 2HT 

XO send, put forth: Xu 122.28 

Xa say 71.12; 78.19; 107.12; 121.2; 122.30 

xe- 114.6 

xo(o)7: xoq 110.23 xooqg 114.1 KOC. 5725 (58.61% 67.20; 

MIM SOOO D5 32) 7215) 7302s 771423229 ARTS 87925380. 6; 

83.4,15; 86.10; 94.45; 95.10,13; 102.8; 103.15; 108.21; 111.5,13,34; 

113.4,6; 115.13,25; 118.6; 120.30; 122.22,30; 131.2 

imp. AXoc 76.49 

(x7) head: 

adv. (NCAXWw-? headlong?): NCAXO 73.16 

XABA(A)T stat. be hard > MABAT 73.17 

xaic m. lord 57.3; 60.2; 61.5; 64.25; 65.1,[6]; 66.5; 68.8; 69.8,10; 70.2,33; 71.3; 

73.3; 79.1,7; 80.1,5; $1.1,4; 82.5; 86.1,3,6; 89.3,44; 90.1,3,4; 92.6; [99.6]; 

105.1,6; 108.1,5; [112.4]; 115.1,8,42; 118.3; 122.4 xaeic 93.4; 111.4,18 

f. lady 65.40; 71.28; 88.7; 115.24; 122.9 

pl. xicaye 82.41; 85.1; 110.1; 111.43; 115.11; 122.14 

(Sah.:) XOEIC 123.23; 124.4,39; 126.20,25,30; 128.48 

XaiT m. olive 106.34 

XIT- (specifier unidentified) 125.20,21 

XWK complete, accomplish 62.15; 78.12; 82.8; 97.12; 115.5 

XEKAC inorder that 62.9; 127.15,36 XxeNKAac 123.10 

xa6e f. (thing sewn, so) cloth bag (?) 64.26,30; 7030871 OAL OT e190: 

122.32,35 XHAGE 88.20; 115.31 XHAGA 89.38 

(xwme) m. book: XM 120.2 (read XWM<E>?) XCWME 12731 

XN- or, whether... or 83.12; 84.11; 93.18 2N- 77.18,21; 78.50 

XN(N)- prep. since, from: XN- 72.35  XNM- 102.14; 116.9 XNN- (+ clause) 

105.19 

(XNOY) interrogate: XNOY- 82.38 
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XNOY*: XNOYY 79.39 

XNA2 forearm, violence : 

adv. NXNA2 violently 115.27 

(XTO) lay low, throw down : 

QTO nn. m. place to lay down (?) 115.17; 120.23 

xXay send 102.11; 120.14 

XOyY- 120.35 

Kay*: KXayd 58.27) Xayc 58.32; 79.34 xayce 104.2,2.3 xaycoy 79.26 
XAY aBaa 71.34 

XOYWT twenty 76.62; 81.21; 105.34; 123.13 

XOYT- 79.24; 81.42; 90.37; 94.44; 95.6 

(xoyq) be costly, rare : 

Stat. XH 78.19; 79.16,19 

XW2 touch 103.18 

XHOE purple (dye) 66.15,24; 77.18; 79.43; 81.18.47; 103.8,24,35,45; 108.37 

O€ particle (consecutive, adversative) 58.4,9,21; 64.5,26; 67.37; 69.4; 71.10,27,29; 
72.12; 73.6; 77.9,15; 78.17.47; 79.30; 80.7; 86.13; 89.29; 92716598 9523: 
97.15; 102.3; 103.21; 105.15,46; 107.16; 108.26; 109.19; 110.22,30: 11527: 
119.51; 124.32; 127.31,36; 128.37,39 

adnegative (not) any more 99.54 

Ow stay, remain 122.19 

with Circ. Pres. 83.7; 115.36 

(in Neg. Imp.) followed by Circ. Neg. Perf. (do not) remain without (doing) 64.30; 
80.20; 99.54; 105.68; 106.14; 116.5,14; 120.22 

(OWA) roll back, turn down : 

stat. OHA 90.28 

OAaM hasten: 

adv. NOAAM quickly 72.23; 112.13 

OaAM dry sticks, twigs 66.24 

OAANBAA m. adversity, disaster 63.27; 65.14; 80.22 OAMBAA 71.9 
OWATI disclose, reveal : 

OWATI EBAA nn. m. disclosure, openness 128.29 
OAAaeT f. pot 96.36,37 
6am f. power 80.10; 94.15; 115.28; 119.47 

(after OYN-/MN-) possibility 64.31; 83.4; 84.18; 106.31; 107.20 
6an low, hollow place (?) 76.25 

OINe find 66.7; 103.14 
ON- 58.15,17; 75.29; 79.23.33; 82.15; $3.13: 84.32; 90.36; 91.3; 94.16,60; 

105.26,32; [107.11]; 115.19,34; 116.14; 122.26 
for compound see apike 

ONT’: ONTYG 102.12 ONTC 65.35; 79.35; 90.8; 102.11; 119.52 ONTN 
84.25  ONnTOY 58.10; 81.54; 105.40 
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ONOwp m. talent 58.4; 78.21,28; 81.21,29,36,42; 95.4,8: 96.35; 105.3435: 110.10: 
120.32 

OeTT (measure of corn?) 105.76 

Owp2 night: 

adv. NOWP2 atnight 93.12 

OpHOe f. dowry 105.20 

Oac half 77.23. Kac 76.37 

Oic- 108.28 

OAOYAN m. slave: 

(Sah.:) O6AYAN 126.7,24 

pl. OBANE 129.8 

6woyy) trouble (2) : 

Oayay (refl.): OayapK 103.12 

O6wayT look 124.23; 127.36 

OWU)T ABAA (2HT%) look out, watch out [105.46]; 124.29 

stat. OAG)T 72.8; 80.27,36; 124.25 (6awT{q}) 

61x f. hand 79.29; 103.21,30 

6a6e€ baked loaf, cake 106.40 

Loan words 

ayados : AFACON nn. 63.12 

[MNT|araeoc f. 124.12 

aydtm arattH f. <72.6>; 82.9; 85.4; 112.14; 124.14; 127.20 

ayatntos ArATTHTOC m. 122.2; 123.24; 124.42 

adyyehkos arreaoc 124.27 

ayyetov AKON 125.39 EKON 92.28 

(aio8dveo8at) p-alceane 107.13 

akptBas AKPpIBCDC [58.32] 

MAG AAAA 63.39; 70.37,39; 72.9; 78.19; 82.15; 83.4,6; 92.12; 94.17; 106.29; 

107.14; 111.29; 115.21,29 

addOTPLOS not liable AAAOTPION 90.33,43 

duérketa AMEAIA 92.13 

(dyedetv) neglect p-AaMeAeEl 57.18; 111.14,36 (p-)AMEAI 58.30,33,34; 76.52; 

78:13: 079. 14% 113.259; 4122-309 127.31 p-aMeaAH 110.24 (p-)AMEAE 

92.25; 106.20 

avayKatos attr. ANATKAION 103.9 

avaykn ANAPKH 99.23 

avTidoyia ANTIAOFIA 123.19 

aétos axioc 128.14 
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(d€.obv ) p-azioy 58.14; 67.8; 86.5; 108.36; 111.41 

(atavTdv) P-ATIANTA (+ -) meet,encounter 99.19 (comm.); [103.36] 
athas adv. 2aTTAWwWC 102.22; 105.40; 116.10 

datTO6oTOAos ~ATTOCTOAOC 127.21 

atédacis aTomacic 76.42 

dpa (consequent) apa 122.35 

dpa (interrogative) apa 84.10 ape 114.2 
(apvetoSat) P-apNe 90.27 

(aptaBn) see pTAB (‘Native words”) 

(aotrdéeo8at) acTtaze 128.26 

BapBapos BApBapac 122.19 

yap rap 57.12; 71.23,25; 72.6; 75.23; 77.13; 78.20; 80.12; $3.1iemsomees 
90.12; 92.12; 99.28 

yeved TENEA 127.9; 128.22 

(yivopat) pn yévorto by no means, God forbid MH TENOITO 92.11 
yunovos PFNHCIOC 85.5 

d€ AE 58.29; 69.1; 70.31,38; 75.34; 79.15,42; 84.29; 85.4; 93.812: 94.3439: 
95.6; 96.36; 98.5,8; 103.6; 104.2; 110.25; 111.35; 112.14; 115.13,20,44; 
116.16; 120.26 127.25; 128.30,32 TE 94.25; 82.12; 89.24 

Setypa TKMA 58.16 

didBokos AIABOAOC 65.13 

did8ects =AIAeECIC $5.4 

SLAKOVOS AIAKODN 72.36 

SLAOTHUA AIACTHMA 128.28 

(StoTdéetv) AICTAZE 106.7 

(EyXOplLos) €yxwpia possibility (?), custom (?) ErXOPHIA 128.18,20 
el €l KAN 92.23 e€1 MEN 94.50; 122.24 

el WNTL EIMHTI 72.7; 79.34; 107.21 

ciSos_figure (?), item (?) €lAOC 70.24; 80.24; 81.48; 125.6 

elpnvn €IPHNH 62.12 

MNT-Ta(I)-EIPHNH nn. f. peace-making (character) 90.13; 105.68 
cite €ITE...€ITE 63.35; 69.7; 70.8; 94.17; 105.52,59; 122.11/12 
ekkAnola EKKAHCIA 62.14; 73.17 

EAtis EATHIC 81.45 

eTelor] ETTEIAH 115.16 ETMAH 69.2; 72.9; 73.[7],15; 103.15; 107.14; 111.5,33 
(emLBovAn) pl. ETMBOAAAYE 65.12 

(emyepicetv) p-ETIreM 111.43 

(ETLKaheiv) ETMMIKAAI 126.19 

ETLoKoTIOS + €ETMCKOTIOC 128.34 
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ETLOTOAN, ETIICTOAH 66.28; 75.21,24; 77.9,11; 80.33; 81.8; 84.38; 90.8: 91.2; 
93.14 105.80; 106.27; 108.24; 110.35,47; 120.13; 123.21: 128.15 

pl. emicTOAaye [67.13] 

EevayyeALov EYAFEAION 98.21; 120.4 

evepyeTns in MNT-€YEpreTHc beneficence 128.41/42 

evKaipia E€YKAIPIA 106.38 

EUXT| EYXH 66.7 

EWS 2Ewc 82.34 

CiCovdd (cf. CiCubov) jujube cicoyTrEe 65.32 

1 H  58.3,17; 70.44; 78.35; 84.20; 92.32; 94.33; 105.27; 119.45 

nAakatTn distaff Q2AAAKATI 58.27 

(Sapoetv / Bappetv) be confident eappe 122.10 p-eape 81.14 

(Saupacetv) be astonished p-eAYMaZE 75.19; 81.6 Pp-eAYMAZH 122.20 

(Sepatevetv) OEpaTIEye 82.26 

OwpaE ecwpazs 58.23 

iva 2INAC 127.37 

(lotdvat?) ECTATOY 130.2 (unclear) 

(kaBapds dpTtos) (fine) white bread KA@APON = 122.33 

(ka8tévat) KACH ABAA 102.24 

kal tadta although KaITayTa 83.12 eOETAYTE 76.24 

Kaipos KalIpoc 71.6; 99.44 

KaKiis adv. KAKWwC 92.32 

Kada8os (wicker band) basket KAAATOYC 78.43 

Kddkayos reed(s), reed-pipe KAAAMON 79.20 

(kaos in formula KaAf) TloTeL) KAAH THICTIC in good faith 92.18 

KOAW@S adv. KAACWC 75.31; 82.33; 92.32 

Kav (protatic inconditional) even if KAN 70.37; 92.13,23; 100.3 

(apodotic) atleast KAN 116.6 

kapva /Kdpvov nut Kapay 112.9 (comm.) 

KaTd KATA 60.4; 61.5,12; 64.1,24; 65.30,47; 66.12; 70.34,45; 71.2,31; 72.32; 

75.6; 76.4,44; 78.16; 79.37; 80.29,30,37; 84.4; 90.41; 93.25; 94.5,11; 96.29; 

100.1; 102.19; 105.76; 112.19; 119.49; 122.14; 124.7; 128.43 

(kkwoTnp) thread, yarn KAWCTpA 111.36 

KoAAdptov (Latin collarium) KOAAAPION 103.39 

KOoLOS KOCMOC 81.45 

*KoUS see YOUS 

(AaBis / kab) trap (2), catch (?) (always of fish, see comm. ad 76.31) AABHC 76.31; 

78.43; 79.41; 109.34 
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Adotov rough cloth AACIN 103.23 

A€oxn, gossip, scandal AECXH 106.12 

(Ao.TIOV / Ta AOLTIA) remainder (or adv.) AOITTIE 94.31 

(AuTeto8ar) P-AYTIH 68.36; 70.34; 79.39; 81.10; 83.4; 124.10 

hit f. AYTTH 63.29; 80.11; 81.32; [105.23] 

WLakdplos MAKapioc 124.32; 128.33 

LaAtoTa adv. most of all, especially MAAICTA 64,25; 71.3; 80.32; 81.9: 83.3; 
84.8; 91.4; 94.5; 102.20; 122.15; 128.13 

(uédav / LeAavLOV) ink MEAA 79.41  MEAANION 78.42 
lev MEN 72.3; 76.16; 78.4; 85.3; 92.7; 93.14; 94.50; 95.7; 107.9; 111.28; 121.1: 

122.24; 128.27 

(uecpluvayv) (P-)MEpP 81.20,39; 98.24; 103.38; 105.76; 120.28 
Ep0S portion, share MEPOC 90.31,32; 103.33; 110.14 

HeTEwpos haughty, proud METEWPOC 128.19 

li MH (interrogative) 82.37; 122.31 

in MH TENOITO 92.11 

UnTwWS conjunction/adverb 

MHTTCOC + Conjunctive lest 61.21 

MHTTCOC + negated clause never 103.13 

MHTTCbc + Circumst. Aff. Perf. perhaps 106.11 
[va (measure) MNA 58.24,25; 81.47; 96.33,35; 103.8,34; 109.13,35 MMNA 75.8; 

78.42,44; 79.32,38; 94.45; 95.6; [105.28] NMA (here?) 108.25 
Lovov adv. MONON just, only (preceding imp.) 103.27; 105.68 

veavis girl, female servant NEA f. 69.9 

VOLLOLATLOV (coin) NOMICMATION m. 78.50 N° 130.4 
vowos law NOMOC 77.16; 127.18 

vouppos (L.nummus) NOYMOC 79.24 NOyMIC 78.27. NoyYMc 110.9 

EéoTns (measure) SECTHC 81.51 

OAOKOTTLVOS QOAOKOTINOC 90.28,30,32,36,40,40,41; 109.30: 119.25 
2OAOKOTI 105.27 2OAOrOTINOC 123.7. 2AAOKOTINOC 109.20 

Okws adv. OAWC 70.26,44 

onohoyetv [Pp-]2OMOAOr! 123.5 
OLOAoyla agreement 2OMOAoriIaz f. 90.29.42 
OWS nevertheless 2omMuc 84.13 

Ooov while 20CON 102.22 

oudé /oUte OYTE 58.29; 70.29; 84.7,7; 103.46; 105.19; 122.21 
ovv OYN 64.3; 86.14; 103.43: 105.30 
ovota substance (of quarrel) Oycia 90.25 

TAdALV (+ ONS) TIAAION 128.17 
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Tapa TWAapa- 105.9 

with bare noun (for KATA-?) 103.33 

(TaS) TTANTODON (as modifier) 118.4 

TaoXxa TIACXA m. 86.13 

(Tet\Oetv) THEE 73.13; 119.63 

(metOeo0ar) THEE 73.15,18; 78.24; 80.19; 105.55 

(metpdagetv) TmHpAaze 127.35 

TELPAOLLOS THIPECMOC 71.8 

tTioTis (in formula Kav TloTeEL) KAAH THCTIC in good faith 92.18 

TAEKTT (twisted material) TAETI 75.11 

ThyHVY TIAHN 70.21 

TvevLa TINEYMA [65.11]; 78.10; 89.6; 90.2 (T1.=TI-T1.) 71.8 

TINA 79.12; 105.2 

TOALTELA TIOAITIA 61.13 

Tpattoo.tos (L. praepositus) TrpeTtoct 127.37 

TpaEts (in book title of Acts) NITIPAxEIC 120.3 

TpeopUTepos TIPECBYTEpOC 61.2; 92.34; 124.1 tmp 124.address 

(TpokoTH / TPOKOTITWY) progress TIPOKOTITWON 81.25 

TpOS TIPOC- 96.35 

Tpdhacts TpOdacic 128.25 

TOS TIwWc [60.6 comm.]; 70.16,25; 110.5 

(onoayh / onoapov) (cake made of?) sesame COYCHMH f. 125.41 

oKéuwia problem, speculation CKAMMA 105.30 

oTOUsT) CTTOYAH 58.32; 103.24 

(oTtxdpiov) CTIXA 75.14.41; 78.45; [96.18] 

ouvTowia CYNTOMIA 107.17 

o@ua CWMA 63.15; 65.10; 71.7; 78.9; 80.14; $5.32.97.12; V11.27115.5 

CwWME 90.8 

owtTnp CWTHP 126.18 

Taxa perhaps TAXA 82.37; 103.39; 105.26; 115.34 

(taxa /taxvs) Taxt adv. quickly TaxyY 78.46; 84.31; 106.15,17 Texy 102.18 

TeTpas quaternio (?) TEeTpac 111.6,12 

TUN price TIMH 65.32; 81.18 

ToTe TOTE 105.40 

tpiBobvos (L. tribunus) TPIBOYNOC 118.8 

UToStdKoVvos 2YTTOAIAKONOC 124.40 

UTdKpLoLs QYTTOKPICIC 128.24,40 

(dvois) btoer adv. Pycel 84.20 
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Xatpelv XAIpeIN 57.3; 60.2; 61.5; 62.5; [65.6]; 66.6; 67.3: 68.5; 70.3; 71.4; 
73.3; 76.5; 79.8; 81.4; 82.5; 92.6; 93.4; 97.4; 99.6; 105.6; 108.5; 111.4,18; 
112.5; 115.8; 122.4; 124.4; [128.3] xaipe 80.5 

xadketov caldron XAAKY 81.51 

(xaptCeo8ar) Xapize 128.20 

XdpTNs papyrus (sheet) XapTHC 78.17,40; 79.13 
(xovs) (liquid measure) KOYC 70.17; 86.8; 122.18; 123.14,15 
xpeta xXpela 86.9 xpia 58.9,12; 90.26; 123.9 

(verbal usage:) be short of, need xpia 57.19; 92.30 p-xpia 67.58 
XoOopa Xapa 130.2 

xwpis xeappic 82.9; 90.9; 105.35 

wux YYXH 63.44; [65.12]; 71.7; 78.9: 79.11; 80.3; 85.2,7; 88.3; 89.5; 90.2; 
105.2; 107.8 

() (vocative) Ww 124,32 

ws 2c (+circ.) 77.36; 127.35 

Greek words in Greek context 

ayatntés 106.address,1; 111.address; 123.1; 124.address 
adeApr, 71.address; 75.address; 92.address; 95.1; 115.address; 116.address 
adehbds 59.address,1; 64.address (bis); 66.address (bis); 72.1; 73.address; 74.address; 

77.address,2; 80.address; 81.address; 82.address; 84.address (bis),1,2,41; 
86.address (bis); 88.address (bis); 94.1,2; 95.1; 97.address; 103.address (bis); 
105.address (bis); 106.address (bis),2,4; 111.address; 115.address; 116.address; 
118.1,1; 123.1 

amo 77.address 

aTostéut (in address: deliver to) at’ 65.address; 67.address; 68.address; 71.address; 
76.address; 93.address (?); 99.address; 102.address; 109.address 

SeoToTNS 72.address,1; 79.address; 87.1; 110.address; 115.address 

eyw) 59.address; 60.address; 66.address (bis); 71.address; 72.address,1; 75.address,44; 
77.1; 78.address,1; 79.address; 80.address; 81.address; 82.address; 84.address; 
84.1; 86.address; 87.1; 88.address; 89.address; 90.address; 92.address,40; 
94.1; 95.1; 99.address; 103.address,1; 105.address; 107.2; 110.address; 
113.address; 115.address; 116.address,21;: 118.1; 123.address 

els 73.address 

év 72.2; 77.2; 78.3; 92.40; 123.4 

evxopat 65.49; 75.44; 84.39: 103.50; 107.32; 108.35; 112.20; 113.13; 116.20 
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Beds (inév 66) OW 72.2 

Kat 6l.address; 72.1; 78.address 

Kkupia 71.address; 75.address,44; 89.address; 92.address; 95.1 

kuptos 59.address,1; 78.1;  80.address; 8l.address; 84.41; 90.address; 94.1; 

99.address; 66.address; 77.address,1; 78.address; 82.address; 84.address,1; 

86.address; 88.address; 92.41; 103.address,1,51; 105.address; 113.address; 

116.address,21; 118.1; 123.address 

Kw 77.2; 87.4; 123.4 Kwt 78.3 

unTnp 60.address; 89.address 

O 59.address,1; 60.address; 64.address; 66.address; 7l.address; 72.address,1; 

73.address; 74.address; 77.1 (bis),2; 78.address,1; 79.address; 86.address; 

88.address; 89.address; 90.address (bis); 94.2; 95.1 (bis); 103.address,1; 

105.address; 106.address (bis), 1,4; 107.1; 109.address; 110.address; 

111.address; 115.address (bis); 116.address; 118.1; 123.1 

Tapa 109.address 

tTatyp 78.address,2; 79.address; $7.2; 90.address; 103.1,51 

ToAUS (TOAAOS) 65.49; 75.44; 84.40; 103.50; 107.33; 108.35; 112.20; 116.20 

pwvvupt (Epp@o8ar) 65.48; 75.43; 84.38; 92.39; 103.49; 107.31; 108.34; 112.20; 

113.13; 116.19 

abbr. Epp, 58.20; 75.40; 82.40; 86.22; 102.21; 105.83 ep, 91.6; 94.61; 

95.18; 106.43 

ov 60.address; 64.address; 65.49; 66.address; 74.address; 75.44; 77.2; 84.39; 

88.address; 90.address; 103.50; 105.address; 107.32; 108.35; 112.20; 113.13; 

115.address; 116.address, 19 

oupPBta 109.address (ovv-) 

Tiwtos (TYyLLaTaTos) 60.address; 73.address; 78.address; 87.2; 107.1 

vids 60.address; 90.address; 103.1; 107.1; 110.address 

yatpw (xatpetv) 59.3; 72.2; 77.2; 78.3; 84.2; 87.4; 94.2; 95.1; 103.1; 107.3; 

118.2; 123.4 

ypdvos 65.50; 75.44; 84.40; 103.51; 107.33; 108.35; 112.20; 116.21 

wuxn 77.1 
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Personal names* 

"Ayaenepos 124.address,2 

AMA see CEOAWPA, TATIWAI, TATOY 

AMMODN 115.31; 128.44 ammconi 118.7 (a)MONI 129.6 
ANAPEAC 65.4; 71.3; 73.4; 78.41; 79.6; 84.17; 86.22; 92.34; 96.34; 105.4; 

111.28,40; 115.44; (118. frg, see Preservation’) ANAPEANTI 107.2 

ANAPEA 59.2; 88.address; 105.address 

ANTINOY 78.40; 79.22; 94.8 

ama see Bnods, Avoiwayos, PEeKke 
CATOMwWY) ATTOAACNI 81.28 TIOAAWN 76.59: 83.10; 112.22 
CAok\nTLos) ACKAHTH 77.19 

(BedAAfs) BAAE 94.29; 118.6 

BHC 71.33 

Bnods 123.3 (-atos); 124.1 

ama BHCAC 124.address 

rena 117.1 IENA 80.38; 90.3; 91.1; 105.79; 118.5 1eNE 94,7 

Apoycioc 61.29 

AWwpoeEea 80.34 

(Awpo8eos) AOpoeEoc 107.3 

EIPHNH 105.81 

E€YTYxoc 93.10 

(Ziotos) Zwcime 80.33,38 

CHpakAfs) HPpAKAE! 58.22; [81.37 (? see comm.)] 

eapPpH 58.18 

SE€OrNWcToc 70.5; 73.5; 78.13; 79.4; 83.2 eEOrNwcTEe  80.3,38 
CEOrNwc 65.3; 73.20 GEOrNOoc 67.7 

Ocdyvwotos 84.address,2 Ocoyviiotwt 72.2: 80.address; 81.address 

CEOAWPA: aMa CEOAWPA 80.34 

eEOAWPOC 92.35; 93.22 

IENA see TENA 

(lépaé) 1epx 113.7 

10 66.36 

IANOY 94.8 

IHCOYC 61.10 

IMOYEHC 129.9 

ICION 80.18,20,28 

* Name forms in Greek script stand for occurrences in Greek context (mainly addresses). 
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IDCH® 123.2 

KAMH 95.2 

Katitwv: Katitwvt 77.address,[1] Katttos 109.address 

KATIITOON 70.15; 72.25; 77.5,29; 82.17; 86.7; 116.11 KATIIACON 108.36 
KATITOY 65.31,37; 75.37; 81.7; 110.50 KetITOYy 88.6 

KAAYAIOC 92.35 

KOAOYeOC 94.29 

Kupa 92.address Kypa 92.1; 93.13 

(Kupta) Ooypia 68.30; 82.27 

KYPIAAA 93.19 

Kypoc 84.34 

Adupov: Aapuwvr 106.address,3 

AAMMON 72.30; 77.6; 78.44; 94.27; 116.13; 122.32 AAMODN 65.47; 120.3 

AAaMOY 99.54 see also PLAAGLULWV 

AAMTIOY 79.38 AamTTE 89.14 

(Aattivos) Aayt 58.6; 83.15 

AO (probably short for TatroAAds) 64.23; 65.43; 70.42,44; 88.15,26,29; 103.38; 

108.36 

AOYigjal 95.18; 81.2 Aloyajal 65.3. AWwidal 82.address 

Aovutwepos 123.3 (and cf. address) 

AOYTOY 119.62 

Avotwaxyos : ATA AYCIMAXOC 82.38 

atta a/ 72.35 (see comm.) 
AWIZAT 92.2; 93.20 

Mapea 68.22; 89.13 

Mapia 65.39; 66.21,42; 70.14; 71.26,27; 76.47; 77.35; 115.12,14,37; 116.12 

Maple 64.19 

MacI 122.3,27 

Macoyp 103.23 

Noe 71.22 

NONNA 92.20; 98.25; 115.17,30 

NOoc 89.40 

OABINOC 88.24; 111.8,15 

OvdAns [59.2] 

TaiAc 90.3 

TMAKOYC 77.12; 122.29,34,35 

TIAMOYN 102.3 

Tlayovp(ts) : Tlajotp 64.address; 66.address; 67.address; 70.[address]; 

72.address,2; 75.address; 120.address Tlayotpt 110.address 

TIAMOYP 65.5; 66.4; 67.1; 69.1; 70.[3]; 71.1; 76.44,47; 77.13,35; 80.9; $2.31; 

110.2,44 
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TIANTOONI 94.20 

TIATINOYTE 78.49; 79.38; 80.31; 91.3; 122.20 

TIAPEEN! 70.9; 71.2,28,32; 95.1; 117.3. Trapeene 64.18 

Nap8evt 76.address; 102.address Ilap8evet 71l.address TlapSeve 75.address,[44] 

see also 2ENI 
TATYCE 70.15 

TIAYHCE 78.29 

TEBO 61.4; 66.8,10,25,45,46; 111.3; 120.15,28 traBo 111.34; 120.7 

(IleBGs) TeBos 111.address TleBo 61.address 

TENA 89.12,33 

TEOWd) 65.2,41,51; 66.3; 73.2; 75.1,41; 79.6; 80.9; 86.21; 103.address,5,7, 44; 
108.3; 109.31 TAOWA) 67.2,17,28,46; 68.24; 69.1; 76.address, 1,45; 
$2.30; 110.[2],6 

Ilekvo.s 74.address; 75.address; 77.address,2; 78.address,3  Tlexvot 66.address 

Ilaxvot 67.address  IIexuotos 79.address Tlekws 120.address 

THENA 97.13; 105.[10],77; 115.12 

IILteva 88.address; 89.address 

TINE 73.18; 96.37; 105.5 TINI $83.4 

Tigal 109.34 

(IThkovotavos) TAOYCIANE 67.29; 80.32,38; 92.26 

IIAoutoyevns 85.address; 90.address 

TTAOYTOrENHC 86.2; 87.3; 88.4; 89.8 TTAOTOrENHC 89.18 

TlAoutoyevios : TTAoutoyeviwt 61.address 

TAOYTOrENIOC 61.3 

TIANE 75.13 

TIOAAODN see “ATOAAWV 

TIOTTHC (?) 110.48 (uncertain reading) 

Taal 57.3; 62.22; 64.2,25,26,30; 65.2,28; 66.18,35; 67.7; 70.2,33; 71.17,19,31; 
72.12,24,35; 73.2; 77.7,29; 78.47; 79.5,30,42; 80.29; 82.21; 85.7; 86.1; 
92.33; 95.16; 96.27; 98.28; 99.14; 103.31; 105.5,32; 108.4,20; 111.2,17,26; 
112.4; 114.3,7; 115.6; 118.5; 122.3 

Wdic 74.address; 75.address; 78.14; 102.address; 105.address; 110.address 

dat.: Waitt 59.2; 84.address,1; 86.address; 111.address; 116.address; (118. frg, 

see “Preservation”) Waiw 64.address; 70.address; 72.address,1: 115.address 

TIQJAMTTE (?) 127.30 (see comm.) 

TIWIMNOYTE see Wevov8ns 

TIGI2@AM (?) 73.20 

Capata 122.3,27 capat 122.15 

VAPATALWWY (7): [Lapa]rappwvt 93.address 

CAPHN 58.21 

CATANAC: TICATANAC 65.14 TrcapTANac 71.9 

CTEMANOC 124.address 
Zvupos : Dvowi [87.3] 
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coype 87.5; 90.39 

TABHC 116.13 

TaBns 89.address,11 

TAAAMANTI 58.19 

TAAOY 93.2 

(TatroAAads) see AO 

TAaTMai 65.44.48; 67.34; 68.28,29; 85.9; 115.24 

AMA TaTIVAl 80.35 

Tedate 116.address 

TATOY: AMA TATOY 80.34 

TATUM (thus?) 93.20 

TAa2wWM 109.21 

Ta2wp 89.14 

TaOoWweE 64.22; 67.33; 75.38; 78.44,49; 83.2; 96.18; 120.31 

Tedowe 115.7 

Texvot 115.address (here?) TeOcoric (uncertain reading) 109.address 

Tektois see TAOOWE 

Tedals see TATIUAT 

(TiBéptos) TiBept 76.41 

TIMOeEOC 90.5,10; 92.address,2 

TimMoee 93.11,[frg] 

TToye 70.43; 72.31; 77.14,17; 116.13 

TIWAA (uncertain, possibly toponym) 89.41 

TNA2TE 94.37 

(Tpuddvns) TPOY@ANH 78.36 

TON! 112.21 Tone 78.41 

TUJNBHC 115.39 

Piiduuov 80.address; 8l1.address; 82.address 

DIAAMMODN 64.28,32; 65.45; 73.24; 77.28; 78.23; 79.44; 80.4,39; 81.3; 82.4; 

88.18; 108.33; 114.1; 122.35 diAammMon 89.27 giAamoy 66.42 

see also AdLWLov 

@IAAC 67.28 (to former? see comm. ad loc.) 

XApHC 64.23; 66.46; 67.22; 70.26; 76.32,44; 102.20; 122.34 xapic 105.67 

(Xptotos) tTrexpc 61.10 

Udle see Trajai 

vexe 90.4 ede 129.1 

ama Yeke 90.44 

Wexns 90.address 

Wepvovdns 120.25 

TIWIMNOYTE 66.43 
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*Qpos : “Opwt 78.address,2; 79.address 

2wWp 72.35; 76.3; 79.4,45; 80.7; 81.6,10; 82.11,29; 84.8; 89.19.22; 91.1; 94.6; 
105.10,77; 111.41; 115.12; 118.5; 124.40 

Wat 67.34; 76.26; 77.22; 78.35; 82.3,11; 89.28; 94.37; 106.37,43; 110.50: 
128.address 

(Sah.:) doe! 123.16 

see also TIWAl 

QANCNA (?) 89.44 (uncertain reading) 

(WENOYTE ?) GAINOTA 89.25 WeENNOY 89.39 aINNOYTE 89.10 

2aTia 77.20; 108.20 

2aT 93.20; 95.10 

2ENI 76.29; 83.3 Ent 116.12 
see also TAPCENI 

20M 84.7,11 

20YT 129.4 

XMTINOYTE 116.18 XNTINOYTE 71.27; 72.35 XEMNOYTE 65.40 

XMdjWw 89.15 

(XNATIOAAW ): XNATIAAO 64.32 CENATIOAAW 117.1 

Ooypia see Kupia 

Geographical names (and provenances) 

(ANTINOOY) ANTINOY 116.11 

"Adpodsttn ADPOAITH 90.37 

"AdpodetTns (nome) 77.address 

CEpov TALS) EPMOYTIOAIC 113.8 

©ANETA 123.17 (see also 2ENETE) 

CIBis) 2HB 111.32,35; 118.7 

(KéAAts) KédAAtv 73.address 

KAAE 81.27,35 OaAdAe 81.51 G6EAH 124.41 6HAH 108.27 O6HAE 74.11 
KHME Egypt 68.10; 69.3; 72.19; 81.17,18,26,54; 82.18,36; 90.7,39,43; 105.67,68; 

109.24 111.33 115.26 116.9; 122.12 

MaPpHC Upper Egypt see s.v. PHC 

(M@8ts MOOT) : PMM-MOT 94.30 

MCONC (unclear) in PMM-MQDNW 75.34 

OYA2E Oasis see “Native words” 
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TIEIAYNE (uncertain toponym) 77.14,17 (sim.:) TEoyAYNE 110.50 

po2a (uncertain) 115.32 

CIAYT : PMN-CIAYT $1.28 

TANAIETOY : PM-TANAIETOY 72.35 

TIWMAA (uncertain, possibly personal) 89.41 

(Tpipidts TpIM2ITE): TpimiT 125.4 

Conjugations* 

First Present 

T- 57.7,12,19; 58.14; 60.3,5; 61.16,29; 62.6,7; 64.18; 65.28,29,39,41,47: 

66.16,21,36; 67.4,6,7,18,25,26,31,50,56; 68.8,9,12; 69.4; 70.10,25,34,43, 

AATAD, 871,2,5;54,12,29,39, 12.3;4,28,33; . 1324.5.0,15,24; ~ °75.2,4,19,41; 

76.6,7,34,44,45,47,63; 77.3; 78.5,5,6,49; 79.9,12,39; 80.4,6,7,38; 81.5,6, 

23,33; §82.6,10,14,26,28,30,35,36,41; 83.2;  84.3,5,14,27;  86.3,4,5,18; 

$9.10,17,41; 90.12,28,43; 91.1; 92.8,36; 93.5,22; 94.3,50; 97.5; 99.7,28,32; 

102.1,22; 103.2,3,5,46; 105.7,43,46; 106.5; 107.4,16; 108.6,36; 110.5,35,50; 

111.3,19,41; 112.4,17; 114.1; 115.9; 116.4,12,13; 118.2; 120.1; 122.19,20; 

123.5,20; 124.41; 128.17,38,42,43 Ti- 89.1; 129.1,6 T- 129.10 

K- 69.8; 73.14,15,18; 79.33; 81.40,45,46; 82.9; 103.48; 107.13; 111.34; 114.5; 

116.18 

Gea 85.12, 92,31 

g- 58.23; 71.30; 72.31; 80.19; 8$1.15,23; 82.32,33,33; 92.18,19; 93.9; 116.6,8,9 

c- 70.44; 81.55; 107.27,29 

TN- 63.16; 64.6,8; 68.36; 80.12.22; 82.41; $83.7; 92.3; 122.5,23,23,23; 

124.5:6,.11,212 127530 N- 111.8 

TETN- 58.19,30; 70.21; 72.9,17; 75.37; 78.37; 81.12; 83.4; 90.24,29; 94.11 

ce- 67.45; 76.24; 79.16,18; 92.21 coy- 61.28 

First Future 

-+Na- 58.6,7,13; 70.24; 71.19,34; 72.10,22; 73.11; 76.20,25,38,46; 78.31,34; 

79.14,20,33,38; 84.32; 90.30,31; 92.25; 94.23; 95.5,5; 103.41; 107.11; 

109.14,34; 110.33; 111.39; 122.22,26; 124.37; 128.46 TNA- 71.15,29 

KNa- 73.13; 103.14 

Ka- 90.8; 102.11 

gNa- 73.21,21,25; 90.34; 94.52 

* (c) after reference means: € of a relative form in coalescence with copular TE. 
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Ga- 7842 

TNNA- 84.25; 94.30 

TETNA- 58.9,15,17,28,29; 71.23; 73.18; 110.48 

CENA- 79.27; 94.22,46,54; 122.31; 126.13; 128.36 

Circumstantial Present: epe- 84.16 

€7: €F 66.4,9,42; 67.15; 70.20; 72.8,9; 76.46; 80.18,23; 81.3; 82.35; 97.6; 

102.12,23; 105.25,82; 107.24; 108.7; 110.8,18; 112.6; 115.4,36 cel 61.6; 

79.12,16; 128.32,47 €K 58.3; 65.51,51; 67.30; 72.13.20; 78-77 33a 

80.24; 94.55.58; 106.33 111.32,38; 124.36; 128.46 eTe 9230 eq 

69.5; 75.39; 76.12; 78.45; 82.4,17,19; 83.8,10; 93.17; 105.32; 106.28; 

115.40; 116.2,7; 121.2; 124.24,25,28; 128.14 ec 71.26,28; 72.19; $4.29; 

93.3 EN 83.8; 124.23 ETETN 64.14,31; 65.10,10,11; 94.59; 110.19 

ETN 66.29 EpeTN 71.6,7 EY 58.16,18; 66.45; 77.36; 78.19; 79.19; 

$5.3; 105.55; 109.18 

A erg 992.17 ael 61.6 aq 122.28 aN 122.4 ATETN 89.36 

ApeTN 61.11; 71.7.8 aTATN 122.9 

Second Present: 

ev: ef 72.10; 81.14; 82.7; 90.27; 91.1; 92.7; 116.2 eq 69.5; 73.15; 77.18; 

81.12 ec 84.9; 119.51 en 64.8; 83.6 eEpeTN 71.22 ey 94.15 

(APG=)] Apa= 122099 Ja5e78.35 

a7: aeb.6L9; 122.30 ac 90.31,33; 105.67; 122.32 Aan 78.4791225e 

apoy 78.19 

Converted Future forms 

Circumstantial: E€KNA- 103.21 Eqna- 58.21; 110.31 ETETNAG Ss 

EYNa- 116.8,14 

Focalising or promise: €INA- 81.15; 94.51 E€eINAa- 79.26 aina- 115.35 

EqNa- 38.26 ENaA- 79.35; 82.37,39 ENNA- 83.6 EYNa- 127.11 

Modal (optative): €- 78.44  eqna- 80.19; 81.46 

Forms following X(€) or KEKAC: EINA- 64.27 E€eIna- 123.11 EKNA- 

80.36; 111.38 E€kKa- 57.13; 86.6 EYqNa- 61.10; 67.5; 78.7; [91.1]; 

110.29 eqa- 70.32; 76.7; 109.7 agqna- 122.8 ENA- 61.21; 73.23 

ETETNA- 65.8; 71.5 ETNA- 73.16 EpeTNa- 111.43 E€YNA- 

127.36 

Relative Present: eTepe- 79.2; 85.2; 88.9: 105.3; 126.16 eTe- 93.17 Ive 

115.2 

ET(€)*: ET 63.5; 67.58; 80.2; 81.14; 94.19; 105.81; 115.44 ETK 105.63 

ETEK 58.7 ETETN 58.32; 64.11,16 ATATN 122.11 eETOYy 78.34 

€T- (rectus): with infinitive: 64.15(c),20(c),20; 67.1(c); 69.1(c); 71.26(c),28(c); 

72.8,11; 75.33,38(c); 76.1(c),1,10; 79.7(c),7; 80.10(c); 81.3(c),49(c); 82.4(c); 

83.5(c); 84.9; 89.8(c); 90.4(c); 93.3(c); 94.18(c),32(c); 98.10(c); 105.79(c); 
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107.7,15; 108.4(c);  111.15(c);  115.7(c);  124.3(c),28(c); 128.21,22,48,49 
ee 237512207 

with stative: 57.1; 65.1; 66.1,26(c); 70.2; 71.1; 72.6; 1a A235" 1622.37 279.1: 
80.12(c),27,36; 81.1; 82.1,2; 85.1,3,6; 86.5; 89.3; 90.1; 103.16; 105.1,11;: 
107.6; 110.1 111.1,16; 112.1; 115.2; 123.25,26: 128.27 Gen] ET...) 
122.1 

with locative: 58.5; 60.4; 61.1,29; 69.7; 79.22,25,29; 80.11,32; 82.2,10; 83.3,10: 

90.32; 93.21; 102.7,17; 103.3; 107.10; 110.20,21,34,44; 112.19; 120.2: 

124.6,8; 126.13; 128.29,42 ee(=ET-2...) 65.29; 105.75; 118.4 

Relative Future: eETepe-... Na- 110.48; 116.10 ETAPAT an INA 122.16 

ETNa- 80.7(c); 81.50 eETKNA- 103.26 ETETNA- 58.10 

€TNaA- (rectus) 58.24; 75.29; 80.22; 84.37; 103.32(c); 110.47 

Imperfect: NE- 106.6 Nef 115.25 NeTETN 64.14 Naz: Nac 84.10 

Relative: eTeNnepe- 116.4 eETeneK 115.21 

Future Imperfect: Neina- 110.27 NeeIna- 128.16 

Affirmative Perfect, base a- 

a- 64.29; 65.34; 71.19,29; 73.7,8; 77.13; 80.13,14,15; 84.33; 92.13; 94.37; 

105.67; 106.18; 110.13; 115.17,27 

Az Al © 5/.5;, SoeL0:_ 64.427; 66.9; 69.32 70.16; 71.20,25,32,33; 72.15,22,34; 

73.13,13,25; 75.17; 76.44; 77.9,9,9,33; 78.23,24; 80.16,18; 81.10,17; 82.16; 

83.4; 84.11; 87.6; 88.23; 90.10,27; 92.17,27; 94.26,37,38,43,45; 95.4,15; 

96.34; 97.39; 102.11; 103.15; 105.19,25; 108.20,21; 111.7; 115.18,31,33; 

119.52,53,53 aeél 65.35; 79.28,31 aK 66.13; 67.20; 70.37; 72.26; 

77.18; 79.30,31,42; 82.36; 113.5 ACF 64135" 65.31.7695: 7118 75.0, 12: 

80.20; 81.9,19,26,26,27,28,29,35,35,42,54; 91.2; 92.27; 94.39; 102.4,7,9; 

108.23,26,27; 115.27; 118.7 128.26 ac 73.8; 90.39,40,40; 93.18; 116.19 

AN 64.32; 80.13; 89.29; 90.5; 105.30; 119.27 ATETN 64.5 ATN 

THEA AY 66.26; 77.14,15; 92.17; 94.51 (here?); 95.7; 105.18; 107.14; 

115.18,30; 127.22 

Circumstantial: E€a- 95.7; 106.12 Ear 90.36 Eak 127.8 eaq 71.17 

eEay 65.35 

Relative: E€TA- 66.25; 91.2; 92.10; 96.21 

ena eT Ai 64.1) 69.10° 71.11: 972.13; 76.17; 83.9; 95.3; 111.13,21,22 

ETAK 69.11; 79.25; 106.24; 107.18; 115.32; 119.26 eTape 71.10 

ETA 66.25; 92.10; 96.21 eTaq 76.14; 80.31,33; 81.17,41; 102.7 

ETAN 116.9 ETATETN 58.1; 64.10; 90.6(c),29 ETETN 71.25 

eETay 103.47 

(Sah.:) ENTAQG 128.19 eENTAY 127.35 

Second Perfect: NTA- 64.7; 92.16 NTAZ: NTA 92.9; 95.6; 103.11; 

105.39,80; 115.16 NTAK 128.15 NTAQG 86.10; 116.11; 128.35 

NTAY 70.39 Tay 71.24 

XNTA- 90.39 XNTAZ: XNTAI 77.11; 90.37 XNTAK 106.10 XNTN 

129.12 
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Affirmative Perfect, base 2a-, 247 

2a- 58.6; 75.42; 76.41; 81.7; 89.33; 111.33; 130.1 

2a7: 2al, 38.4.5; 107.24; 111.5,7,28; 120.30  2aKk 76.22; 7816277aiiee. 

2aNn 89.32; 122.7 2aTN 58.2; 72.16,17; 76.21; 89.30 2ATETN 

65.24 2ay 103.7; 120.24 
Circumstantial: e€2a- 95.11 

Relative: €ea 71.33 ET2a 95.9; 102.5 (all 2nd fem.) ETZATN 110.17 

Affirmative Perfect, base 2a-, 2(4)4 

2(a)4: 2b 70.40; 73.33,35; 76.12,12,26,32; 78:18,47; 79.23; 98220 eee 

110.11,24; 114.4; 122.30; 123.6 2K 122.21 2N 110.12,15,20 2ATN 

110.29 

Circumstantial: aAga- 70.31 (circ.?) E21 76.24 Ee20y 70.35 

Relative: €T2t 76.23 T20 75.27.41 

(XNT27): XNOEK 122.20 

Negative Perfect 

mMiTTeE- 90.12; 94.35; 105.24,28 

MT(€)7: MTT 58.8,28; 77.11,19; 81.54; 82.12,15; 83.13; 91.3; 92.29: 

102.10,10; 105.16,20,32; 106.8; 115.19  mtk 77.17; 81.8; 83.11; 94.14,14 

MTTEK 65.32; 78.22; 124.21 MTTE 66.27; 75.43 

83.11; 94.20.40; 102.5 mMiTTeq 58.31; 76.15; 78.30 

mMitq $81.19,25,41; 

MTIN 78.24 

MTTEN 76.35 MITETN 60.6; 67.19; 70.18,44; 76.53; 77.13,20; 78.40; 

81.11; 82.23; 84.6,14; 89.44; 90.9; 103.4 MTTOY 57.11; 70.41; 76.23; 
94.42; 95.17; 102.12 

NTT(€)2: NK 122.21,22 

Tad 2 122.34 

TW(E)7: TIETN <58.30> 

Circumstantial: 

emTre- 91.4 

EmTm(e)*7: Em 79.14; 94.16,41 EmMTIK 99,54; 106.14; 120.13 EMTTEK 

64.30; 80.20; 105.68 emTre (2nd fem.) 116.5 

EmToy 72.20 

AMTI(E)2: AMTTK 120.22 

Relative: 

ETEMTI(E)*7: ETEMTT 79.15 ETEMTTE (2nd fem.) 75.20 

ETEMTIN 82.41 

Focalising (?): E€pemtt 103.10 

Affirmative Completive, see s.v. oyWw 

Negative Completive 

MTTAT(E€)*7: MTAaTEG 94.48 MTAaTOY 76.63 

Circumstantial: EmMTATE- 116.7 

Affirmative Aorist 

qgwape- 76.18; 124.29 

emTteq 84.35 

eTmtrg 110.44 



Indices: Conjugations Sis) 

gaz: wak 90.14; 99.13 

qwmap(e)7: wapek 110.6 wapeq 126.10 

Circumstantial: 

Eqar: eqwac 90.34 eEeaqjay 63.18; 128.34 

Relative: 

ETEWA(pe)-: ETEGA- 58.18 

ETMA(PE)-: ETMAat 75.23 eETaaq 81.49 eETuan 81.52 

eqap(e)*: eqwapi 75.25(c) 
Preterite: 

Neda’: NEqwai 92.23 

Negative Aorist 

Maz: Maq 122.28 Mac 58.34 Man 65.34 

Negative Energetic Future 

NNE- 127.37 

NN(€)2: NNEK 103.12,22 NNe 63.13 NNEYy 91.4 NNOy 106.41 

Ne”: NI 64.7. NeETN 61.15 

Negative Imperative 

Mimap- 57.18; 64.30; 79.39; 80.23; 111.14 

mMip- 63.19; 70.36; 72.14,15; 76.52; 78.40,46; 79.39; 80.20; 82.37; 92.9; 

99.54; 103.18,27,44; 104.2; 105.15,68; 106.13,20,26; 110.9,16,44,47; 

111.2436; 113.2,9; 115.14,15,20,22,33; 116.5,14; 120.21; 121.5 MTTEp- 

127315 erp. $2.11 

MN- 95.14 

Affirmative Causative Imperative 

Mape- 70.22; 78.49; 82.21; 84.21; 120.31 

Map(e)7: Mapi 102.9 Mapq 108.37 Mapeq  81.22,30,39; 82.23 

Mapc 76.37  Mapoy 71.13; 76.50; 77.24; 90.42 

Negative Causative Imperative 

MNTPE- 63.22; 83.7 

MNTPE*: MNTPEK 78.17; 94.57 MNTPEq 83.13; 103.42 MNTPETN 

110.23) = MNTpPATN 122.30,31 

MTTjwpTe- 64.3 

Causative Infinitive 

Tpe- 102.23; 128.35 

Tp(e)z (99.49): Tpa 81.16; 99.24; 114.6 Tpl 71.34; 79.35; 81.41; 94.59; 

97.10 Tpei 131.6 TpekK 106.23 Tpeq 76.20; 79.9; 84.18; 86.16; 

94.38 tTpec 105.42 Tpn 59.8 TpeN 128.26 Tpoy 58.22; 110.24 

T(e)?: Ta 58.9,10,34 TN 76.52; 107.21 

Conjunctive 

NTE- 82.8; 83.14; {90.27}; 97.12; 103.33; 115.5 
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pronominal with N-: NTA 58.23; 71.13; 73.10; 79.34; 126.33 Nr 131.11 

NK 71.21; 72.18,22,34; 76.50; 80.37; 81.43,53; 111.30,31,37; 115.41 NTE 

66.40; 76.36; 90.45; 95.10; 102.15; 109.28 Ng 73.9,19; 105.64,64; 

109.12,21; 111.44; 115.44; <126.11> NC 95212, 12 NTN 68.32 

NTETN 58.12,17; 61.14,22; 66.46; 71.23,35; 77.36; 79.36; 96.29 NCE 

<90.27>; 98.3 

(for TE-) Ta- 78.11 

pronominal without N-: TA 58.22; 64.12,17; 73.14; 79.44; 81.47; 84.31,32; 

90.32; 102.23; 103.19; 105.45; 122.26; 126.18,33 T 71.15; 763086035 

94.60,60; 102.23,24; 105.26; 115.34 K 78.29; 81.47,48,54; 82.34; 86.14; 

90.11; 94.46.58; 103.16,20,29; 106.17,34,35,35; 113.5; 120.10,27,27,33 

Te 75.16,41; 102.18; 116.5,10 q $1.22; 83.5; 84.19; 103.39,42 c 

76.29,38; 78.50 TN 64.30; 77.25; 79.17; 83.6; 90.7; 91.6; 94.31; 

103.17,37; 116.17; 118.6 TETN 72.16; 78.45,45; 82.22.2224 ce 104.3 

Causative (or Future) Conjunctive 

Tape- 120.3 

Tap(e)7: Tapq 105.76 Tapeq 103.23 TaApN 80.26; 84.26; 94.56 

Tapen 80.21 

Temporal 

NTape- 83.4; 90.5; 102.3 

NTap(€)*: NTAPI 66.7; 78.22 NTapeq 83.15 

Limitative 

WANT(E)*: QANTTA (lst sing.) 90.36 WantTK 111.38 

watTe- 72.12; 83.7 

wat(e): wat 78.10; 95.14; 103.28; 105.40; 120.12 Wate (\st sing) 

58.28 WaTeK 57.12 watTq 108.29 watTegq 82.25 WaTc 

111.25) = Watn 103.36; [109.8 comm.] watToy 78.25; 79.18; 103.17,19 

Conditional 

EWANTE- 71.22 EWANTA- 122.25 EqwmaTe- 71.14; 82.17; 106.38 
epwa- 70.43 

2nd fem.: EQANTA 71.14 2ndpl: EGQATETN 66.38; 91.5: 105.44 
€* WA(N)-: ElWAN 71.37; 78.31 eElgja 71.11; 107.8 eEKkayan 106.32; 

120.26 eEkaja 81.50 Equa 93.7 Enda 84.23 Eyaya 94.23 

Conditional without -GjANn- 

€7: El 69.8 €K 72.28; 76.27,28; 101.3 eq 130.3 ETETN 67.60 
epoy 71.13 

Nay ar bs 

Apodotic 

€7: eq 130.3 



Indices: Triadic pronominals 

Triadic pronominals (PTN) 

Demonstr. pronoun 

Tet 70.20; 103.15,47; 105.41; 115.35 

Tel 77.12; 103.19,25 

Nei 64.6; 65.36; 66.26; 72.13; 76.35; 77.24; 79.12; 111.9 

(Sah.:) Trat 128.21 Nal 128.46 

Demonstr. article 

he 

TH- 558.13,15,25; 61.11; 66.23; 70.35; 75.8,41; 78.25,28; 79.41,41; 80.31; 

81.51,52,52,53; 84.28; 86.17; 90.41; 92.28; 94.29,33,56; 95.9; 97.9; 99.27; 

102.14; 105.18; 109.15,20,30; 111.25; 120.2,17  tet- 73.17 

T- 64.31; 66.44.45; 70.18,30; 78.41; 80.25; 84.38; 88.20; 89.37; 91.2; 96.36; 

105.80; 109.32; 110.47,49; 120.13; 122.28,32; 130.2 

Ning os 2102128 05.346 '69.959 9124. 731 875.20) 176.415) 277. 16,30 78.37; 

82.13,41; 83.3; 84.3,18; 94.4; 102.2,19; 105.44,77; 108.30; 

114.2; 120.3,18; 122.22,25 Nel- 72.11 

see also s.v. MA 

(Sah) ¢ isel 23.7513 

Teel- 128.25 f- 123.21 

NeI- 127.22 Ni- 125.5,6,14,32,36,38,39,40,43; 128.18 

Subject pronoun (copular) 

Me 403.31: (67302 °78:33; $4:357 90.35; 92,12: 97.10; 107.22; 

126.22,23; 127.20 

Te 73.7; 86.9; 92.14,14; 94.15; 103.25; 106.24; 115.28 

Né 58.21; 71.24; 72.13; 73.12; 120.11 

(in Cleft Sentence:) 

111.10,44; 

£15529;35; 

TE 64.15,20; 67.1; 69.1; 75.38; 76.1,10; 79.7; 80.7,10,12; $1.3,49; 82.4; 83.5; 

89.8: 90.4,6; 94.18,32; 98.10; 103.32; 105.38,79; 108.4; 111.15; 124.3,28 

Mmeeel-20.25; 93,3:211577 

NE 66.26; 75.25; 121.1 

Definite article 

TI- 57.3,17; 58.5,16,27,28; 60.2,4; 61.1,5,8; 63.15,22,30; 64.2; 65.6,8; 66.5,32; 

67.446. 70. 1.1,7.24.29.31,38.38: 71,3,4,9,05/,0,9.9.1054/,20,21,21,22,30,30,375 

72,4,4,7,8,14,17,26,29,33,33,36; 73.3,7,14,16,18,23,23; 75.2,26,34,42,42,43; 

76.7,53; 77.7,10,11,22,28;  78.6,14,32,33,35,40,40,47,50;  79.7,8,9,13,20, 

21,27,28,38,42;  80.5,8,9,10,15,22,30,38,39;  81.4,27,28,30,42,45,48,49,53; 

$2.2'5,7,13,15;16,19,25,41; $3.2;3,5)5,5,7,7;10,10,15; 84.10,21,24,27,33,34; 

85.3; 86.3,8,8,13,21; 89.4,5,6,44; 90.1,4,8,15,30,32,32,33,39,40; 91.1,2,5; 

92.6,14,15,28,34,38; 93.4; 94.18,19,21,25,34,36,45,58; 95.6,6,9,10,11, 11,15; 

96.23,33,35; 97.8,10; 98.22; 99.3,6,21,22,39,44,50; 102.4,7,13,18,22,23,23; 
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103.23,34,39, 105.6,17,20,21,21,27,32,35,42,45,79;  106.15,19,20,33,37,43; 
107.11,15,16,18,22; 108.21; 109.33;  110.7,9,10,13,22,25,25,26,30,30,44; 
111.4,17,22; 112.6,21; 114.2,7; 115.5,8,17,27; 116.2,6,9,10,15; “118:6.8: 
119.25; 120.4,6,15,15,23,23,25,28,29,32,35 122.1,4,7,16,19,29: ig sees 
124.4,26,28,32,39,40,42; 125.45; 126.17,20,25,29,30; 127.14,31 128.18,26, 
29,33,34,48,48; 131.5,6,10 

(preceding 2...) @ 77.20; 82.23; 92.24: 126.12: 128.33 
Te- 110.48; 127.37 

see also EITNE, MEYE, NEY hour, THPZ 
58.30,32,35; 61.7; 63.29; 64.9; 65.12,32; 66.7; 67.17; 68.46; 69.9; 70.23: 

71.5,7, 34:36; 72.4,6,35; WD. ee: 76.44; 77.4,15,19; 78.38; 
79.19,29,31,43,44; 80.11,14; 81.27,51; 82.9,16,18; 84.8; 85.4,4,8: 90.29: 
94.34,37,43; 96.28; 99.22; 102.20; 103.8,34; 105.20,76; 107.29; 111.6,36; 
112.9; 113.8; 114.4; 115.26,31; 116.5,8,15,21; 122.35; 125.41,42,44: 
127.9,20 

(preceding 2...) © 62.16; 73.7; 81.16; 94.16; 96.34; 106.24; 107.11; 
113.7; 115.19,34,44; 116.14; 123;17; see also 26, 2H 

(Sah.) “TG= 123.87°127.2.35 

N-  58.5,12,19,23,29; 61.1,28; 64.4; 65.12,25,32; 69.7; 71.8,9,18; 72.13; 
76.18,23; 78.17; 79.13,25,28; 80.15,26,30; 81.41; 82.21; 84.4.5; 85.5,5,6; 
90.12; 92.10,19,28,33; 94.13.51; 95.9; 103.17; 106.18,40; 110.9,15; 111.20; 
114.4; 115.17,29; 116.4,8; 118.4; 120.10; 125.1; 127.31; 130.1 M- 
61.2; 85.5 NN- 65.14 

7 

Determiner preceding relative 

T- 58.7; 63.17; 64.9,11; 69.7; 75.29,33; 79.2,22,25; 80.2,33; 81.14; 84.37; 
103.16; 105.63; 107.7; 110.44,48; 115.2,32; 126.16,27; 128.27 
see also TET~ (invariable) s.v. QaY 

T- 58.1; 63.5; 93.1; 105.81; 110.21; 122.6,16 
N- 58.18; 60.4; 65.29; 66.25; 71.11,33; 72.11; 80.27,32; 83.3; 85.2,3; 93.21; 

94.19; 105.3,31,75; 107.10; 110.20; 112.19; 124.6,8; 128.42,49 

Possessive pronoun 

Ta- 122.1,35 

Ta7 192214 

NA- 66.33; 67.42; 72.35; 75.41; 94.24 Ne- 58.21; 94.24 

Tw: TWH! 64.29 thw 92.24 Tron 64.9 

TW: Twi 92.13 

Possessive article 

mEy: TWa- 57.1; 60.3; 63.6,51; 64.7,25,25;26,27,30,32; 65.1,1,3,4,28,37,41; 
66.2,8,17,35,39,42,43; 67.2,6,7,17,34,40; 68.7,8,8; 69.2; 70.1,11,12,15, 
33,33,45; 71.3,12;17521,/31;9 72:6, 12,23 24,3031 35% 73.15.6168. 244 eg ee 
76.2,25,39,44; 77.5,6,36; 78.11,13,14,47; 79.1,1,3,4,5,5,30,42; 80.1,1,1,2,7,11, 
15,17,17,19,23,29,38,38; 81.1,1,6,10,32,38,46,49; 82.1,3,8,11,21,29,30; 83.12; 
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86.1,1,6,6,14; 88.1,1,4; 89.2,2,6,7,18,24,26,28,39; 90.2,2,3,3,39; 91.2; 92.12: 
93.5,10; 94.3,6,7,8; 97.12; 98.28; 99.1,4,54; 103.5,6; 105.2,39,77; 106.6: 
107.10,30; 108.1,1; 111.1,16,26,34,40; 112.1,14; 114.1,5; 115.1,1,5,6,20, 
20,22,33,42,43,44,.44; 116.11,13,16; 118.3,3; 122.1,1,2,15,17,20,30; 123.16 
126.21,31 TEK- = 60.1; 66.3; 76.45; 78.8,10; 79.11; 80.4; 82.34; 108.4; 
111.3,39; 126.7,24; 128.45 TK- 62.8; 77.10,32; 81.50; 105.60; 122.7,21 

TE- 63.20; 92.11,22; 93.11; 115.14; 116.6; 123.23 Treq- 65.47; 66.16; 

79.2,45,45; 80.38; 82.33; 89.9; 90.31; 123.10; [124.3]; 126.16; 127.30 

TY- 58.30; 69.8; 78.44; 84.35; 110.14,21; 112.2; 115.3; 116.7; 126.11 

Tec- 88.10; 93.1; 105.81 TC- 68.47; 72.36; 73.11; 82.28; 103.18 

TIEN- 124.address,39 TIN- §=58.21; 66.33; 67.42; 68.38; 69.6; 73.20,20; 

$0.28,31; 83.6; 84.17; 90.5; 92.26; 103.2,38 TIETN- 61.9; 62.15; 72.4; 

79.6; 83.5; 89.44; 90.7; 97.7; 105.5,8,41; 122.13,24 Trey- 105.62; 

128.23. tToy- 58.17,24; 64.24; 65.30; 66.13; 69.10; 70.34.45; 71.2; 75.7; 

76.4,44; 78.16; 80.26,29,30; 85.2; 96.29; 105.3,75; 121.5; 122.14; 124.8 

TIE”: TA- 63.50; 64.21,23,26,29; 65.39,39,40; 65.42,48; 66.23,31; 68.13,34; 

70.14,43; 71.2,27,28,28; 73.25; 75.4; 76.47; 79.3; 80.3,29; 81.43; 82.26,27; 

93.2535 85.25) 86.95 8833375795913, 15)19222:8925,1 12, 13:33; 90.2; 92.1: 

93.1,2,19,19,20,20; 94.15,24; 98.26; 105.2; 107.8; 109.1; 112.21; 

115.3,13,24,24,28,37,38;  122.9,9,15,26,32 Te- (still Ist sing.) 66.22 

TEK- 66.11; 77.9; 78.9; 79.11; 107.5; 115.7; 124.13,14; 128.41 TK- 

57.13, 72.14; 81.:32;35; 86.4; 90.13: 103.21,24;25,30; 115.10; 122:5 TE- 

(2nd fem.) 63.44; 92.5; 95.10 Teq- 65.38,45; 75.18; 78.15; 82.31; 

89.20,21; 109.32 Tq- 62.14,17; 66.42.43; 67.38; 72.24,25,30; 73.8; 

77.5,35; 79.38; 82.29; 94.9; 108.34,36; 112.22 Tec- 64.20; 65.43; 

71.27; 80.35; 82.28; 119.47 Tc- 64.21,22,23; 66.37; 77.35; 88.29; 89.16; 

105.75; 113.9; 117.2; 117.2,2; 119.59,60; 122.6 TNae08.29, 30 S152: 

90,25:792220; 1:07:15. 116.3 ~TETN=72.5:5/5.24 SOY s117.12122.28 

Ney: Na- 58.11; 61.2,3; 63.11; 66.29; 72.32; 75.3; 76.34; 80.37; 81.24.45; 

82.41,41; 85.1,1,6; 91.1; 92.4,7; 103.35; 105.1,43,80; 108.22; 111.42,42; 

Lida 122-1 3814 NEK- 66.12; 76.3,44; 77.3; 110.44; 112.21; 122.3; 

12712 NEé- 71.32; 92.3,5; 95.2; 102.21 NeEq- 58.12; 65.29,38,46; 

66.36,42,44; 67.18:) 70.11.34: 72.24;25; 575.41; 77.35; 78.15;,79.40; $82.30; 

94.10; 96.28; 103.6; 105.75; 112.22; 119.59; 124.31; 125.15 Nq- 

129.2537, NEC- 64.19,21,24; 65.44; 66.32; 68.31; 70.7,10; 71.2; 75.5; 

80.35; 92.21; 96.26; 115.38,39; 116.12,18 Nc- 77.36 NEN- 62.13; 

69.6; 79.37; 80.21,28; 84.25,26; 90.34; 95.14; 96.31; 103.3337; 110.12; 

128.27,29,31 NN- 64.4; 77.26 NETN- 110.17 NeEY- 90.27; 

128.22,43 NOY- 67.35,57; 71.32; 72.32; 84.4; 92.5; 94.5,11; 102.20; 

105.11,76; 119.61 122.27; 126.14 
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Subject index 

Commodities: 

for food see “Native words”, s.v. AKE sesame, APQ)IN lentil, BNNE date, EAAAE 

grape, \WT barley, KNTE fig, NOYBC jujube, NH2 oil, UGJBWN herb, 

XAEIT olive 

see “Loan words”, s.v. CiCovdAd, ka8apds, kaptia, onoaph 

for clothing see “Native words’, s.v. KAEYT cowl, TIPHU) blanket, TOOYE 

shoe, WAT cushion, GJTHN tunic; (generic:) 2BAC, 2AITE 

see “Loan words”, s.v. 6upaé, KoOAAGPLOV, OTLYAPLOV 

for books and documents, see “Native words”, s.v. C2e€l letter, xwMe book 

see “Loan words”, s.v. ETLOTOAN, EVaYYEALOV, [LEAaV, TIPGELS, TeTPAS 
for containers see “Native words’, s.v. ACKAYAE, Beep basket, AAK bowl, 

MPWWE clay pot, XAGE cloth bag (?) 

see “Loan words”, s.v. ayyetov, kddka80s, AaBis, yaAKetov 

other materials : see “Native words”, s.v. NOYB gold, CTHM antimony 

see “Loan words”, s.v. KdAa LOS, KkAwoTNp (?) thread, TheKTY (twisted material), 

XapTns 
Measures, weights, and quantities: 

see “Native words”, s.v. MAXE, PTAB, CATEPE, WAaTC portion 

see “Loan words”, s.v. AaBis (2), wépos, vd, E€otns, yods 

Money: 

see “Native words”, s.v. 2AMT bronze, ONOW)P talent 

see “Loan words”, s.v. voptopdtiov, votpos, OAoKSTTLVOS, TLLN (at Egyptian 
price 81.18) 

Personal names: see above, pp. 346-350 

Place-names: see above, pp. 350f. (“Geographical names and provenances”) 
Textile production: 

see “Native words”, s.v. BEKE wages, EOYEN colour, MOYXT mix, CW2E 

weave, TEAO Set up (on loom), 2ICE spin 

see “Loan words”, s.v. nrakdtn distaff, KAwoTHp (?), AdoLOV 
Transport and destinations: 

see “Native words”, s.v. BAPW2 caravan (driver), QHME fare, freight 
“travel / come to Egypt” 69.3; 72.19; 81.17,26,54; 82.18,36; 90.7,39: 111.33; 

115.26; 116.9; “travel to Antinoou” 116.11; “travel to Aphrodite” 90.37 

“travel / come to the Oasis” 58.22; 81.13; 105.44; 108.30; 119.32; 130.3; “travel 

south” 111.7; “travel / come to Kellis” 81.26,35,50; 108.26; ‘come to the 

village” 99.22; “travel to Hibis” 118.7 

“stay in the Oasis” 81.23; 122.12 

“take to / sell in the Oasis” 65.37; 90.11; “bring to Egypt” 90.43 
“send (back) to Upper Egypt” 79.27,34 



INVENTORY NUMBERS 

As in previous volumes, the movement of fragments has been tracked and a listing is 

provided. A close study of the various deposits, within which fragments from specific 

documents or groups of such were recovered during the excavations, has proved to be of 

value for the difficult task of reconstructing such fragments or groups. Further, it has 

potential for understanding the history of the persons who lived within these structures, 

their relationship to each other, and their association with the other kinds of texts 

(whether dated Greek contracts, horoscopes or Manichaean psalms) as found especially 

in House 3. The following list does not include fragments or documents from House 4 

and the Temple Area, nor fragments that have not been edited. 

House 3, 1990-91 archaeological season: 

A/5/1 = 85 

A/5/24 > 83 

A/5/163 > 94 

A/5/260 > A/5/280 

A/5/280 = ot) 

P4 > 62 

P7+7A > pP4 

P8 > P 27B 

P9 > 64 

P14 > 63 

P 17EE > 58 

P17V = P 17Vi 86 

P21 > P45 

P22 > P14 

P 27A/B = 90 

P27B > 61 

P32 > 87 
P 36 > P 45 

P 40 > 59 
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P 45 > 65 

P47 > P 45 

P51B > P 56Ci 

P51B > 95 

P51B > P 51B(a)i 96 

P51B > P 51B(a)ii 97 

P51B > P 51B(a)iii 98 

P5IC > P14 

P51C > P 51C(a) 91 

P 51D = P 52G 

P 51D s P 56Ci 

P 51D > 99 

P51D > P S1D(b)i 100 

P 51D > P 51D(b)ii 101 

P52A = P 56D(b) 

P 52C > P 52Ci 102 

P 52G > 80 

P52) = 73 

P 56B > 103 

P 56C > P 45 

P 56C > P 56B 

P 56C > P 56G 

P 56C > 88 

P 56C > P 56C(a)i 74 

P 56C > P 56C(a)ii 60 

P 56C > P 56C(a)iii 104 

P 56C > P 56Ci 105 

P 56D > 75 

P 56D > P 56D(a) 106 
P 56D > P 56D(b) 107 

P 56E > P 56B 

P 56E > 76 
P 56G > 108 
P 56H > P 56D(b) 
P 56I > P 56G 
P57B > P 56Ci 
P 59A > 66 



PeaoA. 

(dads) 

P 59B 

P5S9C 

POSE 

Poor 

PS9F 

P 60D 

P 60D 

ee 

P61G 

P 61J 

P 61S 

P61V 

P 61W 

P 62 

Pool. 

P 64A 

P 64A 

P 64A 

P 65D 

EOE 

Poor 

r0oG 

P65G 

P 65J 

E67 

P 68D 

P 68G 

P 68G 

P 69 

PISA 

P 78G 

P 78H 

P 78J 

P 78J 

P 80A 

V P 59A(i) 

P 61G/I 

P 68G(a) 

P 78Hi 

P 78Ji 

Inventory numbers 

109 

PS59A 

P S9A(i) 

P SOA 

P 78J 

P S9A(i) 

P78) 

P 59A(i) 

67 

68 

110 

111 

112 

P 61S 

P 61S 

P14 

P 61S 

P 81E(a) 

P 27A/B 

P 59A(i) 

P 61S 

P 61G/I 

P 61G/I 

P 61G/I 

P 61S 

P 61G/I 

P 78J 

P 81F/I 

81 

84 

P 81E(a) 

113 

P 81E(a) 

69 

70 

114 

115 

363 
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P8iA > 

P81B > 

P8IC > 

P 81D > 

P81E > 

P81E > P 81E(a) 

P 81F > P 81F/1 

P 90B > 

P 91A/B > 

P9IB > 

P 93B > 

P 93B > 

P 93B > 

P 93B > 

P 93D > 

P 93D > 

P 95B > 

House 3, 1991-92 archaeological season: 

PO: > 

P.92-15B ee 

POAT > 

P9219 > 

P 92.20 > 

P9222 > 

P 9222 > 

P2356 > P 92.35G(i) 

P922262 > 

P 80A 

P 81E(a) 

71 

P 27A/B 

116 

82 

WI 

92 

sp, 

117 

P 59A(i) 

P 78di 

P81E 

P 81E(a) 

P 81C 

P 81E(a) 

89 

118 

119 

120 

78 

121 

P 92.19 

P 92.35G(i) 

79 

93 



PHOTOGRAPHS 

Digital photographs of the texts are provided on the accompanying disc. They were all 

taken by Jay Johnston in the SCA magazine in the Dakhleh Oasis during January 2009. 

There are the following exceptions: | 

61(v), 70(v), 71(v): not processed (only the address is found); 

63(v), 69(v), 87(v), 91(v), 95(v), 101(v), 104(v), 108(v), 114(v), 117(v), 121(v): not 

processed (the papyrus is not inscribed); 

128: the glass frame containing the fragments from P 96.98 and P 96.108 could not be 

found in the magazine in 2009, but a photograph of them from 1997 is provided in 

the volume as a plate; 

130(convex): not processed (convex side of the ostracon not inscribed); 

131: this wooden board could not be found in the magazine in 2009, but a photograph 

from 1997 is provided in the volume as a plate. 

A small selection of other photographs taken in earlier seasons is also provided in the 

volume as plates. 

P. KELLIS ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA 

19, 21 Read ant MEKCMIAIN CNO MEA, with Cuan for optAtov ‘(little) scalpel, 

penknife’, also attested in Greek papyri as outAiv. To be translated probably ‘Bring your 

two ink scrapers’, if weAa represents wéAav ‘ink’. Alternatively, but less likely, it might 

stand for wéAac ‘black’; in which case the meaning would seem to be ‘Bring your two 

black penknives’. The reading cman, along with its interpretation, was first suggested 

to us by Geneviéve Favrelle (Issy-les-Moulineaux, France; personal letter to WPF, 28-11- 

2001). 

19, 33 Instead of erutTorc, read eTNTOTE; i.e. '.. the coins that you (f.) have’. 

19, 47 Instead of fire, read Nce; i.e. 'I inquired about my son Andreas’. 
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19, 72 Instead of TEsMMAt, read TMMMAXI. 

33, Of. Read puep af... ]. Mé KTEU|CNH; ie. '.. take care of (N.N.) and make 

him (10) fix (or: 'set up') for us the warp! etc. Delete commentary on 1. 9; cf. imperative 

usage of pMep at 81, 20,39 (equals apmmep 103, 38; 105, 71; 108, 28). 

39, 10 Read probably etanfoy]agy (either eran- or eTai-); ie. '.. the thing 

which we (or: 'l') have set (aside) for the man’. 

39, 20 Translate: '.. not to mention our brother Petros' (A. Shisha-Halevy, 'An 

Emerging New Dialect of Coptic’, Orientalia 71, 2002: 306). 

39, 30-31 In the translation, these two 'transverse' lines are to be set off as a separate 

subtext. 

43, 37 Read perhaps pw 2itley[2]HT to translate (Il. 36-38): "Who is it really that 

takes care of them and their anxiety (?) in their hearts? For, are there any others for 

them?". 

43, 40 Read raxey; i.e. ‘They said he did not give it to you’. 

46,1.4£.6,1 If. Instead of 'I have ... from him’, translate 'He owes me ..) 10 Zande 

followed by 'He is to pay them to me ...' (anair still unclear). See the explanations in 

CDT L, p. 60; and also A. Shisha-Halevy, op. cit., 2002: 307 (with some confusion). 

47, 27f. Read netTyoyw|[wje [Aleq; i.e. 'Whatever he wishes [to] do with my 

children - he is responsible’. 

AOL Translate: 'I owe Mother Partheni 2500 talents - give them to her’. 

48, 37f. Translate: 'I owe you another 400 talents and eight jujubes' (‘jujubes' 

apparently corrected from nummi: noc before correction). 
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P. Kellis Copt. 80 (r) 
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P. Kellis Copt. 122 (v) 



P. Kellis Copt. 127 (r) 
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P. Kellis Copt. 128 (ex P96.98 + P96.108) 
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Coptic Documentary Texts from Kellis 

VOLUME 2: P. KELLIS VII 

This is the second volume of fourth century Coptic documents written on papyri and 

boards as recovered from the ruins of houses at Kellis, the Roman predecessor of the 

village of Ismant el-Kharab in the Dakhleh Oasis. It contains the remains of 75 discrete 

pieces, mostly letters of personal and business content, and concluding the major archive 

from House Three together with later finds from House Four and the Temple Area. The 

documents are transcribed and translated with commentary. Together, these two volumes 

break new ground in providing a unique insight into the social, economic and religious 

lives of a late antique village. They give voice to ordinary people and provide genuine 

insights into literacy and the role of women in a multilingual society, the practice of trade 

and travel, together with sectarian and normative forms of Christian belief and association 

at a time of rapid religious transformation. 
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